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1. INTRODUCTION

The value of PSA for nuclear safety is well recognized. Its unique capability to give a
comprehensive and integrated view of the overall safety of a plant, and to provide a framework
within which individual safety issues can be seen in context, is generally appreciated by regulators,
utilities and designers. The uses, actual and potential, of PSA together with its limitations, have
been widely discussed and are well documented.

The limitations of PSA, notably concerning the difficulty of quantifying engineering or other
expert judgements, are also well known. They have led regulatory bodies to adopt a cautious
approach to the introduction of PSA into the regulatory process. In all cases the established
deterministic, conservative design basis approach is retained as the mainstay of safety analysis and
regulation. The differences between the regulatory regimes, legal systems and the attitude of the
regulators in the various countries has meant that the use made of PSA in regulation varies
considerably, particularly in terms of specific requirements. In many countries, however, PSA is
used in an informal way, and when this is taken into account there is seen to be rather more
convergence.

The objective of this meeting was to focus on the role of the regulator in relation to PSA,
to give a picture of the present status, and near term plans, of the requirements placed on licensees
and of the uses, formal and informal, made of PSA in regulatory decision making. One such use,
in which there is currently much interest, is known as Risk-Based Regulation. This term has various
connotations but essentially refers to a more flexible and efficient application of Technical
Specifications in the interests of gains in both economy and safety. [Does this conflict with WG3?]

The position in many countries is one of change in the use of PSA by regulators, and hence
any report can only give a snapshot in time. It has to be noted that a number of countries, with
important nuclear power programmes, were not represented at the meeting, and so the overall picture
is not as comprehensive as might have been hoped.

The time available for the meeting (3 1/2 days) was too short to allow for the drafting of
a polished report, and hence it has only been possible to present the important outcomes of the
discussions in brief form. These should be useful in themselves, but could also form the basis of
further development of the topics in future IAEA activities.

The meeting started with a series of presentations on the position in a number of countries,
including one on the work (in progress) of an EC Task Force on Regulatory Actions Related to
PSA, closely related to the topic of this meeting. These presentations were all interesting and
valuable as an introduction to the discussions, and the papers are appended to this report.

The field of the discussion in the meeting was divided into three areas, progressed in three
working groups, namely: Regulatory requirements related to PSA, Regulatory uses of PSA, and
Risk-Based Regulation. The outcomes are covered in the next three sections. The fifth section of
this report gives the overall conclusions of the meeting and the final section makes some
recommendations for future IAEA activities in these areas.

In order to assist in focussing the efforts of the first two groups, a set of specific questions
was proposed for each. These questionnaires are referred to in Sections 2 and 3.
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2. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO PSA

2.1. Does the regulatory body

(a) require a PSA to be carried out?
(b) strongly recommend a PSA to be carried out?
(c) encourage a PSA to be carried out?
(d) not want a PSA?
(e) other - please specify

Two main approaches exist regarding the regulatory requirements to carry out PSAs. The
first approach is to formally require a PSA to be completed. The second approach is to strongly
recommend or encourage a PSA to be carried out. In cases where PSAs are strongly recommended,
the utility has usually responded by initiating a PSA. One additional approach is the establishment
of requirements which could be demonstrated by a PSA, however, a PSA is not explicitly mandated.

The requirement for a PSA usually forms a part of licensing and/or periodic safety review.
Some member countries also require that the PSA also be used to support major modifications.

2.2. Who does the PSA?

(a) licensee
(b) licensees consultant/contractor - if positive the response should indicate the role of

the licensee in the PSA.
(c) the regulator

The solution depends on the country and, to some extent, on the goal, but in most cases the
applicant or operator is responsible for performing and financing the PSA at least for licensing
purposes. The actual work can be done either by the utility, or contractor, or by the utility with the
help of contractors, or in the co-operation of the utility with the vendor. External experts are also
consulted. R&D work is done normally by some working groups combined from government
institutions, scientific institutes and industrial groups in co-operation, with various combinations of
financing arrangements. This applies especially to countries with limited own experience and
nuclear programmes. International co-operation and IAEA help is also used in these countries.

2.3. What regulatory action would be taken if a PSA indicated excessive risks?

There are two main philosophies of the regulatory body (RB) in the Member States on how
to act in such cases:

(1) RB does not immediately formally require concrete actions to be taken by the licensee if a
PSA results indicate excessive risks. What the RB does require is an action plan to explore
the nature of the risk and reduce it. In some cases an independent check by using
deterministic methods is made. Usually the mutually agreed action plan is then approved
by the RB and becomes mandatory.

(2) RB stands behind in following the licensee's PSA and acts only if the results do not satisfy
the existing regulations which are in most cases based on deterministic approach. The
initiative is on the licensee.

The co-operation between the licensee and the RB on this subject is in most cases good.



There are Member States who apply very stringent deterministic requirements in the licensing
procedure, that an "excessive" risk to be brought up by a PSA conducted subsequently can
practically be excluded. In the theoretical case of such an event in these countries the RB would
act corresponding to 1 or 2 depending on the case.

2.4. Does the regulatory body give guidelines or requirements on how a PSA is carried out?

(a) regulators own PSA guide
(b) use of IAEA guide
(c) useofNUREG-2300
(d) other - please specify

The response should indicate how strongly the regulator insists on a particular method.

In most cases, the licensee utilizes some PSA guidelines which in some cases correspond
to the IAEA guidelines or NUREG-2300, -2815, etc., and in other cases special PSA guidelines
authorized by regulators are used. There are variety among member countries regarding the degree
of binding freedom on the use of the PSA guidelines, when licensee conduct PSA study to their own
NPPs. In general, the regulatory body in some member countries, where many utility companies
operate a lot of NPPs, feel the necessity to establish their own PSA guidelines in order to conduct
effectively the PSA review with the minimum resources and time. It is pointed out that the contents
of PSAs applied to NPPs should be reviewable regarding data, methodology, assumptions, etc. in
order to conduct the review by the regulatory body effectively.

In some countries, no guidelines are formally prescribed.

2.5. How does the regulator judge the results of a PSA?

(a) against numerical criteria/targets such as CDF or large release
(b) system reliabilities (comment also on whether the system reliability target/limit is

derived from higher level criteria)
(c) other - please specify

If numerical targets are used the response should say whether compliance is mandatory.

Generally, there is no isolated regulatory judgement on a submitted PSA, but it has to be
seen in context with results from deterministic safety analyses or other information. In some
countries, especially those from Eastern Europe, review schemes are under development.

The degree of formality of the regulatory PSA review varies from country to country. One
extreme is that there is practically no formal review but rather a check on results and methodology
or any unexpected issues. The other extremes are countries with rather detailed guidance on how
to perform a PSA review.

In some cases, the prescription of target values (for instance for CDF or containment failure
or probability of large release) is being used, but in most of the cases no target values are
prescribed. Some results, especially reliabilities, are to be taken into account. Even in cases where
no numerical targets are prescribed the results are expected to reflect a certain safety level. This
could be described by the existence of "implicit" targets.

In many cases, the prime concern is well-balancedness of the plant or the identification of



weak spots. In the case of unbalanced design but very low overall risk no regulatory action would
be required.

2.6. Are any reviews carried out on the PSA before the regulatory assessment

(a) by an independent body?
(b) separate part of licensees organization?
(c) other - please specify

If such reviews are carried out the response should indicate whether or not they are required
or encouraged by the regulator or done on the licensees own initiative. Examples of reviews which
have been carried out should be given, where appropriate.

In some cases separate part of licensees organization do the review as a part of PSA
preparation. An independent group of experts or research (scientific) and technical organizations
are invited to carry out reviews on the PSA in some countries, but such assessments are the
voluntary actions of licensees. The regulatory bodies rely on foreign assistance especially IAEA
support in countries without broad experience with PSA assessment.

Generally, there are no official requirements on the PSA reviews before the regulatory
assessment.

2.7. How do the limitations of PSA influence the way in which regulators view the results of a
PSA?

The regulators are aware of the limitations of the PSA and have appreciation of its
weaknesses and do not base their decisions solely on the PSA results. A combination with other
methods (deterministic) is in most cases used for making decisions. Regulators recognize the
advantages of the PSA especially in setting priorities and determining importance. Programmes for
the use of PSA in regulations and for regulatory decisions are in many cases under consideration.
The opinion is that there is still some room for improvement in PSA techniques.

2.8. What level of PSAs are performed (0, 1, 2 or 3)? The response should say if the level of
PSA varies according to purpose.

For research and development purposes the work is being done in several countries on all
levels of PSA. Official requirements (or more often recommendations or encouragements) usually
are not going further than level 1+, with some exceptions recommending level 2 PSA or even
including some elements of level 3 PSA.

Usually stronger demands concern new plants. For periodical safety reviews (e.g. every ten
years) and living PSA level 1 (or 1+) is generally supposed to be sufficient.

In a few cases PSA level 1 is encouraged not only for full power situation but also for
shutdown conditions (to confirm adequacy of the corresponding procedures).

2.9. Does the regulator impose any pre-conditions with respect to the following:

(a) CCF limits
(b) timescale for operator action
(c) operator actions claimed only when written procedures exist



(d) only safety classified equipment can be claimed
(e) need for FMEA
(f) choice of data - plant specific or generic, also ageing effects
(g) mission time
(h) human intervention models

In the countries which have started work on PSAs only recently, there are in general no
requirements or preconditions. Thoughts and efforts are directed in some cases towards the
development of such requirements. At present, requirements are taken as far as necessary from
other countries with a developed PSA framework. As an example, the USNRC Regulatory Guides
can be mentioned.

Detailed prescriptions usually exist in countries with many years of PSA development and
experience (see for instance the detailed German answers to the questionnaire). International
comparison (NEA/CSNI/PWG5) has shown good agreement on these PSA preconditions.

Generally, the use of plant specific data and the claim on operator actions only in cases
where written procedures exist are emphasized.

2.10. Does the regulator require or request (please distinguish)

(a) sensitivity studies?
(b) uncertainty analyses:
(c) if not required, are sensitivity and/or uncertainty analyses normally done anyway?

Most of the member countries with a few exceptions do not officially require sensitivity
studies and/or uncertainty analyses for each NPP in the regulatory process, although in most cases
sensitivity analyses and/or uncertainty analyses are conducted as an important part of the PSA
studies. The results of these studies consists of necessary insights which have the potential to
influence decision making by the regulators.

2.11. Does the regulator require or request (please distinguish) the PSA to be performed on a best-
estimate or conservative basis. The response should also comment on what is actually done
to try and make the results best-estimate or conservative.

There exists a general understanding that a PSA employ less conservatism than deterministic
analyses. Member States do not tend to formally require or request that PSAs be conducted using
a best estimate approach. It is the intention however, that the PSA analysis be realistic and
reasonably assured. This requires that effort be directed towards ensuring that there are no excessive
safety margins. It is recognized that in implementation it may be necessary to introduce elements
of conservatism to maintain a manageable level of effort.

In the discussion of this issue, it was apparent that the terminology "best estimate" is subject
to interpretation and needs to be more clearly defined.

2.12. How important is completeness (for example in terms of the list of initiating faults)
considered to be?

The completeness (in terms of initiating events) of the PSAs is considered to be of primary
importance in all cases. The check for completeness is one of the main issues in Regulatory Body
review of PSA (including comparison with past analyses). The methods to achieve completeness



start from reference lists based on international experience and guides for corresponding types of
NPPs. They are usually supported by domestic operational experience in plants of similar type and
local experience and thorough engineering insight, in sone cases formal logic methods are
recommended to be used. Sometimes, external events are excluded from the PSA and covered by
other methods.

2.13. What proportion of NPPs have had a PSA done, and is it intended that they should
eventually be done for each plant?

In the developed countries typically 1/3 - 1/2 of the NPPs have had PSA level 1 done up
till now. In some countries, level 1 PSA are available for all nuclear power plants. In the
developing countries the PSA level 1 is under preparation during these months. In most countries
where NPPs exist, there will be PSA level 1 until the middle of the 90s for the different types of
units. In some countries where they have very similar units on the same site, they prepare only one
PSA for a reference unit, and if it is necessary they make some additional considerations and adapt
it to the others. If they have very similar units on different sites they can develop a common part
of PSA and use it for each unit.
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3. REGULATORY USES OF PSA

(1) All of the regulators use PSA to seek improvements to the design on operation of the plant.
These improvements tend to be of a general non-prescriptive nature - the regulator calls for
improvement and then reviews the licensee's proposals.

(2) None of the regulators represented currently uses PSA to help with planned inspections.
There was, however, some ad-hoc use of PSA based inspection to confirm actions derived
from, or assumptions within, a PSA. It was felt that there was little prospect for change in
the near future. It was noted during the discussion that reliability analysis has often formed
the basis of test intervals and that this was a PSA to input into inspection.

(3) Most regulator do not have formal regulatory limits or targets. Nevertheless a comparison
is generally made against published targets for core damage frequency (e.g. IAEA targets)
or published PSA results.

Formal regulatory targets and/or limits are used for comparative purposes by two countries.

(4) Only one respondent currently uses PSA for evaluation of incidents. Many countries are
interested in such a use of PSA but tended not to see it as regulatory activity in the short
term.

One country's attempts to use PSA for incident evaluation had been unsuccessful, primarily
because of lack of good quality data.

It was noted that the US makes use of PSA for accident precursor analysis and consequently
that this use of PSA could propagate elsewhere.

(5) None of the respondents reported using PSA for off-site emergency plans although PSA was
an input into on-site emergency procedures. In those countries which do not use PSA for
emergency procedures, this use of PSA was seen as something the regulator will do in the
future.

(6) Operational experience is generally fed into the PSA in the form of initiating fault data and
component reliability data. In some cases PSAs are kept up-to-date and the majority of
regulators intend that PSAs are regularly updated, for example, via a periodic review or
annual reliability update.

(7) All of the regulators tended to have a broad view of what a living PSA (LPSA) is:

A LPSA is generally seen as user friendly, readily adaptable PSA which used as an input
to operation of the plant. A LPSA is updated regularly but does not have to be an on-line
tool. LPSA is not mandatory in any country and it is believed to be unlikely to become so.
Examples of LPSA are in use in 3 countries and the vast majority (8oo9) of regulators
development and use of LPSA.

(8) The regulators in most countries (5oo7) review a licensees PSA for both its adequacy as a
model of the plant and to see that the licensee draws appropriate conclusions (for example,
in terms of potential improvements to design or operation of the plant) from their PSA.
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(9) None of the regulators (9oo9) currently use CBA and only one has any plans to do so in the
future. In a s^ill number of cases (2) it was reported thnt licensees have occasionally
submitted CBA in support of their arguments, but the regulators in these cases did not
consider the CBA to be persuasive. It was also noted that some licensees use CBA
internally for their own purposes.

(10) Many regulators (5oo9) currently take some account of plant life when taking decisions on
plant improvements and backfits, although none of the regulators uses a systematic
methodology to come to such decisions. The position on this subject is thought unlikely to
change, certainly in the near future.

(11) All of the regulators are well aware of the limitations of PSA and take accounts of them in
the decision making process. In many cases the regulator will use uncertainty and/or
sensitivity analysis results to try and ensure that any lessons to be learnt from the PSA
reflect the state of the plant, and are not merely features of assumptions made in the PSA.
Sometimes relative contributions of accident sequences are looked as the degree of
uncertainty is likely to be less in relative terms than in absolute terms.

In all cases (7oo7) PSA was considered by the regulator to be an additional or supporting
part of the safety case, it was not seen as a replacement for a deterministic safety case.

(12) It was generally felt that a larger scope PSA has more uses; for example, before a PSA can
have a full input into off-site emergency plans, Level 3 is needed. Similarly, Level 2 PSA
is seen as being more of a method of identification of research needs than Level 1, and so
carrying out only a Level 1 would tend to restrict its use.

There was also a feeling that the law of diminishing returns applies and that as the scope
increases and more information is obtained, the additional information is more "costly" to
obtain.

(13) All of the regulators either require or recommend that sensitivity studies are carried out in
some (2oo6) countries. Sensitivity and uncertainty results are used to identify potential
weaknesses in some countries and are used to judge the usefulness of the PSA. In the later
instance if a PSA was very sensitive to changes in many areas or had very broad uncertainty
bounds it could severely limit the strength of any conclusions which could be drawn and
may be indicative of a poor PSA.
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4. RISK-BASED CONSIDERATIONS IN THE REGULATORY CONTEXT

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Regulation is defined here as the whole set of interactions between licensee and regulatory
body. This might be formal via strict rules and regulations, very informal, or any way in between.
Regulatory practice differs from country to country due to differences in the legal framework, safety
culture, etc.

"Risk-based regulation" involves the whole area from implicit probabilistic considerations
in the deterministic requirements to an intensive use of PSA by both the regulatory body and
licensee for a better distribution of resources. It might involve the (in) formal use of probabilistic
safety objectives/criteria (PSC). However, to make the subject of risk-based regulation not to
diffuse, we restrict ourselves to the use of PSA in the regulatory process in combination with the
more traditional deterministic regulation. This might involve the use of PSA to optimize the
resources for plant improvement, or for optimization of the regulatory attention; which areas need
more attention or inspections and which might have less attention.

The use of PSA for safety-related decision within the regulatory process is considered as
very attractive. Consequently, in many countries Level 1 PSA become effectively a regulatory
requirement for operating reactors. The power of the technique is integration of various safety
aspects into one coherent framework. A PSA constitutes a comprehensive and complex logical
model supported by plant-specific operational experience.. There is a general agreement that PSA
may be useful in providing overall safety profile of the plant, in identification of areas of weakness
of the plant and development of a balance design. However, Probabilistic approach should be
treated as a necessary supplement to deterministic approach in the regulation process. In no case,
the regulators see PSA results as being the sole input to decision making. Many regulators consider
and apply PSA as a common framework in relationship between regulators and licensees. It is also
believed that PSA may be used to improve existing deterministic framework applied in regulatory
process.

The regulatory use of PSA might involve one or more stages of the plant life-cycle, from
design and siting to operation.

In some cases the term, "risk-based regulations", might only refer to regulations which
mandate the use of PSA techniques in preparing formal licensing submissions and which use PSA
results in the decision making.

4.2. CURRENT PRACTICE

Current regulations of nuclear activities in all countries are deterministic, though many
contain risk-based elements introduced through limits on frequencies of specific undesirable
consequences.

PSA is a method to integrate all the safety-related information into a single framework,
providing useful information for upgrading safety of nuclear facilities. Thus the utilization of PSA
in decision makings related to nuclear safety is becoming popular in many countries.

Probabilistic considerations were a part of nuclear regulation even when no PSA was
available. Although there was no explicit expression of probability or frequency, regulatory
decisions were made based on probabilistic considerations. Deterministic rules and guidelines such
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as event classification and a single failure criterion were developed based on frequency and
probability implicitly estimated by experts. Then nuclear facilities have been operated safely in
most countries under the deterministic rules and guidelines thus developed.

Though PSA provides a detailed insight into factors affecting the plant safety, its use in
regulatory practice is still limited. Practically all countries encourage the use of PSA as an
engineering tool benefitting operators or designers and accept PSA in a supporting regulatory role,
only a few countries have explicitly stated a mandatory requirement for PSA as a part of the
regulatory process. However, informally it is understood that PSA, at least Level 1, will be
performed in support of any major decision affecting the plant configuration or safety.

PSAs are increasingly used by operators for their own benefit. In discussions with their
regulatory bodies these PSA insights are increasingly used to support their own needs and wishes.
Therefore, the response of the respective regulatory body can also be seen as regulatory use of
PSA/risk-based regulation.

At present the broadest regulatory acceptance of PSA is in applications where it is used in
a relative sense, i.e. comparing alternatives.

At present licensees are the prime driving force to use the PSA methodology for optimizing
the allocation of resources in achieving both the safety and availability objectives in operation.
They promote its use in the regulatory process to achieve these objectives.

Majority of existing plants have had PSAs performed after their construction to verify the
safety claims, identify design measures, evaluate upgrade options, etc. For proposed plants, PSA
is usually a part of the design process, where it is used mainly by the designers to achieve a
balanced design. The availability of the PSA results prior to plant licensing may be used by
regulators for assessing the adequacy of the existing regulatory criteria in verifying that the selection
of DBAs and safety margins called for by the regulators are appropriate.

4.2.1. Benefits

Recently there was a remarkable advance in PSA technology, and it is now an another
matured, effective tool to be utilized in nuclear regulation. PSA is a probabilistic tool with
following special characteristics:

it is a systematically organized analysis method;

it is an integrated, quantitative analysis method in which all the parameters such as
frequency of event occurrence, source terms, health effects and uncertainty are quantified
on the basis of operational experiences, research results, engineering judgement, etc.;

Thus, the results are explicit expressions of overall safety of a facility based on probabilistic
consideration supported by existing data and available knowledge.

The power of PSA technique is also integration of various safety aspects into one coherent
framework. It can be used as a mean for optimizing the allocation of resources in achieving the
safety objectives in both licensing and operation.

The results of PSAs might be used by the regulatory body to support their communication
with the public concerning the risks of NPP operation. However, it must be said that special care
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must be given regarding the strengths and weaknesses of a PSA, because the publically perceived
shortcomings of PSAs might reverse the original objectives of the authorities.

4.2.2. Reasons for hesitation

Attitude of the regulators is determined by various limitations of PSA. Specific limitations
are pointed out: difficulty in ensuring completeness, relatively large uncertainties, lack of
knowledge and the use of expert judgement, insufficient quality of data, difficulty in review process
by the regulatory, and others. It should be pointed out that regulatory organizations are well aware
of the limitations of PSA. It is realized that majority of these shortcomings also exist in traditional
deterministic regulatory approach. However, deterministic approach has very well established and
generally accepted tradition and much effort will be needed, both in utility and regulatory
environment, to make further step in introducing risk-based regulation on more formal ground.

It must be said that sometimes lack of knowledge among some regulators concerning PSA
techniques prevent them to exploit all the valuable insights of a PSA despite its shortcomings.
Therefore, the IAEA is strongly encouraged to continue its effort to help Member States in
establishing PSA programmes, educate parties involved and giving guidance.

PSA being comprehensive and complex technique requires that the results and insights of
PSA are documented in proper way to allow an optimal use by the regulatory body. Existing PSAs
are not always well documented and this is one of the important reasons that explaining some
reluctance in using this technique in formal or informal regulatory processes.

4.3. TRENDS AND WHERE TO GO

PSA can be utilized in nuclear decision makings including regulation in many ways. It may
be used to modify deterministic rules and guidelines to achieve a more balanced regulation, or PSA
results may be utilized directly in decision makings. The symbolic relationship among PSA,
deterministic rules and guidelines and regulatory decision makings is illustrated in Figure 1.

Examples of PSA use in regulation are as follows:

Deterministic rules and guidelines, which are generic and applied to all the same kind of
nuclear facilities, can be developed or modified based on the results of generic PSAs. A
typical example is re-classification of events to be analysed in the licensing process.
Another example is the utilization of the Safety Goals in the United States. The goals are
not to be applied to any decision making on individual plants, but they will be utilized to
modify the existing regulatory system by examining the reasons why some plants comply
with the goals but other plants do not comply with them.

Technical specifications, which reflect a deterministic decision making, may be modified
for individual plants using the results of plant-specific PSAs. An example is optimizing of
allowed outage times (AOTs) and surveillance test intervals (STIs) to minimize both CDF
and burden.

The results from plant-specific PSAs can also be utilized directly in decision making
(without translation to deterministic rules and guidelines). Relative values from the PSA
results may be used to identify weak points of the plants and hence for identifying required
modifications.
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Absolute values from the PSA results can be also utilized in regulatory decision makings.
For example, when calculated CDF exceeds a certain limit the facility will not be allowed
to operate without improvements. As another example, the estimated frequency of an
initiating event may be used to eliminate some very rare events from the safety analysis.
Certain external events having a very low frequency may be excluded from the safety
analysis for licensing.

As illustrated above, the use of PSA is already widely spread and is expected to become
more popular. This is because PSA is, at least at this moment, the most comprehensive and
systematic safety analysis method. Some important things may not be included in PSA. In addition,
we should recognize that risk (especially the mean value of risk) is not a sole factor to be referred.
In utilizing PSA in regulatory decision making, however, we should be very careful to the
weaknesses of PSA such as uncertainty and incompleteness. In some cases, simplicity may be
another important factor. Careful examination of PSA results is always required before utilizing
them in nuclear regulation.

Because plant operators are used to deterministic requirements in their work, it is
recommended to use PSAs for updating and sanity checking the existing deterministic rules. In
some cases the existing deterministic rules and regulations might not be optimal and to
overwhelming to assure optimal operation and regulation. A too extensive use of unnecessary rules
and regulations might cause nuclear energy production be an uneconomical one.
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Regulatory
Decision Makings

Deterministic Rules
and Guidelines

PSA

Probabilistic Consideration,
Operating Experiences,
Research Results and
Expert Judgement

FIG. 1. Relationship among PSA, deterministic rules and guidelines, and regulatory decision
making.
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4.3.1. Possible applications

In a Nordic research project (NKS/SIK-1) the use of Living PSA concept has been studied
and demonstrated for both utility and regulatory use. In Table I the different application areas and
the different users are presented. The application areas can be grouped in three different groups (see
Table I).

Risk assessment

"Risk assessment" defined in the project is close to the idea of basic PSA, i.e., the primary
purpose is to calculate the nominal risk level of the plant (fn) and to identify the major risk
contributors. The results of the assessment are applicable to the long-term planning to correct
identified weaknesses of the plant. Long-term planning include static evaluations and comparisons
of risk effects of changes in the plant design, maintenance or test arrangements, procedures and
Technical Specifications.

Risk monitoring

"Risk monitoring" has a short-term or even an on-line time perspective. The aim is to
calculate the instantaneous risk frequency of the current or currently planned plant configuration.
In the most advanced form, risk monitoring is carried out by the plant operators who have the up-to-
date information of the plant status. So far, only few examples exist of the risk monitoring to be
applied as an on-line system. At the Heysham 2 plant, Nuclear Electric power company has
developed an on-line system, the Essential Systems Status Monitor. The operators of the plant use
this system to control the risk level by updating PSA according to the sudden or planned changes
in the plant configuration.

In the short-term planning, potential or planned configurations are evaluated by safety or
maintenance personnel beforehand to avoid safety jeopardizing configurations and to identify more
safe ones. The short-term planning can also include justifications of temporary exemptions from
allowed outage times or test intervals defined in Technical Specifications.

Risk follow-up

The idea of "risk follow-up" is to calculate the retrospective risk, i.e., the evaluation of the
risk experienced during the operation of the plant. The purpose is to evaluate the severity of the
incidents from the safety point of view. Another aim is to search for suitable and effective
improvements in the present technical and organizational performance of the plant. The analysis of
operating experience also supports the verification as well as the updating of the PSA models and
data.

For demonstrating purpose a special LPSA model was develop for one of the Swedish
plants. In Table II a detailed results is presented showing for some components allowed outage time
(AOT) calculated with the LPSA model compared with the existing AOT in the Technical
Specification.
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TABLE I. POSSIBLE APPLICATION AREAS OF LIVING PSA AND THEIR USERS

Application area
Safety
management

Operational
management

USERS

Maintenance
planning Designers

Autho-
rities

Safety goal evaluation ra

Risk contributor ra
identification

Comparisons of design ra
and procedures changes

Optimization of the ra
Technical Specifications
LCO

Maintenance planning ra

Surveillance tests and ra

schemes

Operator training ra

Accident management ra

Configuration control rm

Short-term risk planning rm

Incident management rm

Exemptions from the rm
Technical Specifications

Off-line risk monitoring rf

Risk follow-up rf

Incident analysis rf

Accident precursor rf
studies

Ageing analysis rf

ra = risk assessment, rm = risk monitoring, rf = risk follow-up
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TABLE II. CALCULATED AOT AND AOT PRESCRIBED BY TS

Component failure

Core cooling pump 323P1

Gas turbine 649G13

Diesel generator 661DG212

Battery-backed bus-bar
675BL01

AOT (days)
Li . i ng PSA

6

8.6

4

14

AOT (days)
TS

2

30

2

1

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

PSAs are useful. Despite many shortcomings PSAs can be used to assess and improve
safety in a more optimal way.

Regulatory bodies are encouraged to use PSAs more extensively to support their decision
making and/or rule making.

The IAEA is encouraged to increase its activities in the field of guidance, training and
helping Member States in the use of PSAs. A suggestion might be training courses for regulators.
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5. COMMENTS ON WORKING DOCUMENT - "RISK-BASED REGULATION",
IAEA-J4-CS-54/92

Activities related to the Working Document (entitled Risk-Based Regulation) should be
continued and expanded because the Document contains good examples to be referred for
improving nuclear safety with no additional burden.

However, the title "Risk-Based Regulation" is not the best one to the contents of the
Document and somewhat misleading. The direct image of "Risk-Based Regulation is, for
example, how to use safety goals, how to re-classify the events analysed in the licensing
process, how to treat backfitting options, how to rationalize the filtered venting option, etc.
The contents of the Document are somewhat related with the "Risk-Based Regulation", it
is not an appropriate title. One of the suitable titles may be "Application of the Living PSA
Concept".

During construction and subsequent operation of a nuclear power plant, many changes occur
in components, systems, and operating procedures which continuously modify the configuration of
the power plant. Because of this, performance of a PSA typically requires modelling of the plant
at a given time, including all changes occurring prior to that time and excluding all subsequent
changes. Therefore, a plant specific PSA describes the safety level at a given time. The dynamics
of plant operation and change make this safety assessment rapidly obsolete. Experience shows that,
even if dominant systems features are not modified, changes in support systems, procedures,
practices and management of operations can cause large changes in overall safety level as measured
by the PSA.

Living PSA is a programme comprising as its basic element a well structured, well
documented, reviewed, highly detailed easy modifiable plant specific PSA study. The study itself
is maintained "living" through periodic updating reflecting relevant plant changes, thus tracking over
time the plant safety and the relative importance of the various components supporting it. The
programme is maintained "living" through communications (e.g. configuration control leave plant
and PSA produced information to support safety related decisions.

Thus, while a PSA results in a report documenting an assessment of plant safety, a living
PSA implies an ongoing programme. It contributes to plant safety and management in areas which
are not satisfactorily addressed by the safety analysis (SAR) and by a "traditional" PSA study.

Because all the applications/objectives of a PSA cannot be carried out simultaneously due
to practical constraints and resource limitations, a kind of prioritization is necessary. Some
applications naturally follow from others; in others valuable experiences gained in earlier
applications may be effectively used in conducting later ones. Appropriate sequencing of tasks can
also result in cost savings. In table LPSA-1 recommendations are given for prioritizing "Living"
PSA applications.

The rationale for the recommended division of tasks into phases lies in the utilization of
PSA. The early use of the PSA's in the context of evaluation of design features and procedures.
Therefore, the first phase applications have these objectives in focus. They can be characterized as
predominantly static evaluations. The results of the assessments may be applicable to long-term
planning with respect to improvements of the design and procedures. Second phase applications are
of interest at later date and may require, in some cases, more detailed treatment of time-
dependencies in specific parts of the PSA model, and/or more extensive use of operational data and
procedures. These applications are still intended for use in a long-term perspective but an analysis
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of dynamic plant status representation that results during operation of a plant becomes more
important. Finally, some applications in the third phase require access to a PSA tool for
quantification of risk measures in a short term and is mainly of an operational interest. Specific
applications may require plant PSA model being used as an on-line tool, where risk estimate for a
particular plant status or an operational event is obtained within a very short time.
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TABLE III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRIORITIZING LIVING PSA APPLICATIONS IN THREE
PHASES

Living PSA Applications

I. Design and procedure adequacy
evaluations and improvements
(Base Case)
1. Evaluation of design

features and procedures
2. Proposals for or decisions

on design modifications
3. Evaluation of or decisions

on backfits
4. Important procedures

requirements and operator
training

II. Operational activities
1. Evaluation of surveillance

and maintenance activities
2. Configuration management

or control activities
- off-line evaluations
- on-line system

3. Maintenance planning
4. Surveillance test

arrangements

III. Operational experience assessment
1. Incident analyses
2. On-line or real time

monitoring

IV. Proposals for optimization or
relaxation of Technical
Specifications
1. Modification of allowed

outage time (AOT) and
surveillance test interval
(STI)

2. Action statements regarding
limiting conditions for
operation (LCO)

V. Ageing assessment
1. Safety implication of ageing

effects
2. Prioritization of ageing

management activities

First Phase

F

F

F

F

Second Phase

S

S

S

s

s

Third Phase

T

T

T

T

T

T

F: Recommended first phase application
S: Recommended second phase application
T: Recommended third phase application
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE IAEA

The IAEA should update and finalize the Working Document regarding RBR reflecting
comments identified during the specialist's meeting as soon as possible.

The IAEA should establish the guidelines on RBR for NPPs which should include
objectives, scope, methods, assumptions and limitation for use. Emphasis should be put on
clarification of the role of RBR and limitation of RBR as well as benefit of RBR.

The overall process of decision making consisting of traditional tools and PSA should be
considered. "Risk-supported Regulation Making" might be a better term as compared to RBR.

QA methodology for the risk-supported decision making is required. QA in connection with
"configuration control" should be addressed.

A recommendation is to hold a consultant's meeting with practitioners of PSA and especially
in their research area of Living PSA applications. They will have the possibility to indicate what
steps are necessary to take before entering into Risk-Based Regulation. They hopefully can indicate
some pitfalls you can fall into on the way ahead.

Request, from the absent regulatory agencies, a completed questionnaire on the use of PSA
in the regulatory process.

Allow members time to re-consider and re-submit their responses to the questionnaire to
ensure they are consistent with the views of the organization they represent.

Re-compile and re-analyse aU responses to the questionnaire before issues of the meeting
report (possibly including the individual regulatory agency responses in an appendix).

Prepare a report on scope and procedure of the Regulatory Review of PSA and promote the
exchange of experience on the international scale.

Investigate the feasibility of producing guides for the use of PSA for specific purposes (such
as emergency procedures, planned inspections and incident evaluation).

Organize training courses for members of regulatory bodies on the use of PSA.

The IAEA should take into account the special needs for standardized reliability data
banking systems which can be discussed during related TCMs held by the IAEA.

Disseminate the best state-of-the-art on methodology and data on Dependent Failures and
Human Errors taking into account planned IAEA activities in this area but ensuring adequate
participation of developing countries.

The PSA activities as planned by the IAEA for 1993 are supported and it is recommended
that broad international attendance is encouraged by the Agency.
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SAS FSA PROCKAMMK

RISK BASED INDICATORS (RBI)

Objectives;- To develop/implement a set of management
indicators which offer broader coverage of
NPP safety. IAEA to promote/co-ordinate
the development and pilot application of
RBL

Work carried out:-

Consultant's Meeting 1992

Discussion with NPPs for pilot projects

Contracted development work

Documents available:-

- WM - J4-CS 55/92 "Risk Based Indicators"

Future activities:-

Development of methods/computer codes -
Jan-May 1993

Consultants' Meeting • June 1993

Trial implementation:- Loviisa NPP
Paks NPP



USE of PSA by REGULATORY BODIES

RISK BASED REGULATION (RBR)

Objectives!- To compile the PSA practice at regukfory
bodies worldwide (request for PSA, scope,
review, PSA applications)

To promote exchange of experience on
development of RBR concept and its
implementation.

Work carried oot-

Consultants' meeting 1992

Discussion with CEC on PSA for regulatory use

Documents available:-

- WM J4-CS 54/92 "Risk Based Regulation"

Future Activities:-

Specialists' Meeting on 26-29 April 1993

Consultants' Meeting • late 1993

Seminar on PSA for regulators - October 1993

Participation ia RBR pilot programme(s)



SAS PSA PROGRAMME (com)

RISK IN SHUTDOWN

Objectives:- To promote the concept of PSA of other
operating modes. To develop the
methodology guidelines. To assist Member
States in conducting studies/implementing
results.

Work carried onfc-

i - Consultants' Meetiag in 1992

- TCM on Shutdown Risk in 1992 (75 participants)

| Documents available:-

WM "Modelling of Sequences During Shutdown ..."

WM J4-TC-808 "Shutdown Risk Assessment"

Future activities:-

Finalization of the TCM proceedings

Produce first draft of Methodology Guidelines (May
1992)

Safety Series to be published in 1994

TC project • Assistance/revision of shutdown PSAs



PSA APPLICATIONS:- TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION/CONFIGURATION

CONTROL

Objectives:- To promote the concepts of PSA based
optimization, encourage and co-ordinate
development of methods, sponsor and
publish results of pilot studies, publish the
methodology guidelines and results of
studies.

Work carried out:-

Technical Committee Meeting on Risk Based
Technical Specifications - 1990
(50 participants)

Consultants' Meetings on Methodology for Risk Based
Technical Specifications -1991,1992

Pilot studies

Technical Committee Meeting on Advances in PSA -
1992 (80 participants)

In-mail reviews of Methodology Document - 1992-93

Documents available:-

- WM J4-CS 153/92 "Risk Based - Technical
Specifications"

- TECDOC-600 "Proceedings of TCM" - 1990

Proceedings of TCM on Advances (to be a TECDOC)



Future acthities:-

Finalization of methodology document

Initiation of other case studies (Mexico, Bulgaria)

TCM on Configuration Control, Barcelona -
20-23 Sept 1993

Demonstration of computer codes for Configuration
Control -1993/94



PSA BASED EVENT ANALYSIS

Objectives:- To develop the methodology/promote
the use of plant specific PSA to analyze
operational events. (Extension of ASP
approach to take into account plant
specific vulnerabilities.)

Work carried oufc-

Consultants' meetings - 1990/1991

TCM on IRS (review of methodology) -1991

Documents available:-

TECDOC 611 "Event analysis using plant specific
PSA"

WM-IRS "Evaluation of Safety significance of IRS"

Future activities:-

Promotion of the approach

Extension of methodology with more emphasis of
equipment/HE/recovery importance during an event



OPTIMIZATION OF
MAINTENANCE/RCM/RFM

Objectives:- To promote the concepts for optimizing
maintenance activities &t NPPs with
emphasis on its safety impact To
encourage farther refinement of
methods like RFM and RCM aid
pabtish documents aad methodology
Manuals in the area.

Work carried oufc-

Consultants* meetings - 1991/1992
• TCM OB RCM -1991 (75 participants)

TCM on Maintenance Optimization - 1992 (55+
participants)
Seminars/Workshops -1992

Documents available:-

- TECDOC 658 - RCM
- VVM J4-CS 201/91 "Risk Based Optimization of

Maintenance"

Future activities:-

CS on Use of PSA to Improve RCM
CS on Performance Based Maintenance
TCM on Diagnostic Systems
TECDOC on Different Maintenance Optimization
Procedures
Inter-regional Training Course on Safety Related
Maintenance, Argonne, Illinois, March 1992
TC on safety related maintenance, Russia, late 1993

- TC on RCM, Korea, 1994



PLANT SPECIFIC SAFETY
INDICATORS (PSSI)

Objectives:- Extension of Pis to cover other safety
important areas. To be used by individual
plants; comparison between plants is
meaningless. Results achieved by trending
or absolute valie. IAEA to promote
concepts and to enable individual plants to
select the cost appropriate PSSI for their
use. Tech Specs based indicators - computer
code for data collection, processing and
presentation INDIC

Work carried oufc-

Consultants9 Meetings - 1991,1992

- TCM reviews - 1991,1992

Documents available:-

- WM - J4-48/91 - PSSI

- WM - J4-TC-772 - Use of PUnt Specific Safety
Indicators

- WM - J4-TC-807 - Use of Predictive Indicators

Future activities:-

Publication of Technical Document

Promotion of use of indicators through i.e ASSET
programme
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PSA for WWER REACTORS

Participatiiig countries, BUL, HUN, CZE, SLO, UKR,
RUS, POL

Objectives:- To support national PSA programmes by
providing technology transfer, specific
expertise and reviews. To assist in
establishing PSA application programmes,
PSA regulation etc To enable broad scale
exchange of info and data among users'
countries. Seven areas covered:- IE, TH,
Data, shutdown, Level 2, External Events,
PSA application, Reviews: US $200k.

Work carried out-

Basic PSA technology training

Seminar on specific topics (fire PSAs)

Limited scale reviews

Documents available:-

Numerous progress reports, meeting notes etc
(e.g. generic IE list and frequencies: Moscow 1993)

Future activities:-

18 individual activities in 1993

data, PSA application, external events
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RER/9/005 IN 1993/94

7 TOPICAL AREAS:

1. COMPONENT RELIABILITY DATA

2. INITIATING EVENTS AND
THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

3. EXTERNAL EVENTS

4. SHUTDOWN STATE

5. LEVEL-2 PSA

6. PSA APPLICATION

7. REVIEW AND EXCHANGE OF
PSA RESULTS
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No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Tide

Seismic PSA Seminar

Data Collection
Seminar

Workshop on
Reliability Data
Exchange

Level 2 PSA Seminar

Review of Treatment
of Human Reliability
in PSA

Methodology for
External Events in
PSA

Basic PSA
Methodology Course
(English)

Review of Kozloduy
PSA Phase 2

Basic PSA
Methodology Course
(Russian)

PSA Application for
Managers

PSA Based
Maintenance

Use of PSA in
Regulation

Level 2 Introduction
Seminar

Workshop on
Treatment of Specific
External Initiator* in
PSA

Date

15-19 March

29 March - 2 April

1-4 June

M y 1993

M y 1993

19-23 My

16-30 August

13-17 September

11-23 October

8-9 November

15-20 November

4th Quarter

4th Quarter

4th Quarter

Location

Sofia

Zaporozje

Budapest

Moscow

Paks

Kiev

Bratislava

Sofia

Kiev

Prague

Kozloduy

Prague

Budapest

Bratislava



U1HKK lfj SPONSORED FSA
PROJECTS

To support national programs with specific expertise, to
provide for PSA reviews.

Brazil Level 1 - Angra

Mexico Level 2, PSA application - Laguna
Verde

Argentina Level 1 - Atucha

Romania Level 1 - Cernavoda

Slovenia Level 1 review - Krsko
PSA Application

Hungary Level 1 review - Paks

Pakistan Level 1 - Chasraa

Korea Level 1 review space different sites



PSA APPLICATION: OVERVIEW

* TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OPTIMIZATION
(line items, test schedules)

* MAINTENANCE (rule, RCM)

* PROCEDURES (operating, emergency)

* OPERATOR TRAINING

* CONFIGURATION CONTROL

* OPERATIONAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

* RISK BASED INDICATORS

* RISK BASED REGULATION
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THE CEC NRWG TASK FORCE ON REGULATORY ACTIONS RELATED TO PSA

J F Canqpbell

Prepared for the IAEA Specialist Meeting on
•Use of PSA in the Regulatory Process"

Vienna 26-29 April 1993

1. Introduction

The Nuclear Regulators Working Group (NRWG) operate under the
auspices of CEC DGXII as a regular forum for nuclear regulators in
EC to discuss matters of common interest. Each country has
developed its own approach to the use of PSA in regulation and ,
while there is information available on each of these, NRWG
wanted to get a clearer idea of the degree of concensus and of
the main differences between the various approaches. Accordingly
NRWG set up a Task Force to consider the topic of "Regulatory
Actions Related to Probabilistic Safety Assessment". Regulators
from eight European countries are participating in the work of
this Task Force: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.

2. Obi ectivea.

The aims and objectives of the Task Force were:

a) Assessment of how regulatory bodies currently estimate
the value of PSA results, including the understanding of
benefits and limitations with regard to methods and
approaches.

b) To show the current use of the PSA tool at the
regulatory level, and to establish differences in the
approach in various countries, for example whether PSA is
part of the licensing process or is used outside the
licensing process as a supplementary tool by the utility.

c) Specific requirements in PSA methodology and guides by
regulatory bodies on PSA procedures. Also guidelines on how
to review a PSA once it has been submitted by the licensee.

d) Contributions made by the regulatory body in PSA with
regard to review of the PSA and the evaluation of the
numerical values in the PSA.

3. Methodology.

To pursue these aims, information was required showing the way in
which the regulators in different countries use PSA studies to
monitor and improve nuclear plant safety. Consequently a
questionnaire was formulated and circulated to members of the Task
Force. The questionnaire included 49 questions under five main
headings:



Use of PSA
Methods, guidelines and preconditions
Review and evaluation of the PSA
Level 2 PSA
Level 3 PSA

A copy of the questionnaire is attached as an appendix to this
paper.

The responses to the questionnaire were compiled and analysed by
Electrowatt (UK) on behalf of the Task Force and a draft report
produced. The draft report has been discussed by the Task Force
and a revised version is under preparation, with a view to
presenting it to the NRWG in June 1993. After the NRWG have had an
opportunity to consider the findings and recommendations of the
Task Force, they may decide to give the final report a wider
distribution, including the IAEA.

4. Principal conclusions of the Task Force.

The Task Force report reflects the present situation and is
therefore a snapshot in time of an area in which changes are
occurring continually.

In some cases there is a fine dividing line between a regulatory
requirement and a very strong recommendation of the regulatory
body. Also, PSA procedures or other matters often represent
agreements between the regulatory body and the utility rather than
being requirements. While the aim has been to respect these
distinctions, they may have been somewhat blurred in drawing the
overall conclusions presented here, and this should be borne in
mind.

The findings of the task force report have been organised into
five broad headings:

status of PSA activities

attitude of regulators to PSA

safety targets and criteria

preconditions and guidelines

use of the results of PSA studies

4.1 Status of PSA activities.

1. A PSA for all operating nuclear power plants is required by
the regulatory body in six of the eight countries. In one of the
remaining countries, a PSA is not a regulatory requirement
although it is very strongly recommended and PSAs for all its
reactors are planned. In the other, generic PSA studies have been
performed for the main reactor series.



2. In general Level 1 PSA studies are performed, to give
estimates of the frequency of core damage. In two countries the
PSA studies are to Level 1+, ie a Level 1 PSA with analysis of
containment behaviour but no derivation of source terms. Level 3
PSA studies have been carried out, or are being performed, for
certain reactors in several countries.

3. For operating reactors, PSA studies are generally required as
part of a periodic review of the safety of operating plant
although in some cases the process is not yet complete.

4. In those countries in which the construction of new nuclear
power plants is being considered, PSA studies would generally be
required, sometimes to level 2 (or higher), as part of the pre-
operational licensing process.

5. The regulators in all of the countries take a lively interest
in Living PSA, and most of them recommend or support its
development and implementation, although none have yet made it a
strict requirement. In all of the countries, however, it is
considered desirable for PSAs to be "living" in the sense that
they are regularly updated.

6. In summary, it can be concluded that in general a PSA to
Level 1 is now effectively a regulatory requirement for operating
reactors, and PSA at least to Level 1 is being performed or is
planned for all nuclear power plants in the countries of the Task
Force. In all of these countries there is a wide ranging review
process for PSA.

4.2 Attitude of regulators to PSA.

7. PSA studies of nuclear power plants are being performed in
all of the countries, and are a regulatory requirement in all but
two. In general, for future reactors, PSA studies of greater scope
would be expected. The regulatory bodies make considerable use of
the results of PSA studies in their assessment of plant safety,
and of the measures desirable to improve plant safety. For these
and other reasons, PSA studies are considered by the regulatory
bodies to be very important.

8. The regulators are well aware of the limitations of PSA. The
major limitation is generally seen as the uncertainties in the
modelling and data used in PSA studies. Specific limitations
include the following:

difficulty in ensuring completeness, especially of initiating
events

construction errors not taken into account



no account taken of management or safety culture

use and quantification of engineering judgements

quality of data

quantification of human error

difficulty in quantification of cognitive human errors

quantification of common mode failures

the scope, definitions, assumptions and boundary conditions
of the PSA may not be consistent with the safety criteria.

PSA studies are not generally seen as being useful for
communicating with the general public, since an appreciation of
these limitations is needed for a proper interpretation of the
results.

9. Despite these limitations, it is agreed generally that PSA
can in principle give a balanced and reasonably comprehensive
picture of the overall safety profile of the plant, and is in this
sense useful to complement other types of safety study, as long as
the uncertainties associated with estimates of parameters such as
the plant damage frequencies are taken.into account. In no case,
however, do the regulators see PSA results as being the sole
input to decision making.

10. There is some difference between the regulatory bodies in the
various countries about the interpretation of the numerical
results of PSA studies, such as the predicted frequency of core
damage. In some countries the predicted frequency is regarded as
an estimate of the real frequency of that event, recognising that
there is uncertainty on the estimate and that the estimate cannot
be verified in practice.

11. In other countries the predicted frequency of an event such
as core damage is regarded more as an expression of the degree of
confidence that the event will not occur. Nevertheless the
relative probabilities of failures and events predicted in the PSA
studies is interpreted as an indication of the relative likelihood
of these failures and events.

12. In general it is agreed that the most useful outcome of PSA
studies is not the comparison between the estimates of risk
parameters and the safety criteria, but the identification of
areas of weakness in the plant and the development of a balanced
design.

4.3 Safety targets and criteria.

13. Targets for system reliability are not set by the regulators
in any of the countries.

14. There are no rigid criteria for core damage frequencies in
any country, although guidelines for an upper limit to the core



melt frequency are used in a few countries. In one country there
are guidelines for an upper limit to the frequency of core damage
accident sequences.

15. Targets for offsite dose or risk, or for the frequency of
significant radioactive release, are also set by the regulators in
a few countries, but most have no such targets. In general the
ALARP (as low as reasonable practicable) principle, or equivalent
concept, is used to assess the acceptability of risk.

16. Failure criteria for the occurrence of core damage are
similar in principle in most countries, and are related to USNRC
criteria, although there are minor variations between countries.

17. In most countries there are no specific numerical criteria
for containment performance (probability of failure conditional on
core damage).

18. Although IAEA dose limits are observed, there are in general
no specific targets for risk to plant operating staff in
conjunction with PSA studies. In one country, however, there is
now a requirement to estimate the maximum individual risk to
workers.

4.4 Preconditions and guidelines for PSA.

19. PSA procedures guides have been produced or are being
produced in two countries and are used by their regulatory bodies.
In general these are based on generic PSA documents such as
NUREG/CR-2300 and the draft IAEA guidelines. However, in other
countries discussions with the regulatory body about procedures
normally occurs at an early stage of PSA studies.

20. In general, the policy and practice of the countries
represented in the Task Force is that PSA studies should be best
estimate as far as possible. Some exceptions to this are:

Pessimistic assumptions may be used if there is a lack of
knowledge necessary to obtain more representative best
estimate assumptions.

Pessimistic data may be used if no best estimate data exists;
this may include success criteria used for licensing
purposes.

21. Certain preconditions or preferences are expressed by
regulatory bodies with regard to PSA studies. For the topics
listed below there is general agreement by the regulatory bodies
that the conditions are desirable, although one or two countries
may not have the requirement.

Timescales for operator actions in Emergency Operating
Procedures and in accident management must be realistic.

Written procedures are normally required before operator
action can be claimed, with certain exceptions.



The use of non-safety classified equipment may be claimed in
PSA in certain cases, if justified.

Plant specific data should be used wherever possible.

Mission times must be justified. 24 hours is typical,
sometimes longer for LOCA.

Suitable methodology should be used for modelling human
intervention.

Accident management is taken into account to some extent.

Sensitivity studies are generally performed.

Importance factors are generally calculated.

22. Certain other potential aspects of PSA are not generally
required or specified by the regulatory bodies, although there may
be certain exceptions. Those aspects which are in this group, and
are not generally required, include:

common cause failure limits
Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
Uncertainty analysis
Formal expert judgement methodology
Specifications on containment loads.

23. Plant-initiated events at the full power normal operating
state of the reactors are modelled in PSA studies in all
countries. It is generally recognised that PSAs should be extended
to model a full range of other plant states. This has been done in
two countries and is in progress or is planned in all of the
others. The modelling of internal hazards and external events in
addition to plant-initiated events is performed in many of the
countries.

24. Detailed review of PSA studies is carried out in all
countries, covering a wide range of aspects.

4.5 Use of the results of PSA studies.

25. A large number of potential and actual uses of the results of
PSA studies were identified in the questionnaire responses and
other references. The following uses were mentioned by at least
three and normally more than three of the respondents and
therefore represent a degree of common practice in the countries
of the Task Force.

Comparison of risks with criteria or targets

Comparison of frequency of dominant failure sequences with
targets



Identification of dominant failure sequences

Identification of areas of plant weakness

Investigation of methods of remedial action on areas of plant
weakness

Identification and evaluation of backfitting measures to
reduce risk

Supporting decisions in design and development

Improvement of technical specifications and emergency
procedures

Emergency planning

Maintenance planning

Identification and prioritisation of research needs

Evaluation of specific incidents at reactor plants

Precursor studies

A further set of potential and actual uses were mentioned by just
one of the respondents.

26. It is generally recognised that there is a need to improve
hitherto deterministically derived technical specifications and
emergency procedures in the light of the plant knowledge provided
by PSA studies.

27. PSA studies are not in general used explicitly in cost-
benefit analysis, although economic factors are taken into account
in backfit decisions. The expected remaining lifetime of the
plant may also be taken into account in such decisions, although
no formal methodology for this exists in any country.

28. PSA studies have been used in some countries to compare the
risk from different reactors. However, it has been found
difficult to make useful comparisons, due to differences of plant
design and differences of emphasis, methodology, completeness and
approach in the various PSA studies.



QUESTIONNAIRE ON REGULATORY ACTION RELATED TO PSA STUDIES

The PSA studies referred to can range from system reliability analyses (level 0 PSA) to
a full scope level 3 PSA. The responses should, where appropriate, distinguish between
current policies and current activities related to PSA and those which are expected to be
occur in the future.

A, USE OF PSA

1. Does the regulatory body require a PSA to be carried out?

2. Which organisations perform the PSAs and when and where (eg on site, at
headquarters, out of the country etc) are they done?

The response should identify whether the regulator or the licensee/operator
carries out the PSA and, in the latter case, indicate whether the PSA is done at
the request of the regulator or is an initiative of the operator. The response
should give any reasons (eg plant modifications) behind the timing of the PSA.
if the PSA is not performed on site the response should comment on the
involvement of site personnel and how the PSA is monitored.

3. Is PSA used in evaluating the seriousness of specific incidents on operating plant?

The response should say whether or not the conditional probability of core
damage or large release, given the incident, is calculated.

4. Is operational experience of incidents fed back into the PSA and if so how is this
done?

5. Do the PSAs take credit for accident management?

The response should say what is understood by "accident management", describe
any allowances made and identify, if possible, the reduction in frequency achieved
in this way. Also comment should be made on any differences in the way in
which the accident management aspects of PSA are carried out, and the
regulators' view on these differences.

6. To what extent is PSA used for:

a. emergency planning
b. back-fits to existing plant
c. maintenance planning
d. identification and prioritisation of research needs etc.

In each case the response should indicate whether PSA is used after regulatory
request or is on the initiative of the operator/licensee and be illustrated with brief
examples.

1



7. What does the notion "Living PSA" mean to operators and/or regulatory
authorities?

What are they doing or planning to do to really make them "Living" ?
How do they intend to use it?
Is an "one line" use envisaged and if yes, what is the progress achieved?

8. What use do the regulators make of the PSA?

The response should describe how the PSA and it's reaults are used in seeking
improvements to the design and operation and also consider what regulatory
action would be taken if a PSA indicated excessive risks. The response should
also comment on the status of the PSA documentation.

R METHODS. GUIDELINES & PRECONDITIONS.

9. Does the regulatory body give guidelines on how PSAs should be carried out?

If positive, the response should contain a brief description of the guidance and say
how it is given (eg published reports - please reference- or formal/informal
discussions etc).

10. Are the PSAs done on a best estimate or pessimistic basis?

The response should consider:

a. the probabilities and frequencies used
b. transient analysis and engineering judgements

11. Are importance factors calculated and if so what use is made of tjiem?

12. Does the regulatory body have any preferences or impose any preconditions on
the PSA, such as:

a. CCF limits
b. minimum timescale for claims on operator action
c. operator action claimed only when written procedures exist.
d. only safety classified equipment can be claimed
e. the need for FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis)
f. choice of data - plant specific or generic, also ageing effects
g. mission time
h . human intervention models
i. others

The response should also comment on whether the experience of the PSA process
leads to changes in the preconditions.



13. How are control and/or protection systems included in the PSA?

The response should say how the reliability of such systems is estimated, including
software reliability, and if spurious operation of the system is considered (eg as
an initiating event) as well as failure to operate on demand.

The response should also indicate the research activities undertaken in this area.

14. What levels (0, 1, 2 or 3) of PSA are performed?

The response should identify whether the level of PSA varies according to it's
purpose.

15. Is the scope of PSA for new plant different from that of old plant?

The response should identify any differences in the way in which PSAs for old and
new plant are viewed by the regulator.

16. How important is completeness (for example in terms of the list of initiating faults
or extent of fault sequence analysis) of the PSA considered to be?

The response should describe what steps, if any are taken to ensure completeness
and also say whether the list of initiating faults is specified or agreed before the
PSA, or is compiled as part of the PSA.

17. To what extent does the PSA cover:

a. reduced power operation
b. reactor critical, turbine(s) not operating
c. reactor subcritical, primary circuit above low pressure decay heat removat

conditions
d. reactor sub-critical, refuelling conditions
e. other states
f. non-core sources of radioactivity.
g. internal hazards (eg internal fires, floods etc)
h. external events (eg earthquakes, aircraft crash etc)

The response should briefly indicate the differences in approach, compared to
nominal full power operation, for each of the categories.

18. Are sensitivity studies required and/or normally performed as part of the PSA?

The response should also say how the results of the sensitivity studies are used.

19. Are uncertainty analyses required and/or normally performed as part of the PSA?

The response should also say how the results of the uncertainty analyses are used
and comment on the significance attached to them.



£ REVIEW & VALUATION OF THE PSA.

20. What criteria, targets or guidelines does the regulatory body uae for judging the
results of a PSA?

The response should identify any criteria/targets (eg for core damage, large
release, individual or societal risk etc) and comment on the status of the criteria,
saying whether or not compliance is mandatory. If there are no numerical
criteria/targats the response should say how the results of the PSA are evaluated.
If numerical criteria are used the response should say whether point values or
distributions are used and why.

21. As far as is known, do the licensees/operators have their own criteria for PSA
results. If so, what are they and how do they compare with the regulators'
criteria?

22. Does the regulator set system reliability targets?

The response should also indicate how much targets are set, for example are they
derived from high level criteria, or set on the basis of previous experience?

23. What success criteria and definitions are used for undesired end states, such as
core damage?

24. Are any reviews car out on the PSA?

The response should indicate the type of reviews, who carries out the reviews and
whether or not the reviews are a regulatory requirement.

25. Does the regulatory body assess the licensee's PSA to establish the adequacy of
the PSA as a model for the plant and to see whether appropriate conclusions
have been drawn from the PSA regarding actions to reduce the risk?

26. Are the PSA results used in some form of systematic cost benefit analysis (CBA)
as an input to making safety decisions on backfits, design improvements etc?

If positive, the response should say how the PSA results are converted into
monetary values and comment on the extent to which the full societal and
economic effects are accounted for.

27. For existing plant, is the expected lifetime of the plant weighed against reductions
in risk when making decisions on backfits etc?

The response should briefly describe any systematic methodology used to account
for remaining lifetime.

28. What are considered to be the limitations of PSA and how do these influence the
way in which regulators view the results of a PSA?



Supplementary Questions from Nil

(1) What proportion of plants have had a PSA done and is it intended that PSAs
should eventually be done for each plant?

(2) Is the frequency of an individual event (eg core damage), as calculated in the
PSAs regarded by the regulator as an estimate of the real frequency (albeit with
uncertainty), as an expression of the degree of confidence that the the event in
question will not happen, or in some other way?

Supplementary question from GRS

What criteria are used for grouping of release categories ?

Supplementary question for CEC

Is the use of format expert judgement methodologies required ? If yes,
which approach is used ( elicitation, calibration, opinion pooling, etc) ?

Additional questions concerning PSA Level 2 and 3 issues

Level 2:

2.1 Does the regulatory body use any numerical criteria for judging containment
performance?

The response should indicate the nature of the criteria, e.g. conditional
probabilities for large releases or absolute limits on large releases; definition of
large release.

2.2 Does the regulatory body make requirements on specific kinds of containment
loads to be treated in the PSA?

2.3 Does the regulatory body make requirements on the state of knowledge to be
accounted for in the PSA? (This question for level 2 and 3.)

2.4 Does the regulatory body make requirements on the use of particular
computational models or computer codes?

2.5 Is the analysis of containment loads done on best estimate or pessimistic basis?

2.6 Is the analysis of containment resilience done on best estimate or pessimistic
. basis?
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2.7 Is the analysis of releases of radioactive substances to the containment
atmosphere and the environment done on best estimate or pessimistic basis?

The response to questions (5) - (7) should indicate the basis for best estimate
calculations or the pessimistic assumptions.

2.8 Are level 2 calculations done with 1 code (package) or is there a comparison
between the results of different codes (packages)? If more code (packages) are
used, what are the findings in comparing the results?

2.9 What are the methodology and criteria used for regrouping accident scenarios
resulting from level 1 PSA for the level 2 analysis?

2.10 Are inadvertent preexisting openings in the containment taken into account. If so,
how? If not, why?

Level 3:

3.1 Does the regulatory body use any numerical criteria for offsite risk?

The response should indicate the nature of the criteria, eg goals or targets for
individual risk, societal risk and land contamination.

3.2 Does the regulatory body make requirements on specific weather histories to be
considered?

3.3 Does the regulatory body make requirements on the dispersion models to be
used?

3.4 Does the regulatory body make requirements on the dose/risk relationship to be
used?

3.5 Is the analysis on best estimate or pessimistic basis.

The response should indicate the basis for best estimate calculations, or the
pessimistic assumptions.

3.6 Is a site specific analysis carried out?

3.7 To what level of detail is the surrounding topography considered?
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ABSTRACT

The use of PSA in the regulatory process of NPP in the Federal Republic of Germany

is steadily increasing. The status of probabilistic requirements of codes and standards

as well as the boundary conditions of PSA to be performed in the decennially periodic

safety reassessment of operating plants are presented. - The safety requirements for

NPP of the next generation will be mainly deterministic. However, PSA is expected to

be a driving force on the evolutionary way to achieve and verify required improve-

ments in safety.

1 Regulatory Requirements

1.1 Introduction

Basically, the deterministic methods of classical safety analysis are applied for the nu-

clear licensing procedure in the Federal Republic of Germany. Requirements concer-

ning the safety related design of NPP are oriented to prescribed design basic

accidents. Boundary conditions for the safety analysis, safety factors with regard to

the prevention and control of incidents as well as specific requirements concerning sa-

fety functions are deterministic.



1.2 Criterion 1.1: Basic Principles of safety precautions

With its development, however, PSA has been more and more used to supplement

the deterministic approach. The role of the probabilistic methods is defined in the cri-

terion 1.1 of the NPP safety criteria hi. Table 1. For the assessment of the safety

level and the well-balancedness of the safety design it is required to determine the re-

liability of safety related systems and components with the aid of probabilistic methods

as far as the appropriate accuracy can be achieved according to the state of science

and technology.

1.3 Probabilistic requirements in codes and standards

Probabilistic arguments or requirements are explicitely or implicitely contained in Ger-

man regulatory guides, codes and standards. A compilation I2J shows more than 60

instances which have been identified and grouped into about 10 different categories.

Table 2 shows some examples of probabilistic requirements in KTA-standards.

In the 'Compilation of required information for review purposes in the licensing and

supervision procedures for NPP73/, systems and components are listed for which

systematic reliability analyses have to be performed.

Furthermore, the implicit introduction of probabilistic findings into regulatory applica-

tion can be recognized by the selection of design basis incidents of PWR /4/ and their

specification under which conditions they have to be evaluated e.g. to verify the re-

spect of radiological dose limits or exclude certain failure modes from design.

1.4 Intensifying of PSA aspects in licensing and supervision

The introduction of probabilistic aspects into codes and standards extended consider-

ably after the data basis and methods had been improved and documented in context

with the elaboration of the German Risk Study, Phase A /5/. Moreover for the last gen-

eration of PWRs, the KONVOI plants, the applicant performed a coarse-meshed relia-

bility analysis /6/ within the licensing process. The analysis covered the whole

spectrum of relevant initiating events elaborated in the German Risk Study, Phase A.



1.5 PSA - Procedures guideline to be applied for periodic safety

reassessment

Based on a recommendation of the German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) 171 the

introduction of PSA in the regulatory practice made a decisive step. The decennial

safety review of each German nuclear plant shall comprise

• a description of the safety status of the plant,

• an assessment of the safety status of the plant and its operation,

• a probabilistic safety analysis.

As a consequence of the RSK-recommendation on behalf of the Federal Minister of

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) a group of experts

(representatives of utilities, regulators and advisors) has elaborated a PSA-guideline

/8/. The required characteristics of the PSA are the following:

The PSA will be perfomed under the utilities responsability but subject to indepen-

dent review. It is of level 1+ (level 1 plus active containment systems but without

consideration of core degradation). Occident management (AM) measures should

not be taken into account. The effects of AM, as far as they are contained in the

operating and emergency manuals, may be analysed separately.

Some items (e.g. plant internal fires, external effects) are excluded from the PSA

up to now because it was believed that the quality of the associated analyses has

not reached sufficient consent and maturity to be performed by licensees.

Realistic (best estimate) boundary conditions are to be used for the analysis and

plant specific reliability data shall be applied. Data uncertainties are to be propa-

gated through the analysis.

As to the prescribed event and fault tree analysis lists of initiating events are given

for all types of NPP in operation in the Federal Republic of Germany. Event se-

quences shall be neglected if their expected annual frequency of occurrence is

< 10'7/a provided the sum of these sequences cut off does «ot exceed > lO^/a.

Large fault trees and small event trees will be used; functional dependencies and

secondary failures are to be modelled directly.



Absolute values of the frequencies of core damage states are of secondary im-

portance. The values will be appraised primarily with respect to past results and to

the overall balance of the plants safety.

The PSA-guideline /8/ will be improved according to practical experience and ad-

vances of the state of the art /9/. A next version will consider specific aspects of

PSA related to safety reassessment of plants being in operation for a long time.

Recently, a "Basic Guideline for Periodic Safety Reassessment (PSR)' has been

drafted in which it is clarified that PSR shall comprise the following parts:

a deterministic analysis of the plants safety state and its operation,

a probabilistic safety analysis,

a security analysis.

2 Regulatory Review of PSA

Probabilistic reliability analyses for vital system functions had to be carried out as part

of the licensing procedures of NPP. The analyses were generally performed by the

vendor and reviewed by experts on behalf of the state licensing authority. Insights

from reliability analyses contributed to system layout, impact of support systems,

choice of functional test strategies and in some cases to maximum admissible repair

times.

The publication of the German Risk Study, Phase A in 1979 influenced particularly the

licensing of the KONVOI-PWR. The improvements in design and the associated

safety gain had been demonstrated by the coarse-meshed reliability analysis of

GKN-2 /&. Table 3 gives insights in risk reduction of the plant GKN-2 with regard to

the German Risk Study, Phase A, and its reference plant BIBLIS B. Different

measures to control SLOCA and loss-of-preferred-power sequences are the cause for

important reductions in the expected core damage frequency.

As described above, PSAs have now to be reviewed within PSR (table 4).



3 Regulatory Use of PSA

3.1 PSA carried out in the frame of R&D

According to the outlined characteristics of German licensing procedure being mainly

'deterministic1 complete PSAs have not been linked directly to regulation of NPP up to

1988. PSAs carried out for R&D-purposes were sponsored by the Ministry of Re-

search and Development (BMFT). After German Risk Study, Phase A and B /5/, /10/,

particular efforts have been made towards an in-depth analysis of last generations

BWR (Gundremmingen II). To assess the safety impact of I&C of an older BWR

(Philippsburg I) as well as the safety level of a first generation PWR (Obrigheim)

studies were performed for the supreme regulatory authority, the BMU.

There is no doubt that these analyses have influenced particularly safety improve-

ments and backfitting measures in regulatory context, see the following examples as

well as the literature /11 -14/.

3.2 Dynamic improvements of preventive and mitigative safety measures as

a result of PSA

The results of German Risk Study, Phase A/5/ showed that SLOCA contributed domi-

nantly to the frequency of uncontrolled event sequences because of complicated op-

erator actions required for plant cool-down via the secondary side. These actions by

the control room personnel could be necessary some thirty minutes after accident initi-

ation. - This led to the general requirement that operator actions which are demanded

shortly after the initiator should be executed by automatic systems, especially if the

operator actions were rather complicated.

During the analysis of German Risk Study, Phase B /107, it turned out, that a 'steam

generator tube rupture (SGTR)1 contributes significantly to the frequency of uncon-

trolled event sequences. The reason was that the automatic control of the Emergency

Core Cooling System was designed for 'large leaks' and 'small leaks' but not optim-

ized for the control of a SGTR. - Nowadays, at most German NPP automatic system

functions are installed to avoid complicated operator actions. The optimization of

these automatic measures often demands a very detailed and precise thermohy-



draulic analysis of the system response. Here, the detailed analysis resulted in some

major modifications of the reactor protection system for the control of the initiator

SGTR. Furthermore, the Emergency Core Cooling System and the automatic isolation

signals for the CVCS as well as the CCS can now be reset and allow for flexibility as

long as the water level in the reactor pressure vessel is not low.

The design of safety systems being based on the extended deterministic single failure

criteria (one train lost due to single failure, one train lost due to maintenance) there fi-

nally remains the vulnerability to Common Cause Failures. PSA results show that the

existence of a diverse system for residual heat removal after operational transients is

of major importance. For PWR plants the Emergency Feedwater System protected

against all external events is the diversity to the Auxiliary Feedwater System and

meanwhile available at all plants. As to recent BWR plants an additional independent

residual heat removal and injection system is in the course of installation for this pur-

pose.

In general, the PSAs conducted in R&D context always have been accompanied and

supported by the utilities, vendors, regulatory bodies and safety commissions. Recom-

mended by PSA insights the cited preventive backfitting measures and their imple-

mentation have undergone afterwards official licencing procedures. Furthermore, PSA

and the assessment of the type and frequency profile of core damage states is the

first line information to analyse mitigative measures (e.g. transition of high pressure to

low pressure sequences).

4 Trends in Regulatory Use of PSA

4.1 Further development of regulation

The broader application of PSA to all NPP in operation which is underway in the Fed-

eral Republic of Germany is expected to give new insights to general backfitting

measures and appropriate accident management procedures. The transition of some

of these findings into formal regulation is expected. The supervisory function of the

state regulatory authorities will be strengthened by the expected results. Plant specific

precursor analysis might be applied on a yearly basis carrying on the PSA findings in



a living and plant specific manner /15/. Additionally, current investigations for further

PSA- related developments have to be mentioned /16-18/.

4.2 Requirements for NPP of the next generation

For the next generation of NPP, a general objective is to reinforce the 'defence-in-

depth' of these plants. To achieve this, the design is expected to be made on an im-

proved deterministic basis, supplemented by the use of probabilistic assessments.

Technical safety requirements are expected to be derived deterministically. Design

with regard to severe accidents will be improved.

The 'evolutionary' way has been selected up to now as the characteristic step towards

the new design of the 'European Pressurized water Reactor(EPR)'. Evolution means

that lessons learned from operating experience are considered to be the driving force

for appropriate safety improvements and balance. PSA transfers to a large extent

former empirical knowledge and represents an important tool on the evolutionary way.

Thus, former PSA results are expected to contribute to the determination of the

technical safety requirements for the EPR. Furthermore, the design phases will be ac-

companied by PSA of the respective concept. Boundary conditions and targets are

under discussion actually.

4.3 Risk based regulation

From the material presented so far, it is evident that probabilistic methods are used in

the Federal Republic of Germany to assess and improve nuclear safety. It has been

pointed to rules and guidelines in which PSA or other probabilistic requirements are

formulated. As compared to the traditional tools of safety analysis the relative import-

ance of PSA is growing.

In /19/, the IAEA has described the concept of risk-based regulation. Important el-

ements of this concept are:

Ranking of safety systems components (SSCs),

Identifying critical plant configurations,



Optimization of maintenance periods,

Prioritizing of maintenance activities by risk importance,

Identification of measures that enhance safety and reduce cost.

The PSA technique, at present, has limitations, mainly because there is no standar-

dised methodology and input data are not always well known. Considerable engineer-

ing judgement must be used in deriving probabilistic figures and, in particular,

absolute values derived from the use of PSA should be treated with caution. It seems

therefore difficult to decide in which situations the methods described in /19/ can be

applied with the reliability required for regulatory purposes, even if the use of absolute

probability values is avoided. In the Federal Republic of Germany, great caution is ap-

plied when changes to principles of regulation in nuclear safety are proposed. This is

not in contradiction to the described PSA development efforts. PSA engineering in-

sights may identify items which are candidates for backfitting decisions. However,

such decisions will not be made solely on the basis of quantitative PSA results. The

results will rather trigger a broader investigation which might lead to backfitting imple-

mentation decisions.

To support decision-making, the use of PSA results in the "relative" sense to identify

dominant contributors to risk, is more useful than the assessment of bottom-line re-

sults. Here the term "relative" refers to the significance of different contributors which

define the risk profile of the plant as assessed by the PSA. The formulation of regula-

tory requirements in terms of limits for core melt frequencies or similar quantities is out

of discussion for existing NPP and at present not planned for future NPP.
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Table 1

Safety Criterion 1.1: Basic Principle of Safety Precautions (PSA-relevant part) IM

According to common engineering experience.malfunctions of plant components or

systems (abnormal operation conditions) can occur during the lifetime of the plant. To

control these abnormal conditions, systems shall be provided for operational control

and monitoring. These systems shall be designed such that incidents as a result of

abnormal operation conditions are avoided with a sufficient reliability.

Beyond the above as a second principle, measures shall be taken to control incidents.

For this, sufficient reliable engineerd safetguards shall be provided. These engineered

safeguards shall be designed such that the personnel and population is guarded

against the effects of incidents.

To ascertain that the safety concept is well balanced, the reliability of systems and

plant components important to safety - supplementing the overall assessment of the

nuclear power plant's safety on the basis of deterministic methods - shall be deter-

mined with the aid of probabilistic methods as far as the required accuracy can be

achieved according to the state of science and technology.
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Table 2

Some Examples of Probabilistic Arguments or Requirements in KTA-Standards

KTA-Standard Nr. 3301: Residual Heat Removal Systems

"... Reliability analyses under consideration of the support systems should be applied in addition
to the deterministic criteria in order to achieve a balanced safety concept...'

"... The assessment of the results of the reliability analyses should be oriented on

plants with comparable safety design

upgraded analyses, for example risk studies...'

KTA-Standard Nr. 3501: Reactor Protection System

'... The effects of common-mode failure within the reactor protection system shall be analysed.
Depending upon the result of these analyses, additional measures shall be taken either to re-
duce the probability of occurence of common-mode failures or to mitigate their effects...1

'.... The reactor protection system shall be designed such that it is not the determining factor in
the unavailability of the safety system. [Note: The reliability of the reactor protection system
should be greater than or equal to the reliability of the active engineered safeguard systems.]'

KTA-Standard Nr. 3701: Electrical Power Supply

'...The power supply for the safety system shall be designed to be of such reliability that it is not
the determining factor for the unavailability of the system to be supplied.

An adequate reliability shall be demonstrated for specified normal operation and for incidents to
be considered; every component and subsystem of the power supply of the safety system shall
be considered for this.
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Table 3
Frequency of Core Melt (Intact Containment) Results of a Coarse-meshed Reliability

Analysis for GKN 2/6/

Event

Large LOCA
Medium LOCA
Small LOCA*
Loss of

preferred
power

Small leak
in pressu-
rizer during
loss of
power

Loss of
main feed-
water

ATWS
Seismic
Airplane

crash, . . .
Total

Frequency
per year

3 x 10"*
8 x 10"*
6 x 10"J

4-5 x 10~J

1-5 x 10"*

0-8

25 x10"*
1-5 x 10'*

—

Unavailability
of safety

systems per
demand

6-8 x 10~*
9 x 10~*

1-0 x lO'3

4 x 10"5

1-4 x 10"2

6 x 10"'

0-024
10"*

—

Core melt
frequency
per year

XJ0-*

0-2
0-8
6
2

2

0-05

0-6
1-5
0-01

l^xlO^a"1

German
risk

study / r /
xI0-«

0-5
2

57
13

7

3

1

0-2

9xlO-5a"1

* Including small leak in pressurizer after transients.
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Table 4
PSAs of Level 1 which have been performed in Germany as part of the "periodic

safety reassessments" (PSR)

NPP

Biblis A

Philippsburg I

Neckarwestheim I

Wiirgassen

Obrigheim

Brunsbuttel

I sari

Stade

Type

PWR
4 Loops

BWR '69

PWR
3 Loops

BWR

PWR
2 Loops

BWR '69

BWR '69

PWR
4 Loops

Performing Company

RWE/KWU

KKP and partners

GKN/KWU

KWW/KWU,
ESN

GRS;
KWU

HEW and partners

BAG/KKI1/
KWU

KKS/KWU

Year of Completion

1991

1993

1992

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993
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2. MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

In Section 2, the first major procedural step of a PSA, namely the step dealing
with the management and organization of the study, is presented and discussed.
Although this major step precedes the others in this report and in the actual
development of the PSA, it continues for the duration of the study.

There are eight tasks that can be identified as forming the procedural step
of 'management and organization'. These tasks are depicted in Fig. 2.

2.1. TASK 1: DEFINITION OF THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PSA

Determination of the objectives of the PSA together with its intended and
potential uses is the single most important step in the process of performing a PSA.
The objectives and uses of the PSA will determine in turn the scope of the analysis,
the necessary procedures and methods, and the personnel, expertise, funding and
time required for the analysis, as well as the documentation requirements. Timely
and precise decisions on the objectives of the PSA are therefore very important.

Because a special Dutch application is the use of a PSA in showing
compliance with levcl-3 probabilistic safety criteria, some guidance and remarks
regarding the scope of such a PSA as stated in this report are reflecting more
to full scope level-3 PSA's, than to a level-1 PSA.

2.1.1. Main objectives of PSA's in the Netherlands.

Probabilistic safety analysis is one of the most efficient and effective tools to
assist decision Ticking for safety and risk management in nuclear power plants.
Ao ouch, it can have one or more of the following throo major objootivoi As such,
it will have in principle all three of the following major objectives:

- to assess the level of safety of the plant and to identify the most effective
areas for improvement;

- to assess the level of safety and compare it with explicit or implicit standards;

- to assess the level of safety to assist plant operation.
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The relevancy of these objectives depends on the stage of the life-cycle of the
nuclear power plant The first two objectives of the PSA must be met in the design,
constuction and commission stage of the nuclear power plant, while all objectives
are relevant for the operational stage in which the operational experience should
be used to the extent possible. In due time all four objectives have to be fulfilled.
This means that the PSA that is asked for, shall be a 'Living' PSA, in the full sence
of the word.

The first general objective aims at extending and widening the understanding
of the important issues that affect the safety of a nuclear power plant By so doing,
design or operational problems can be identified and areas for improvement or
future study can be identified. The second objective contains the element of overall
adequacy, in that it is deemed desirable to compare the assessed safety related
capabili/ ties of a plant against standards. These standards might b* are explicitly
defined (fixed) probabilistic safety criteria or implicitly d»6n»d criteria! ac for
example in the oaoo if tho oomparioon k made again* orating /ooooptod oo cafe'
plants and/or designs. The third general objective aims at providing information
that can assist plant operations. For example, this may be in the form of improved
technical specifications, models and criteria for monitoring operational reliability,
or advice for accident management.

2.12. Stages of the plant life-cycle

A PSA can be performed at any stage of the plant life-cycle, namely:

-the plant at conceptual/early design stage;

-the plant at the final design stage;

-the operating plant.

It is generally considered desirable to start the PSA process as early in the
plant life-cycle as possible. Design or procedural weaknesses that are recognized
early can be corrected or improved less expensively than those that remain until
the plant is in operation. While a PSA can be started during any of the given
life-cycle stages, it is recommended that the PSA models and documentation be
maintained and updated throughout the operating life of the plant to provide
continued benefit.

A PSA conducted for any of the given stages can have any combination of
the general objectives outlined in subsection 2.1.1. The specific objectives and the
intended uses, however, may vary. The specific obj ectives/uses of PSA are discussed
in subsection 2.1 J.



2.13. Specific objectives and uses of PSA

J 2.1.3.1. Identification of the most effective areas for improvement.

Specific objectives and corresponding uses of PSA related to the first general
obj ective of assessing the level of safety of a plant to identify areas for improvement
are as follows:

- Identification of dominant accident sequences. Those combinations of
initiating events and hardware and human failures are identified that can
lead with significant frequency to undesirable consequences.

-- Identification of systems, components and human actions important for
safety. Analysis of the results of the PSA, i.e. of the identified accident
sequences, leads to the assessment of the relative importances of the various
systems, components and operational and maintenance procedures, together
with their uncertainties.

- Assessment of important dependences (system and man-machine). Important
dependences between systems, and between humans and systems, that affect
the safety of the plant are assessed. These include common cause initiating
events, common cause failures and multiple dependent human errors that
decrease the intended degree of redundancy in the plant design and thus
the safety of the plant.

- Identification and evaluation of new safety issues. As a result of a PSA,
important new plant specific safety issues and generic safety issues may be
identified. Furthermore, the PSA can be used as a tool for evaluating the
relative importance of any new issues as well as the importance of existing
safety issues.

- Analysis of severe accidents. The results of PSA can help in identifying the
important accident sequences that should be considered as /design basis'
accidents, and other sequences that lead to 'beyond design basis' accidents
and which might require further analysis.

~ Decisions on backfitting of generic and plant specific items. PSAs can be
used to quantify the relative importances of specific backfitting options in
operating plants. This evaluation can not only rank the possible backfitting
options in terms of their potential for increasing safety, but also provide
a cost effective way of deciding which modifications should be made.

- Design modifications. PSA results for plants at the design stage can be used
to evaluate various design modifications. This 'optimization' is usually an

10
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prioritiaation may be guided by tho PSA'o identification of plant featuroc

These subobjectives are applicable to all three stages of the plant life cycle.
The extent to which they can be met varies, however, with the stage of the plant
design, as is discussed further in Section 12.

2.1.3.2. Showing compliance with the probabilistic risk criteria.

Specific objectives and corresponding uses of PSA related to the second
general objective of comparison with some implicitly or explicitly accepted standards
are:

-- Comparison with target valueci If target valuec or probabilistic safety criteria
ore QvailablO). The PSA «a» will be used to compare the performance of
the analysed plant against these criteria. These criteria oould be oithor at

—a high level (eigi health rick) core damage frequency) or at lower level (e.g.

health level (individual and societal mortality risk). See Appendix PSC for
a more elaborate explanation of the Dutch Probabilistic Risk Criteria.

Comparicon with /accepted' design. If a decign or operating plant hac been
MooGGod and aoooptod as safo, and a PSA has boon porformod for thic dooign
or nlnnL then tho Irtvel of cafotv of another nlnnt can bo oomnflrod Tith

—that of the /accepted' design or plant by means of the reculto of a PSA.
—Caution should always be exercised in comparing PSA reculte as failure

-i>.» „.....•...•.> ~f difforonccc in CCODO and mcthodc om load i

oonoluoionoi

—ComparicoD of/alternative' designs. PSA can be uced to compare alternative
—design oonoepto at any otage of the design process, thuc providing
—information for docign dooujionfli

The PSA results and established probabilistic safety goals/criteria (PSC) to
be compared have to be consistent in the definition of the undesired event and
in the assumptions regarding the estimation of its probability and magnitude. In
order to show compliance with these kinds of safety goals it is necessary that PSC
and a PSA provide at least a clear overview of the adopted boundary conditions,
assumptions being made, and definition of terms.
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Also the intrinsic limitations (e.g. assessment of safety culture) of PSA and
the cbaracteristic uncertainties (e.g. incompleteness or modelling inadequacies)
of the different types of used methods, data and modelling must be discussed in
the comparison with PSC.

Also for the other defined objectives of the PSA an elaborate discussion of
these topics is necessary for reasons of clarity and traceability.

The foregoing uses are applicable to all three life-cycle stages, although with
different levels of confidence. It is important to recognize, however, that such
comparisons are only meaningful if the assumptions, techniques, models and data
used in the different PSAs are compatible.

J 2.1.3.3. Support of plant operation.

Specific objectives and corresponding uses of PSA related to the third general
objective of assessing plant safety to assist plant operation are:

- Evaluation of plant technical specifications and limiting conditions of
operations. Technical specifications represent a set of parameters according
to which systems should be operated, tested, maintained and repaired. The
reliability of these systems depends on most of these parameters. PSAs
provide a framework for decisions on appropriate values of these parameters
and/or on relevant policies. Where limiting conditions of operation have
not been predetermined, the significance of off-normal plant states (for
example, with some equipment out of service) can be evaluated with the
assistance of PSA results.

- Prioritization of inspection/testing activities. PSA results can be used to
help prioritize required startup and in-service inspection activities. At the
same time, PSA results can be used to determine system or component
reliability requirements for performance monitoring for various systems
and/or components during operation.

- Evaluation of operating experience. Operating experience can be assessed
in a systematic way using the PSA results. Implications of trends and /near
misses' can be determined. By following a /living PSA' programme, the
significance of changes in failure data and operational procedures can be
evaluated.

- Accident management. Results and associated insights from PSA provide
a very effective framework for training operators and developing operational
procedures and a rational basis for emergency planning, Associated

12



personnel can also use PSA results for training purposes.

This is not a comprehensive list of potential objectives and corresponding uses
of PSA. Additional, and more specific objectives and possible uses of PSA to
support plant operation can be found in aro given in a liot of important safety iooues
(ac dafund by the regulatory body of one Momber State) in Ref. [3]. The oame
reference deficribec the relation between the reoolution of thect igcuec and the
methods toolo and rooultfi of a PSAi

2.2. TASK 2: DEFINITION OF THE SCOPE OF THE PSA

After defining objectives, the definition of the scope of the PSA study is the
second most important element in the management and organization of the PSA.

The scope of a Level 1 PSA can be described mainly in terms of the following
parameters:

(i) potential sources of radioactive releases;

(ii) core damage states;

(iii) plant operational states;

(iv) initiating events;

(v) the extent of the analysis of special issues;

(vi) maintainability and regular use of the PSA, e.g. for 'living PSA* applications;

(vii) stage of the lifecyde of the plant under consideration.

The main factors that determine the extent to which these parameters are
included in the PSA are:

(i) the objectives and intended uses of the PSA;

(ii) the availability of appropriate information;

(iii) the available resources and expertise.

It is essential that, at the outset of the planning of the study, the scope of the
PSA is precisely defined. The scope should be compatible with both the objectives
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of the study and the available resources and information. It is not necessary for
achieving significant benefit that the PSA's scope be the widest possible.

2.2.1. Parameters describing the scope of a PSA

2.2.1.1. Potential sources of radioctive releases.

The first parameter that characterizes the scope of a PSA is the sources of
radioactive releases in the plant. The most important sources (applicable to all types
of plants) are:

-the reactor core;

-the spent fuel storage pool;

—the spent fuel handling facilities;

-the radioactive waste storage tanks.

A PSA oan bo performod for any oombination of theoe souroeo, although
hifitorioaUy moct PSAc havo been oonfined to the reaotor core. In principle all of
these sources have to be taken into account. Especially, during the refuelling state
of the plant manipulations with spent fuel might have a risk potential.

2.2.1.2. Core damage states and unacceptable end states.

The second parameter that characterizes the scope of a PSA is the core
damage states and final consequences to be considered. Typically, the risk
assessment measure for a level 1 study is expressed in terms of core damage
frequency. However, it is possible to define other "end states" which may be just
as important to a plant operator, e.g., any event which results in a radioactive
release inside the containment. For a Level 1 PSAt ono or moro lovelo of core
dcimcico mjiv bo concidorod ilthouch moct PS/LC for licht v/3tor roactorc

ic Guffioiently severe tobreaoh the roaotor veocol boundary'. Cooaervatively, thio^efft

inQtod fSoo Sectionf

! 227.3. P/a/Jf operational states.
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The third parameter that characterizes the scope of the PSA refers to the
operational states1 of the plant that are considered at the moment the accident
is initiated. These states can include:

- nominal full power operation;

-- reduced power operation;

- reactor critical, turbine not operating;

- reactor subcritical, primary circuit pressure above the
pressure under residual heat removal conditions;

-- reactor subcritical, low pressure residual heat removal
systems in operation;

- reactor subcritical, main circuit open (for example, for
refuelling, steam generator maintenance or primary pump
maintenance).

It chould bo notodt howovor, that moot FSAo performed to dote have
rnnriirinrflri nnly onn plnnt operational ctato, nnmnlythnt nf full pmvnriTn principle,
all the operational states, as well as their transition states have to be considered
in a PSA which has the primary objective of supporting plant improvements or
showing compliance with probabilistic safety criteria (PSC). Both objectives require
a PSA to be as complete as practically achievable.

2.2.1.4. Initiating events.

The fourth parameter that characterizes the scope of the PSA is the type of
initiating events considered. Historically, again, the initiating events have been
distinguished as internal to the plant and external to the plant. Internal initiating
events include the loss of off-site power and, in recent listings, fires and floods
generated inside the plant The latter were initially classified as external hazards
(initiators) together with earthquakes and other severe environmental phenomena.
Also here the objectives of showing compliance with PSC or supporting plant
improvements determine the scope. Both internal and external initiating events
are required to be considered.

1 A formal definition of an operational state is given in the definitions section
of Ref. [4].
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2.Z1.5. The extent of the analysis of special issues.

The fifth parameter characterizing the scope of the analysis is the extent to
which special issues are treated in the PSA. Some of these special issues and
corresponding considerations are given in the following:

— Depth of treatment of human actions. Use of (conservative) screening or
best estimate human error probabilities, extent of inclusion of operator
and/or maintenance personnel errors, extent of inclusion of operator
recovery and repair actions, extent of treatment of errors of commission.

- Rigour of dependence analysis. Search of accident sequences to identify
human error dependences, explicit modelling of impacts of environmental
conditions asssodated with specific initiating events, degree of fault tree
linking to uncover equipment dependences.

— Scope of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity or uncertainty
analyses can be performed qualitatively or quantitatively. For a quantitative
approach, the effort needed can depend considerably on the types of
uncertainty to be quantified.

- Time duration of analysis. Different time periods (mission time) following
the initiating events can be considered (such as one day, one week, one
month), as necessitated by the impact on important accident sequences
and their predicted frequencies. This may influence capability and reliability
considerations for systems and components.

2.2.1.6. Maintainability and regular use of PSA.

The sixth parameter which influences the scope of the PS A is the maintainabil-
ity of the PSA ('living PSA').

PSAs with the purpose of supporting NPP operation are often called 'living-
PSAs'. In these applications it was noted that a PSA has the unique ability to
evaluate alternatives or possible 'changes' to baseline system configurations and
procedures for both operation and maintenance. A living PSA facilitates an easy,
interactive and systematic access to the enormous amount of the information a PSA
consists of. Due to this interactive access a continuous assistance of the plant
operation regarding decisions on safety issues is possible. Such a living PSA is often
a compressed version of a more detailed level-1 PSA in the capacity of an interacti-
ve computer code (PC-type or mini-type). In this manner the influence of changes
in operation and design can quickly be analyzed. Therefore the PSA has to be
maintained and used in the giant and/or utility environment as part of an overall
safety policy, ('fit; JurH-or # ».•»«« ̂ ' * UPS)
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Apart from the 'living PSA' as defined in the previous paragraph, the original
PSA document needs to be kept 'alive'. That means that not only the computerised
version of the PSA needs to be updated, but also the documentation itself needs
Co be updated if there are major changes in systems or safety relevant components,
operation, or insights on data and modelling. Especially, because the topics of
human factors, common cause failures and in- and ex-vessel core melt phenomena
(level - 2 PSA) are still in a developing stage.

For supporting PSAs by operational experience as far as possible, plant-specific
Accident Sequence Precursor Studies are appropriate. An accident sequence
precursor (ASP) is defined as an observed event which could result -in coincidence
with additional postulated events- in a potential severe core damage accident

ASP-studies are supplementary to PSAs, therefore they do not fall in a direct
sense under the heading PSA.

2.2.1.7. Stage of the plant lifecycle.

The seventh parameter influencing the scope of the PSA is the stage of the
lifecyele of the plant.

NPP has various stages in its lifecycle:

- a design and construction phase,

- a stage of commissioning and operation,

- a stage of decommissioning,

It is evident that the availability of plant specific data and other relevant
information is highly dependent on the stage of the plant lifecycle.

First, there is a design phase and a period of negotiations with the licensing
authorities. This conceptual/early design stage is finished by a licensing procedure
for construction. During this stage only the conceptual design is known. Exact data
on components, systems and procedures are unavailable. Although the PSA is part
of the licensing procedure, the PSA might not be very detailed at this stage.

An important factor influencing the scope of the PSA is the availability of
the information required for a particular scope. The availability of information is
most often coupled with the 'design stage' of the plant. Thus, for a conceptual
design there is sometimes little or no information on the interface between the
nuclear island and the balance of plant equipment Operational procedures, test
and maintenance procedures or other technical specifications may not be available.
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Furthermore, the site of the plant might not have been determined. Without a
specific site, an external event analysis is constrained. At an early design stage, the
lack of detailed information on layouts, hardware interfaces and operational
procedures often reduces the scope of the analysis of the dependence between
systems. The modelling of the man-machine interface will be limited and analysis
of events will often be confined to those internally initiated, excluding fires and
internal floods. Recovery cannot be modelled in detail. Note that in this context
"recovery* means the recovery from a human error or hardware failure event within
the accident sequence. The recovery of the plant to a normal operating state is
beyond the scope of a PSA in normal circumstances. As the design stage progresses
towards an operating plant, most of these limitations will no longer apply. Thus,
for example, at a final design stage, internal fires and floods can be covered in
greater detail, as can external hazards.

Before the construction licence can be granted, compliance has to be shown
with the licencing requirements and criteria. Only on the basis of generic failure
data and assessments of 'sister plants', if any, a first assessment can be made. Only
in that way can insights be gained regarding the potential weaknesses and any
unbalance in the design. On this basis design changes can be made, because the
detailed design has not yet been finished.

After the construction permit has been granted, there is a construction phase.
During the construction the design becomes more detailed. The detailed design,
construction data of the components, exact procedures for operation, testing and
maintenance become available at this stage.

The construction phase is finished by a licensing procedure for the commissioning
and operation permit The PSA is also part of this licensing procedure. During
the construction stage the PSA, which has been used for the construction licence,
can be updated with more precise data. But still generic failure data have to be
used, because the lack of plant specific operational experience and recorded
failures.

After the commissioning and operation licence has been granted the operation stage
of the NPP will normally start.

2JJ. Factors influencine the seopo of a PSA

The following factorc chould bo cooiidorod in dutuiwiuinc tho coopo of tho

(1) The objectives and the intended uces of the PSA generally cat itc ccopai It
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initiators ought to be included in the ccope if there m a need to compare the plant

The factor
influoncinc the ccone of 3 PSA Frequently thi mguirod rocourccc finclu t̂i"^

Goope are nc
approach ic frequently adopted^ by which the PSA to expanded in coope at a later

122. Contributors to risk which fall beyond the scope or a PSA.

PSA's contain only simplified models to handle the body of knowledge that
is amassed. However, not only the simplifications of the modelling are a source
of uncertainty, also the lack of knowledge causing incompleteness in both data and
modelling contribute to it. In case there is a gap in knowledge regarding certain
issues, even expert opinion and educated guesses are insufficient to make those
issues more tangible. In some cases only some limited conclusions can be drawn
by using sensitivity studies, in other cases one has to accept that our state of
knowledge is not enough to draw any conclusion. One has to realize the limitations
of a PSA in case the outcomes are compared with probabilistic risk criteria.

Some events (e.g. sabotage or other malicious acts) are even explicitly excluded
from present-day PSAs, principally because of difficulties in quantifying the initiating
event.

However, the systemtic hazard identification methodology of a PSA can help
to identify those components, systems and human actions whose respective failure
or violation might jeopardize the safety of the plant. PSA techniques can also be
used to assess the available time for recovery actions. Therefore, these studies can
be used to support the development of measures which protect the plant against
malicious acts.
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123. The Problem of Showing Compliance with the Group Risk Criterion
and Truncation of Probabilities (Frequency Cut-Ofl).

Risks of nuclear power plants (NPPs) can be quantified with reasonable
certainty down to frequency levels of 10"8 to 10"7/year. Below such values no
meaningful uncertainty bands can be given for the frequencies and magnitudes of
the physical effects of accident scenarios leading to core melt Especially, the
relation between the frequency and the severity of external or other single events
cannot be given. Therefore, a cut-off frequency of 10"7/year is recommended for
single events. A cut-off frequency for a sequence of events with a combined
frequency < 10"* to 10*/reactor year is recommended in order to keep within the
range of the cut-off frequencies for initiating events. The value of 10"*/year is for
sequences ending with a core melt top event, and the 10"*/ycar figure is for accident
sequences ending with a large radioactive release (containment damage or bypass
scenarios). This means that for the public health effects (individual risk and societal
risk) frequency levels of 10"9 to 10'10/year are shown.

The total contribution of the screened out cut-sets to the frequency of the
fault tree top event shall be quantified. The current fault-tree computer codes
contain the possibility to do this. If this contribution is significant, it is recommended
to have a lower screening value. If the cut-off frequency leads to an estimated cut-
off error of less than 0.1 % of the top event probability, this will be appropriate.

A special feature involves external events, like the seismic event, which are
capable of damaging a NPP. Apart from the fact that such incidents are initiating
events which might result in core damage and large radioactive releases, the event
itself has devastating effects on the environment of the NPP. The relationship
between these two consequences, and demonstrating compliance in a strict way,
is therefore ambiguous. To place these scenarios in a proper context, it is
recommended that the consequences of these events on the environment be
investigated both with and without the presence of the NPP. This means that the
risk of a NPP due to an external event might only be compared with the PSCs if
this risk is significant compared to the risk posed on the population due to the
external event proper.

The mining of extreme low frequency numbers for the decision-making
process may be debatable, but the mere impossibility of quantifying some scenarios
in this frequency domain with a certain amount of confidence is undebatable. But
in this frequency domain very severe accidents cannot entirely be excluded, although
the factors contributing to it are often unquantifiable and even unpredictable. It
is necessary to assess the risk in this frequency domain in a more qualitative way,
by means of expert opinion and by conservative calculations which can explore some
of the boundaries of this risk domain. Although it is believed that the consequences
do not increase disproportional in this low frequency domain (cliff-edge effects),
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despite the many imponderabilities, qualitative assessments are necessary to make
such a statement a credible one.

By introducing 'cut-off frequencies in the PSA, special attention should be
given that no 'filling up' from below (smaller frequencies) to that 'cut-off level
occurs. If all catastrophic scenarios below the 10~7/year level are assumed to occur
with a frequency of 10"7/year, than a cliff-edge at this frequency level is inevitable.
Such a PSA provides only a conservative envelope below that 'cut-off frequency.

2 2.4. The scope of the PSA in case of comparison of the Plant against 'all sources'
Probabilistic Safety Criteria.

Because the risk criteria and objectives, as described in Appendix PSC, refer
to a 'best-estimate' assessment, a PSA which has the objective to show compliance
with these criteria, shall be a best-estimate level-3 PSA. This means that the PSA
quantifies the mortality risk of the neighboring population of a NPP in a realistic
way. Realistic means that a rigorous use of all kinds of extra conservative assumpti-
ons and safety factors should be avoided, despite modelling uncertainties, lack of
'trustworthy* data, and lack of completeness. Any assumptions, however, should
be supported by detailed analysis and/or calculations. Any computer codes used
in such neutronic, thermal-hydraulic, core-melt, and source term calculations should
be verified and validated. On the other hand it does not mean that conservative
(pessimistic) assumptions are taboo. In case of a lack of knowledge regarding
frequencies, phenomena, etc conservative assumptions might be a solution,
especially in those areas where expert opinions do not provide definite answers.

Best-estimate is not only valid for data and modelling,but also for the boundary
conditions of the analysis itself, Le. which assumptions are included in the analysis,
and which are not.

Although there is no formal requirement of using probability density distributi-
ons for the task of showing compliance with the level-3 PSC, it is strongly
recommended to provide an uncertainty analysis for a more confident interpretation
of the significance of the results. Also, a sensitivity study is strongly recommended
in order to get a feeling for the sensitivity of the results with respect to the used
parameter values. These recommendations can be supported by the fact that a PSA
which has the objective of showing compliance with the aforesaid risk criteria has
more objectives, for example: identification of the weaknesses and imbalance in
the design and operation features that can be improved by backfitting, accident
management or changes in the conceptual design.

In case reference is made to 'best estimate' PSCs, human errors and recovery
actions ought to be included in as much detail as possible. In nearly all accident
sequences human errors plays an important role.
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Also the level of detail of the system analysis shall be such that at least the
important common cause failures can be considered. However, a special caution
is warranted for too large a level of detail. This is because too much of detail might
be a major source of incompleteness and uncertainty due to lack of data.

2.2.5. The scope of shutdown/low power PSAs.

Before a low power or shutdown risk evaluation can be initiated it is necessary
that the scope of the study be defined. Again large scale area events such as internal
fire and flooding need to be included.

The power level(s) for which the assessment is to be performed is of course
very important. Up to this point, this document has referred to the assessment as
a "low power or shutdown" risk assessment. For the actual study the scope must
be explicitly defined.

It is possible that the analysis will be conducted for all power levels below
a specified percentage (e.g. 10%) of full power. This would include shutdown (0%
full power). It is also possible that the evaluation may be stated in terms of known
plant states as included in plant operating procedures. Another means of defining
the scope of the evaluation might be in terms of measured plant parameters such
as primary system pressure and temperature. For example, the evaluation may be
defined as "All conditions for which primary system pressure is X bars or below
and primary coolant temperature is Y degrees Celsius or below." Typically, these
conditions are determined by definite impacts on plant systems such as the main
condenser, the main steam isolation valves (MSFVs), the feedwater pumps, the RHR
system, etc. Many systems cannot operate or are functionally disabled below certain
temperatures and/or pressures, while others cannot be initiated unless temperatures
and/or pressures are reduced to specific levels. These levels may lend themselves
to obvious starting and stopping points for the evaluation.

The mission time of concern can have a large impact on calculated system
unavailabilities and human interactions. Mission times range from 24 hours to 1
year in the studies performed to date. Use of an extended mission time requires
modelling additional initiating events that may occur during the mission time and
maybe time dependent phenomena, see Section 6.1.6. In the case of support system
failures, this can be modelled at the system fault tree level by ensuring that such
failures are included as basic events. In general, mission time should be determined
based on the accident scenarios, and extended mission times used when necessary.
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22.6. The scope of the PSA in case of support of Accident Management
measures.

The treatment of Accident Management measures and especially Accident
Recovery Actions must be consistent between ail the tasks to be performed in the
PSA. In case one of the objectives of the PSA is to look for weaknesses in operation
and design, Accident Recovery Actions can only be credited when these are
included in the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) for the plant under
consideration. In case the objective is to support the design of Accident
Management measures/ Accident Recovery Actions evidently this restriction is not
a boundary condition.

Because the impact of severe accident environment on the operability of active
components has to be considered in case of support of Accident Management
strategies, the scope of the PSA shall be at least a limited level 2 PSA. That means
that for all the plant damage states, the environmental conditions inside all the
relevant compartments have to be analyzed. For instance, recovery of power does
not necessarily ensure the recovery of pumps, even though the initiating event is
loss of power, because the pumps in question could have been rendered inoperable
as a result of e.g., flooding, high temperature or humidity, beyond the original design
basis equipment qualification limit*

Recovery actions, especially in the beyond design area, can have adverse effects
for the further progression of the accident. These potential adverse effects of
recovery actions must also be acknowledged as part of the event tree quantification.
Because uncertainties may be large in this domain, it is necessary that uncertainty
assessments of all the potential recovery actions, including 'doing nothing* are
conducted within the PSA framework.

2.3. TASK 3: PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The PSA management ochomo ctrongly doponds on the speoifio oonditionc

*jpu fltrtflnf or thfl involuflmflnt cif thfl rvirtifTifTTf'inf f^rf^nni^jitirtnf!

—objeotiveo-and ooope of the PSA

A PSA study ic normally commissioned by one of the following;

—the plant deoigneri
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—the utility;

—the regulator/ body,

! Although the utility is ultimately responsible, the PSA can be performed by
| (an)other institution(s) theoe groups or by concultantG, research inctituteci

universities, or a combination of thece. la any case, the utility should always
participate as a source of operational knowledge as well as a beneficiary from the
insights obtained.

If the responsibility for technical management is assigned to a single institution,
a straightforward management hierarchy is possible. A project manager is assigned
direct control of all activities. The project manager in turn is responsible to the
appropriate point in the line structure of the institution or to a management
co-ordinating group established for this purpose. In this scheme the general
technical management of the organization ?«ign«i and co-ordinates the subtasks.

If a number of institutions are involved, a co-ordinating group of representa-
tives of these organizations and the project and technical managers of the PSA
study should be designated. A higher level Supervisory Committee can be
established if necessary.

Supervisory Committee

The Supervisory Committee (SC) is composed of senior representatives of
the participating institutions and can be responsible for:

— establishing the policies for the programme;

-- approving the programme plan;

— approving programme changes;

— securing the necessary economic and technical means to carry on the
programme;

— nominating a project co-ordination group which includes the administrative

and technical project managers;

— delegating authority to the project co-ordination group;

— monitoring the development of the project;
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-- approving the final project report.

Co-ordination Group

The Co-ordination Group (CG) consists of the project and technical managers
of the technical team as well as working level representatives of some or all of the
participating institutions. It reports directly to the SC, is chaired by the project
manager and has the following responsibilities:

~ to establish and submit for approval to the SC the plans for project
implementation;

-- to propose and submit for approval to the SC changes in the programme
plan;

-- to recruit and train technical staff for the project;

~ to keep the SC informed about the progress of the project;

~ to promote working meetings with the technical staff with the objectives
of:

• maintaining continuity of the project

• verifying accordance with specified project objectives and scope

• verifying the progress of individual tasks

• identifying logistical and personnel needs for the project

• identifying the need for advisory services

• submitting the partial and final reports to the SC.

The specific responsibilities of the technical manager are:

- to develop the format of the report;

-- to ensure that the technical quality of the work is high;

- to approve the use of methods, models and procedures;
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- to promote the development of alternative methods, models and procedures

whenever necessary,

-- to ensure a timely implementation and conclusion of the work;

- to approve the preliminary and final results;

- to co-ordinate the preparation of preliminary and final reports;

-- to chair working meetings with the technical staff;

- to co-ordinate the work of subcontractors and consultants.

If a co-ordination group composed of delegates from the participating
organizations is responsible for the technical management of the study, a permanent
chairman should be designated. If many technical groups are participating it is
essential to document clearly the responsibility and information transfer interfaces
among each group. A detailed project schedule that clearly defines tasks and
responsibilities is the best way to manage these interfaces.

It is possible to combine the SC and the CG for a simpler management
structure.

A programme plan should be prepared early in a PSA to document such things
as scope, objectives, methods, responsibilities, schedules, management schemes
and QA in a single report.

2.4. TASK 4: SELECTION OF METHODS AND ESTABLISHMENT
OF PROCEDURES

This task includes all the details of selection of methods and the establishment
of corresponding procedures (see Fig. 2). It is essential that workable methods and
procedures be established at the outset of the project and that there is a minimum
of modification to these procedures during the project. Unnecessary iterations in
methods and procedures cause expensive delays in projects.

Guidance for the methodological tools of PSA and the corresponding
procedural steps is given in the following sections of this report Once the methods
have been selected, the various procedural steps must be interfaced with the tasks
of QA and training to produce a detailed plan of the tasks, including a discrete
schedule.
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2.5. TASK 5: TEAM SELECTION AND ORGANIZATION

The members of the team that will perform the PSA can be characterized
by two distinct features.

- the organization they represent;

— the technical expertise they provide.

Once the necessary personnel have been identified, lines of communication
should be set up and specific tasks should be assigned. The training necessary
should be determined and planned together with the activities of the PSA. The
task of team formation and training is closely associated with the corresponding
tasks of QA.

2,5.1. Toam oompocitlon

The organizations to be represented in the PSA team depend on the lifo oyole
of the plant and on the specific conditions of regulation and utility operation in
the particular countryi Thus, for a PSA for a conceptual/early decign, extensive
participation of the dooigner of the plant is roquirod as a supplier of baoio
information. For an operating plant, thore will be major participation by the utility
in the analysis.

yVp ndditiopiil dimonr-ion jfi in fro dii ocd hv tho ojftont of DflftiQiDQtiQn of fho

'iiii hfttiftfl' rflrourcAfi f*of tfafl cof*of tfafl con\nMf*.riioninc or

countriec with only one or a few utilities, in house reoourcec might include recourcec

the utility (see also Section 3.3)i The role of the licensing authority will vary
dflnflrifiinr* on thu rfirTil-Tfnr^^ f-Vf-tflin in n nnrTicuJ^ir. f̂ finntrt.* Ac Wftll nr. whfithflr tho

PSA ic being used directly in the licensing process. It is possible that the only
involvement of the licensing authority might bo through an interactive review
prooooG. The actual participation of regulatory personnel in the team is also

establifihod. The participation of and oven leadership by the regulatory body is
common for a countr/o first
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ISA. Team expertise and composition

The expertise needed to conduct a PSA must provide two essential elements:
intimate knowledge of the plant and knowledge of PSA techniques. This expertise
can vary in depth, depending on the scope of the PSA. but the OKtenoive
participation of th« plant designer and the utility ifi eccantiaJ. For a PSA in the
design stage , extensive participation of the designer of the plant is necessary as
a supplier of basic information. For an operating plant, participation by the utility/
plant staff is required.

More specifically, the plant related expertise required consists of persons with
intimate familiarity with the design and operation of the plant under normal and
accident conditions. Ideally, this includes:

- Systems analysts: persons familiar with the design of fluid and electrical
systems, operational aspects and plant layout. Disciplines usually include
mechanical, electrical and instrumentation and control engineers.

~ PSA specialists: persons familiar with event tree, fault tree methods and
computer programmes.

- Operators and operational analysts: persons familiar with operating, test
and maintenance procedures, administrative controls, control room layout
and accident procedures.

~ Data analysts: specialists in the collection and analysis of data.

-- Human factor analysts: persons familiar with the identification and
quantification of errors by operator and maintenance personnel.

Access to individuals specializing in statistics, reliability engineering and plant
components is important. Access to information on plant transient responses is
also required. Additional analysis may be required to eliminate conservatisms from
available licensing analyses.

It io eooontial that individuals with oporotional experience participate in
tho PSA,

For the external hazards ar» included in th» analysis, appropriate expertise
is required in specific disciplines, such as seismic and flood analysis.

Together with these two major types of expertise, a sufficient part of the team
(including at least the project management) must offer the required managerial
expertise.
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233 . Team organization

The exact organization of the PSA team into smaller groups for the specific
tasks to be performed will depend on, and will follow, the establishment of detailed
procedures for the performance of the PSA and the definition of the specific tasks.

Three major groups should be defined in any PSA study:

- a managerial group;

~ a systems analysis group;

- a model integration group.

The managerial group will be responsible for the management and the QA
of the project, will liaise with other organizations and channels for information
gathering and dissemination, and will be the focal point for the resolution of any
managerial, procedural or technical issues.

The systems analysis group will be responsible for the tasks involving the
modelling and quantification of the plant/system behaviour and the analysis of
physical processes. It will comprise mainly personnel with expertise in system and
reliability modelling.

The model integration group will be responsible for those tasks that require
the integration of system models into an overall plant model and the generation
of accident sequences and their quantification. This group will increase in size as
the PSA progresses and may include personnel from the systems analysis group.

Although these three general groups will have been selected according to the
expertise of their members, it is of the utmost importance that there is overlapping
among them. Thus, some members of the PSA team must belong to more than
one group and at least the heads of the systems analysis and model integration
groups should participate in the managerial group. Specialized expertise (for
example, from operational experts) will feed into all groups.

2.6. TASK 6: TRAINING OF THE TEAM

A team performing a PSA for the first time will require training to acquire
the expertise necessary (see subsection 2J.2) to complete the study successfully.
Even if individual members of the team already have some of the expertise required,
it is strongly recommended that some training precedes the study in order to achieve
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a common understanding of the objectives, procedures and methods of the PSA.
The training can be organized along the lines of the required expertise, namely
plant related and PSA related training. As a minimum the following three types
of courses should be given and attended by all PSA team members:

(1) Plant systems and operational procedures. This course (typically one to two
weeks) should cover the basic aspects of system design (nuclear island and
balance of plant), including operational procedures under normal and accident
conditions. A condensed version of the corresponding operator training course
given by the various vendors is an example of such a course. The objective
of this course is to establish a minimum common basis of understanding of
plant behaviour for the members of the PSA team. Accident scenarios should
be discussed in this course.

(2) PSA techniques. This course (typically one to two weeks) should cover the
issues of event sequence and system modelling (for example, event trees and
fault trees), quantification of accident sequences, uncertainty, importance and
sensitivity analysis, data handling and human performance analysis. The
objective of this course is to introduce the members of the team to PSA
techniques and to present special methodological problems and techniques
together with specific issues concerning the software to be used in the analysis.
Again, the main objective here is to establish a common understanding of the
techniques and a common terminology, and to resolve possible misconceptions
about the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods. The course
should be organized in parts, some more general, to be attended by all
members of the PSA team, and some more specialized both in subject and
in depth, to be attended by appropriate subgroups.

(3) PSA procedures — comparative reviews of PSAs of similar plants. This is a
very important part of the preparation of the PSA team. It is strongly
recommended that such training be given! even for teams with membare highly
quaiiiioa in plant cyctomc, ana good Knowloago ot oporauonal procoduroc
and PSA toohniquofr. This course should take place as soon as possible before
the commencement of the work. It should consist of a review of the complete
PSA procedures, possibly after some initial consideration had been given to
the procedures to be followed in the speciBc study, and of comparative reviews
of PSAs that have been performed on plants of similar design. Again, the
objective of this course is to enhance a common understanding of the PSA
by the team members and to put into perspective the individual contributions
to the study.

! Complementary to the courses, it is recommended that team training will be
enhanced by performing a pilot study which would consist of developing accident
sequences and associated fault trees for one particular initiating event This
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procedure exposes the team in a short time to all the issues to be faced in
conducting the entire analysis.

2.7. TASK 7: FUNDING AND SCHEDULING

The resources in terms of manpower, computer time, calendar time and so
on required to complete a PSA depend greatly on the scope of the PSA and on
the available expertise in the PSA team. Scheduling of the activities must follow
the establishment of detailed procedures and is affected by the availability of
personnel. Guidance on this issue is given in Section 2.4 of Ref. [5] and Section
25 of Ref. [3]. J-^mti-T tmimplitc art innlniiini htrt.

Ectimotoc of tho manpower roouirod for n Lovol 1 PSA aro cdvon in Tciblo
I) vhirh in htififlri nn mqpftrionnn from PSAfii Thti Invrwr nrtimntfi in rtiprftnnntntivn

ttnui- Thn unncr iirtini^itQ IT. for 3 PĴ .A. tfl^tti nflrfnnning

a PSA for tho firct time It ic not, of oourco noooccar,' that all tho tadec Iio v/jt'tiin
the rangBG given in Table Ii The exnot valuo again depends on tho expertice of the

The calendar time required for the performance of the PSA depends on the
personnel available and on the scope of the PSA. For any given scope, even with
'unlimited' personnel resources, some tasks have to be performed sequentially. Thus
there is a lower limit to the time necessary to complete the study. Table II provideo
lower and upper ectimatofi of tho timo necessary to oomplote a PSA^ togothor with
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The scheduling of the whole PSA project is of paramount importance. The
schedule should cover:

-- all tasks integral to the project (generally not broken down below tasks
of one week in duration);

-- the identification of the individual or individuals responsible for each task;

- the recognition of the dependences between tasks, including the definition
of interfaces and inputs/outputs among the tasks;

- the expected duration of all tasks.

The schedule should be monitored and updated at regular intervals (typically
monthly). A typical schedule for a Level 1 PSA is given in Appendix I.
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If the work is carried out mainly by one or more consultants' groups, a detailed
work specification must be issued after completing the tasks relating to the study
objectives, scope and selection of methods. The minimum requirements for such
a document are given in Appendix II.

It is also possible that a rrmmifant might advise the rr«mmi«irming organization
on the possible objectives, scope and methods/procedures before the work
specification is prepared.
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2.8. TASK 8: ESTABLISHMENT OF A QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROGRAMME AND INTERACTIVE PEER REVIEW

The quality assurance programme of a PSA encompasses the activities that
are necessary to achieve the appropriate quality of the PSA and those that are
necessary for verifying that the required quality is achieved (see Section 103 of Ref.
[6]). For a PSA, appropriate quality means an end product that is correct, usable
and meets the objectives and fills the scope of the PSA.

Quality assurance is an essential aspect of 'good management' (see Section
104 of Ref. [6]). Good management contributes to the achievement of quality
through thorough analysis of the tasks to be performed, identification of the skills
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required, selection and training of appropriate personnel, use of appropriate
procedures, creation of a satisfactory environment in which activities can be
performed and recognition of the responsibility of the individual who is to perform
each task. Briefly stated, the QA programme shall provide for a disciplined
approach to all activities affecting the quality of the PSA, including, where
appropriate, verification that each task has been satisfactorily performed and that
the necessary corrective actions have been implemented.

Quality assurance of the PSA should be viewed and established as an integral
part of the PSA project and the QA procedures should be an integral part of the
PSA procedures. The QA procedures should provide for control of the constituent
activities associated with a PSA, which can be distinguished in the following three
areas: organization, technical work and documentation. Specific aspects of QA
procedures in these three areas are presented in Appendix III and are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

As mentioned earlier, QA is an essential aspect of good management and
in that sense all the tasks of the major procedural steps of a PSA are subject to
the QA procedures concerning the organization and management of the PSA.

Quality assurance procedures also apply to the technical work, ensuring
consistency between goals, scope, methods and assumptions, as well as accuracy
in the application of methods and in calculations.

Quality assurance procedures include control of the documentation of the
. PSA. General requirements for document control are given in Section 4 of Ref.

[6]. The term 'PSA documentation', as used in this report and in the establishment
of QA procedures in particular, includes work files, computer output, correspon-
dence, interim reports and the final report. Documentation should also be complete
to the extent that the progress of the study is traceable, and should be retained
to ensure that traceability continues for a specific period of time. In general, QA
activities concerning the documentation of the PSA will also contribute to enhancing
its clarity and its traceability.

An important issue related to the verification aspect of QA activities is that
of interactive, external peer review of the PSA. That is, a review of the study while

! it is in progress by either a consulting group or a licensing authority or both an
j independent group of experts. These two groups are mentioned here to highlight

the two major reasons for interactive review. The first ic that An external peer
review of technical work in progress can make a positive contribution to the validity
of the results, particularly when the work is being performed by a group for tho
first time. The cecond applies more to cases in which the intended uoe of the PSA
ic dictated not by the organisation performing the study( but by another
organization; for example), a lioensing authority. In this oase, An interactive review
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will easurc that the study properly addresses all the concerns as reflected in the
objective(s) and scope of the PSA. of the external ucerot that itc content ic mseful

,' to them, and that it An independent peer review will provide early and effective
feedback to the analysis team.

To avoid undue disruption of the study, interactive reviews should be
performed at selected 'milestones'. The specific areas of the PSA that could benefit
from a review are:

(1) The methods selected and associated assumptions and their adequacy to meet
defined objectives and to fulfil the scope of the PSA. If the selected methods
contain novel elements there might be a need to demonstrate their validity.

(2) Selection of initiators and plant operational states and identification of sources
of radioactive releases.

(3) Grouping of initiators and event tree construction, including definition and
documentation of mission success criteria.

(4) Plant system modelling (e.g. fault tree construction).

(5) Approach to human reliability and dependency analysis.

(6) Database selection/development and parameter estimation.

(7) Identification and quantification of accident sequences.

(8) Results obtained.

(9) Uncertainty, importance analysis and sensitivity analysis.

(10) External event analysis (if performed).

Natural milestones for interactive review would be the completion of each
of the six major procedural steps (see Section 1.4).

Specific guidance on peer review is given in an IAEA publication [7].

Peer Review Sorviooo (IPERS) whioh bring international PSA experienw-tnto the
roview proooooi

Appendix HI provides further guidance for the establishment of the QA
procedures.
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Appendix PSC.

QUANTITATIVE SAFETY CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES (THE DUTCH
APPROACH).

These probabilistic safety criteria and objectives (goals) have been developed
to create a yardstick for proper risk assessment of new (planned) industries.
Recently these criteria and objectives have been declared to be applicable to existing
NPPs as welL These criteria differentiate between three possible risk related situati-
ons: normal risk, where permissible activities lie, elevated risk, where reduction
is required according the ALARA principle and excessive risk, where the risks
are unacceptable. These are specified with respect to two goals. The first goal aims
at limiting the mortality risks for the individual citizen, whilst the second goal aims
at preventing disasters which affect large segments of the population. A measure
for the latter is the risk of a larger number of prompt fatalities due to that disaster,
called societal prompt mortality risk. Both the number of casualties and the
simultaneity of dying are ingredients of societal disruption.

The following definitions for individual risk and societal risk were chosen:

- Individual risk is defined as the expected frequency of death due to a hazard
of a hypothetical unprotected person at any given fixed location beyond the
perimeter of the installation concerned.

- Societal (group) risk is defined as the expected frequency of N or more
prompt fatalities beyond the perimeter of the installation concerned due
to a hazard at that installation. It is described by a Complementary
Cumulative Probability/Density Function F of the number of prompt fatalities

For each source or activity the upper bound of acceptable individual risk is
lO^/year. An individual risk of 10"*/year is considered as a de minimi* level. In the
area between these values the ALARA (As Low As Reasonable Achievable) prin-
ciple will be applied. For all hazardous sources or activities combined, an individual
risk limit of lO^/year is chosen.

For the criterion and the de minimi* level for societal risk two CCDFs (Com-
plementary Cumulative Density Functions) are chosen .

These CCDFs are in the form of two straight lines on a log-log scale of the
F-N plot (see fig. 1). In order to deal with risk aversion a slope of -2 for these
CCDFs is chosen. For example hazardous incidents in which 10 or more people
are killed simultaneously with a best estimated frequency of 10*/year are considered
as unacceptable, while a frequency of lO'Vyear for this consequence is considered
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as a de minimis value. These criteria apply to prompt fatalities, and therefore only
to major accidents. In this case only persons outside the site-boundary are meant,
and not workers inside the site-boundary.

10° J0 l 10*

NUMBER Of PflOPT fATAUTIES-

figure PSC.1. Societal Risk Objective and Criterion.

Recently this policy has been extended to the general topic of radiation
protection [refs. 7 and 40]. In case of nuclear power plant operation, the criteria
and objectives for individual risk will be applied separately to normal operation
and to major accidents. In the first case only late fatalities are referred to, whilst
in the second case both early and late fatalities are referred to. Therefore, a dose
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limit for the population of .04 mSv/year/NPP is proposed (normal operation and
operational occurrences). This value is based on a risk factor of 25 10'2/Sv and
an individual risk limit of 10"*/year.

Similar to the cumulative individual risk criterion for severe accidents, a
cumulative individual risk limit of lO^/ycar, due to all radiation sources and activi-
ties, has been adopted for 'regular1 (non major accident) situations. With these
radiation sources and activities man-made, artificial sources and activities are meant
The radon issue in relation to building and housing is for the time being excluded
from this policy.

Apart from this external safety policy the Netherlands has embodied the
IAEA/NUSS Codes on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants (although slightly modi-
fied) in its existing regulations. Especially article 1204 of the Code of Design
(IAEA-Safety Series No. 50-C-D (Rev 1) in its adapted Dutch version is of
importance. This article requires the licensee to demonstrate by means of a
probabilistic safety assessment that:

- large releases are very unlikely, and
- any design basis accident is not on the threshold of a sudden escalation of the

consequences of postulated initiating events (PIEs).

This means in practice that it should be demonstrated that large releases of
radioactivity do not exceed lO^/year.

In a Dutch proposed amendment on an underlying Safety Guide (IAEA Safety
Series 50-SG-D11 [ref. 39]), limiting values are given for the maximum credit which
non-diverse safety systems can claim for their reliability.

T h e reliability claimed for a system in the analysis should be limited to a value
which reflects the best estimate that can be made taking into account that there
may be mechanisms for common-cause failures which are unknown. For non-
diversified systems, this limitation shall be in a range corresponding to one failure
per 103 to 10* demands."

In that safety guide also cut-off frequencies for external events are given for
design purposes.

"combinations of external events and other incidents have to be assumed if these
events have a causal relation or if on the basis of a PSA the probability of a large
release caused by the combined event is higher than 104/year. The calculation
of the probability shall include any potential increase of the failure probability
of components that are subjected to external events."
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Also the public health risks due to incidents/accidents in the design basis area
will be bound to the criteria for individual risk. But to ensure that the engineered
safety features of a particular NPP are adequate, the use of conservative determinis-
tic analyses of the respective design basis accidents is in this context a more
appropriate tool than the use of a PSA. The reason that this conservative, determi-
nistic approach has some advantages above the probabilistic approach is because:

- Design basis accidents are postulated to encompass a whole range of related
possible initiating events which can challenge the plant in a similar way. Therefore
these other related initiating events do not need to be analyzed separately.

- This approach enables a much easier introduction of the required conservatism
than the probabilistic approach. For the latter uncertainty analyses are necessary
to calculate the confidence levels.

- By definition design basis accidents are mitigated or stopped accident sequences.
They do not result in core melt scenarios, and are consequently considered as
success sequences. The related radioactive releases are negligible compared to
the uncontrolled large releases of some of the beyond design basis accidents.
Therefore the consequences of design basis accidents are not considered in the
general 'state-of-the-art' PSA, which primarily focuses on core melt scenarios
and associated large off-site releases.

It is obvious that the aforesaid risk criteria are not appropriate to be used
as a yardstick in the deterministic approach, and a separate set of safety criteria
needs to be formulated. like the other EC countries the Netherlands has proposed
a probabilistic radiological target for the design basis area. This target is: No
member of the public shall be exposed to doses (H^,) in excess of 0.02 Sv (effect,
dose equivalent) as a consequence of a single incident with a probability between
10"7reactor year and W'/reactor year.

It should be kept in mind, that the frequencies and the phenomenology of
the design basis accidents might be somewhat hypothetical, although conservatively
chosen. Also they represent a whole class of similar incidents which are not analyzed
in detail. Therefore, an unambiguous relation between this radiological target and
the aforesaid criterion for individual risk cannot be given a priori. On the other
hand it is not surprising that the respective values lie in the same range.
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APPENDIX LPSA

LIVING PSA APPLICATIONS

LPSA.1 Objectives of living PSA.

During construction and subsequent operation of a nuclear power plant, many
changes occur in components, systems, and operating procedures which continuously
modify the configuration of the power plant. Because of this, performance of a
PSA typically requires modelling of the plant at a given time, including all changes
occurring prior to that time and excluding all subsequent changes. Therefore, a
plant specific PSA describes the safety level at a given time. The dynamics of plant
operation and change make this safety assessment rapidly obsolete. Experience
shows that, even if dominant systems features are not modified, changes in support
systems, procedures, practises and management of operations can cause large
changes in overall safety level as measured by the PSA.

Living PSA is a programme comprising as its basic element a well structured,
well documented, reviewed, highly detailed and plant specific PSA study. The study
itself is maintained "living" by periodically updating it to reflect all relevant plant
changes, thus monitoring over time the plant safety level and the relative importance
of the various components supporting that level. The programme is maintained
"living1 through communications and the use of the communicated information to
support safety related decisions.

Thus, while a PSA results in a report documenting an assessment of plant
safety, a living PSA implies an ongoing programme. It contributes in unique ways
to plant safety and management in areas which are not satisfactorily addressed by
the safety analysis (SAR) and by a "traditional" PSA study.

Because all the applications/ objectives of a PSA cannot be carried out
simultaneously due to practical constraints and resource limitations, a kind of
prioritization is necessary. Some applications are natural follow-on to others; in
some cases valuable experiences can be gained in earlier applications which can
be effectively used in conducting later ones. Appropriate sequencing can also result
in cost savings. In table LPSA-1 recommendations are given for prioritizing "Living"
PSA applications.

The rationale for the recommended phase division lies in the fact that in view
of the historical developments to use the PSA in the context of evaluation of design
features and procedures. Therefore, the first phase applications have these objectives
in focus. They can be characterized as predominantly static evaluations. The results
of the assessments may be applicable to long term planning with respect to
improvements of the design and procedures. Second phase applications may require,
in some cases, more detailed treatment of time-dependencies in specific parts of
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the PSA model, and/or more extensive use of operational data and procedures.
These applications are still intended for use in a long-term perspective but an
analysis of dynamic plant status representation that results during operation of a
plant becomes more important Finally, some applications in the third phase require
access to a PSA tool for quantification of risk measures in a short term. Specific
applications may require plant PSA model being used as an on-line tool, where
risk estimate for a particular plant status or an operational event is obtained within
a very short time.

LPSA-2 Special system modelling requirements for living PSA
applications in the area of surveillance, maintenance
and configuration control.

System fault trees should be detailed enough to specifically include all the
components for which components for which surveillance and maintenances
are performed and must be evaluated.

In addition to the dominant accident sequences identified in the basic
PSA, either additional accident sequences will need to be considered,
or extra house events in the system fault trees will be necessary. This
additional requirement will assure that quantification of core damage
frequency for different test and maintenance activities are realistic, and
also will increase the number of surveillance and maintenance activities
included in the evaluation.

A computer package must be available, which can regenerate accident
sequence minimal cut sets when components are assumed to be
unavailable (i.e. down) for surveillance or maintenance. Using pre-
processed minimal cut sets from the base case PSA may not suffice,
because the cut sets important for the surveillance/ maintenance condition
may already be truncated.

A computer code must be available to quantify accident sequences with
several components being unavailable at the same time.

System train level models are adequate for evaluating maintenance
activities as long as all components belonging to the train (Le., the failure
of all those components that cause train failure) are clearly identified.
Dependency failure considerations should not be compromised.
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TABLE LPSA-1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
PRIORITIZING LIVING PSA
APPLICATIONS IN THREE PHASES.

Living PSA Applications

L Design and Procedure Adequacy Evaluations and

Improvements (Base ease)

1. Evaluation of design features and procedures

2. Proposals for or decisions on design modification*

3. Evaluation of or decisions on baclcfits

4. Important procedures requirements and operator training

D. Operational Activities

1. Evaluation of surveillance and maintenance activities

2. Configuration management or control activities

- Off-line evaluations

- On-line system

3. Maintenance planning

4. Surveillance test arrangements

HL Operational Experience Assessment

1. Incident analyses

2. On-line or real time monitoring

fV Proposal* for nprimrratkHi or rrtlanrinn rtf Trrhnic^l Sffifinrion*

1. Modification of Allowed Outage Time (AOT) and Surveillance Test

Interval (STI).

2. Action statements regarding Limiting Conditions for Operation

(LCO)

V. Aging Assessment

1. Safety implication of aging effects

2. Prioritization of aging management activities

First

Phase

P
F

F

F

Second

Phase

S
S

S

S

S

Third

Phase

T

T

T

T

T
T

F: Recommended first phase application
S: Recommended second phase application
T: Recommended third phase application
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Individual component level models are necessary for evaluating
surveillance activities.

A component unavailability model that includes random failure
contribution, test downtime contribution, and maintenance downtime
contribution is adequate for this evaluation. Additional modelling details
in terms of separation of demand and standby time-related contribution
can be used for refining the evaluation.

System models should be built in such a manner that reconfigurations
during test and maintenance conditions can be taken into account
efficiently in computations; e.g., by using phased mission models in the
fault trees and house events that can be switched on or off (TRUE or
FALSE) to control which configuration is currently used.

Component unavailability models should maintain flexibility for modelling
demand and standby time contributions (see table LPSA-2).

Component unavailability models must have flexibility so that test and
maintenance downtime contributors can be assessed more realistically,
because average downtime contributors used in PSA are not applicable
in conditional risk calculations for a given occurrence of a configuration.

Common cause failure modelling should be such that it retains the
component designator so that dependency is accounted for different plant
configurations. Dependency modelling need to retain specific component
designators for conditional risk calculation.

Operator recovery errors modelled in accident sequences need to be
reviewed to assure their applicability in different plant configurations.

For an on-line configuration management system with real time or near-
real time risk capability features, a time-dependent component
unavailability model will be a useful feature. This model will allow the
effect of specific times at which tests are performed to be directly
incorporated in the risk calculation.

For an on-line configuration management system, component
unavailability models and initiating event frequencies should allow
updating the parameters when experience data accumulated in the system
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show that such updating is necessary or at specific intervals, as desired
by the user.

There should be negligible error due to the truncation of minimal cut
sets. Minimizing truncation error is important because several component
statuses are changed to zero or one or to a different intermediate
unavailability for a given configuration.

In calculating the risk level for a component that is down, the
reconfiguration of other components should be accounted for.

LPSA3 Special data requirements for living PSA applications

A list of any requirements of reconfiguration during test and maintenance
should be prepared for convenient use.

Surveillance which require components to be aligned away from the
emergency safety position should be identified.

Plant-specif c data on repair times, maintenance durations, test durations,
and test intervals should be available. In case of non-availability of plant-
specific data, generic data may be used once an assessment about the
applicability of the data to the plant has been made.

Surveillance that have the potential for negative effects, i.e., may cause
unnecessary wear of the equipment, should be identified. Also, those
that require reducing power for the tests and those that cause
occupational exposure, should be identified. These aspects can be treated
qualitatively for use with quantitative results.

The components tested by each of the surveillance and the failure modes
detected should be listed.

Data on common cause failures and human errors in the PSA
quantification should be realistic, and not overly conservative. Over-
conservative estimates may mask the effects of the surveillance and
maintenance.
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TABLE LPSA-2 TIME DEPENDENT COMPONENT UNAVAILABILITY
EXPRESSIONS FOR STAND-BY AND ON-LINE
SYSTEMS

COMPONENT MODELS

\.= Operational failure rate

X . = Stand-by failure rate

/ = In operation defined mission lime

(T= Tune independent failure probability per

demand

The lime independent failure probability per demand represents

the baseline component unavailability, (e.g., start).

Monitored compoocntx

T " Repair waiting time

7* " Active repair time

LCO =• Limiting Conditions for Operation

Periodically tested

components

T. • Test interval

x * Duration of test

a _ « Test efficiency

n - Test override unavaiL Prob. that

the by-pass of the test arrangement

fails in the case of • demand

during the test

TL - Time since Ian test

773 » Time since last demand

7* «» Latent unavaii time »• T/2

Failure

between test

unavail.

Test period
unavmil.

Repair period

unavail.

Untenable

stand-by

failures

RECOMMENDED EXPRESSIONS

In operation, non repairable

q(t)*qo+{l-txp{-\J))

In operation defined mission time (tm)

For monitored critical faults

X.T

UXTr '

and

For monitored non-critical faults are the same mo-

dels used talcing into account LCO and

qW-q^O-cxpi-k^TL)

q{t)eq0*^*TL

q ,̂ must be considered if the test

procedure requires so.

Q,<9m<l-qJ(q0^J^)jt

For latent critical faults
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TABLE LPSA-2 (confd) TIME DEPENDENT COMPONENT
UNAVAILABILITY EXPRESSIONS
FOR STAND-BY AND ON LINE
SYSTEMS.

COMPONENT MODELS (Application*)

risk foUow-op studies; evaluation of the risk significance of

events (component failures) that have occurred in order to

improve the experience feedback. During testing a failure

has been detected, than the evident information that the

component has failed at some time point in the test interval

can be represented by:

risk monitoring/ risk control, failures are modelled by setting

the probability to 1 for the time period the failure has been

known, i.e. normally from the time the failure is discovered

until completed repair

RECOMMENDED EXPRESSIONS

3 ( 0 = 1 f o r T L - 0 < t <T(W + Tm

Separating demand and standby time-related contributions to component
unavailability, at least for the components whose surveillance test benefits
are significant, is useful in deciding which components should be tested
for a given configuration with high risk level.

In case of on-line applications, the status of all the components should
be known as soon as one or more components is detected to be in a
failed condition or will be disabled for testing or maintenance.

The duration of each configuration occurrences over a given period, e.g.,
one year, should be available.

LPSA-4. Modelling or Common Cause Failures

Because of the time dependent modelling of the component failure data, 'traditional'
static common cause modelling is not suitable. Although, not state of the art, several
models exist which, more or less, restore this time-dependency. In a joint project
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of the Nordic countries [Refs. 78,80 and 81] use has been made of several modified
versions of the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) method. The fust concerns the
"Arithmetic Average Model". This model can be applied in fault trees, and can
be used with small variations in failure data, but fails when reaching extreme values
such as 0 or 1. If one component fails the model becomes time independent
(constant) as a result of the dominating contribution of the failed component.

The parameters are described by:

ccn

The second is the "Minimum Common Cause Model" or "the minimum-value
variation" method, and it works in the following way:

Each CCF event involves two or more components. Of all the components in a
particular CCF event, the one with the lowest independent failure probability is
used as a basis for calculation of the probability for the CCF event. An exception
to this rule is the situation where a failure exists, or may have existed (in risk follow
up) among the components involved in the CCF event. If this is the case, it is the
probability of the existing failure that is the basis for the CCF probability. For
example, if one component is known to be failed (probability = 1) the probability
of the second failure is Q until the state of those other components have been
verified.

One result of this modelling is that when a test is made for one component
in a CCF group, the probability for all CCF events involving the component become
equal to the time-independent CCF probability.

*r
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Current Status of PSA Studies
in Czech Republic

LEVEL - 1 PSA STUDY FOR WER - 440 V - 213 WILL BE COMPLETED
TILL THE END OF 1993

PRELIMINARY PROBABILISTIC (SHORT TERM) ANALYSIS AND LEVEL -
1 AND LEVEL - 2 PSA STUDIES FOR W E R - 1000 WILL BE PREPARED
FROM 1993 TO 1996

LICENSING PROCEDURES ARE BASED ON THE DETERMINISTIC APPROACH

PROBABILISTIC APPROACH HAS BEEN USED TO SUPPLEMENT
REGULATORY DECISIONS

CZECHOSLOVAK REGULATORY AUTHORITY HAS BEEN SPONSORED THE
FIRST PSA LEVEL-1 SAFETY STUDY
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1. Use of Probabilistic Safety
Criteria in Regulatory Decisions

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS ON NPP V - 1 ( WER - 440 V - 230 )

STEP 1:
CMF AFTER LARGE RECONSTRUCTION: 10 - E4/YR

PROBABILITY OF LARGE RELEASE: 10 - E6/YR

STEP 2:
3 x 100 I REDUNDANCY OF SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS

PROPOSAL FOR V - 1 LARGE RECONSTRUCTION ECCS :
2 ACTIVE INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS

2 x 100 i REDUNDANCY )

REQUIREMENT FOR ADDITIONAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
RESULT: PROPOSED REDUNDANCY IS NOT SUFFICIENT

AND THERE WILL BE DESIGN CHANGES TO
INCREASE RELIABILITY



REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS ON DUKOVANY NPP
( WER - 440 V - 213 )

SAFETY REVIEW OF THE UNIT 1 PREPARED AFTER 10 YEARS OF
OPERATION HAS TO DEMONSTRATE RELIABILITY ( TARGET VALUE J
10 - E3 ) THE ECCS



2 . Regulatory reviews of PSA

THERE WAS NO REGULATORY REVIEW OF PSA TILL THIS TIME

PRELIMINARY NPP DUKOVMY PSA STUDY WAS REVIEWED BY EXPERTS
FAMILIAR WITH SAFETY SYSTEMS

PEER REVIEW OF THE IAEA WILL BE INVITED



3 • Regulatory use of PSA

WER - 440 UNITS

REGULATORY AUTHORITY HAS CONTRACTED FOREIGN COMPANY ( SAIC )

OBJECTIVE OF WORK:

- TRAINING OF SELECTED STAFF OF THE STATE OFFICE FOR
NUCLEAR SAFETY INVOLVED IN EVALUATION OF Tech Specs
CHANGES ON RISK - BASED APPROACH TO Tech Specs

- ADAPTATION AND USE OF PSA MODEL OF REACTOR W E R 440
V-213 FOR EVALUATION OF CURRENT DETERMINISTIC
Tech Specs, PARTICULARLY AOT FOR COMPONENTS IMPORTANT
FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY AND THEIR STIs

- IMPLEMENTATION OF PROBABILISTIC REACTOR COMPUTER MODEL
ENABLING PROMPT EVALUATION OF RISK RESULTING FROM
TEMPORARY CHANGES OF Tech Specs AT OFFICES OF SONS
( LIVING VERSION BASED ON IRRAS 4.0 )
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WER - 1000 UNITS

TO ASSESS SAFETY LEVEL OF THE UNITS

PSA WILL SUPPORT DECISION - MAKING PROCESS IN THE CASE OF
DIFFERENT DESIGN SOLUTIONS

REASSESSMENT OF Tech Specs BASED ON PSA ( AOT, STI )

IMPROVEMENT OF ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT AND EMERGENCY
PREPARADNESS



4. PSA application ( at plants )

WER - 440 UNITS

LIVING PSA WILL BE USED IN DAILY UTILITY DECISION - MAKING PROCESS

Tech Specs OPTIMIZATION WILL BE PREPARED

AOT AND STI EVALUATION

RISK-BASED MAINTENANCE WILL BE PLANED

SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT OPERATIONAL AND CONSTRUCTIONAL
STATE



W E R - 1000 UNITS

FIRST OBJECTIVES:

TO DEVELOP AN ASSESSMENT OF SEVERE ACCIDENT RESPONSE

TO UNDERSTAND THE SEVERE ACCIDENT SEQUNCES MOST LIKELY TO
OCCUR AT THE PLANT

TO GAIN A QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF OVERALL THE
PROBABILITIES OF CORE DAMAGE AND FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASES

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES:

TO INVESTIGATE THE SAFETY LEVEL OF THE TEMELIN NPP WHICH
FOLLOWS FROM THE PLANT COMMITMENT TO FULFILL THE PRE - OSART
RECOMMENDATIONS AS STATED IN THE TECHNICAL NOTES FROM THESE
IAEA MISSIONS AND POST TMI REQUIREMENT 10CFR50.34 AND
IDENTIFY DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL WEAKNESSES

PROVIDE PROCEDURE FOR PLANT SPECIFIC DATA ACQUISITION AND
THEIR APPLICATION IN A LIVING PSA - MODEL

REASSESS THE Tech Specs

PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR EMERGENCY OPERATION PROCEDURES AND
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT



SUPPORT THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS CONCERNING SEVERAL
PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES OF DESIGN
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J P Campbell & G C Grint.
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Vienna 26-29 April 1993

1. Introduction

PSA is one of the tools used for the assessment of safety in the
regulation of nuclear power in the UK. This paper describes the
approach to licensing and the role played by PSA, discusses the
scope of the PSAs carried out, the use made of PSA and the
criteria against which the results of PSAs are assessed.

2. Background - Licensing in the UK

A site may only be used for the installation or operation of a
commercial nuclear facility if a licence has been granted by Nil
on behalf of the Health and Safety Executive.

Conditions are attached to the site licence which are required in
the interests of safety. These may be amended, added to or revoked
at any time by Nil. Furthermore the licence allows direct action
by Nil in the form of Consent, Approval and Direction, providing a
very flexible but rigorous regime of regulatory control over,
amongst other things, construction of, and modification to, the
plant.

Any application for a licence must be supported by a safety report
of which PSA is a significant part. This safety case is assessed
by Nil using their Safety Assessment Principles (SAPs)(1'2) which
contain numerical criteria for accident frequency and
consequence.

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has recently published a
revision to its paper on The Tolerability of Risk From Nuclear
Power stations (TOR)( 3 > . This paper is used by Nil assessors as
additional guidance for the assessment of safety submissions,
although it has no formal regulatory status. The numerical
criteria in the SAPsc 2 > are broadly equivalent to the risk
criteria in TOR.

3. Regulatory Requirement for PSA

Level 1 PSAs were required for pre-construction and pre-
operational safety reports (PCSR & POSR) for Heysham 2 and Torness
AGRs. A level 1 PSA was required for Sizewell B, although a level
3 is being done as part of the POSR (and formed part of the PCSR).
Level 1 PSAs are also required as part of the periodic reviews
(c?illed Long Term Safety Reviews in tha UK) of Magnox reactors and
will be a feature of the periodic reviews of the AGRs. Level 1
PSAs were required for the licensing of AEA reactors although AEA,
in fact, submitted level 3 PSAs. In the future a level 2 PSA will
be required for new plant, although it is anticipated that a level



3 PSA will be provided voluntarily by licensees for major new
plant.

PSAs in the UK are carried out by the licensee or his contractor,
with the timing dependent on the reason for doing it:

New plant to support application for license and consent to
operate.

Older plant as part of periodic review. Timing here is based on
the age of the plant and agreed between Nil and the
licensee.

Modifications in support of plant modifications.

Plant modifications are often supported by level 0 PSAs with the
system requirement being derived from high level criteria, such as
the SAPs.

3.1 Criteria.

Nil's safety assessment principles (SAPs) contain numerical
criteria for fault conditions. In the 1979 (rev 1988) SAPs,
accidents which could give rise to a large uncontrolled release
(leading to a maximum offsite dose >100 mSv) had a summated
frequency target of lO"6/yr, with no single fault group
contributing more than 10% of this. Criteria were also given for
smaller releases.

The Tolerability of Risk From Nuclear Power stations (TOR)
proposes maximum tolerable level of risk of death to any member of
the public of 10'4/yr. In accordance with the findings of the
public inquiry for Hinkley Point C, a risk of 10"5/yr is proposed
as the benchmark for new nuclear power stations in the UK. TOR
also proposes broadly acceptable levels of individual risk of
death (prompt and delayed) to a member of the public of 10"6/yr.

A new version of the SAPs was published in 1992 and now the
criteria are in the form of Basic Safety Limits (BSLs) and Basic
Safety Objectives (BSOs) which are broadly consistent with TOR.
The BSLs represent the limit of tolerability and a proposed plant
must satisfy these limits in order to be considered for licensing.

Under UK law it is not enough to just satisfy numerical risk
criteria, the risk must be shown to be As Low As Reasonably
Practicable (ALARP). Legal precedent within the UK defines ALARP
in terms of a balance in which the "costs" in money, time, trouble
and effort involved in reducing the risk must be grossly
disproportionate (ie very much greater) than the "benefits" in
terms of increased safety, before the risk be considered ALARP.

The ALARP principle tends to drive the risks from the plant even
lower than the BSLs. However, there comes a point at which further
consideration of the case would be more costly in Nil resources
than the benefit from applying that effort to other tasks. The
BSLs are therefore complemented by BSOs which define the point
beyond which Nil need not seek further improvements on grounds of



ALARP; instead Nil effort can be confined to checking the validity
of the licensees case.

The BSLs and BSOs for accident conditions are:

Max. Effective Total Predicted Frequency, per year
dose to Public

mSv BSL BSO

0.1-1 1 10" 2

1-10 10" 1 10"3

10-100 10-2 10'4

100-1000 10"3 10"5

>1000 10" 4 10" 6

The above BSLs and BSOs are surrogate measures for individual risk
and also, to some extent, the societal effects of accidents. As
in the earlier SAPs, no single fault group should contribute more
than 10%. Societal risk is also dealt by a surrogate measure
defined as a large release - >10000 TBq of Iodine 131 or 200 TBq
Caesium 137 or any other isotope, or mixture of isotopes, which
would lead to similar consequences. The BSL is 10^5/yr and the BSO
is 10- 7 /yr

The BSL for plant damage (degraded core for a reactor) is 10"4/yr
and the BSO is 10'5/yr.

The total predicted individual risk of death to any worker on the
plant attributable to radiation doses from accidents has a BSL of
10"4/yr and a BSO of 10-6/yr.

3.1.1 Licensee's Criteria.

The major nuclear licensees in the UK are Nuclear Electric (NE),
Scottish Nuclear Ltd (SNL), BNFL and UKAEA. NE and SNL have their
own design safety criteria which are similar to the BSOs in the
SAPs. BNFL and UKAEA mainly use individual risk criteria which are
nominally the same as the broadly acceptable level proposed in
TOR.

3.2 Scope of PSAs.

The scope of PSAs vary in that Nil expects the same range of
faults to be covered but for older plant the depth of coverage can
be less.

Completeness of a PSA is considered to be of fundamental
importance. One of the driving forces for this is the need to
consider high level risk criteria (eg TOR) and the PSA should aim
to account for all identified contributors, even if this means
that some can only be quantified by judgement. The fault schedule
is compiled as pert cf the PSA, often using che fault schedule
from a similar reactor as a starting point to be amplified by
plant reviews, operational experience, etc. FMEA can be used to
try and ensure completeness.



For Sizewell B the PSA covers all reactor states and includes non-
core sources of radioactivity and internal and external hazards.
For the older, magnox reactors a more limited PSA was undertaken
in which these items were largely excluded. The licensees of these
older reactors are now extending their PSAs to give these items
greater coverage although Nil does not expect the same level of
detail as that for Sizewell B, particularly for faults which give
a small contribution to the summated accident frequency.

Sensitivity studies are performed although in practice they are
not always extensive enough and fail to address all of the
assumptions made in the PSA. The results of sensitivity studies
are used by Nil as a check that the calculated risk is not unduly
influenced by assumptions made in the PSA or, where only poor
quality data is available, it is not a critical factor.

Importance factors are usually calculated as they form part of the
output of most fault tree programs. These factors are useful for
identifying items for consideration in sensitivity studies. This
has been done in PSAs submitted to Nil, although licensees have
been asked to go further down the list of items.

Uncertainty analysis is not a currently a requirement for PSAs in
the UK.

In the past PSAs did not generally take credit for accident
management in beyond design basis conditions. More recent PSAs
(AGR and Magnox) do, however, take credit for Symptom Based
Emergency Response Guidelines and the Sizewell B PSA takes credit
for a number of the more important recovery actions. In any PSA
which contains claims for accident management, Nil would wish to
see the analysis carried out on a best estimate basis and also see
the effect on the results of exclusion of the accident management
claims. Nil would be concerned if accident management measures
were needed to meet the Basic Safety Levels in the SAPs.

3.4 Guidance to Licensees.

Some high level guidance is given in the SAPs. In addition Nil
does give informal guidance at meetings with the licensee as well
as supporting the use of the IAEA PSA guide. The emphasis at
meetings is usually on the scope and completeness of the PSA
although for Sizewell B, a lot of time has been spent discussing
specific methodologies. Nil has a draft internal PSA assessment
guide (AG) and parts of this have been made available to
licensees. The AG is due for revision to make it compatible with
the revised SAPs.

As far as possible, Nil prefers best estimate methods and data to
be used in PSAs, provided there is a reasonable basis for the
estimate or judgement. In practice, however, the conservative
design basis analysis is often used.

There are a number of PSA features in which Nil effectively sets
pre-conditions or limits to claims which can be made in the PSA,
including:



Common Cause Failure. A lower limit of 10'5 f/d is to be used
for non-diverse standby systems. In practice many such
systems do not merit such a low figure.

Human Factors. A 30 minute rule exists for deterministic
analysis but, for PSA, Nil have no fundamental objection to
claims for operator action within this period. Nil do not
impose any preconditions on the human reliability model used.
The probabilities used in the PSA do, however, need to
reflect the complexity of the task, take account of the aids
provided for diagnosis and of factors such as stress, time
available, training etc.

FMEA. FMEA is being increasingly used as an input to PSA. For
Sizewell B it was an Nil requirement to use FMEA for each
safety system as an aid to ensuring completeness in the
structure of the system fault trees (following the first CEC
Reliability Benchmark Exercise). In addition FMEAs are being
done as part of the Magnox life-extension program (post
LTSR), although here the main reason is to help demonstrate
the completeness of the fault schedule.

Data. Nil prefers that data from all available sources is
considered. In assigning data for use in PSA, plant specific
data, supported by other sources is preferred. In the absence
of plant specific data, data from similar plant supported by
generic data should be used. In the absence of specific or
similar plant data Nil accepts the use of generic data
sources. For Magnox LTSR (periodic review) licensees are
required to produce a systematic programme for the
examination and monitoring of plant and components for the
effects of ageing.

Mission time. Nil requires that mission times to be fully
justified. For Sizewell B, Nil generally accepts a mission
time of 24 hours on the basis that after this period,
operators would have plenty of time to cope with any
contingencies. Longer mission times are to be used for
LOCAs.

4. Use and Review of PSA

Before submission to Nil, the licensee normally arranges for a
review of the PSA to be carried out by a separate part of the
organisation which is notionally independent of those carrying out
the PSA. The report on this review is not normally submitted to
Nil. Nil assessors then review the submitted PSA, to the depth
necessary to satisfy themselves of it's adequacy for it's
particular purpose. Nil may use consultants to assist them in
parts of their review, for example a peer review of the Sizewell B
PSA methodology is being carried out by a US consultancy on behalf
of Nil.

4.1 Nil Assessment.
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In an effort to make best use of a PSA Nil follows a systematic
assessment process:

a. Check that the PSA is satisfactory, eg that the scope is
suitable, that appropriate allowance has been made for CCF
and human error. Any particularly low probability sequences
are given additional scrutiny to ensure they do not contain
excessive claims for independence between equipment or
operators. If Nil was not satisfied the matter would be
discussed with the licensee who may be asked to revise that
part of the PSA.

b. The dominant sequences are identified and examined, their
frequencies being compared both relatively and against the
target for a single accident. If the targets are met
assessment effort is directed at checking the validity of the
PSA. If not effort is also given to establishing the specific
limitations (features of the PSA or of the plant) which lead
to higher than target risks.

c. Assuming that some sequences give relatively high
contributions to the risk, this is taken as an indication
that there may be weaknesses in the plant. It is important to
establish that the PSA result in question does actually
reflect the weakness of the engineering or operation of the
plant and is not merely a function of the way the PSA has
been done. If the result is believed to be overly
pessimistic then the licensee would be asked to repeat the
analysis on a more realistic basis.

d. Where a weakness is real, the licensee has to identify
measures (design and/or operation) to reduce the risk as far
as reasonably practicable and include the effects of these
measures in a revised PSA.

e. Finally attention is given to the summated frequency
criteria (eg 10"6/yr for large uncontrolled release).
Judgement here is more difficult and needs to take account of
optimisms and pessimisms in the PSA. For example the PSA may
not have quantified all initiating events (eg RPV failure)
nor taken account of management influences. Sensitivity
studies are a useful aid here.

4.2 Precursor studies.

Currently Nil do not undertake accident precursor studies but it
is anticipated that such work will become part of Nil's activities
in the future.

4.3 Emergency Planning.

Cr. existing reactors PSA is seldom used for emergency planning. In
the future it is expected that the results of level 3 PSAs will be
taken into account in offsite emergency plans. Limited PSAs
carried out as part of AGR and Magnox beyond design basis studies
are having an input into symptom based emergency procedures.



4.4 Plant Improvements.

PSA has had a significant influence on improvements to the Magnox
reactors following the LTSRs (periodic reviews). Specific
examples include provision of diverse secondary guardlines,
automation and extension of the secondary shutdown system
improvement to and augmentation of the emergency boiler feed
system. Improvement of the emergency boiler feed system, and
automation of the secondary shutdown system were Nil requirements.
The others were on the licensees' initiative but the extent of
fault coverage on the secondary guardline was enhanced as a result
of Nil concern. Similarly PSA has been used to identify
improvements to AGR refuelling and has also led to incorporation
of back-up, diverse feedwater supplies for AGRs.

4.5 Maintenance Planning.

PSA is increasingly important in maintenance planning. On their
own initiative the licensees of Heysham 2 and Torness AGRs, use
PSA as the basis of all planned outages of equipment required for
post trip cooling. Sizewell B will be expected to plan
maintenance with due regard to its impact on the risk. For Magnox
plant, maintenance outages have traditionally been based on
deterministic considerations but as PSAs become available for
these plants the operating rules which govern maintenance outage
will be reviewed at Nil's request.

4.6 Identification of Research needs.

PSA was used to a limited extent in the Beyond Design Basis (BDB)
research work undertaken by NE for gas cooled reactors, and to a
large extent to determine requirements for research in support of
the level 2 PSA for Sizewell B.

4.7 Living PSA.

Living PSAs are not mandatory in the UK, although Nil supports
their development. A living PSA is one which is used continuously,
or regularly, as part of the decision making process on the
station and is maintained in an up to date condition in terms of
the plant design, operation, state of maintenance and the
component reliability data. A living PSA therefore provides
current best estimates of the risk (eg of core damage frequency).

The only example of a living PSA approach in use in the UK is the
Essential Systems Safety Monitor (ESSM) at Heysham 2 AGR. The ESSM
provides an on-line operator aid which the operator can input
actual or planned outages and get advice on the actions to be
taksr.. The ESSM is updated annually with data from the plant and
modifications can be coded into the PSA model. At Torness the
allowable ccrrJcinauions ot cuc-ges l-.xve ce~:r. c.--:. .rmir.ed by -r.viltiple
runs of the PSA. The results of these runs are tabulated within a
computer based system which is used interactively by the operator.
It is Nil's intention that all of the PSAs, for all reactors,
should be regularly updated and used to enhance the safe operation
of the plants to which they relate, but as stated above this is
not yet a mandatory requirement.



4.8. Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA).

Nil does not use CBA itself but does consider licensees cases
containing CBA. Such cases are not often made in connection with
PSA and, when made, are not often persuasive in themselves.
Clearly CBA can only be a factor in an ALARP argument when the
risk is below the tolerable level. Nil would require that any CBA
which seeks to justify not improving the plant should take account
of all the potential costs of an accident.

The limitations of PSA include (order not significant):

Quality of data
Quantification of human error and CCF
No account taken of management/safety culture aspects
Quantification of engineering judgements
Difficulty in ensuring completeness
No account taken of construction errors, other than appears
in experience data.
Difficulty in quantifying cognitive human errors

Because of these limitations, Nil views the results of PSA
cautiously and, in an effort to identify weaknesses, takes account
of relative contributions to the summated frequency as well as
comparisons with target values.

6. Conclusions.

PSA is an important part of the safety case required for a nuclear
installation in the UK. The PSA needs to demonstrate that the
risks associated with accidental releases are sufficiently low.

In Nil's view the main value of PSA, and the most robust use, lies
in the identification of weaknesses in the design or operation of
the plant and enabling the various contributions to the risk to be
seen relative to one another in a consistent overall framework.

7. References.

(1) HSE Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Power Reactors
HMSO 1979 (amended 1988).

(2) HSE Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Plants. HMSO
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Recent Government Actions on PSA and A/M (Cont.)

May 28, 1992 The Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC)
endorsed the recommendation by the GSI
committee.

July 28, 1992 The Agency of Natural Resources and y

Energy (ANRE) of the MITI notified the
policies to the utilities for executing accident
management counter measures on individual
nuclear power plants.



Requirements by the MITI/ANRE

(1) The utilities are requested to conduct level-2 PSAs for
each nuclear plant belonging to them and examine
candidates for accident management countermeasures
by the end of JapaiibL,ii F T 1993.

(2) The utilities are requested to establish accident
management plans for each plant belonging to them
deliberately and immediately, based on the results of
the above works.

(3) Thereafter, the utilities are requested to conduct a
periodic safety review (approximately every 10 years)
which also includes a review of accident management
countermeasures.

V/O



Requirements by the MITI/ANRE (Cont.)

(4) The utilities are requested to conduct level-1 PSAs on
shutdown risks for representative plants of Japanese
BWRs and PWRs within one year.

(5) The utilities are requested to continue research on PSA
methodology, database on component failure
rates,etc,of Japanese nuclear power plants.

(6) The MITI will require the utilities to report on the
results of PSAs and individual nuclear power plants'
policies for executing accident management
countermeasures and will technically review on their
adequacy.



R o l e o f A c c i d e n t M a n a g e m e n t
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PSA Requirement and Schedule

Before July 1993
# Level 1 shutdown PSA for representative NPPs

Before the end of 1993
Level 1 and 2 PSA at individual NPPs
To clarify the characteristics of each plant
To examine candidates for accident management

Promptly and schematically
To establish the necessary accident management



PSA Requirement and Schedule (Cont.)

Periodically
# To reassess the above accident management

Continuously
To upgrade the accuracy of PSA methodologyxto
establish a data-base



Institutional Positioning for PSR

PSR falls in so-called "voluntary measure for safety"
activities by utilities.

PSR is to be implemented, for a time being, as part of
utilities1 quality assurance activities ranging from
design to operational management.

In case the IAEA Nuclear Safety Convention requires
legally-bound PSR implementation, relevant laws will
be amended to implement PSR.



Involvement of MITI in PSR

MITI is responsible for confirming the assessment
methods and grasping/assessing the outcome of PSR
results.

MITI is required to seek comments of its advisory body,
the Advisory Committee for Comprehensive Accident
Prevention Technology.

Of PSR implementation results, IPE (individual plant
examination) results and associated implementation
policy of accident management should be reported to the
Nuclear Safety Commission by MITI.



Plants Subjected to the First PSR

Tsuruga 1 (BWR owned by JAPCO)

Fukushima Dai-ichi 1 (BWR owned by TEPCO)

Mihama 1 (PWR owned by Kansai)

For these plants, PSR is required at the earliest possible
opportunity.



Development of PSA Guidelines in Japan

In July, 1992, a special committee, led by professor
S. Kondo and sponsored by the Nuclear Safety Research
Association (NSRA), published the 'Guideline for
Internal Event, Level-1 PS A1.

The Guideline consists of 11 chapters and 148 pages,
covering all the aspects of level 1 PSA for internal
events.



Development of PSA Guidelines in Japan (Cont.)

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) is to adopt this guideline for the Individual
Plant Examination (IPE) in Japan.

The special committee mentioned above is now
preparing a guideline for level-2 PSA.
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ABSTRACT

The Mexican Regulatory Body and the National Utility have initiated the
implementation of a PSA application program at the Laguna Verde NPP (U1).
Several applications are planned and some of them are already in progress,
among these applications are a very specific set developed by the National
Utility most of them related with the requirements of the Operational
Technical Specifications. An additional effort is under way inside the
Regulatory Body through a more generic and framework oriented approach.
A relative risk criteria is examined in most of these applications and could be
the staring point for a safety objectives. The process has just initiated and
there are many question to be answered perhaps more that at the
beginning.

INTRODUCTION

The safety analysis for the Laguna Verde NPP (U1) in operation and (U2)
under construction considered defense in deep, single failure criterion,
proposed transients and design base accident and standard operational
technical specifications. In this regard the Mexican Nuclear Regulatory Body
(CNSNS) and the National Utility (CFE) both of them aspire to a more
comprehensive treatment of safety issues through a PSA application
program for the regulatory and license process.
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Through reliability analysis for selected safety systems, the efforts for a PSA
program it was initiated in the late 70s, and in the earliest 80s a limited
scope PSA was developed, but until 1986 the level 1 PSA for Laguna Verde
(U1) it is started by the utility initiative and supported by the Regulatory
Body. The first PSA license requirement was issued by the Regulatory Body
in 1989 through a Plant Specific Examination Program. In 1992 the
Regulatory Body impose risk and reliability studies to support and
complement any changes in the license base or the Operational Technical
Specification exceptions. The aim of this requirement is to support and
expand the use of probabilistic methods into the regulatory and license
processes.

THE LAGUNA VERDE PSA (1)

The objective of the Laguna Verde PSA (LV-PSA) was to identify specific
dominant sequences and develop a model of the nuclear power plant in
order to detect design and operational issues, subject for improvements.
The scope is the so called level 1 PSA and was carried to the limit of the
nuclear core damage.

The Electrical Research Institute (ME) was responsible of the project and
under contract by the National Utility (CFE); the International Atomic Energy
Agency provide technical assistant through IAEA expert . The working team
was provided by analysts of all the organizations, like the National Utility
(CFE), the Regulatory Body (CNSNS), the Nuclear Research Institute (ININ)
and the Electrical Research Institute (ME).

At the time that the study was developed Laguna Verde (U1) was under
construction and operational and emergency procedures, operational
technical specification and maintenance procedures were under final review.

The methodology selected for the study was based on a combination of
fault tree linking, large event tree approaches, and account for system
interactions. Fault trees were developed for all front-line systems and some
support systems, and the component level of resolution was used in the
PSA study. Accident sequence event trees were constructed for each
initiating event group. Initiating events were grouped as: a) anticipated
transients b) anticipated transients without scram, c) loss of coolant
accidents, d) loss of offsite power, and e) support system failures.

Functional dependent failures on actuation signals as super-components
were included. Common cause dependencies were added to the fault trees
and a binomial failure rate model was used to evaluate hardware related
common cause failures.
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Data basis analysis was developed by using a generic data base,
representing typical failure rates and their uncertainties. All equipment
failures were modeled using failure rates, as opposed to demand failure
rates.

A human reliability analysis was performed at the LV-PSA involving the
analysis of both preaccident and postaccident errors. Preaccident errors
included failure to restore equipment after test and maintenance, and
postaccident errors, included failure to diagnose and respond appropriately
to accident conditions.

At present at the Regulatory Body, a level 1 plus was developed in order to
provide bases for the Laguna Verde level 2 PSA. While the Electrical
Research Institute (ME) is under contract by the National Utility (CFE) to
develop the back-end of the Specific Plant Examination which basically is a
limited level 2 PSA. An other effort that should be mentioned is the
development of an screening and scooping external event analysis by the
National Nuclear Research Institute (ININ) under contract by the Regulatory
Body.

LAGUNA VERDE PSA LEVEL 1 REVIEW

The study was conducted over a period of two years, and internal peer
review took over one year. During the process, at least four IAEA expert
missions have reviewed the study; they concentrated their efforts on, a)
The overall structure and content of the PSA; b) a human reliability analysis;
and c) a final and overall review.

In order to fulfill the specific plant examination required from Laguna Verde
NPP, the utility has submitted the LV-PSA level 1 as a front-end study for
the Regulatory Body's review. However, the LV-PSA has been subject to an
internal utility peer review, as well as to at least three high level peer
reviews by worldwide recognized experts. It should be pointed out that the
objectives and scope of the LV-PSA were not intended to fulfill the specific
plant examination and that the time elapsed from the moment in which the
study was developed and reviewed, all of them suggest that an update is
already necessary.

PSA APPLICATION PROGRAM

Several application for the Laguna Verde PSA are planed and some of them
are alrssiy in progress (2). A significant part of those applications ha^e
been related with the regulatory process, review of operational safety,
prioritization and resolution of safety issues, and emergency planning.
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The application program has been arranged in two parts, one of them follow
by the National Utility (CFE) through very specific applications, most of
them related with temporary exceptions on Operational Technical
Specifications (OTEs). Some of them are listed:

• Extension to the allowed outage time (AOT) for the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System (RCIC), outboard isolation valve, allowing to use
a non qualified DC motor.

Regulatory reply : Temporary exception granted for 92 days.

• Extension for the surveillance test interval (STI) for control and stop
valves of the main turbine protection system, from 7 to 28 days

Final report to be submitted by the utility

• Extension for surveillance test interval (STI) for an isolation valve of the
Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCU) , from 3 to 8 months

Regulatory replay: Temporary modification and exception granted

• Temporary use of lower-QA component (analyzer pump) in a safety
related system.

Regulatory replay: The temporary modification was granted for 31 days

• Use of PSA to assist in prioritization of QA activities (in progress)

• Use of QA requirements to control PSA activities (in progress)

• Risk-based maintenance prioritization
It should be point out that in all these cases a deterministic assessment was
always supporting the probabilistic assessment and most of the time they
both were in agreement. In these way deterministic and probabilistic
approach complement one to each other.

An other approach is developed by the Regulatory Body (CNSNS) by
pursuing a more generic and framework related applications. Some of them
are listed

• Risk-importance prioritization of operational activities

• Risk-based allowed outage times (AOTs) at component, train, and system
level.

• Risk-based surveillance test intervals (STIs) at component, train and
system level
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• Critical configuration categorizing (in progress)

• Maintenance Rule implementation for Laguna Verde NPP (in progress)

• Strategies for reducing risk and burden for AOTs and STIs (in progress)

Future trends and development for middle and long term are;

• Development strategies to control plant configuration from risk
perspective including impact test and maintenance activities

• Risk-based aging program including maintenance and plant configuration
control

• Development of guidelines for evaluating the acceptability of existing
AOTs for the Operational Technical Specifications

• Development of guidelines for evaluating the risk impact associated with
surveillance tests intervals (STIs) to help in the establishment of the
safety significant surveillance requirements in the operational technical
specifications

RISK CRITERIA

Correlated with PSA application program it is need to select a Probabilistic
Safety Criteria (PSC) which require to define the conditions and purpose to
express the PSC. Absolute and relative risk could be selected, different
levels of PSC could be assigned to different levels of probabilistic safety
assessments for instance, reliability of safety functions, initiating events
frequency, accident sequences leading to core melt, and containment
performance.

For Laguna Verde a relative risk criteria is examined by considering 10 times
the baseline of the core damage frequency (1.9 E-04). Tree risk classes are
defined and based in the risk increase (Rl) importance measure (risk
achievement worth increment). Those risk classes are; risk class 1 for risk
important significant contributors, risk class 2 for moderated to marginal
events and risk class 3 for marginal to insignificant risk contributors.
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PSA APPLICATIONS BY THE REGULATORY BODY

Risk Importance Prioritization (3)

A risk importance prioritization was proposed for allowed outage times
(AOTs), surveillance test intervals (STIs), and maintenance program. The
risk prioritization process was developed by using a risk criteria that any
contributor for the period of the test, maintenance and repair; the risk
contribution should not exceed 1 % of the base line core damage frequency
which is comparable with 10 times the Risk Increase.

Three risk importance of AOTs downed component are defined;

a) Class 1, are risk significant contributors, and focus AOT control is
required. Suggested options for these components would be, tightened
AOT, additional test requirement and a reliability program.

b) Class 2, contributors are moderate to marginal risk contributors, the
AOTs optimization process should aim to increase risk Class 2 and
decrease any other Class.

c) Class 3 are marginal to insignificant risk contributors. Unnecessary
Burden can be reduced by loosening AOT control.

Significant risk variations exist for contributors of the same system, present
AOTs are not correlated with their risk importance, PSAs can be easily be
used to determine risk-based AOTs, risk -based AOTs control downtime ,
and are correlated with risk importance and burden can be minimized.

Three risk importance for STIs document components are also defined;

a) STI risk Class 1, are high contributors to risk, some alternatives are;
focus on Quality Assurance program, reliability focused maintenance,
and root cause analysis.

b) STIs, risk Class 2 are moderate to marginal contributors and the STIs
optimization process should aim to increase risk Class 2 and decrease
any other class. At Laguna Verde they are 48% of all STI contributors
to risk.

c) STIs, Risk Class 3 are contributors to risk which are candidates to be
removed for test and they should be in observation.

Significant risk variations exist in present STIs for Laguna Verde Technical
Specifications. Present STIs are not correlated with their risk importance and
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it has been shown that a PSA can be used to determine risk based STIs.
Risk-based STIs, control the test risk and are correlated with risk
importance, and they should be used to minimize burden.

Critical Configurations Categorizing (4)

The objective is to control the risk increase from components being down at
the same time. Those components can be down at the same time due to
testing, maintenance and failures. In the U.S. plants can have at any time 4
or more safety system components down at the same time during operation,
on the average. There are combinations of 4 components being down which
cause a core damage frequency above 1X10-2 every plant in the U.S..

• In some plants these are over 10 critical combinations

• In some plants critical combination of 3 components down caused a
CDF of 1X10-1

• These critical combinations of components being down are allowed by
operational technical specifications

• More than 80% of precursors of accidents occurred when a critical
combination of components was down.

• The PSA is used to find these critical combinations of 2, 3 and 4
components which cause a CDF above 10-2

The critical combinations for Laguna Verde. (Cutset Calculation Approach).

For each cut set eliminate (i.e. set unavailability ) for 2 and 3 components

and determine those cut set probabilities which become bigger than 1X10-2

the 2 or 3 eliminated are a critical combinations if the cut set is above

1X10-1 then the combination is say to be highly critical. The objectives of

the program on process are:

1) Identify the highly critical combinations which cause a CDF of 1.0E-01
up to 4 components.

2) Identify the critical combinations causing a CDF of 1 .OE-02

3) Use the cutset approach by eliminating 2, 3 and 4 components from a
cutset.
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4) Evaluate other ways to extend the critical combination
identifications.

Maintenance Rule Implementation for Laguna Verde NPP
Objectives of the study (5)

• To determine a guide for implementation of the final maintenance rule

• To describe and asses the risk-focused maintenance (RFM)
methodology

• To evaluate the scope and viability of RFM process to meet the
maintenance rule

• To prove the applicability of the guide to Laguna Verde NPP systems

Strategies for Optimization of AOTs and STIs (6)

The objective is to identify and apply strategies for reducing risk and burden
for AOTs and STIs requirements by the operational technical specifications.

For the already existing risk-based classification of contributors, three risk-
based classes:

• Identify the risk contributors into groups of type of components for each
system modeled in the PSA

• Identify the high risk contributors and the insignificant risk events in
these groups

Implementation of Strategies for Optimization

AOT risk reduction

• Test the other components or human error before beginning repair or
maintenance of downed component

• Reduce the test interval of other dominant components

• Reduce the common cause failure (CCF) due to failures associated with
the downed component

• Analyze data to show lower failure rates
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• Identify those components for possible updating with higher reliability
components

AOT burden reduction

• For those unimportant risk contributors identify those were plant burden
most be reduced if the AOT were extended

STI risk reduction

• Reduce the test interval time

• Reduce and control the failure rate

• Identify some other options

STI burden reduction

• For those unimportant risk contributors identify those where plant burden
could most be reduced, if the STI were extended.

CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

Until now, as lesson learned for us its the imperative need to seek a joint
effort among the utility(s) and the nuclear regulatory body to arrive into
successful goals in a PSA application program. A risk-based regulation is a
long term process and is not expected to finished overnight.
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In Hungary we hasn't used the PSA in the decision makeing

work. It is a real statement.

BUT

Several times, if it was necessary, we had to apply PSA as a

supplementary source of knowledge.

The statemants of PSA were not the basis of our decisions,

but as supplementary information we used their results .

In 1985 emerged a question on the reliability of the diesel

generators.

The question was:"Do the Hungarian made diesel generators

satisfy to those requirements written in the Sowiet pre-

scriptions. And for that time these bacame very severe.

The initial requirements were:

a./ The probality of the next situation i.e from stand by

operation the DG and its systems in any time be ready

for operation and from this moment they will operate for

1000 hour is 0.99.

b./ The test start of the diesel generator has to be done

monthly once
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c./ Max time for maintenance is 240 hour

d./ start up time is 150 sec

The results of the PSA are on the figure 1.

It was one basis of the decision, to build Hungarian DG

instead of Russian.

With the investigation of the safety injection systems

we tried to define the periodicity of the tests

You can follow the results on the figure 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7

These are the results of the 1987 year.

On the figures 8.—13. you can see some core melt frequency

in different circumstances. These results helped us in the

acceptance of the tech spec. These figures are the results

of the 1990 year.

PLANT SAFETY RE-EVALUATIONS

Conduct, and organization of plant safety re-evaluation

- objectives

a./Review of the Final Safety Analysis Report is going on.
Main objectives:
—modification from status existed in the time of commis
si oni ng

-results of the operation
—incidents an their evaluation
-experiences of maintenance

-3-
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/AGNES project - re-evaluation of the safety analysis of
the NPP Paks on the up to date level
The basis of the content of this analysis correspondes
to US NRC Reg. Guide 1.70
Reference unit is 3. unit of NPP Paks
Participants: NPP Paks

Hungarian research institutes VEIKI
KFKI AEKI

Hungarian design institute EROTERV

The scope of safety re-evaluations

- The scope of the re-evaluation of the Final Safefy Analysis
Report is defined on a concensus among the NSI, NPP Paks,
and design institute EROTERV

The scope of the AGNES project was accepted by the HAEC.

The technical basis
* of the re-evaluation of the Final Safety Analysis Report

of NPP Paks is a comparison,
* of the AGNES project is a totally new safety analysis of the

reference unit with renewed and — as possible — tested data
bases. The criteria of the acceptance is an international eva—
1uation.

During the re-evaluation of the Final Safety Analysis Report
we assess whether the NPP Paks corresponds to those conditi-
ons what existed when the units were licensced. The experi-
ence of the operation and the modifications carried out
after the issuing of license.

The main goals of AGNES project:

preparing a report on the reassessment of the safety of the Paks
NPP by using the most up-to-date techniques.
Performing DBA and severe accident deterministic analyses and
PSA studies.

Determining priorities of safety enhancement and back fitting
measures.
Facilitating the preparation of a revised Safety Analysis Report
satisfying the requirements of the new Hungarian regulations.

-4-
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The scope of the AGNES project is as follows.

System description and system analyses:

* system analyses (single failure criterion, diversity)
* analysis of performed and enhancement of safety and back fitting

measures
* deterministic fire protection analysis

Design basis analyses:
(according to the NRC Guide 1.70, Vol. 15)

* selections of initiating events
* selection of proper tools
* high priority analyses
* medium priority analyses

Severe accident analyses:

* selection of event trees
* STCP calculations for the selected event trees
* STCP calculations for the revised event trees

level 1 probabilistic safety analyses:
(Only internal initiators)

* selection of event trees
* fault tree modeling
* system analyses (based on DBA and severe accident analyses

and simulator experiments)
* analyses of common cause failures
* preliminary analyses of human errors
* operator reliability experiments by using the simulator
* determination of event tree probabilities

We want to finish the AGNES for the end of this year.

The PSA investigation are prepared in the Hungarian Electrical

Power Institute. Finally I want to express my thanks to Mr Hollo

to allow me to use his results.
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ABSTRACT

THE BASIC PROBLEM OF THE PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT
(PSA) IS THE ERRORS EVALUATION. THE MAIN CONTRIBUTOR TO
THE FINAL PSA RESULTS IS THE SYSTEMATICAL ERROR INDUCED BY
THE METHOD ITSELF.
THERE MAY BE SOME ALTERNATIVES TO THE PSA CLASSICAL

APPROACHES .ALL THE NEW MORE SUCCESSFUL APPROACHES IN
THE PSA RESULTS VALIDATION ARE RELATED TO THE MODELLING
PROBLEM .
A COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO POSSIBLE APPROACHES FOR A
PRESSURIZED HEAVY WATER REACTOR (PHWR) LEAKAGE EVENT TREE IS
INCLUDED:
* THE NEW APPROACH PROPOSED IN (SERBANESCU,1991)
* THE APPROACH USED IN {SERBANESCU ,1992) ,BASED ON SOME
UNEXPLORED YET FEATURES OF THE EXISTING PSA ANALYSES.

THE RESULTS ARE PRESENTED IN RELATIVE UNITS AND AN ALGORITHM
WHICH WAS ALREADY IMPLEMENTED ON AN IBM.PC COMPUTER
(SERBANESCU, 1991) IS USED AS A TOOL TO DECISIONS MAKING TOOL.
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS SHOULD BE BASED ON A NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT (NPP) BETTER MODELLING FROM THE RISK ANALYSIS
POINT OF VIEW . ̂"HIS IS THE MAIN FEATURE OF THE PROPOSED
APPROACH.

1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The PSA validation process has encountered so far a lot of

difficulties related basically to the general problem of the
risk modelling.
The new approach proposed in (Serbanescu,1991), (Serbanescu
,1992) had some basic features :

1.1 The PSA validation is considered to be a risk model problem,
i.e. the NPP risk evaluation is modelled as a global complex
hierarchical system.

1.2 The specific results of the complex hierarchical systems are
used in the risk evaluation process.

1.3 The synergy thaory results are used for the risk model
Lagrange function.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS

The methods used will be :

2.1 The method used in (Serbanescu ,1992),based on some
unexplored yet features of the existing PSA analyses -
which is the PSA reference method- METHOD A

2.2 The method (Serbanescu,1991) based on information theory
which is the proposed method - METHOD B

2.1. METHOD A

2.1.1. Small leakage event tree logic was performed using CAFTA
and ETA codes.

2.1.2. The sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed
using CAFTA features - for the uncertainty analyses -and
ETA features - for the sensitivity analyses.

2.1.3. The basic output of this method ,which is used in a
decision - making process on the major contribution to
the NPP safety degradation due to a small leakage event
tree is given by the importance factors .
This method has a postdictive character.

2.1.4. The basic decisions could be taken on the basis of the
sensitivity and/or uncertainty analyses.

2.2. METHOD B

2.2.1. Small leakage event tree logic was performed using CAFTA
and ETA codes.

2.2.2. The sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed
using the author methodology,as it was outlined in
(Serbanescu^, 1991) and (Serbanescu, 1992) .

2.2.3. The basic dutput of this method ,which is used in a
decision - making process on the major contribution to
the NPP safety degradation due to a small leakage event
tree is given by the Lagrange function of this problem
The main feature of this function is to be able to
describe quantitatively the departure from the target
state of the global system state indicator ,i.e. the
information entropy of the analyzed system.
This model has a predictive character.

2.2.4. The basic decisions could be taken on the basis of the
existing methodology developed in a computer code and
suppose that a global NPP risk model exists .
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS

The results obtained using the methods A and B are presented
in Fig.l and Fig.2,respectively.

3.1. METHOD A

3.1.1. The results are presented in Fig.l .The Fussel-Vessely
importances have been computed using the above defined
method A.

3.1.2. The main conclusions are given in 3.3

3.2. METHOD B

3.2.1. The results are presented in Fig.2 The Lagrange function
is computed in accordance with Method B.

3.2.2. The main conclusions are given in 3.3
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TABLE 1

System
(see note
1)

CC - PI

G1SS • SI

G1SW » S2

G2SW - S3

LW » P2

OP » H 1

SDC « P3

SG • P4

GR I -
S2+
S3+
P2+
HI

GR II »
P1+
SI

GRIII -
P3+
P4

TOTM.

Decision- (2)

Method A
Import.
Fussel-
Vessely*
• 10+4

6.45

0.711

9990.

9990.

9670.

330.

0.645

1.^5

9450.

0.0001

0.03

9449.

Method B
Lagrange
Function
• 10 •*

1.15

6.8

38.

0.001

1052.

69.78

1499.86

0.004

480.

7.11

1420.

2667.9

Rank
Meth
A
(3)

IV

VI

I

I

II

III

VII

V

(5)

idem *

idem

idem

Rank
Meth
B
(4)

VI

V

IV

VIII

II

I

I

VII

(6)

idem

idem

idem
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Notes to Table 1

(1) The analyzed events ,due to systems failure are ,as follows:

CC - Crash Cooldown - PI - Process System 1
G1SS - Safety System Group 1 = SI - Safety System 1
G1SW - Service Water System 1 = S2 - Safety System 2
G2SW - Service Water System 2 = S3 - Safety System 3
LW - Light Water System to SG = P2 - Process System 2
OP - Operator Action of SDC = HI - Human Interaction 1
SDC - Shutdown Cooling System = P3 - Process System 3
SG - Steam Generator Cooling = P4 - Process System 4

(2) The criterion A is well known;the criterion B is defined in

[1]

(3) The ranking of the systems failure using the quantitative
criterion of the Fussel-Vessely Importance.

(4) The ranking of the systems failure using the quantitative
criterion of the Lagrange function.

(5) The ranking for GRI;GRII;GRIII;Stot using Fussel-Vessely
Importance is :

GR I = Ila ( between II and III )
GR II = IX \ •
GR III = VIII'
Stot = lib ( between Ila and III )

(6) The ranking for GRI;GRII;GRIII;Stot using Lagrange Function
is

GR I = Ila ( between II and III )
GR II = IVa ( between IV and V )
GR III = Ib ( between I and II )
Stot = la ( before I )
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3.3. Decision-Making using NPP Risk Models

3.3.1. The main pragmatic conclusions to be used in a PSA
type decision-making process are ,as follows :

(1) In accordance with the Method B results , the importance
Fussel-Vessely leads us to an overestimation of the
S1;S2 and S3 systems.The error of method B in stating
this conclusion is 10%.

(2) In accordance with both methods A and B results the
systems P2 and operator action HI are a significant
contributor to the plant safety.

(3) In accordance with the Method B results ,the importance
Fussel-Vessely leads us to an underestimation of the
P3 system.The error of method B in stating this
conclusion is 10%.

3.3.2. The results mentioned at para 3.3.1 have been obtained
by processing the ranking from Table 1 with the method
(Serbanescu,1992).Method (Frujinoiu,1992) confirmed
these results.
Table 2 presents some partial inputs and outputs
given by this methodology.

3.3.3. The main results from 3.3.1. lead us to some PSA
type decisions to be taken for the small leakage
event tree presented in this paper based on the :

(1) The process systems P2,P3 and human interaction Hi are
a very important factor of decreasing the effects of a
small leakage event tree . Usually their contribution
is underestimated.

(2) The contribution of the safety systems to the decreasing
of the small leakage event tree effects should not be
overestimated.

(3) The best NPP safety oriented state following a small
leakage event tree would be if the contribution of the
safety systems for short term and process systems for
long term are balanced.

(4) The only way to evaluate our error in making the above
defined decisions is to use method B.In our particular
case , the error of all these statements is about 10 %.
Any other PSA method does not evaluate the error of the
decision taken for the whole methodology.The existing PSA
results take into account only the errors induced by the
probability distribution of the events and do not take
into account the overall aethodology errors,which are
the highest.
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TABLE 2

Systca/
Group of
systems

CC * PI

G1SS = SI

G1SH = S2

G2SW = S3

1M « P2

OP = Hi

SDC « P3

SG = P4

GR 1 =S2+
S3+
P2+
HI

GR II=P1+
SI

GRIII=P3+
P4

s
TUTAX.

Ranking
as p«r
method:

A

IV

VI

I

I

II

III

VII

V

Ha

IX

VIII

lib

B

VI

V

IV

VIII

II

III

I

VII

H a

iva

Ib

la

Weighting
Factor for
method B t

4

5

6

2

8

7

10

3

7.5

5.5

9.6

9.3

3

2

2

2

3

3

1

1

2

3

3

3

**

12

10

12

4

24

21

10

3

15

16.5

28.8

27.9

Decision to be
tak«n
in accordance with
*

A

a— 3.3
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CNCAN Basic Requirements for the

Cernavoda Unit .1 NPP PSA Level 1

A short description of the CNCAN document

" CNCAN Requlremnts for Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP PSA LeveM "



I.GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP PSA Level 1 Study is a safety document

part of the Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP Safety Report.
All the CNCAN requirements for the Safety Report are applicable
to the PSA Level 1 Study.

2. PSA Level 1 Project Management Requirement is fulfilled by the
PSA Level 1 Study Quality Assurance Manual approved by
CNCAN and agreed by IAEA.

3. The general principles to be included in the QAM are as
follows :

• (1) The basic refference is the USNRC NUREG/CR-
2300 document.

• (2) The specific PSA Level 1 Study activities which
have an impact on the nuclear safety results are
listed in TABLE 1.

• (3) The reports to CNCAN (Final and Intermediatte)
should include evaluations of the following
aspects:

(a) Compliance with the NUREG/CR-2300 document.
(b) The degree of conservatism assured by the

system modelling assumptions
(c) The PSA Level 1 and other FSR chapters results

compliance should be dealt with.
(d) The PSA Level 1 sensitivity to the reliability data

monitored in operation.
(e) The PSA Level 1 results impact on the licensee

activities of:
* Safety Significant Events Assessment
* Emergency Operating Procedures
* NPP Severe Accidents Analyses.

• (4) The PSA Level 1 schedule should be corelated
with the general licensing plan.
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• The existing CNCAN requirements on the Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP
PSA Level 1 prior to the AAC-RENEL agreement were identically the
same as they are described in the document " CNCAN Requirements
for the Cernavoda Unit .1 NPP PSA Level 1 " .

• The content of the CNCAN document No.1/190/25.01.1991 :
1. Cernavoda Uniti NPP PSA Level 1 Study is a safety

document.
2. Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP PSA Level 1 should be elaborated

in accordance with a Quality Assurance Manual aproved
by CNCAN.

3. The basic USNRC NUREG/CR-2300 requirements for a
PSA Level 1 study should be fulfilled.

4. A PSA Level 1 Phase A results revision based on the
existing NPP design and a better understanding of the
plant transients should be completed by the licensee.

5. The software elaboration and validation for PSA Level 1
study should be continued and completed in
accordance with the NUREG 2300 and QAM
requirements

* CNCAN aproved the Cernavoda Unit.1 NPP PSA Level
1 Study Quality Assurance Manual in the conditions
of the letter 17962/11.10.1991.The QAM was agreed with
the IAEA experts ,too.

• CNCAN letter 13805/10.12.1992 reiterates the basic requirements
which have already been implemented in the PSA Level 1 project.
The letter was issued only as a necessity to revise the QAM due
to some changes in the licensee organization.



TABLE 1

BASIC PSA ACTIVITIES

1. PSA Level 1 Basic Management Principles
2. PSA internal and external activities audit
3. PSA internal and PSA - PSAR/FSAR nonconformities analysis
4. RENEL-AAC-CNCAN-AIEA interfaces in the PSA Level 1 Project
5. PSA Level 1 intermediatte and final reporting.
6. PSA Level 1 schedule
7. Initiating Events List
8. Fault Tree Elaboration
9. Event Tree Elaboration
10. PSA Software Elaboration and Validation
11. Common Cause Analysis
12. Fault Trees Integration in the Event Trees
13. Human Errors Modelling
14. Elaboration and Use of the PSA Data Base
15(*) PSA Level 1 Intermediatte and final reports content
16(#) Evaluation of the consistency between PSA Level 1 Data Base

and the Data Base used in operation for safety systems
reliability monitoring.

17(#) Evaluation .of the consistency between PSA Level 1 Data Base
and the Data Base and the methodology used in the Analysis
of the Safety Related Events.

18 PSA Level 1 Uncertainty and Sensitivity analyses .

NOTES:
(*) The reports should include ,as a minimalrequirement, the pet.

3 (3) a) to e)
(#) For the operation period the alternate method shoul be

presented in other chpt.of the FSAR ,in accordance with pct.ll



TABELUL 2

Nr.
crt.

0.

1.

2.

3.

BSI
(2)

1.

31700

32110

32210

32310

32610

32710

Denumire sistem
(2)

2.

Unităţile de control
ale reactivităţii

Sistemul principal al
moderatorului

Sistemul de purifi-
care al moderatorului

Sistemul de gaz de a-
coperire

Sistemul de probe D2O
din moderator

Sistemul de otrăvuri
lichide al moderato-
rului

Anali
za de
fia-
bili-
tate
nece-
sara
(1)

3.

X

X

X

Analiza de
fiabilita-
te intoc-
mita in
cadrul
RPS CNE
Cernavoda
Unitatea 1

4.

UI AD.24

30.11.84

UI ad.15

15.06.83

UI ad.19

30.11.83



4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

33100

33310

33320

33330

33340

33350

33410

33540

34110 ':

34310

Sistemul primar de
transport al căldurii

Sistemul de adaos si
golire a agentului
primar

Sistemul de reglaj al
presiunii agentului
primar

Sistemul de stocare,
transport si recupe-
rare D2O

Sistemul de etansare
al pompei si
şist.primar

Sistemul de purifica-
re al agentului pri-
mar

Sistemul de răcire
la oprire

Circuit adaos hidro-
gen

Sistemul de răcire a
protecţiilor biologi-
ce

Sistemul de stropire

X

X

X

X

X

UI ad.28
si ad.29

30.03.85

UI ad.44

30.09.86

UI ad.44

30.09.86

UI ad.28
si ad.29

30.03.85

UI ad.16

20.07.83

UI ad.28
si ad.29

30.05.85

UI ad.19

30.11.83

UI ad.35

30.11.85
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Nr.
crt.

0.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

= = r-,

BSI

1.

34320

34610

34710

34810

36110

36143

43230

51000

52000

Denumire sistem

2.

Sistemul de răcire
la avarie a zonei ac-
tive

Sistemul de alimenta-
re cu apa la avarie

Sistemul de oprire cu
injecţie de lichid

Sistemul de control
zonal cu lichid

Sistemul de abur viu

Vanele de securitate
pentru abur viu

Sistemul de apa de a-
limentare pentru GA

Sistemul de conexiuni
principal al
centralei

Sistemul de alimen-
tare de rezerva , a-
gregate Diesel gene-
ratori si auxiliare

Anali
za de
fia-
bili-
tate
nece-
sara
(1)

3.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Analiza de
fiabilita-
te intoc-
mita in
cadrul
RPS CNE
Cernavoda
Unitatea 1

4.

UI ad.47

30.12.85

UI ad.39

25.02.86

UI ad.41

30.04.86

UI ad.24

30.11.84

UI ad.32

30.09.85

UI ad.32

30.09.85

UI ad.36

04.81



TABELUL 2 ( c o n t . )

Nr.
crt.

0.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

BSI

1.

52900

53000

54000

55000

66400

66500

67314

68200

68300

Denumire sistem

2.

Sistemul de alimenta-
re cu energie la ava-
rie

Sistemul de clasa III
si clasa 0 0.6 kV

Sistemul de clasa III
380 kV

Sistemul de clasa II

Sistemul de clasa I

Sistemul de clasa 0

Sistemul de calcul
(hardware)

Sistemul de calcul
(software)

Sistem AMC pentru
izolare anvelopa

Sistem de oprire
rapida nr.l (SORI)

Sistemul de oprire
rapida nr.2 (SOR2)

Anali
za de
fia-
bili-
tate
nece-
sara
(1)

3.

X

X

X

X

X

Analiza de
fiabilita-
te intoc-
mita in
cadrul
RPS CNE
Cernavoda
Unitatea 1

4.

Ui ad.25

20.12.84

UI ad.33

20.12.85

UI ad.34

30.10.85

UI ad.42

30.06.86

UI ad.41

30.04.86
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TABELUL 2 (cont.)

Nr.
crt.

0.

22.

23.

24.

25.

BSI

1.

71310

71340

72210
72270

73120

75120

Denumire sistem

2.

Sistemul de apa bruta

Sistemul de apa
intermediara de
răcire

Componentele sistemu-
lui de furnizare a
combustibilului pen-
tru generatorii
Diesel din CNE (de a-
varie si de rezerva)

Sistemul de ventilare
a Clădirii Reactoru-
lui ( numai porţiunea
ce constituie exten-
sie a anvelopei)

Sistemul de aer
instrumental

Anali
za de
fia-
bili-
tate
nece-
sara
(1)

3.

X

X

X

X

Analiza de
fiabilita-
te intoc-
mita in
cadrul
RPS CNE
Cernavoda
Unitatea 1

4.

UI ad.23

30.10.84

UI ad.34

30.10.85

UI ad.31

15.06.85

NOTA
(1) Analize de fiabilitate necesare si /sau realizate deja

conform documentului " Lista sistemelor cu funcţii de se-
curitate nucleara (Red.IX)/LS-01323-90 /oct.1988 " docu-
ment care face parte din RPS CNE Cernavoda Unit 1.

(2) Inclusiv documentaţia AMC corespunzătoare acestor sisteme.

(3) Lista analizelor de fiabilitate este confirmata si/sau mo-
dificata de rezultatele procesului de integrare ai
arborilor de defectare



II.PSA LEVEL 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE COMMISSIONING PHASE

I.The PSA Level 1 activities listed in TABLE 1
should be performed.

2.AII the General Requirements are applicable

3.The Reliability Analyses to be completed are
listed in TABLE 2

Notes to TABLE 2

(1) The list is from "Lista de ciasificare a sistemelor
cu functij de securitate nucleara Red.lX/
LS-01323-90/oct.1988

(2) The list includes the I&C systems for all the
listed systems.

(3) The list from TABLE 2 should be confirmed
and/or modified in accordance with the PSA
Level 1 results,as they are included in the
integration process.



III. PSA LEVEL 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE OPERATION PHASE

1. PSA Leveh has to be reviewed in operation as part
of the FSAR as per NRSN Partea I Cap.l Art.10 & 15

2.PSA Level 1 may be reviewed due to changes in
other FSAR chapters or in itself.as per pct.1 above
mentioned.

3.Exceptions may be for activities (16),(17) TABLE 1
where the applicant may use any other method,
provided the conditions listed at pct.4 are fulfilled.

4.The activities of:
* Reliability monitoring of the systems with safety

functions and
* Assessment of the significant safety related events

should comply with the minimal requirements :

(1) The implications of the data base used on the
previous submitted to CNCAN Reliability Analyses
is evaluated in the FSAR.

(2) The degree of conservatism of the methodology
used in the Reliability Analyses should be
demonstrated in the FSAR in respect with :

(a) The Results of the Reliability Analyses for the
systems listed in TABLE 2 *

(b) The Results included in the PSAR Chapters
15 & 16

(c) Systems with safety functions independence
requirements ,as defined in PSAR .

(d) The Results of the Assessment of the significant
safety related events.
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General Information about Kozloduy NPP

NPP Kozloduy was built up in three stages.

Construction of the first nuclear power plant at Kozloduy, designated
NPP Kozloduy - I and comprising Units 1 and 2, commenced 6 April 1970.
During the construction a decision was taken to build another NPP on the
Kozloduy site and construction of this second plant, designated NPP Kozloduy
- II and comprising Units 3 and 4, commenced in 1973. Each of the two NPP
has a pair of reactors in a single building attached to a common turbine hall for
all four units. The four reactors of Units 1 - 4 are of type WWER-440/230. It
should be mentioned that there are considerable differences in safety systems'
design for Units 1 and 2 on one hand and Units 3 and 4 from another hand.

In 1981 a decision for building of third NPP at the Kozloduy site was
taken. NPP Kozloduy - III consists of two units (Units 5 and 6) which are of
type WWER-1000/320. Each of the units has its own reactor and turbine build-
ings.

The six units were commissioned as follows:

Unit 1 - 1974

Unit 2 - 1975

Unit 3 - 1980

Unit 4 - 1982

Unit 5 - 1989

Unit 6 - 1991
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Starting Points of PSA Analyses in Bulgaria

The starting points of the work could be summarized as follows:

1. Nuclear Power Plants have been operated in Bulgaria since 1974
and during this period broad experience has been accumulated in
the field of NPP management. The corresponding operation experi-
ence is more than 50 reactor years. However, the period during
which the nuclear units built in Bulgaria were operated is relatively
short for collecting enough statistical data. On the other hand it
should be noted that the data have not been collected for the pur-
poses of PSA analyses. So, we have to some extend to rely on the
worldwidely gained operational experience in the field of quantita-
tive analysis.

2. The object of the analysis are nuclear units already being in opera-
tion. Therefor the research had to be directed mainly to finding the
critical, from the reliability and safety point of view , areas in which
some changes aiming the improvement of reliability and safety of
the units could be performed. Such approach is resonable because
of the fact that our country is not a producer of equipment for NPP.
It demanded concentrating of analysis only on regimes related to
the effective interference of the operational staff with taking into
account the maintenance and test procedures.

So, the emphasis in the study was ,,as operated" which means that
operating experience and ,,as built" plant specific data are very im-
portant.
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Background

The status of NPP Kozloduy PSA analyses has always been strongly
dependent on the current situation in Bulgaria. Due to different circumstances
a full-scope PSA (even Level 1) for Units 1-4 is not performed even until now.

Historically work on probabilistic analyses of the 440 MW units started
in 1984.

At those stage the analyses were concentrated on the reliability of the
NPP - II Safety systems with some elements of safety studies (i.e. only a small
group of initiating events was considered). The main features of these analyses
were their limited scope and the lack of detailization.

In '80 s the first attempt to use operational experience was done. An
assessment of common cause failures of the main equipment groups (TGs, SGs,
Primary Circuit etc.) using NPP records was performed.

A step forward in the PSA analyses was the participation of Bulgaria in
IAEA Regional Project RER/9/005 probabilistic Safety Assessment of WWER-
440".

In general, before 1989 the reliability and PSA analyses were carried out
in different research institutes under a number of sponsors and, therefor, also in
an uncoordinatede manner. Nevertheless, we are fully convinced that the results
obtained are quite valuable and we feel that they should be gathered, system-
atized and used in future.

The work in the field of PSA analyses was considerably intensified dur-
ing last four years. First of all it should be mentioned that that kind of analyses
became also an object of concern at international level.
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Present Status of PSA Analysis in Bulgaria

The work carried out might be divided as follows:

1. Analysis carried out for WWER-440 Units;

The analysis of WWER-440 Units are still limited scope PSA analyses.
At 1992 the following work was done:

(a) Probabilistic analyses done in the mainframe of the Program for
increasing the operational Reliability and Safety of NPP ,,Kozloduy"
Units 1 and 2. The program covered development and implementa-
tion of short-term measures as well as long-term ones for units'
reconstruction in order to upgrade their operational safety. Because
of the aim of the program the main task of the probabilistic analy-
ses was comparative analyses of different design changes to be
performed in order to support decision making.

The following projects were carried out for Units 1 and 2:

Reliability analyses of High Pressure Injection System (HPIS);

Reliability analyses of Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS);

Analyses of the reliability of the EFWS and Service Water
System (SWS) active equipment on the basis of the operational
data;

Reliability analyses of the Spray System (SS);

Probabilistic safety analyses of the units under loss of off-site
power conditions.

(b) Probabilistic analyses done in the mainframe of the ,,WANO Six
Month Program for Kozloduy", Item H Probabilistic Safety Assess-
ment.

The following projects were completed:

Reliability study of Safety Systems of Units 1-4. HPIS, SS and
EFWS for all units were investigated.

Safety analyses of Units 1-4 in case of initiating events leading
to excessive reactor core cooldown.

The main objective of these analyses was to assess the ,,as-built" safety
status of the units. In spite of the fact that these analyses still are not a full-
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scope PSA Level 1 it should be underlined that they meet all up-to-date require-
ments for that kind of analysis. The results obtained are very important and must
be used for decision making and as a basis for widening the work to full-scope
PSA Level 1 for the WWER-440 Units.

2. Analysis carried out for WWER-1000 Units.

At the present moment full scope Probabilistic Safety Study of NPP
Kozloduy Units 5 and 6, Level 1 is under development. The sponsor of the
project is NPP-III and sole contractor for performing the work is RISK ENGI-
NEERING Ltd. It should be mentioned that the study includes wider area than
Level 1 PSA, i.e. seismic and fire induced initiating events are also covered by
the study.

The project is scheduled for 1992-94 and is due to undergo an Interna-
tional Peer Review.

3. Data collection

Very intensive work is carried out at the present moment on creating a
mighty modern informational system at NPP.

One of the aims is to develop a sound data bank for performing PSA
analyses using plant specific data.

The first stage of the work is scheduled to be completed at the end of
1993.

Future Trends

Our intentions for the near future are to start work on PSA Levels 2 and
3 for NPP-III. As far as some parts of the work could be done in parallel with
Level 1 we will have the readiness in short term after completing Level 1 to
complete a full-scope PRA for NPP-III.
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LIST OF PROJECTS IN PSA AREA
CARRIED OUT BY STATE COMPANY ENERGOPROECT

1. Reliability Analysis of Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) Taking into

Account CCF, 1992

2. Probabilistic Safety Analysis, Level 1, for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 and 2 in
Case of Loss of Offsite Power Accident, 1992

3. Reliability Analysis of Core Long-Term Cooling System, 1992

4. Reliability Analysis of Service Water System (SWS) Taking into Account
Single Failure, 1992

5. Analysis of the Possibility for Loss of Service Water Due to Common Cause,
1992

6. Investigation of the Reliability of High Pressure Injection System Taking
into Account CCF and Single Failure, 1992

7. Reliability Analysis of Spray System (SS), 1992

8. Reliability Analysis of the EFWS and SWS Components According to NPP
Operational Records, 1992

9. Analysis of the Impact of the CCFs in the Boron Chamber (flooding fire)
on the Reactor Core, 1992

10. Reliability Analyses of Service Water Cooling Loop of the DGs, 1992

11. Reliability Analyses of Safety Systems' Equipment According to NPP Op-
erational Records, 1992

12. NPP Kozloduy Unit 5 (WWER-1000) Behavior Model for Loss of Offsite
Power Accident, 1991

13. Reliability Analyses of NPP Kozloduy Unit 5 Safety Systems, 1990

14. Analysis of NPP Kozloduy Units 3 and 4 Behavior under Main Steam Line
Break Accident Conditions, 1989

15. Analysis of NPP Kozloduy Units 3 and 4 Behavior under Small LOCA
Conditions, 1988

16. Analysis of NPP Kozloduy Units 3 and 4 Behavior under Loss of Offsite
Power Conditions, 1988
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LIST OF PROJECTS IN PSA AREA
CARRIED OUT BY RISK ENGINEERING LTD

1. Comparative Analysis of the Structural Reliability of the Kozloduy-2 NPP
RCS Safety Systems, 1990

2. Analysis of the Necessity an Possible Solutions for Installation of Addi-
tional Power Source for Kozloduy Units 1-4 Safety Systems, 1991

3. Risk Increment Due to Proposed Change in Maintenance Procedures of
Kozloduy-3 NPP Emergency Diesel Generators, 1992

4. Reliability Study of the High Pressure Injection System of Kozloduy NPP
Units 1-2, 1992

5. Reliability Study of the Auxiliary Feedwater System of Kozloduy NPP Units
1-2, 1992

6. Reliability Study of the Confinement Spray System of Kozloduy NPP Units
1-2, 1992

7. Reliability Study of the High Pressure Injection System of Kozloduy NPP
Units 3-4, 1992

8. Reliability Study of the Auxiliary Feedwater System of Kozloduy NPP Units
3-4, 1992

9. Reliability Study of the Confinement Spray System of Kozloduy NPP Units
3-4, 1992

10. Reliability Analysis of Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) Taking into
Account CCF, 1992

11. Probabilistic Safety Analysis, Level 1, for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 and 2 in
Case of Loss of Off site Power Accident, 1992

12. Reliability Analysis of Service Water System (SWS) Taking into Account
Single Failure, 1992

13. Investigation of the Reliability of High Pressure Injection System Taking
into Account CCF and Single Failure, 1992

14. Root Causes' Analyses of NPP Kozloduy Accident Events for the Period
Dec. 1990 - July 1992, 1992

15. NPP Kozloduy-3 PSA, Level 1, under development

16. Development of Automized Informational System, Stage 1, under develop-
ment
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ABSTRACT: This paper describe various activities in Sweden related to PSA. The
framework for the PSA activities are discussed both with respect to the daily
use and research. The PSA methodology as well as its practical
implementation in the industry has reached sufficient level to allow a great
deal of its potential benefits to be gained in the practical safety work. There
remain, however, further improvements to be made in order to gain a full
break-through of PSA in terms of wide acceptance by all parties involved in
all aspects of the practical safety work relevant for PSA applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) developed rapidly during the eighties and constitutes at
present an indispensable tool in Swedish nuclear safety work. PSA is valued for providing a
practical means for systematically revealing and quantifying weaknesses and vulnerabilities of
the safety barriers. As a result possibilities may be found to improve the safety by modifying
engineering design, operating strategies or schemes for maintenance and testing. PSA also helps
making sensible priorities among various indicated needs of safety measures and among related
research projects.

The potential of PSA in practice is still far from exhausted and the methodology is subject to
continued development as well as promotion in various fields of application.

PSA (originally referred to as PRA, Probabilistic Risk Assessment) was introduced in Sweden
inspired by the U.S. Reactor Safety Study, published in 19751. The first integrated PSA was
made for the oldest plant in Sweden, Oskarshamn 1, and resulted in a major backfitting of the
power supply system which lowered the estimated core damage frequency by more than a
factor 100. A major break-through followed after the accident at Three Mile Island unit 2 in
1979 through the recommendations by a Reactor Safety Committee appointed by the Swedish
Government for review of the safety of the Swedish NPP's in view of the accident. The recom-
mendations thus included making all nuclear reactors in Sweden subject to individual systematic
safety reviews employing PSA2.

2 THE FIRST ROUND OF PERIODIC SAFETY REVIEWS OF NPP's IN SWEDEN

Following the recommendations of the Reactor Safety Committee the Swedish Parliament
ruled, in 1981, that every nuclear power reactor would be made subject to at least three
complete safety reviews during their useful life. Reports to be submitted to the Government
were to be compiled by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) on the basis of analyses
carried out by the licensees. The reviews would correspond to the Final Safety Analysis Reports
(FSAR) required for the original licensing, which coined the acronym ASAR (As-operated
Safety Analysis Report). One safety review of each unit was thus foreseen every 8-10 years.

SKI issued guidelines for the first round of ASAR's in 1982. From the appropriations proposal
for the budget year 83/84 page 2 'The Purpose of Periodic Safety Reviews."

The most important purpose of the ASAR work is the actual carrying out of a
comprehensive systematic auditing of the safety status of each reactor every 8th to 10th
year. More to the point, thus ASAR's work is to force both the installation's owner and
SKI to raise their sights away from the most recently approaching overhaul shut-down
and the on-going operating and maintenance issues with the safety aspects that appear
in the foreground in a one year's perspective. ASAR's activities are not, however, to
replace the on-going follow-up and review work on specific safety issues.

Another purpose of ASAR's work should be to ensure that the requirements of
systematic documentation and transfer of experiences in connection with "the change
of generations" of personnel both within the power company and the supervisory
authority occur. Furthermore, it is important to strive for variations in the principal
emphasis in the direction of reviews and type of methodical approach from round to
round in ASAR's work. This is one way to seek to avoid the safety risks that can arise

1



Objectives of PSR

To comprehensively assess the operat ing experience of
the "Specified NPPs" .

To grasp to what extent up-to-date technical knowledge
is reflected on specified NPPs , and to prepare relevant
measures , if necessary. °o

To perform PSA on the specified N P P s and ^ grasp the
extent of PSA-based actions and to prepare relevant
measures , if necessary.



if one continually drives on in the same old ruts.

Naturally, ASAR's work should also encompass a systematic auditing and evaluation
of the measures required for maintaining and improving safety required in a 3-5 year
perspective. Thereby is covered, of course, everything form relatively simple measures -
- for example, improving procedures in education, maintenance and controls — to more
comprehensive technical improvements. In this context there is reason to discuss the
direction and distribution of SKI's efforts in different areas so that the inspectorate's
personnel and economic resources are channelled into the most important areas of
safety. Also, the analyses within the framework for periodic safety reviews can yield
important feed-back to research programs to the degree that one can identify areas
that don't constitute immediate safety problems but where certain uncertainties exist
on their development over a longer period of time. Examples of this are certain effects
of corrosion and fatigue.

The end of the first ASAR-round is fast approaching and at the beginning of the 90's, "Ol" will
be the first block to set forth its second ASAR.

2.1 Objectives and scope of the first ASAR
program (ASAR-80)

While, at the outset, the objective of the ASAR
program - and perhaps the most obvious one -
was to periodically assess the safety of the
NPP's, experience now gained shows that the
program contributes significantly to promoting
safety work and development of the safety. In
fact, this latter aspect is presently considered to
be the most important.

ASAR-80 - TYPICAL LIST OF CONTENTS

Organization and quality assurance
Operating experience
Quality control - Operation and maintenance
PSA. (Level 1)
Training and personnel
Safety improvements implemented during report
period
Planned and ongoing safety improvements

Fig 1

Although the ASAR's were intended to cover most aspects of the safety, as indicated by their
table of contents (Fig 2), thorough PSA constituted in fact the bulk of the work during the first
round.

In the first round of the ASAR program now
approaching completion, called ASAR-80, ten
out of the 12 nuclear plants in Sweden (9 ABB
ATOM BWR's and 3 Westinghouse type
PWRs) have been subject to plant-specific PSA.
The two remaining ones, both PWRs, are
presently being reviewed.

22 ' SUPER-ASAR: The over all ASAR/PSA
review program

SUPERASAR - A REVIEW OF SWEDISH PSA's

Objective: Recommended treatment for improved
interpretability and comparability of future PSA's with
regard to

initiating events
modeling
data assumptions
CCF and human dependencies
completeness

Fig 2

Before entering the second round of ASAR's
for the Swedish reactors, a comprehensive review of the first round PSA's, a research project
called 'SUPER-ASAR'3, was undertaken by SKI in cooperation with the Swedish utilities. The
review aimed at establishing recommended treatment of a number of subjects covered in the
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various ASAR PSA's in order to gain properly balanced safety assessment for enhanced
credibility. The impact of the recommended modifications, concerning initiating events
accounted for, modeling of systems and sequences, treatment of CCF (common cause failures)
and human dependencies, and assumptions of reliability data, were quantified in scoping
calculations.

The SUPER-ASAR study identified in part a number of deficiencies in the PSA's which were
classified as 'trivial', i.e. only in need of fairly obvious rectification in future individual analyses.
Certain non-trivial issues were identified,
however, for which SKI has proposed
recommended treatment on a preliminary basis.
Scoping calculations indicated that some of
these recommendations significantly affect the
PSA results, i.e. in regard of the relative
contributions of various initiating events to the
total core damage frequency. The study iden-
tified, in addition, certain problems requiring
additional studies or research.

EXAMPLES OF CRITICAL ISSUES FOR PSA OF
SWEDISH REACTORS IDENTIFIED IN THE

SUPER-ASAR PROJECT

Modeling of the manual backfiush of (trainers at
intake of water lo the low pressure injection system
from the condensation pool in BWR
Modeling of the water makeup function in the long
range
Modeling of foiling reclosnre of pressure relief
valves

1 Assumptions concerning 'teak before break'

Fig 3
The recommendations resulting from the
SUPER-ASAR study are believed to contribute
significantly to more consistent treatment of the
safety issues in future PSA's and, accordingly, to an improved basis for the continued
development of the reactor safety. The PSA's are presently subject to review by the utilities to
finally determine whether the proposed modifications are truly appropriate and acceptable.

3 NEXT ROUND OF ASAR (ASAR-90)

Guidelines for the second round of ASAR's,
'ASAR-90'4 are now being issued by SKI. In
addition to accounting for the experience fed
back through the SUPER-ASAR study and
calling for extended scope of the PSA's enabled
by development, these guidelines aim at
extending the safety review in a number of
other respects as can be seen in the table in Fig
4.

ASAR-90: AUGMENTATIONS AND SUBJECTS
GIVEN INCREASED EMPHASIS

Extended PSA (CCL other operating modes than
full power (overhaul, shut-down, power up) etc
Levd 2 PSA (containment performance)
Increased emphasis on analysis (by PSA or other
means) in accounting for experiences gained in
operation and maintenance and for modifications,
implemented as well as proposed
Increased emphasis on aspects related to the increa-
sing age of the nuclear plants

Fig 4

Level-2 PSA's, accounting for the accident
mitigation systems now in place at the Swedish nuclear plants, belong to the extensions of the
ASAR program. Reasonably comprehensive Level-2 PSA has thus far been carried out only
in case of one of the PWR's (Ringhals 2) in conjunction with the utility's preparations for
proposing consequence mitigation measures for its reactors to be implemented by 1988
according to the requirements by the Swedish Government in 1981. Corresponding analyses for
the other Swedish plants were less detailed, grouping the containment event trees together to
be represented by certain sequences assumed to be risk dominating.



3.1 ASAR-90 "proposal for a framework"

The goal of ASAR-90, ref.4, is to create a comprehensive systematic auditing of the safety
situation and the safety measures which may be required from the perspective of a 3-5 year
period.

The big difference between ASAR-80, and ASAR-90,
is that the account of the completed analyses and
safety programs in ASAR-90 will be integrated with
the-experiences of operations. The principal emphasis
of the ASAR work will be a shift towards a more
qualitative analysis of the organizations different parts
and how these function and are prepared for
different operating conditions. This would suggest a
matrix analysis which will set forth how well the
completed analyses and safety programs cover the
different areas of activity (i.e., operation,
maintenance, competency/education, etc.) in the
different operating conditions (i.e., normal operations,
overhaul, shut down operations, etc.). This differs
from ASAR-80 which concentrated on verifying and,
in certain cases, analyzing safety for primarily full
power operation.

Safety review, with their accompanying analyses, must
have as their goal highlighting the operational
problems (technical, organizational and human) of
the plant which have occupied the power company
during the reviewing period, and to which they have
been forced to find solutions. The solutions and
decision-making behind them ought to be given a lot
of space in the report. It is in the handling of these
problems that the power company's safety philosophy
is manifested.

Report status of ASAR-80, SKI's
reviewing and preliminary plan for
ASAR-90

Block

B1/B2

Fl

F2

F3

Ol

O2

O3

Rl

R2

R3

R4

ASAR-80
report

85

90 p

91 p

95 p 1

82

87

95 p 1

84

83

91 p

91 p

SKI
reviewing

85

-

83

90

-

86

85

-

-

ASAR-90
report

93-95 p

98-00 p

99-01 p

03-05 p 1

90-92 p

95-97 p

03-05 p 1

92-94 p

91-93 p

99-01 p

99-01 p

p •= planned
1 = F3 A O3 will most likely be reported in

accordance with ASAR-90

fig 5

The ASAR program is a tool which in a totally comprehensive way can accomplish SKI's and
the power industry's task with farsightedness and continuity monitor and improve the safety of
the nuclear power plant.

3.2 ASAR-90. Objectives

The. ASAR-90 work is a continuation of the ASAR-program. It will, therefore, provide
comprehensive systematic auditing and analysis of the safety status and seek to indicate what
safety measures might be required from a 3-5 year's perspective. Part of the audit will be to
review and evaluate the experiences within different areas of activity from both a technical as
well as organizational and human/personnel point of view. By organization is meant structure,
management and conditions concerning, for example, the creation of policy, decision-making,
communication support and follow up/review at different levels in the organization. What
conditions have been identified as problematic, what solutions have been used and with what



results? The ASAR-work will give, additionally, audit of experiences from completed safety
analyses, safety and quality programs and research and development work.

The ASAR-90 work will evaluate the safety and
quality work with respect to how well it covers the
different areas of activity and operational conditions
and utilized methods and resources. The evaluation
ought to be made from a technical as well as form
a human/personnel point of view. In addition,
conclusions and recommendations in safety and
quality work ought to be made for future
development.

33 The ASAR-90 process

The work process with ASAR can be outlined
according to Figure 7. The nuclear power plant
builds up an ASAR based on its knowledge, i.e.,
partly based on experiences from the last 10 years
and partly on experiences from its audit program.
From this the nuclear power plant creates an
ASAR which is reported to SKI. It should be
possible to divide into stages the implementation of
the program with periodic reporting plus an
assembled final report. After the initial start, the
implementation of the plan ought to occur on a
regular basis. SKI believes that a work plan
extending over 2-3 years would be suitable. Project
Evaluation Occasions (PVT) ought to be held on a
yearly basis, and can take up such points as revision
of plans, discussions for prioritizing, scope/level of
ambition, debriefings of completed items and goals
for the coming year.

Goals based on the mbove are:

4 The ASAR-90 work is a continuation of the
ASAR-program.

4 The audit it to review and evaluate the
experiences from different areas of activity
tram a: •

• technical point of view
• Organizational point of view
• human/personnel point of view

4 The ASAR-work will provide an audit of
experiences from completed:

• 10 years of operation
• safety analyses
• safety and quality programs
• research and development work

4 Evaluate safety and quality work with
respect to how well they cover different
areas of activity and operating conditions
and evaluate utilized methods and
resources.

4. Conclusions and recommendations for the
future development of safety and quality
work.

By conclusions and recommendations for the
development of safety is meant that the reporting
for a 3-5 year's perspective account for

4 goals
4 requirements/corrective measures
4 trends

fig 6

SKI from its side, should base its reviews of the same on its ten years of experience including
experiences from all types of inspections with yearly P VTs. SKI will be able to follow the work
and the status of the work continually. SKI will be able to compare the different power
companies, transfer experience and build up a comprehensive body of experience.

In conjunction with SKI's subsequent ASAR-review, one or a number of items can be identified
for closer review. This closer review is then conducted as a random sampling of ASAR. The
results from this review will, together with a more general review and occasions for project
evaluations, form the basis for SKI's review report.

The value one can see for this method of carrying out the-ASAR-program is, besides rendering
an account to the government, an increase in knowledge. The increase in knowledge yields a
direct development in safety for the power company. For SKI it yields a development in
inspection technique which indirectly results in the further improvement of safety at the power
company.
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The ASAR-work at the nuclear power plant is described in Figure 8. The contents of the
sections are, in the ASAR-90 proposal for frame work, described as ASAR's report sections.
What it described here is primarily the intention behind section 2. The results of the ASAR
work should result in a kind of matrix (see Figure 9, i.e., a grid plan describing the safety work)
whic,h in all respect is to be realized. That is to say that if some event or experience wasn't
covered by "norms and requirements" or "analyses and special safety programs" it would
indicate a lack that ought to be corrected. The methodology can be said to be one way to
compel the search beside the ordinary path.

In conclusion, the new item in ASAR-90's method is that it, in part, guarantees a certain depth
via its "yesterday, today, tomorrow" point of view. Partly, it seeks to create a comprehensive
program with the structure of the matrix "activity areas/operating conditions."
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4 THE STATUS OF THE SWEDISH PSA ACTIVnTES

Three phases can be roughly distinguished in Swedish PSA activities. The scope of the basic
level 1 studies is currently being extended to cover other operational states than full power
operation. Naturally the living application of PSAs is practical in parallel with both the first and
the«econd phase.

By probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) nuclear power plants are assessed with respect to the
likelihood of accidents. PSA provides a structured and logical procedure for identification of
credible accident sequences and for assessment of their corresponding likelihood. PSA thus
helps to identify weak spots in design and operation and in ranking dominant contributors to
reactor core damage in a specific plant.



4.1 Methodology features of Swedish PSAs

An extensive research and development
program had to be initiated in order to provide
for all necessary methodology and reliability
data required for PSA of the Swedish reactors.
While the main effort was made by the industry,
SKI took active part in the research program in
order to assess the potential of PSA in the
regulatory perspective.

Proper documentation procedures for safety

METHODOLOGY FEATURES OF SWEDISH PSA'S

Industry standard
* initiating event classification
•* modeling
* codes (RISK SPECTRUM)
Modeling characteristics
* small event trees /comprehensive fault trees
* introducing ALPHA method for treatment of CCF
Common data bases subject to regular updating
* RISK SPECTRUM (fault tree storage)
* T-book (reliability data)
* i-book (frequencies of initiating event)

analyses by fault and event tree methodology
had to be developed, together with suitable ' pig 10
computer aids required in practical application
of the methods. Probabilistic safety analysis was also put on the agenda of the Nordic Nuclear
Safety Research Program (NKA) in 19815 and has remained an important subject of this inter
nordic research cooperation (currently named NKS) ever since6 7 8. At present there are
fairly well established industry standards for the performance of PSA in use at the Swedish
utilities and SKI. The PSA techniques applied correspond in general to the current state of the
art. Some particular features will be pointed out in the following.

Initiating events

A standard classification scheme for initiating events has been developed and further enhanced
in the SUPER-ASAR study. The scheme is based on following main initiating event categories:

loss of coolant accidents (LOCA)
transients
common cause initiators (CCI)

As the standard, when fully implemented, will apply to all Swedish plants, complete and
uniform statistics on transients will be possible to collect to allow in-depth analysis and
comparisons of accident sequences at different plants to be made.

Modeling.

The approach used in Swedish PSAs is based on small event trees - involving the success or
failure of main safety functions - and correspondingly large fault trees. The end state of each
sequence of events is either core damage or stable cooling of the core for at least 20 hours.

The fault trees are developed to a level of detail allowing functional dependencies to be clearly
iderjtified. Thus, components subject to such dependencies - e.g. on control systems, power
supply or cooling - are represented in the complete model by component fault trees.

Modeling of common cause failures, CCF, is currently based on the Multiple Greek Letter
Method (MGL). Extensive research, including the SUPER-ASAR project, has resulted in
recommending the ALPHA-factor method9 for consistent treatment of CCF and associated
uncertainties. The method is presently in the process of bemg introduced.



Current treatment of human dependencies is not at the level of technical systems modeling in
PSA. This applies in particular to the treatment of errors of commission. As the human
dependencies are indeed complex and extensive, accounting for them more than partly within
the scope of formal PSA is not realistically achievable. It is nevertheless essential that
supplementary analyses of human dependencies be carried out as required to allow adequate
treatment of issues like recovery actions and the safety implications of testing and maintenance.
Incidentally, a method for analyzing accidents in terms of human interactions with the technical
system (AEB-Analysis - Accident Evolution and Barrier Analysis)10, which has recently been
developed and is currently subject to evaluation, may turn out as providing a valuable
complement to the over-all safety analysis.

Quantification and Data bases

A standard code package for development, analysis and storage of fault trees, RISK
SPECTRUM11, has been developed aiming also at meeting the requirements of truly
'living PSA' (LPSA). RISK SPECTRUM is currently accepted standard in use at all Swedish
utilities and at SKI. The continuing development is managed by a steering group set up jointly
by the users. A special system for labelling of top gates, gates and basic events has been
devised to simplify continued upgrading of the fault trees. A data collection system, developed
jointly by the Swedish utilities, the Scandinavian Thermal Power Reliability Data System
(ATV), had been established already in 197512. A manual (so-called T-book') covering failure
rates for components in the Swedish nuclear power plants was worked out on the basis of
failure reports in the ATV-system and licensee event reports and presented for the first time
in 1982. The third edition to be issued in 199113 will provide data on time dependent
unavailabilities of certain components in terms of q + At, where q represents the time
independent failure probability upon demand, k the failure probability per unit of time and t
the time. This will enable time dependent analysis to be made based on plant specific data.

A compilation of best estimate frequencies of initiating events in the Swedish reactors is
currently under preparation and will be published during 1991. The publication14, to be used
as a manual, will be called 'the I-book'.

4.2 Safety benefits derived from PSA in Sweden

Improvements in design, operation and maintenance

The usefulness of PSA applied to system design, operation and maintenance has been
demonstrated by numerous safety significant improvements which have resulted from the
analyses (Fig 11). The Swedish experience of PSA based safety improvements are summarized
in enclosure 1.

Optimization of Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications for Operation of the Nuclear Plants (TS) constitute, together with
other aspects of establishing appropriate maintenance and testing strategies, another interesting
application of PSA which is currently gaining increased attention. The TS's, based originally on
deterministic analyses in the final safety reports
(FSAR), aim at assuring the safety of the nuclear plants by means of rules and criteria applying
to operation and maintenance.

10



PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES

Design modifications in regard of common cause failure (CCF):
eliminations of functional dependencies (eg. Implying violation of the single failure criterion)
improvements of separation (Ore, flooding, e.g. charging pumps m PWR)
modified maintenance and testing strategy (eg. diesel generators, scheme for replacement of (haft cranks in diesel generators
exhibiting crack)
elimination of CCI's (common cause initiators, e.g. lowering of specific fire risks; accounting for seismic events considered)

Other design modifications: -
added redundancy (e.g. in scran systems, addition of auxiliary feed •water lysiem, )
modifications for improved functional reliability of specific components and systems
modifications of actuation logic of protection systems (e.g. shut-down, ECCS, confining isolation in feed water system to

* affected train, automatic depressurization in BWR)
Measures for enhanced operator support:

improvements relating to emergency procedures (e.g. for back flushing of strainers in the EEC system after pipe break
LOCA)
alarms for critical state variables relating to emergency procedures (strainer differential pressures in strainers at back flushing,
high temperature in the condensation pool)
added emergency operating procedures (eg. feed and bleed in PWR)

Improvements of maintenance and testing schemes: •
introduction of maintenance during operation (e.g. gas turbines)
optimized test intervals (e.g. check valves in residual beat removaJ system, pumps in auxiliary feed water system, isolation
valves, valves in consequence mitigating systems, diesel generators)

CASE STUDIES CALLING FOR RECONSIDERA-
TION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Plant shut-down requirements at multiple failures in
redundant safety systems
Modified rules for preventive maintenance in a highly
redundant, residual beat removal system at power
operation
Modified surveillance test intervals and lest proced ures
of highly redundant systems of diesel generators and
motor operated valves

Fig 12

Fig 11

A recent Nordic joint project has paved the way
for applying the probabilistic approach in
reviewing the TS's in regard of their safety
implications under various conditions15. Case
studies performed in the project turned out -
for the plants and conditions investigated - to
call for reconsideration of the TS in certain
regards (Fig 12).

PSA is at the beginning of being regularly used
at the utilities in considering - also within the
scope given by the TS's - various maintenance
and testing strategies with regard to safety. The
considerations include accounting for instantaneous and integrated risk contributions to the
baseline risk from alternative strategies.

43 Role of PSA in general assessments of nuclear safety

Awareness of the limitations of PSA is important when referring to PSA in general assessments
of reactor safety. Too narrow perspective is also often taken when reducing the safety issue to
a matter of core damage and consequence probabilities. Even relative judgements such as
attempting to rank different reactors by means of formal PSA, must be made with considerable
care.

While critical judgement of PSA results must accordingly be observed, PSA does nevertheless
provide a desired systematic basis for general assessments of safety. Core damage frequencies
obtained in standardized PSA schemes can thus be considered as useful indicators of safety
standard, when understood in the proper sense and with full recognition of their limitations.
If it can be confirmed that the core damage frequency of a reactor - estimated by means of

11



PSA under certain conditions in regard of completeness etc - is less than 10"5 per reactor-year,
this is generally appreciated as an indication that the safety standard is adequate. However, for
a valid conclusion to be drawn about the safety, complementary bases for the safety assessment
are required.

4.4 The safety status of the Swedish NPP's as reflected by PSA's

In 1989 the Swedish Government requested a separate study of the safety situation in regard
of the 12 nuclear reactors in Sweden16. The request was related to the decision to be taken
in 1990 about which two units to be shut off by 1995-1996. Accordingly, the study partly aimed
at determining if there would be a case for ranking the reactors with regard to safety.

The study, carried out during the second half of 1989, covered various aspects of safety, e.g.
operational experience, past significant events, life time and ageing of systems and components,
OSART assessments (Barseback 1 and 2 in 1986, Forsmark 3 in 1988 and Oskarshamn 1 in
1989), state and future development in regard of available competence, and matters related to
quality assurance.

All previously performed PSA's, mainly in conjunction with the ASAR reviews, were again
reviewed as part of the study17.

Analyses were available for all plants except
from the two newest PWRs, currently being
analyzed. The comment was made in the report
that the PSA's had not been intended for
comparisons between different plants. It was
also noted that the PSA methodology had been
in a state of continuing development and that
the various studies made thus far exhibit lack of
consistence in regard of modeling, completeness
etc, as comprehensively accounted for in the
recent SUPER-ASAR study referred to above.
Furthermore, the analyses need to be extended
in terms of certain more details in the modeling,
completeness in regard of initiating events and
inclusion of external events, and further refined
in regard of treatment of the human factor and
common cause failures. The analyses also need
to extend to dealing with the containment
function (Level 2), i.e. accounting for the newly
introduced systems for accident mitigation.

TYPES OF ANALYSES 1'ERFORMED IN SWEDISH
PSAs (with regard to core damage;

number of plants examined out of total 12)

Completed
Basic Level 1 PSA
Fire analysis
Flooding analysis
Seismic analysis
Airplane crash
Internal missiles
Crane lifts
External LOCA
RPV break
CC1 analysis
Sensitivity analysis
Uncertainty' analysis
Inclusion of consequence
mitigating systems
Overhauls, shut-down.
power-up

10
4
6
2
9
3
2
5
7
6
5
5

3

1

Ongoing
2
3
-
5
•
.
1
2
2
3
4
-

1

5

Fig 13

Keeping in mind the various limitations of the past PSA's it can be noted that they consistently
indicate core damage frequencies for all units in the range 10"6 a 10"5 year'1 with back fittings
indicated by the analyses in place. The newer plants, BWRs with internal pumps, improved
four-fold redundancy and consistent segregation of the safety systems, exhibit in particular less
sensitivity to external events.

For some plants the PSA's indicate contributions of individual accident sequences amounting
to 60-70 percent of the overall core damage frequency. Investigations are in progress to explore
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ways of reducing such dominant risk contributions so as to achieve proper balance in regard
of various contributors to the risk. Balance in this sense is considered an essential objective in
Swedish safety work.

The safety implications of the measures undertaken for accident consequence mitigation - fully
implemented by 1988 - have not been completely assessed, but preliminary analyses indicate
a reduction of the risk of accidental radioactive releases by a factor of at least 10-50. The
frequency of releases beyond the prescribed acceptable limit (0.1% of the core inventory of an
1800 MWth core) should accordingly be down at 10'7 years'1.

The variations between the estimated core damage frequencies were found to be dominated
by the uncertainties inherent in the PSA methodology and data bases used, together with the
uncertainties related to factors altogether not accounted for (incompleteness). No conclusions
in terms of safety ranking of the reactors could accordingly be allowed on the basis of the
PSA's. The human factor, only partly accounted for in the formal PSA's, was pointed out as
probably contributing to large part of the total uncertainty. The safety implications of the
human factor obviously have to be largely evaluated outside the scope of formal PSA, for most
part in qualitative terms.

The review as a whole, i.e. including studies other than PSA's, also did not point out any one
reactor as safer or unsafe than another one - i.e. regarding potential danger of an accident with
release of radioactivity - assuming the intended protection offered by the consequence
mitigation systems. However, taking into account very unlikely events, in which the accident
mitigation systems would fail to have an effect, accidents in the Ringhals or Barseback plants
in the south of Sweden would have more serious consequences because of the denser
population around these sites.

4.5 PSA applications and resources

The Swedish nuclear power companies have completed the first phase of wide range plant-
specific PSA studies. These so called level-1 analyses have been directed on studying the
internal initiating events and succeeding accident sequences leading to severe reactor core
damages. Level 1 PSAs (internal events) has been performed for ten out of twelve operating
units. Studies for Ringhals 3 and Ringhals 4 are presently drafted for internal review.

Studies concerning external events are under way and will be complete within a year or two
(1991/92) for most PSAs (units).

The PSA-model describes in detail the relationships between various systems in the plant. Thus
the model provides useful information for the plant staff. Furthermore, the PSA-model can be
applied to numerous analyses in order to support decision making.
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PSA is being used in several areas for nuclear
power plant safety support. Particularly safety
review and prioritization of safety increasing
measures. PSA results have supported reevaluation
of plant safety and given clear indications and
priorities for safety improvements. Other less used
areas of application are e.g. changes in equipment
test intervals and allowable outage times (pre-
ventive maintenance) in the Technical Specifica-
tions for safety related equipment.

The awareness of the PSA activities is high in
plant management and safety departments.
Operation, maintenance and design departments
have a low awareness of PSA-related activities.

study of preventive maintenance of
standby safety systems during power
operation (F1/F2),
optimization of test schemes for diesel
generators (FiyF2),
optimization of test intervals for valves
in consequence mitigating systems (Ol,
02 ,03) ,
back-flush operations of strainers in
condensation pool (B1/B2),
mini-PSA for the next generation of
ABB Atom's BWR using the available
PSA for the Forsmark 3 plant.

Examples of Swedish PSA applications.

Persons involved with the PSA activities are familiar with the method. Other people have been
occasionally informed about the PSA. PSA issues and reliability engineering methods are
included in the internal training of personnel. Especially in the training of shift engineers and
operating staff.

Resources spent on the initial/first issue of a plant-specific PSA are approximately 5-10
manyears and 0.5-1 manyear per year for updating the PSA thereafter.

These numbers do not include the development work for the Swedish and Finnish reliability
data book (T-book) and the work on developing of numerous computer codes. Planned scope
extensions (external events, other operational states, level 2) of the PSAs will require 1—3
manyears per year.

On an average 4—10 persons are directly working with PSA activities at each power company.
At Swedish State Power Board and Sydkraft these persons are located in the central part of
the organization not directly connected to plant operations. At OKG the main responsibility
is carried by the Reliability Section at the plant.

5 PLANS FOR LIVING PSA

The concept "Living PSA" is understood in different ways. One of the essential goals of the
ongoing Nordic research project NKS/SIK-1 "Safety evaluation"18 is to define this concept and
to review the goals of various parties.

In order to collect different experiences and views to be used in the planning and execution of
the main project (1990—93) a questionnaire concerning safety evaluation 19 was sent to
personnel at the Nordic utilities, safety authorities, research institutes and consultants. The SIK-
1 project plan has been generated taking into account the opinions expressed in the results of
this survey 20.

The status of "Living" PSA (LPSA) is dependent on to what extent the PSAs are used. The
demands on the available present PSAs will increase in consequence with a more advanced use.
Also routines and procedures of how to utilize PSA in different situations are necessary to
develop. It must be possible and easier to use PSA as an active support in the decision process
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with acceptable response times. The goal must be to incorporate PSA as a natural part in the
decision process.

PSAs are already in use. But to reach a complete LPSA requires approximately 3—6 manyears
per PSA (plant). The concept "Living PSA" is defined to be an updated reliability based model
of the plant. That is used for studying temporary and permanent changes in the plant's risk
level. The preconditions of the Living PSA are shown bellow.

The present version of some off the latest PSA's is
quite close to a Living PSA. However, by now the
applications have been performed with the base
line PSA and they have been laborious
realizations. The models need to be completed as
well as the computer codes that must be improved
in order to reach the status of Living PSA.

A reviewed, well-documented, structural-
ly complete and comprehensively model-
led, plant-specific PSA is the basic ele-
ment.
It must be manipulated easily with a
computer.
It must be maintained and utilized.

5.1 Application areas of Living PSA Preconditions for Living PSA.

The application areas can be divided into two categories:

— Risk control in prompt operational decision situations, and
— Risk planning of rules, procedures and designs.

One can notice doubts about the applicability of PSA for risk control in prompt operational
decision situations. The overall opinion about important application areas point out that it is
to long term "Risk planning" that PSA can contribute most.

The application areas were ranked in the following
order10:

Comparison of alternative design changes is
considered an obvious application area. This kind
of applications are individual cases and since
perhaps only major design changes would be worth
Living PSA considerations, such cases occur
seldom.

Comparison of alternative design or
procedure changes
Surveillance tests and their schemes
Maintenance planning
Optimization of Technical Specifications.

Application areas for Living PSA.

The support to maintenance planning is considered a useful area because it is every day work
in the plant. However, there are concerns that the maintenance staff might be against it.

There are positive experiences of applying PSA to control risks of exemptions from Technical
Specifications and to optimize Technical Specifications. A general view is that PSA is an
essential supplement to Technical Specifications (TS) in the plant's safety management
although a PSA based system cannot replace TS.

Precursor studies might be a possible application area.

There are experiences of studying risks and benefits of surveillance tests and their schemes. In
the continuation the analyses should be deeper.
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The Living PSA can be tested by evaluating risks
caused by instantaneous unavailabilities in safety
systems. However, there are doubts whether it is
reasonable to use Living PSA as an on-line risk
control system.

operating staff training related to acci-
dent prevention and mitigation,
priorilizalion and planning of safety
inspection and management activities,
analyses of exceptional operational
states, e.g. plant outages.

Comparison of alternative procedure changes is
not considered as a useful area. These issues are Additional application areas.
related to human error analyses which is one of
the-problem areas in the PSA methodology.

5.2 The plant model, decision making and uncertainties.

The maintenance of the PSA-model is in practice a large computer project21. In order to go
from the present situation to a living use of PSA-models the organization will have to solve a
lot of problems concerning the computer environment, codes, applicability of the PSA models
and data, maintenance organization etc.

There are completeness problems related to the applications of the present PSA-models and
data. The control of conservatism is poor. Human interaction and CCF modelling must be
improved. Time-dependent component models need to be implemented. There are also needs
for improvements in the present computer codes for the evaluation of PSA-models. The codes
must be more user-friendly and dynamic. The response-time must be reasonable when
re-evaluating the models.

In order to use Living PSA for supporting decision making it is necessary to realize the
uncertainties behind the risk models and data as well as to understand that RISK is accepted
in various ways. Therefore, it is suggested that uncertainty, risk philosophy and decision making
issues will be discussed and studied within the SIK-1 project.

The quality of the PSA's studies is assured through normal internal reviews and external review
by SKI.

Uncertainty analysis (statistical uncertainties) has not been performed for all studies. Different
types of sensitivity analyses have been done to various extent. Analysis of statistical uncer-
tainties (e.g. Monte Carlo simulation) and improved sensitivity analyses are planned to be
implemented in order to treat uncertainties (and verify conclusions) in a better way. As of
today, also the control of conservatism and the impact of different conservative assumptions
are bad. The completeness (time-dependent models, CCFs etc) is also one point that must be
improved.

The results from the present PSA studies are in most cases not considered as questionable. In
thisxontext it is important to stress the fact that the results are relative and must always be
used in a comparative manner. However, there could be doubts about absolute results
(probability figures). Should measures be taken against identified problems and should
suggested design changes be implemented?

It is necessary to improve the models and the post-processing of the results to improve the
ability for decision support.
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Applying absolute probabilistic safety goals could
be dangerous. We shall not concentrate on that
instead of analyzing our results in a comparative
manner and draw relative conclusions. Reference
levels can of course be useful but we must remem-
ber/consider that very high uncertainties are a di-
rect function of low values (probabilities < 10"7).

One of the Swedish utilities, Vattenfall, has ab-
solute probabilistic safety goals for internal use.

The control of e.g.:

— completeness,
— conservatism, and
— uncertainty bounds

must be increased to verify conclusions and
recommendations from PSA.

Model improvement needs.

Cost-benefit analysis will probably be a part of the decision making process but today it is
difficult to tell how. On the other hand if a possibility to improve safety is identified and clearly
efficient, a cost-benefit analysis is of no value whatsoever.

Advanced decision support methods can be useful if they can simplify the decision process (re-
duce the number of parameters) without losing any background information. We must always
remember that PSA is not giving a complete picture and it is always important to put common
sense in the first place.

53 Stages in the Living PSA development

Living PSA applications can be divided into following categories21:

Long term planning
Operating experience analyses and
Risk monitoring.

Long term planning include static evaluations and comparisons of risk effects of changes in
plant design, maintenance or test arrangements, procedures and Technical Specifications. The
aim of these studies is to optimize the plant operation, maintenance and design with respect
to the risks and operational flexibility. E.g. Living PSA can provide a controlled way of trading
excessive safety margin for operational or maintenance flexibility in specific cases.

Potential use of the PSA model

- Risk planning.
- Risk follow-up.
- Risk monitoring.
- Risk control/management.

In operating experience analyses occurred
incidents and accidents are quantified using
the PSA technique. One aim is to search for
suitable and effective improvements in the
present technical and organizational
performance of the plant. Another aim is to
verify and complete the PSA models and
data.

Risk monitoring means that the operating personnel uses the Living PSA as an advisory tool
to supplement the Technical Specifications for managing sudden changes in the plant operation
and maintenance.
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Stages in the Living PSA development

Step 0

Slalic risk verification

Present PSAs (1990)

Development areas:

Stepl

Risk follow-up
(off line risk monitoring)

Development in SIK-1

LPSA tools and models
Plant status interface
Completeness
Realism
Conservatism
Uncertainties

Step 2

Risk control
(oo line risk monitoring)

Limited studies within
SIK-1

• On-line LPSA model
updating

• Decision support
• Risk controllability

Step 3

Risk advice
(risk optimization/ mini-
mization)

Limited feasibility studies
within SIK-1

Expert system

SA LPSA model realism aspects and limitations

The most important methodological problem areas of PSAs are how to control the
incompleteness and conservatism in the models. A general opinion is that the status of the
present models is not sufficient.

The current PSA models have to a various
extent not the realism, the completeness nor
the uncertainty level necessary to make them
useful for living PSA activities without
improvements.

The PSAs should be more complete, and the
use of conservative assumptions reduces the
usability and acceptance of the results from
the PSAs.

Important methodological problem areas of LPSA.

- Conservatism.
Models.
Data.

- Model completeness/realism.
Plant design and operation.
Accident scenarios.
Human interaction.
Common Cause Failures.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

The PSA methodology as well as its practical
implementation in the industry has now reached
sufficient level to allow a great deal of its potential
benefits to be gained in the practical safety work.
There remain, however, further improvements to
be made in order to gain what should be
reasonable to achieve - probably no less required
in order to reach full break-through of PSA in
terms of wide acceptance by all parties involved in
all aspects of the practical safety work, a Thing
PSA'.

The following PSA application areas are
considered most relevant:

— comparison of alternative design and
procedure changes,

— maintenance planning,
— optimization of the Technical Speci-

fications and control of risks of exem-
ptions from the Technical Specifica-
tions, and

— surveillance tests and their schemes.

The overall status of PSA and experiences of
performing and utilizing PSA-studies are quite similar among all the utihties in Sweden. A natu-
ral step is to continue towards a living use of the present level 1 models of the plants. Persons
involved in the PSA activities at the utihties as well as at the regulatory bodies are convinced
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about the usefulness of these activities20.

The development of routines and procedures for
Living PSA includes transfer of PSA-related infor-
mation within the organizations. Before the
implementation of Living PSA for a plant's daily
safety management, acceptance by operational and
maintenance personnel for this kind of approach
must be found.

The development of proper computer codes is
perhaps the easiest problem in the realization of
Living PSA. There are numerous promising
computer codes available, although many of them are still under development.

The major needs in the present realiza-
tions of PSAs to be living ones are:

— routines and procedures of how to
utilize PSA,

— enhance model completeness and re-
duce conservatism in assumptions,
and

— user friendly and fast computer codes.

The most important methodological problem areas
when carrying out PSAs are how to control the
incompleteness and conservatism in the models. A
general opinion is that the status of present
models is not sufficient. The PSAs should be more
complete, and the use of conservative assumptions
reduces the usefulness and acceptance of the
results from the PSAs.

Main features of computer codes wished
by the users are:

— user friendly and easy to learn model
interface,

— sufficient capacity for handling large
models,

— quick evaluation of results, and
— decision support methods including

• improved presentation of results.
In Sweden and Finland a major research program
is undertaken for development of schemes for
monitoring and evaluating plant safety (NKS/SIK-
l)22. The aim is to define and demonstrate the practical use of 'Living PSA' and 'Operational
safety indicators'. While current state of the art and current practice does make PSA a 'living
tool' for regular review of the safety, e.g. to identify vulnerabilities in terms of design, there are
further development steps to be taken. Next step, which is a main subject of the SIK-1 project,
aims at enabling PSA to be regularly used in an 'off-line mode' for planning of operation and
maintenance, retrospective analyses of events and optimization of tech specs. Future steps,
which will be explored on a preliminary basis in the SEK-1 project, would aim at bringing this
application of PSA further to form an on-line safety monitoring system which is continuously
fed with pertinent plant state data. The ultimate step would in addition provide 'expert system'
advice for optimized operation and maintenance in regard of safety.
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Enclosure 1

Swedish experience of PSA-based safety improvements

Planl

Ol

O2

0 3

Rl

R2

n/2

F3

Bl/2

Description of Finding/Improvement

Independent actuation of electro mechanical control rod insertion system; core damage frequency reduced by a
factor of 10.

Interlock of a breaker precludes interconnection of two AC-buses (given inadvertent switch on); dominant acci-
dent sequence eliminated.

Generator breaker modification

Separation of electrical equipment, new auxiliary feedwater system added (based on KSO1 - toe first PSA for
Ol)

Motor-operated valve added in shutdown cooling system (external pipe break analysis)

Modification of the pressure relief system

Improvements of seismic capacity

Independent actuation of electro-mechanical control rod insertion system

Motor-operated valve added in shutdown cooling system (external pipe break analysis)

Modification of the pressure relief system

Improvements of seismic capacity

Improvements of isolation valves

Automatic depressurization

Motor-operated valve added in shutdown cooling system (external pipe break analysis)

Improved procedures and instrumentation for back flush function

Improved separation of the drainage system for pumps in ECCS and in CVSS

Implementation of an additional makeup water system with independent power supply

Elimination of a dominant common cause initiator in RFS - two-out-of-three water level sensor* fed from the
same bus

Functional separation of common overcurrent protection switches; contribution of internal flooding to core
damage frequency1 lowered by a factor of 30

Introduction of diversified shutdown signal logic at low reactor water level

Modification of a control valve in the secondary cooling system

ECCS signal logic modification

Unmotivated presence of combustible materials

Improvements of seismic capacity

Separation of charging pumps and embanking of the floor under RCP in the containment

Introduction of feed and bleed procedure

Automatic pump stop in salt water system given large leak

Inadvertent openings between "separated" compartments identified

Improvements of discharge openings and runoff ways

Improvements of seismic capacity

Isolation limited ontv to the affected train of the feedwaier svstem

Automatic depressurization

Automatic depressurization

Motor-operated valve added in shutdown
cooling system (external pipe break analysis)

Signal logic deficiency in shutdown cooling system

Improved procedures and instrumentation for back-flush function

Possibility to use the shutdown cooling
system at full pressure and temperature in the reactor

Separation and protection of critical cables (Ore analysis

Improvements of seismic capacity

Status of imp-
rovement

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Proposed

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Discussed

Implemented

Discussed

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Discussed

Implemented

Implemented

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Discussed

Implemented

Discussed

Discussed

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Implemented

Proposed

discussed
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ABSTRACT

The essential objective with the development of a living PSA concept is to bring the use of the plant
specific PSA model out to the daily safety work to allow operational risk experience feedback and
to increase the risk awareness of the intended users. This paper will present results of the Nordic
project "Safety Evaluation, NKS/SDC-l". The SDC-1 project has defined and demonstrated the
practical use of living PSA for safety evaluation and for identification of possible improvements
in operational safety. Subjects discussed in this paper are dealing with the practical implementation
and use of PSA to make proper safety related decisions and evaluations.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper is based upon three case studies[l], [2] & [3] performed within the Nordic re-
search project "Safety Evaluation by Use of Living PSA and Safety Indicators, NKS/SIK-1
(1990—93) "[4]. When comparing the different methods and assumptions used in the case
studies, it was obvious.that a report clearing out the procedures to apply living PSA was highly
motivated.

A Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) model which is intended to be used for living PSA (LPSA)
purposes has to be modified and enhanced in several areas. The living PSA concept involves a
description of how the original PSA model can be continuously updated according to the actual
status of the safety related systems of the plant. Living PSA is a daily safety management system
and it is based on a plant-specific PSA and supporting information system. The main purposes to
develop a living PSA are to provide a risk evaluation tool for analyzing the safety effects of

1 Under conlnct of the Swedish Nuclear Power Iiupectonte.
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changes in plant design, procedures and Technical Specifications, and to support the maintenance
planning and operational management by providing means for searching optimal operational strate-
gies, maintenance and testing from the safety point of view[5]. This paper will discuss how to
carry out model and data improvements to reach a state where all the capabilities of a living PSA
are fully explored and utilized. Collection and screening of relevant operational experience and
development of systematic methods for making observations are also important aspects, as shown
in Figure 1.

2 BASIC APPROACHES

The nominal risk frequency is the main result of the basic PSA. It is obtained using nominal values
for the basic event probabilities. Component unavailabilities are estimated from the operating
experiences or from generic data sources. Tests and preventive maintenance actions are performed
according to the rules in Technical Specifications. It expresses the core damage frequency of an
average plant configuration.

From the living PSA point of view, the instantaneous risk frequency f(pc(t)) is the basic risk mea-
sure^]. It is a risk frequency given time (r) and plant configuration (x). For the simplicity, we
normally denote it just as a variable of time^r) and call it instantaneous risk frequency, but some-
times also as a variable of the plant configuration fix) depending on which aspect we want to
emphasize. The living PSA applications can be divided into the three application approach
categories: 1 - risk assessment, 2 - risk monitoring, and 3 - risk follow-up. To define the approach
for the main application areas, their purposes and the main results is the main objective with this
paper, Table I.

2.1 Risk Assessment

The risk assessment approach is used in the basic PSA application in which the primary result is
the nominal risk frequency fH describing the overall risk level of the plant. The designers,
authorities and the plant safety management use the result to control whether the plant design and
the safety status are at an acceptable level or whether some safety improving measures should be
taken. The results of the assessment are applicable for long term planning in order to correct the
identified weaknesses of the plant. Long term planning include static evaluations and comparisons
of risk effects of changes in the plant design, maintenance or test arrangements, procedures and
Technical Specifications.

2.2 Risk monitoring

The risk monitoring approach has a short-term or even an on-line time perspective. The aim is to
calculate the instantaneous risk frequency, f(x(t)), of the current or currently planned plant con-
figuration, x. In the most advanced form the risk monitoring is carried out by the plant operators
who have the up-to-date information of the plant status. So far, only few examples exist of risk
monitoring applied as an on-line system. At the Heysham 2, Nuclear Electric power company has
an on-line system been developed, the Essential Systems Status Monitor. The operators of the plant
use this system to control the risk level by updating the PSA according to the sudden or planned
changes in the plant configuration[7].

In the short-term planning applications, potential or planned configurations are evaluated by safety
or maintenance personnel beforehand in order to avoid safety jeopardizing configurations and to
identify more safe ones. The short-term planning can also include probabilistic estimation of
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Figure 1: A Living PSA System

allowed outage times or test intervals defined in Technical Specifications.

2.3 Risk follow-up

The idea of the risk follow-up approach is to calculate the retrospective risk i.e. the evaluation of
the risk experienced during the operation of the plant. The purpose can be to evaluate the severity
of an incident from the safety point of view. Another aim is to search for suitable and effective
improvements in the present technical and organizational performance of the plant. The analysis
of the operating experiences also supports the verification as well as the updating of the PSA
models and data.

In risk follow-up, we have to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful components. A
successful component is a component that has been proved to be in a state where it can perform
its intended function. The state has been detected in a recent test or demand. If the component fails
in a test or demand, it is called an unsuccessful component. An unsuccessful component has
become latently unavailable at some time during the preceding test interval. In the risk follow-up
approach, we can take credit for surveillance test information in two different ways 1- "total
memory" or 2- "failure memory only". If a standby component functioned without any failure
indication in a test, certain failure modes could not have existed during the previous test interval.
This type of risk follow-up is referred at as risk follow-up with total memory. In the alternative ap-
proach, Risk follow-up with failure memory only, is the success information omitted. This
approach are in many ways more useful due to the simple fact that it can generate plant level results
useful for event evaluation.

3 PLANT STATUS REPRESENTATION

1. Plant configuration.

The plant configuration is a set of states of the systems and components of the plant. Some systems
and components are in operation, some are in standby mode, some are repaired, some are



Table I: Living PSA applications
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Approach

Risk monitoring Risk follow-up
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• Short term planning
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making
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quency

• Analysis of operating
experience

• Operational risk expe-
rience feedback

• Probabilistic indicators

maintained etc. The plant risk model should reflect our knowledge about which configuration each
system and component is in, and how this affects the plant risk level.

2. Basic events.

The model of the plant is constituted of basic events. Examples of basic events are component or
system failures, and operator errors. The risk model represents which combinations of the basic
events can lead to the accident. This structure changes in different operational modes as well as the
basic event probabilities vary according to the knowledge of the component status. A LPSA model
should be able to follow the changes.

From the plant status point of view, we distinguish between various types of events used in the
models. The main division is between the initiating events and basic events. From the observer,
i.e. the operator, point of view the basic event states can be divided to evident and hidden (latent)
events. Evident events are such that the observer knows with certainty whether the event is true or
not. Other events remain hidden. In the basic PSA applications, if we calculate the nominal risk
frequency, this division does not appear so clearly because we use average unavailabilities for both
type of events. The distinction is important for a living PSA model. All observations such as main-
tenance or repair should be easily updated in the model to reflect the changed plant configuration.
The modification of the static component and system models to dynamic ones is perhaps the main
effort to be carried out in the development of the basic PSA for living use.

Failures of standby components and human errors are typical hidden events. We do not know their
status beforehand. In many cases, however, tests provide some information which improves the
probability estimation q(t). Therefore it is useful to divide the hidden events into detectable and
non-detectable ones. The division can be called also time-dependent v.s. time-independent failure
modes because, essentially, the time-dependence is actually dependence on the information about
the component status. A general model, covering all combinations of time-dependent and time-
independent failure modes, detectabilities with respect to both modes etc. is difficult to create. As
a candidate model for the living PSA purposes, the model presented in the Nordic reliability data
book [8] is chosen with minor modifications. The basic standby component model, *q + X/"-
model, is applied for the calculation of the time-dependent component unavailability
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where qQ is the time-independent component failure probability, X, the standby failure rate, TL the
last test moment, Xd the operation time failure rate, and TM the average mission time. The equation
above yields the basic event probability for the risk monitoring applications. If a failure is detected
or the component is maintained, the basic event must be replaced by an evident basic event with
an unavailability of 1. In the risk assessment, the average value is used. The average unavailability
must, however, include the evident periods, i.e. the repair and maintenance periods. The possibility
to restore the component while in repair or in maintenance is not credited in risk assessment
applications.

3. Common cause failures (CCF).

Time-dependent system unavailabilities and common cause failures are not fully modelled in
conventional PSAs. The stand-by system unavailabilities are dependent on test arrangements. The
problem is to avoid conservatism and to allow non-symmetric test arrangements as well as how to
treat events with one redundancy evidently unavailable.

A time-dependent CCF model, analogic to the single failure time-dependent model, can be created
by taking into account the dependency on the test time points, as possible points, where latent faults
can be detected and removed, or new faults can be introduced[9]. Further analysis is needed
before any recommendations related to this problem can be given. A wish would be that the used
model would be based on observed CCF data rather than parametric models, and that it would take
into account variations in system success criteria, testing rules and test intervals.

4. Testing and test effectiveness.

The failure data presented in the Nordic reliability data book are based on failure experience
generated from testing. This implies that only the component risk contributor without test
effectiveness considerations (gj is available in the data. In practice, a simplified assumption is
made that the test conditions are equal to the demand requirements — the test is perfect. If the test
effectiveness is taken into account, the time-dependent component unavailability model must be
changed; more parameters are needed.

4 APPLICATIONS OF LPSA

4.1 Long term application

1. Identification of the risk contributors.

For the safety and the design management, the primary purpose of risk assessment is to identify
the main risk contributors so that safety improving measures can be identified and prioritized. The
results are used in a relative manner. The risk importance measures of the basic events, e.g.
fractional contributions, are the first hand results in the identification of the risk contri-
butors! 10] [11].

2. Comparison of alternative designs and procedures.



When the changes in designs or procedures have influence on the safety status, LPSA can provide
support for the comparison of the alternatives. The nominal risks.£ of the alternatives usually form
the basis for decision making. The uncertainties and economical aspects should also be taken into
consideration. The responsibility of these application is carried by the plant design or the safety
management, depending on the plant life cycle phase.

3. Ageing analysis.

Ageing analysis aims at identifying ageing effects in the system or component structures or
functions. From the reliability point of view, indications on forthcoming incidents and changes in
failure frequencies are monitored so that the planned plant lifetime can be reached, and if possible
extended. The ageing components can be ranked according to their criticality for the plant safety
and availability which enables the planning of the maintenance and surveillance programs to take
into account the ageing effects. The probabilistic safety indicators are used as measures. The
measure can be e.g. an ageing parameter in a component failure rate model[12] which can be
affected by changing the maintenance program[13].

4. Operator training.

The results of the identification of the risk contributors can be utilized in planning which accident
sequences should be emphasized in the operator training. Vice versa, the operator training can be
used to verify the realism of the human interaction models in the considered accident sequences.

5. Accident management planning.

Accident management planning is more related to level-2 and level-3 PSA applications which are
omitted in this context. Generally, the identified risk contributors, dominant accident sequences,
recovery and success paths, as well as end states can support the planning of the accident
management program.

4.2 Planning of operational activities

1. Status monitoring.

The purpose of on-line risk monitoring is to evaluate the instantaneous risk frequency or the proba-
bility of core melt during a short time interval given the information about the plant configuration.
The results provide support for operational risk decision making in short term. Safety margins and
degradations describes also the severity of the situation. Test information importance can be used
to decide whether the test provides relevant information from the safety point of view. The
evaluations are related to considerations of exemption from Tech. Spec, and maintenance planning.

2. Planning of surveillance tests and their schemes.

The risk monitoring produces an instantaneous risk frequency curve which follows the changes in
the plant configuration. Due to time-dependent probability of hidden failures of standby safety sys-
tems (equation (1)), the risk curve has a saw-teeth shape. The surveillance test of a standby
component or system either drops or increases the instantaneous risk frequency, because certain
hidden failures can be detected in the tests. An evident unavailability, such as preventive
maintenance of the system, on the other hand, increases immediately the risk frequency. The
operational management can this way analyze the risks and benefits of the test strategies. The tests



should be planned so that considered failures arc detected but introduction of additional failure
modes are avoided. The effect of test interval and possible staggering of redundant tests can be
evaluated from the reliability point of view by time-dependent component failure models[14].

3. Optimization of Technical Specifications.

The operational limits and conditions given by Technical Specifications are analyzed by evaluating
the risk effects of alternative requirements. Planning of test strategies is also related to this activity.
The purpose is to balance the requirements with respect to operational flexibility and plant
economy. The high risk situations permitted by Technical Specifications are identified and replaced
by such modes that give minimum risk, as well as the too stringent requirements are substituted
for more flexible ones. Probabilistic Tech.Spec, measures can be used to balance the overall effect
of the requirements. Individual requirements can be optimized by e.g. evaluating optimal allowed
outage times (AOT). The feasibility of using operational probability criterion for allowed outage
time control has been studied in USNRC sponsored effort[15]. A comprehensive study on
comparisons to shutdown risk and AOT decision situations has been made for the residual heat
removal system failures[16].

4. Planning of preventive maintenance.

The maintenance office evaluates the risk effects of the preventive maintenance program. The
isolation of safety important systems or components temporarily increases the risk level. The
duration of the maintenance work and the combination of isolated or unavailable systems are
controlled. Risk increase factor, safety margins and safety margin degradations indicate the effects
of scheduled maintenance actions[17] [18]. The benefits of performing additional tests can
be considered, too. The evaluations are similar to the AOT optimization related Tech. Spec, op-
timization. It is impossible to figure out and evaluate all possible combinations of allowed
component outages. The use of the instantaneous risk frequency model and operational data from
actual experiences when no Technical Specification violations have occurred, gives an empirical
view on this issue.

Reliability centered maintenance is a reliability analysis program which applies to some extent
probabilistic methods. Fractional risk contributors can be used for ranking of safety significant
items[19].

5. Incident management.

The incident management deals with severe situations at the plant where rapid decisions are needed.
The severity is controlled by on-line monitoring. The maintenance actions can be prioritized so that
the most critical systems are repaired or maintained first, or some specific maintenance isolation
are postponed. Success path importance, e.g. risk decrease factors, can be used to rank the actions.
A test importance type of measure can be used to decide whether some action is worth to perform.

4.3 Operational experience analysis

1. Indicator analysis.

The result of all risk follow-up applications is a risk frequency curve from which we can generate
probabilistic safety indicators. The main indicators are
— instantaneous frequency peaks of the curve,



— the core melt probabilities over the peaks, and
— the average frequency during the observation period.
The results can be used to identify possible high risk situations, to rank the occurred events from
safety point of view, and thus to get feedback both for the identification of risk contributors and
for the verification of PSA-models[20]. The results are also input for more advanced follow-up
applications. In addition to operational experiences analyzed in the off-line risk monitoring, the risk
follow-up considers the hidden events as accurately as possibly given the available information.
Exceptional failure combinations, dependencies between failures, repair actions, maintenance or
operation modes can be identified. Safety margin follow-up concentrates on accurate modelling of
unavailability of safety systems during full-power operation.

2. Incident analysis.

The safety-significant events are analyzed as deeply as necessary in order to identify the root causes
of the events and to evaluate their severeness. The function of LPSA is the severity evaluation, in
this context.

3. Generic precursor studies (Event evaluation).

The accident sequence precursor (ASP) studies performed in USA and Germany are examples of
extensive operating experience analysis using a event evaluation approach[21],[22]. There
are two type of plant events that can be regarded as precursors:
— initiating events possibly followed by failures in the safety systems, and
— unavailabilities in the safety systems.
The event evaluations identify significant events from a large amount of operational data such as
licensee event reports (LER) and component failure reports. The severity is evaluated by calculating
the conditional probability of an accident given the plant event.

The accident sequence precursor (ASP) studies provide two type of results:
— generic precursor frequencies, and
— safety margins during individual plant events.

The generic precursor frequency can be used to verify the PSA models. In fact, it can be seen
as a competitive approach to PSA in the risk assessment of an operating plant. In the society aspect,
ASP-studies can be used to assess the risk of considered industry.

4.4 Regulatory and inspection activities

Regulatory and inspection activities relate to all of the above mentioned applications of PSA. The
applications connected to requirements in the Technical Specifications are of course important to
review and approve. In the case of exemptions from TS, specific case studies can use the same
approach to provide basis to accept or reject the exemption. Inspection guidance can be obtained
by using basic results from the risk assessment such as dominant risk contributors.

4.5 Other level-1 PSA activities

The applications mentioned above are more or less living type of applications which are based on
a well performed basic PSA. The first-hand basic PSA covers analyses of internal initiating events
and possible some of the most important external events for an operating plant. This PSA can be
applied already for living PSA purposes but PSA can and should be extended to cover also other
safety issues. Examples of auxiliary PSA activities are analyses of external initiators, low-power



analysis to complete the basic PSA, and design phase analyses for licensing and designing
supporting purposes.

5 THE LPSA TOOL

The LPSA tool constitute the link between the PSA model, the plant status information and LPSA
application results. Further, the extensive information cc-.tained in a plant specific PSA model must
be made accessible to all potential users involved in safety management. This is the primary
objective in developing a procedure for use of Living PSA and also the objective for developing
a LPSA tool to manage the operational interface for Living PSA and the evaluation procedures
involved in the LPSA applications. Currently the experience from performing demonstration studies
using the LPSA procedure are being evaluated. Within this project specification for a Living PSA
tool will be generated. This include specifications of further development of the codes used and also
feasibility studies of integrating the PSA model into the plant information system.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The procedure for using Living PSA has been developed within the Nordic Project "Safety Evalua-
tion, NKS/SIK-1". The development has included an extensive effort to collect experience from
different countries and to study various applications described in the literature[23]. Practical
demonstrations are carried out within the project[24] to collect or generate application
experience. Further work within the project includes plant visits to describe this procedure and the
use of it for the plant organizations. To implement the procedure require that plant personnel are
heavily involved and appreciate the benefits of working according to this procedure. The plant
organization will in the end decide for themselves to what extent these methods shall be used in the
safety management of the NPP. The main effort in the remaining work, beside writing the final
report, will be to prepare the plant personnel for this implementation work.

The project is not yet complete, but the experience and results this far indicate that there are many
potential pitfalls and difficulties associated with the applications presented. We are, however,
largely optimistic regarding the usefulness of the LPSA applications.

The early as well as fast identification of discrepancies and deficiencies in plant design and
operation is considered essential for safety. The design aspects on plant safety are handled to a
large extent by the basic PSA. As a result of a living PSA, the safety aspects on operational,
maintenance or testing practices can be evaluated, and modified, and the flexibility in operation
may be increased.
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSHENT (PSA) IN THE CANADIAN REGULATORY PROCESS

1. BACKGROUND - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The Canadian nuclear safety approach has always been risk based to
some extent. Early considerations (mid 1950's) led to the view that
nuclear power plants should pose a smaller risk to the public than
conventional (coal) power plants. It was proposed that the likelihood
of a disastrous accident should be less than 10"5 events per reactor
year. This could be achieved with realistic designs if there was
adequate separation between the operating equipment, protective
devices, and the containment provisions.

In the mid-601s these concepts were formalized for the first time into
a set of criteria commonly called the Siting Guide. These criteria
were based on the separation of plant systems into two categories:
the "process", or normally operating equipment; and the "special
safety systems" or poised safety features, designed to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of failures of the process systems. The
special safety systems include the reactor shutdown systems, emergency
core cooling systems and containment provisions.

The basic requirements of the Siting Guide, as last modified in 1972,
set the following limits:

A.a) The frequency of "serious process failures"* less than 1 per 3
years.

b) The unavailability of each of the Special Safety Systems less
than 10"3 years/year.

c) Dose limits for members of the public for any serious process
failure ("single failure").

d) Dose limits for members of the public for any combination of a
serious process failure and failure of a special safety system
("dual failure").

In effect, these limits represent a two point risk criteria. The
first point has a frequency limit of 1 per 3 years and a corresponding
dose limit, the second point has a frequency limit of 1 per 3000 years
and a higher dose limit.

A "serious process failure" is a failure of a process system or
equipment that, in the absence of special safety system action, could
lead to fuel failure or the release of radioactive material to the
environment.
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By the mid-70's, plant safety reviews became more detailed. Although
the "single failure"/"dual failure" approach adequately defined the
required effectiveness of the special safety systems, some concerns in
coverage became evident. The concerns included:

B.a) The inability to take into account the great variation in rates
of occurrence and in the consequences of different single and
dual failures.

b) The difficulty of dealing with safety support systems such as
electrical supply and service water.

c) The need to consider long term accident mitigation.
d) The need to consider common-cause events such as earthquakes and

aircraft crashes.

These concerns identified the need for a more comprehensive approach
to safety evaluation. This was recognized by both regulatory staff
and designers. The designers proposed using a "safety design matrix"
(SDM) to assist in understanding interdependencies, the response of
systems under abnormal operating conditions, and to assess the long
term affect of failures including operator intervention.

In summary, the SDM is a record of a systematic "what-if"
investigation. The analyst selects an event which is a potential
safety concern, and the possible causes of this event are identified
by basic fault tree analysis. The probable responses of the various
process and safety systems to the failure are then represented by
event sequence diagrams accompanied by a narrative.

The SDM approach is used primarily to ensure that the concerns
identified above are addressed in the final plant design, and to help
establish operating procedures for abnormal events based on realistic
event scenerios.

In 1980 a proposed regulatory policy statement "Requirements For The
Safety Analysis of CANDU Nuclear Power Plants" was issued. The
document addresses concerns with the Siting Guide, while embodying the
Siting Guide approach. In particular, it sets out to achieve the
following:

C.a) A more systematic review of the plant to identify potential
failure modes.

b) Clear identification of the reliability requirements for
mitigating systems, and testing requirements

c) Explicit consideration of all "fallure"/"mitigatlng action"
combinations.

d) Better identification of operator actions.
e) A more uniform approach to the definition of risk by expanding

to five categories of events from the two in the "single
failure"/"dual failure" approach.
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The policy statement has moved our risk philosophy to a five point
criteria which allows the variation in frequency of occurrence of
failures, and the variation in reliability of mitigating actions, to
be taken into account.

The policy statement was first applied on a trial basis on the
Darlington project. The licensee chose the PSA approach to meet
several of the requirements of the guide. In particular, it supported
the licence application by providing a systematic plant review, system
reliability and event sequence assessments. The policy statement is
now under revision to take account of the Darlington experience.

2. PROBLEM AREAS IN PSAs

The previous section traces the evolution of Canadian licensing
requirements showing the gradual introduction of PSA methods. This
section reviews some of the problem areas that the AECB has identified
through staff and consultant review of PSAs.

a) Reviewability of PSA

A PSA should be easily reviewable by people familiar with PSA
methods. In the absence of reviewability, a reasonable level of
confidence in the analysis and predictions is difficult to
obtain. This detracts from using PSA in regulatory decision
making.

We believe reviewability should be built into the analysis by
using, for example, a labelling scheme which relates directly to
existing plant descriptions such as flowsheets. Proper
documentation of results is also a necessity. A good test of
the adequacy of documentation is whether there is sufficient
information to allow reconstruction of the analysis.

Reviews to date have focused on the process for the analysis
rather than the end product. Another approach used by some
agencies is to have a staff member as a part of the analysis
team. However, we believe this may not give a true independent
review as the individual is subject to the same thinking as the
analysis team. A third approach is to perform a totally
independent analysis and compare the results against the
original PSA. We do not consider this a practical alternative.

b) Quality of PSA

We find it difficult to judge the quality of a PSA. Quality
depends on the knowledge and competence of the people doing the
analysis. It's not clear what the guidelines should be against
which to judge that the analysts have adequate knowledge and
competence to carry out a high quality PSA. Differences in
quality can result in significant errors in predictions.
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Operating experience at our plants has shown events not
identified by PSAs.

c) Degree of Completeness/Depth

Common cause events have not be treated successfully to date.
We view this as a significant shortcoming of PSAs. The
occurrence of incidents during operation not identified by the
PSA may also be an indicator that the analysis was not taken to
a sufficient level of detail (ie., analysis incomplete).

d) Validity of Input Data

The value of a PSA depends upon the validity of the data used.
To date we have found that the input data is not always well
supported. Also, it is not consistent in that best estimate
values are not always used. As a result, it is not clear if the
results are realistic, conservative or optimistic predictions.
Our observation is supported by operating experience where we
have seen events occur at frequencies considerably different
than predicted.

e) Handling of Human Interactions

The way in which human interactions are handled can have a major
effect on the outcome of a PSA. Techniques have been developed
for human reliability modelling, but we find it is difficult to
validate the models with plant specific operating experience.
The models used in analysis submitted to us have used a
reliability for operator actions which is higher than can be
supported with confidence.

f) Continued (Lifetime) Validity of PSA

To be beneficial for the lifetime of the plant, the PSA
modelling should allow for easy input of changes, and rerun of
the analysis. This is of benefit during the design and
operating stages of the plant. During design, the PSA can be
used as a design assist tool for making early corrections to
shortcomings identified in the design. During operation, the
incorporation of many changes is necessary to keep the PSA
valid. These include feedback from operating experience, the
input of design changes, and the input of changes to account for
plant ageing. The PSA should also be able to predict the change
in risk associated with different operating modes of the plant
and the removal of equipment from service (due to failure or
planned maintenance). This aspect has not been developed
satisfactorily in Canada to date.
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3. USE OF PSA IN THE CANADIAN REGULATORY PROCESS

AECB POSITION

It is the AECB's position that considerable improvement is necessary
before a PSA could be used as a licensing basis for a plant. The
absolute values of the predictions cannot be supported with
confidence. However, the predictions can be useful in gaining an
appreciation of the relative risks of the plant for different accident
scenerios. Therefore, for now the PSA is seen primarily as support
for the deterministic approach to licensing, and a means of design
verification.

Significant attention is being given to the prediction of core melt
frequency and the design to cope with such an event. Rather than
engaging in speculative analysis, we prefer the route of engineered
safety defences which by default gives a plant design with a low core
melt frequency. PSA is used to verify the adequacy of the safety
defences.

POTENTIAL AREAS OF PSA SUPPORT FOR LICENSING ACTIVITIES

In summary, we believe PSAs can be used to support licensing
activities in the following areas:

a) Systematic Plant Review

In support of the licensing of a plant, we require the licensee
to carry out a comprehensive systematic review of the plant to
identify all initiating events and event sequences for
assessment. A PSA can be a major contributor to such a review.

b) Design Verification

The PSA provides a means of checking that the design has no
areas of relative safety weakness.

c) Mitigating Interactions and Dependencies

As a part of the safety assessment of the plant, we require the
the identification of interactions and dependencies between
mitigating systems, and between initiating events and mitigating
systems (cross-links). The PSA can be used to do this.

d) Mitigating Action Reliability

The licensee is required to demonstrate that the assumptions
made in the safety analysis regarding mitigating action
reliability are valid. This activity links with c) above and
may also use a PSA.
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e) Dominant Public Risk Sequences

PSA can identify the initiating events and accident sequences
which dominate public risk.

f) Emergency Procedures

PSA can provide a realistic information base for use in
establishing emergency operating procedures.

g) Severe Accident Defences

PSA can assist in the confirmation that the defences against
severe accidents are adequate.

h) Design Assist Tool

We believe that it is important that the designers have checks
in place throughout the design process to identify design
shortcomings as the design progresses. This permits changes to
improve safety at an early stage when they are still easy to
make. The PSA can serve as a design assist tool.

i) Operator Training

We require that operators receive training in emergency
scenerios. Sequences that have a high core melt probability
should be included as part of the training program. PSA can be
used to identify these sequences.
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Regulatory Use of PSA in Japan

1. With a few exceptions, the current licensing and other
regulatory decisions in Japan are based on deterministic
approach.

2. The probabilistic approach has only been used in
supplement to the deterministic regulation and will remain
so in the near future.

3. However, the extent and the diversity of the role of PSA
in the regulatory process will increase steadily, even though
it is not a legal requirement.

-1-



Recent Government Actions related to
PSA

July, 1987 Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) asked the
Subcommittee on Common Issues of the Safety Standards
(CISS) to review the regulatory issues for the management
of severe accidents.

March, 1992 The Subcommittee submitted to the NSC a
report on the regulatory approach for the management of
severe accidents.
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Recent Government Actions related to
PSA (cont.)

May, 1992 The NSC endorsed the recommendation by
the Subcommittee and published the Policy Statement on the
Severe Accident Management. k̂

July, 1992 The Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) published the Guiding Principles on the
Accident Management (AM) and Periodic Safety Review
(PSR).
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Outline of CISS Subcommittee's Report
on Accident Management (AM)

I. Introduction

Importance of AM in the event of severe accident is
recognized increasingly worldwide.

Appropriate measures (e.g. manual, training, equipment )
are being reviewed and implemented.

1. Definition of AM
- Use of existing equipment for function other than
intended

- Installation of new equipment (e.g. vent, H2 igniter)
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CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont)
I. Introduction (cont.)

2. Two Phases of Accident Management

- Phase I AM : Countermeasures to prevent severe °°
damage to the reactor core

- Phase II AM : Countermeasures to mitigate the
consequences of severe accidents

-5-



CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)
II Role of AM and Possible Regulatory Position

AM should be encouraged because it further reduce the
risk of nuclear power plants which is already substantially
low.

The INSAG's value (Safety Goal) for core damage
frequency can serve as a target value:

10E-4 / reactor year for current plant
10E-5 / reactor year for future plant

Alternative Regulatory Positions to AM

-6-



CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)
Ill Phase I AM

1. Major Candidates for Phase I AM

- BWR plants ^
-PWR plants <T

2 . Review of Effectiveness of Phase I AM

According to the results of level-1 PSAs, Japan's Mark-I
and Mark-II BWR plants, unlike those in the U.S., have
similar core damage probability and also similar
containment capabilities.
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CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)

2. Review of Effectiveness of Phase I AM (cont.)
As a result, there is no need to add containment vents to

existing BWRs as part of phase I accident management.

For Japanese PWR's, core damage frequency is 10E-6
10E-5 / reactor year, when Phase I AM is taken into
account.

3. Summary

For typical plants in Japan, when Phase I AM is
considered, level-1 PSAs show that the frequency of events
leading to core damage is less than 10E-5 / reactor year.
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CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)
IV Phase II AM

1. Major candidates for Phase II AM

- BWR's
- PWR's

2. Review of Effectiveness

According to the results of level-2 PSAs, hydrogen
igniters are thought effective for PWR ice condenser
containments in lowering the chances of containment failure
due to hydrogen explosions.
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CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)
IV 2. Review of Effectiveness (cont.)

The benefit of the above Phase II accident management
system will be rather small if the probability of large FP
release from the reactor buildings is evaluated to be
sufficiently small.

In that case, Phase II accident management may be
precluded through analyses of the effectiveness of accident
management scenario and making a comparison of the
results of PSAs with appropriate safety goals.

-10-



CISS Subcommittee's Report (cont.)

V CISS Subcommittee's Recommendations

1. The NSC should establish a basic policy for AM
implementation, specifying the roles of regulatory bodies
and utilities.

2. AM should be encouraged, being the "knowledge-based"
application of countermeasures to further reduce the risk
that is already substantially low.
The management system utilizes the technical capability of
the utilities to the utmost extent.

-11-



CISS Subcommittee's Recommendation
(cont.)

V CISS Subcommittee's Recommendations (cont.)

3. Therefore, it must contain maximum flexibility
corresponding to the state-of -the knowledge and the
situation of the plant during an accident. Thus, the details of
AM measures should not be the matters for regulatory
review.

4. The regulatory authorities should examine whether or not
the safety level of the plant might actually decrease against
design based events (DBEs) if additional equipment for
unlikely accident scenarios is installed in the plant.

-12-



CISS Subcommittee's Recommendation
(cont.)

V CISS Subcommittee's Recommendations (cont.)

5. The utilities should conduct plant specific PSAs and try to
enhance the functions of instruments and of display systems
for a more profound understanding of the plant situation and
to seciire a high reliability of decisions and manual actions
of operators for the prevention and mitigation of severe
accidents through appropriate operator training and
operating procedures.

-13-



CISS Subcommittee's Recommendation
(cont.)

V CISS Subcommittee's Recommendations (cont.)

6. The additional research organizations and the utilities

should continue research on severe accidents, especially on

human factors and physical phenomena, such as hydrogen

generation / combustion, with large uncertainties for a more

precise understanding of their uncertainty bands.

-V
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NSC's Policy Statement on AM
(May 28 ,1992)

1. Owners / Operators of nuclear power plants are
encouraged to establish AM on their own initiative and to be
ready to implement the measures if and when necessary.

2. Utilities should continually formulate and implement AM °°
measures, taking into account the findings of CISS
Subcommittee. Competent authorities should clearly
specify their role in promoting AM and continually review
concrete measures.

-15-



NSC's Policy Statement on AM (cont.)
3. Competent authorities should report to NSC on AM
implementation as follows :

1) For reactors to be built from now on, accident
management plans, including detailed measures, manuals
and personnel training, should be reported for NSC's review
at the time of safety review associated with reactor
licensing.

2) For units already in operation or under construction,
accident management plans should be reported in turn at
appropriate timing for NSC's review.

-16-



NSC's Policy Statement on AM (cont.)

3) For 1) and 2) above, PSA results on each specific plant
should also be reported and reviewed by NSC.

4) Related organizations and the utilities should continue
R&D activities on severe accidents. NSC will review their

results periodically.

-17-



Requirements by the MITI/ANRE

(1) The utilities are requested to conduct level-2 PSAs for
each nuclear plant belonging to them and examine
candidates for accident management countermeasures by the
end of FY-1993.

(2) The utilities are requested to establish accident
management plans for each plant belonging to them
deliberately and immediately, based on the results of the
above works.

-18-



Requirements by the MITI/ANRE
(cont.)

(3) Thereafter, the utilities are requested to conduct a
periodic safety review (approximately every 10 years) which
also includes a review of accident management
countermeasures.

(4) The utilities are requested to conduct level-1 PSAs on
shutdown risks for representative plants of Japanese BWRs
and PWRs within one year.

-19-



Requirements by the MITI/ANRE
(cont.)

(5) llie utilities are requested to continue research on PSA
methodology, database on component failure rates, etc., of
Japanese nuclear power plants.

(6) The MITI will require the utilities to report on the results
of PSAs and individual nuclear power plant's policy for
executing accident management countermeasures and will
technically re vie w on their adequacy.

-20
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Objectives

Development of PSA technologies for
LMFBRs.

The current study at PNC is performed
for a model plant with an intermediate-
sized core.

Development of a probabilistic systems
model and its quantification.

Systematic assessment to identify
dominant accident sequences and
contributors to core damage and/or
risk to the public.

Provision of generic safety information
to maintain and improve plant safety.

Development of methodology (computer
codes) for Level-1 and -2 PSA for
LMFBRs.

Prioritization of future safety
research activities on LMFBRs.

Considerations of rational guidelines
for safety design and safety evaluation
for future LMFBRs.

Experiences on PSA Application
for LMFBRs in Japan

Contents

1. Objectives

2. Scope of the Study

3. Level-1 PSA (Systems Analysis)

4. CREDO Reliability Database

5. Level-2 PSA (Consequence Analysis)

6. Conclusions
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Systems Analysis

Success
Criteria, etc Plant/Core Damage

Plant Dynamics Analysis

No Core
Damage

Core Damage

In-Vessel Analysis

Boundary
Intact

1ry Boundary
Damage

Ex-Vessel Analysis

Containment
...l.n.t.a.S.t

Source Terms

Environmental Analysis

Radiological
Consequences

Risk Integration

Level-1 PSA
Systems Analysis

Development of a probabilistic systems
model using event-tree and fault-tree
methodology.

An approach of small ET and large FT.
- iteratively revised

Preparation of a data set (component
failure rate, etc.) for assessment.

Quantification" of accident sequences
(core damage accident categories)

Development of a computer code network
for systems analysis.
- identification of dominant systems or

components, accident sequences.
- importance, uncertainty and

sensitivity analyses.

Support for operation procedure
development based on the systems model.

Development of Living PSA program for
safety management of an LMFBR plant.



Systems Analysis Flowchart

Plant
Familiarization

Event Tree
Development

. ;

Identification
of Initiating
Event

J

r

Dependent
Failure
Analysis

Human
Error
Analysis»alysis 1

Database
Development

L Initiating
Event
Quantification

Fault Tree Development

Event
Sequence
Quantification

Importance
Analysis

Fault Tree
Quantification

Uncertainty
Analysis

Sensitivity
Analysis

t 1 t t I
Technical

f
Quality Assurance

Purpose

CREDO
Centralized Reliability Data Organization

Collection, Evaluation and Analysis of Operating Experience
for LMFBR Component

Mutual Data-sharing and Cost-sharing Database between
U.S. DOE and PNC of Japan

Data Population

Engineering Data

Event Data

22800

2100

Component Operating Time 2.7 x 10 hrs
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CREDO Data Inventory
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Initiating Event

101

I02

I03

I04

I05
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109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

11 a

Initialing Event Category

Positive Reactivity Insertion

PHTS Cold Leg Rupture

PHTS Leakage Within Guard Vessels

PHTS Leakage Outside of Guard Vessels

MCS Leakage Below Hot Leg Nozzles

PHTS Pump Fault/Trip in One or More Loops

Loss of Flow Capability in One PHTS Loop

PHTS Check Valve Closure in One Loop

Loss of Flow in One or More IHTS Loop

Loss of Flow Capability in One IHTS Loop

IHTS Leakage in One Loop

Loss of Offsite Power

Loss of Feedwater

Turbine Trip

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

Local Fault

Loss of DG HVAC

Reactor Trip

Total

Frequency /RY

2.8 x 10 2

6.7 x 107

1.1 x 103

5.4 x 10*

1.3 x 10"3

7.2 x 102

7.2 x 102

3.2 x 103

4.9 x 10

5.1 x 10

5.4 x 10

5.2 x 102

3.1 x 10

1.9 x 101

6.9 x 10

3.0 x 104

2.5 x 102

5.7 x 10"1

1.9



Dependent Failure Analysis

Dependency

Common Cause Initiating
Dependency

Intersystem Dependency

Functional
Shared-equipment
Physical Interaction
Human Interaction

Intercomponent Dependency

Evaluation Method

Internal Modeled in Event Tree
Event

External Computer-aided Analysis
Event

Modeled in Event Tree
Fault Tree/Event Tree Modeling
Computer-aided Analysis
Fault Tree/Event Tree Modeling

Modeled in Fault Tree
Parametric Method

Accident Category Importance Measure

LORL=Loss of
Reactor Level

PLOHS=Protected Loss
of Heat Sink

ATWS=Anticipated
Transient
Without Scram



Potential Use of Living PSA
in Safety-related Activities

• Assessment of current safety level of
the plant

• Suggestion of potential vulnerabilities
about the current plant configurations
to operators

• Integrated assessment of plant
experiences as a part of PSR
- Maintenance environment,

modification of design features,
ageing, etc.

- Evaluation of safety significance of
incidents/accidents occurred at
similar NPPs

Examination on adequacy of tec. spec.
Surveillance test interval
Allowable outage time

• Establishment / Modification of AM
features
- Establishment of EOPs
- Identification of available/required

equipment for AM



Comp Failure Rate
IE Frequency
Repair Frequency

Basic Event
Quantification!

Event Code
Table

Bayesian
update

(Test & LCO
[Data

Sequence Cutsets
& ET Data

Cutsets & ET
Quantification

-'- Importance
:< Calculationy

Summary of
Core Damage
Frequency,
Fussell-Vesely
Importance,
Risk Worth

Display & Update PSA
Tech. Spec.
Update

System-FL System
Dependency Table

Component List,
P&ID

History of
Component
Failure

Current Status
Identification
& USC Cutset
Modification

Importance
Calculation

Current Status
Summary-
CD Frequency,
FV Importance,
Risk Worth

Risk Monitor

Risk
Criteria

Risk
Management
Calculation

Alternative
System Test
Interval

Summary of Risk
Management -
Allowable
Outage Time

Risk Management

Fig. Main menu of LIPSAS
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MOAKKI

X.

Outage Component

• 210WXI

Fig. Specification of outage component in an auxiliary cooling system
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Risk Level

RISK ManagemenrintoniationI
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Fig. A summary of risk management information (auxiliary cooling system)



Level-2 PSA
Consequence Analysis

Integrated analysis of in-vessei and ex-
vessel accident sequences for all the
major core-damage accident categories
identified by the systems analysis.

Development of phenomenological event
trees to represent spectra of complex
physical processes.

Importance of physical barriers to
contain radioactive materials.
- primary coolant boundary (reactor

vessel and shield plug)
- reactor containment

Quantification of ET based on engineering
judgment by experts and insights into
accident phenomena.

Use of a series of up-to-date mechanistic
computer codes such as:
- SSC, SAS3D, SIMMER-ll, PISCES,

APPLOHS, CONTAIN, etc.

The analysis is in progress, with
preliminary results.

non-energetic
sequence

high energetic
sequence

retention structure to
mechanical loading
retention structure to
thermal loading

Retention structures to mechanical
and thnrmal lnnHinn<5
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Mode

Uncontrolled
(CV Failure)
Radionuclide
Release lo
Environment

Controlled
via Filter)

"Radionuclide
-Release to
Environment

>̂ Hydrogen
i^ Build-Up and
-•I Deflagration

1
\ Localized

Sodium-Concrete Reaction Burn
(Deflagration)

Major Ex-Vessel Phenomena in LMFBR
PMC Severe Accident

Accident Categories

Accident
Category

explana-
tion

character-
istics of
initial in-
vessel
event

primary
boundary
loading
mode

contaiment
loading
mode

ATWS-type

ULOF

LOF w/o
scram

coolant
boiling,
fuel
disruption
, whole
core
damage

UTOP
positive
reactivity
insertion w/o
scram

[full power UTOP] 1ry
loop heatup, delayed
scram or termination
with partial damage
possible, mild
progression of core
disruption.
[low power UTOP]
ULOF type sequences.

ULOHS
loss-of-
heat-sink
w/o scram

1ry loop
heatup, coolant
boiling or pump
seizure, ULOF-
type seqs., in-
vessel retention
not expected

plug/RV failure by impact kinetic
energy (IKE)

1

Na spray fire, pressurization

LOHRS-type

PLOHS
failure in
decay heat
removal

1ry loop heatup,
leak-dry or boil-
dry mode of core
uncovery, core
disruption,
recriticality, in-
vessel retention
not expected

LORL
loss of
reactor level
due to
sodium

fail, of 1ry
boundary,
leakage, core
uncovery like
PLOHS, in-
vessel
retention not
expected

failure of in-vessel
retention, melt-through

H2 generation, burning,
pressurization



Conclusions

Level-1 and level-2 PSA for an LMFBR
plant are almost completed.

The study is being reviewed by STA and
other specialists in Japan.

Tentative results are: .

- Core damage frequency is sufficiently
lower than the IAEA/INSAG goal,
which is 10-s/RY for future reactors.

- Risk due to severe accident is
dominated by both ATWS and LOHRS.
Containment failure and large release
is mainly contributed by ULOF but its
probability is likely to be very small.

- The study shows that the prevention
and mitigation systems/mechanisms of
a model plant are adequate.

- PSA can provide useful materials for
development of framework of safety
logic.

A living PSA system, LIPSAS, has been
developed for an LMFBR plant

- This can be utilized with a view to
enhancement of operational safety
reflecting the operational experiences
of the relevant plant.

Experience on PSA application for an
LMFBR plant shows that PSA is a
prospective tool

- to communicate operational staffs
with regulators, and

- to support their decisions on safety,

although a continuing and significant
resource commitment of the regulators
and the operational staffs at the site is
still required.
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PSA results also provide useful insights for

- safety design and safety evaluation of
next generation NPPs, and

- prioritization of related safety R&D.

e.g.

- Selection of representative events for
design considerations taking into account
the reactor-specific features

- Evaluation of adequacy of measures
provided to mitigate the effects of
severe accidents in order to confirm that
there exists no cliff-edge in the vicinity
of just beyond design basis envelope on
the risk curve.
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USE OF PSA BY REGULATORY BODIES

Regulatory bodies should encourage operating
organizations to carry out PSA and utilize PSA
results to improve their facilities.

Regulatory bodies should utilize the PSA insights to
modify their rules and guidelines aiming at more
effective and consistent regulation.



USEFULNESS OF PSA

PSA is a technique to estimate the risk of a complex
facility by combining ALL the safety-related information.

PSA thereby bring on good insights on effective
improvements and on acceptability of the risk of the
analyzed facility.

Very good examples of uses of PSA for upgrading the
level of safety with no large addition of burden are
shown in the "Working Material on Risk-Based
Regulation".



NATURE OF PSA

PSA is a technique to estimate the risk of a facility
due to accidents which may occur in the FUTURE.

Although PSA uses so many data based on past
experiences and research results, the applicability
of those data to the FUTURE of a CERTAIN facility
is always decided by expert judgment.

In some PSA areas such a judgment is extremely
difficult due to lack of knowledge.



UNCERTAINTY IN PSA RESULTS

PSA results always include uncertainty, because :

(1) PSA is a future forecast,

(2) PSA always rely on expert judgment, and

(3) Good data cannot be obtained in some areas.



EXAMPLES OF MOST UNCERTAIN AREAS

Human factors, including crew performance,
performance shaping factors under real accident
situations and modeling of cognition errors.

External events, such as hazard and fragility
estimates in seismic risk analysis.

Severe accident phenomenology.



PROPOSED APPROACH TO USE PSA IN REGULATION

PSA insights should be reflected in various areas to
upgrade the level of safety by both operating £
organizations and regulatory bodies. ^

In principle, however, PSA results in the form of
absolute numbers should not be used in the FORMAL
regulatory process such as licensing.
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RISK-BASED REGULATION AND RISK-BASED AGING MANAGEMENT

W. E. Vesely
Science Applications International Corporation

Dublin, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Risk-Based Regulation (RBR) and Risk-Based Aging Management (RBAM) refer to
requirements or guidelines which are explicitly based on risk evaluations, particularly
Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs). The basic objective of RBR and RBAM is to
make requirements consistent with the risk importance of the contributor being regulated.
The specific concepts which are involved and the basic approaches which can be utilized
are described. The approaches which are described are based on research programs
which have been conducted by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Win-win
strategies for regulation improvements are described which result in risk being reduced
and burden being reduced. Recommendations are presented for developing RBR
programs and RBAM programs.



RISK-BASED REGULATION AND RISK-BASED AGING MANAGEMENT

W. E. Vesely
Science Applications International Corporation

Dublin, Ohio

Introduction

Risk-Based Regulation and Risk-Based Aging Management, or RBR and RBAM for
short, refer to requirements or guidelines which are explicitly based on risk evaluations.
The important terms are "explicitly based" and "risk evaluations". The requirements (or
guidelines) are explicitly based, and are not implicit, in that the requirements are
traceable to specific risk evaluations which provide their basis. Specific risk evaluations,
and not fuzzy, subjective considerations, provide the basis for the requirements in that
specific models and calculations are used to determine the requirement stringency.

The fact that RBR and RBAM are explicitly tied to specific risk evaluations is a distinct
advantage over current requirements which are not risk-based or if they are, are based on
rather fuzzy, risk perceptions. Since specific risk evaluations are used for RBR and
RBAM, the bases for the requirements are rational and are transparent. Issues which
arise can be addressed by focusing on the relevant analyses. The risk evaluations can
also be updated to reflect changing conditions in the plant which allows the requirements
to be adaptive.

RBAM is an inherent part of RBR because the risk models which are used incorporate
the reliability performance of equipment This reliability performance, when evaluated
over time or when updated at given intervals, incorporates aging effects and dynamic
effects associated with the performance. As part of RBR, RBAM focuses on those
equipment whose aging causes significant risk effects thereby requiring enhanced
requirements, such as enhanced maintenance. For the following, we shall simply refer to
RBR without explicitly identifying RBAM, but it will be understood that RBAM is an
inherent part of RBR.

In addition to incorporating aging and dynamic effects, the risk models which serve as a
basis for RBR also incorporate relevant contributions from human performance and
operational procedures, which are important for evaluating operational risk and not only
design risk. RBR can be based on detailed and comprehensive risk evaluations, which
generally utilize Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs), because of the development of
the risk evaluation field. In the past 10 years, PRAs have significantly advanced in the
detail and coverage of risk contributors so that now they provide a comprehensive picture
of the contributors to nuclear plant risk. Furthermore, a PRA or its equivalent has been
completed or is being completed for every nuclear power plant. This PRA development
and PRA availability provides a solid, technical basis for RBR.

RBRs are performance-based requirements in that reliability performances of equipment
and humans are included in the PRAs which serve as the basis for RBR. The



requirements which are developed from the risk evaluations may either be prescriptive or
nonprescriptive. Prescriptive, risk-based requirements are similar to present nuclear
plant requirements except that they have an explicit basis in risk evaluations. For
example, risk-based surveillance test intervals and risk-based allowed downtimes can be
determined to improve present surveillance testing intervals and allowed downtimes.*-
Nonprescriptive, risk-based requirements specify the risk goals or risk criteria which are
to be achieved, but do not necessarily prescribe the specific controls to be used, such as
the surveillance test intervals to be used. Nonprescriptive requirements are sometimes
called performance-based requirements since performance goals (e.g. risk goals) are
explicitly specified.

Objective of RBR

The general objective of RBR is to define requirements which are consistent with the risk
importances of the equipment or events to which the requirements apply. The stringency
of the requirement is to be directly related to the risk importance of the contributor being
regulated. The more risk important the contributor, the more stringent the requirement.
Conversely, and as importantly, the less important the risk contributor, the less stringent
the requirement.

It can be said that the general objective of RBR, requirement consistency with risk
importance, is a general objective of most current regulations. However, having a
general objective and effectively implementing that objective are two different matters.
Most current regulations are generated without explicit evaluations of the risk
importances of the contributions. Instead, the stringency of the requirement is based on
the regulator's perception of what is important. What makes RBR different from current
regulations is that RBR is based on explicit risk evaluations, i.e. on PRAs. The
requirements are explicitly tied to the risk importances of the contributors through the
PRA, providing a justifiable and auditable basis for the requirements. Allowance for
uncertainties in the models and data is furthermore explicitly included in the
requirements.

The converse side of the RBR objective, that requirements be less stringent when the risk
importances are small, is as important as the upside of the objective, to make
requirements more stringent for risk important contributors. There is a regulatory
predisposition to make requirements more stringent but not to lessen the stringency. This
can not only be wasteful, but can even be detrimental to safety. Making requirements
stringent when they don't need to be results in resources being wasted when complying
with the requirements. As or more importantly, if the stringency of requirements does
not correspond to the risk importance then the true risk important contributors are not
given the relative attention and focus that they should be given. Resources and priorities

* An allowed downtime, or allowed outage time (AOT), for a safety component is the
time the component is allowed to be down during plant operation, after which some
action must be taken, such as plant shutdown, to correct for the loss of function of the
component.



are dispersed over different contributors when they should be focused on the risk
important contributors.

General Approach for Determining RBRs

The general approach for determining RBRs consists of two basic steps:

1. Determine the risk importances of the relevant contributors from the PRA or other
applicable risk model.

2. Determine the RBRs for the contributors based on their risk importances.

The RBRs which are determined from these steps may be either prescriptive or
nonprescriptive.

Specific technical approaches which can be used for determining RBRs have been
developed as part of a risk analysis development program administered by the Office of
Research of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Work under this program
has been going on for more than eight years, and results of the work are reported in
References 1-10. The areas which have been focused on in this work include:

1. Risk-based surveillance test intervals,
2. Risk-based allowed outage times,
3. Risk-based management of components being down at a given time*,
4. Reliability- and risk-based maintenance prioritization and optimization,
and
5. Risk-based management of aging effects.

The approaches which have been developed in the NRC work generally focus on risk-
based prescriptive requirements so as to be in the same format as present requirements.
However, criteria and approaches have also been developed which can be used for
nonprescriptive, risk-based control.

The formulas for determining RBRs, which are described in detail in References 1-10,
can be characterized by the following general, functional equations. Let I be the risk
importance of the contributor as determined from the PRA or other appropriate risk
model:

I = risk importance of the contributor. (1)

References 1-10 give specific formulas for calculating I for given applications.

* The management of components being down at a given time is also sometimes called
risk-based configuration management.



The requirement R on the contributor is then defined so that it is a direct function of the
risk importance I. The most direct relationship is that the requirement R be proportional
to the risk importance I:

R <« I : requirement proportional to risk importance, (2)

where R is the control or strictness of the requirement.

For example, for surveillance testing, R is the required testing frequency which is equal
to one over the required test interval T. Hence

I~It (3)

or

Tod, (4)

where It is the risk importance of the test. The risk importance of the test accounts for
the risk importance of the equipment being tested and the effectiveness of the test.
References 1-4 and Reference 10 give specific formulas for calculating the test risk
importance It Thus, the larger the risk importance the more frequent should the test be
and hence the smaller the test interval.

As another example, for allowed downtimes, or allowed outage times (AOTs), of safety
equipment, the requirement R is equal to the required restoration rate which is equal to
one over the allowed downtime d. Thus,

or

where 1$ is the risk importance, or risk impact, of the equipment being down and being
out of service. The value d is the period of time the safety equipment can be out of
service before some action needs to be taken to compensate for the loss of the equipment.
The references again give specific formulas for calculating 1 .̂ As the risk importance of
the equipment being down increases, the allowed downtime for the equipment decreases.
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The proportionality constant in the above relationships depends on the control limit for a
given set of contributions being regulated. A straightforward, relative control criterion is
to determine the proportionality constant so that the risk contribution from the set of
contributors is a small fraction, such as 1%, of the total risk from all contributors. This
also serves to account for uncertainties in the risk importance determinations so that the
contribution remains small even with possible uncertainties.

So as not to have a separate requirement for each contributor, which can cause regulation
and operational complexity, contributors can be grouped and a common requirement
defined for the group. In this manner, for example, all motor operated valves within a
system can be assigned the same test interval. Plants can also be grouped. For
determination of a common, risk-based requirement for a group of contributors, the same
equations as above are applied, where now the risk importance is the risk importance of
the group of contributors.

As indicated above, the determination of risk-based requirements is logical,
straightforward, and rational. The key is the determination of the risk importance I of the
contributor which is obtained from the PRA or its equivalent and which contains all the
available relevant knowledge regarding the importance of the risk contribution. An
understanding of the basis for a requirement is obtained by focusing on the specific
evaluations which are involved in determining the risk importance which in turn
determines the requirement.

Win-Win Strategies

From the NRC sponsored work that has been performed, two general findings have
emerged:

1. A relatively small fraction of equipment and procedures are risk important,

and

2. A significant fraction of regulations focus on risk unimportant contributors.

As examples, Figures 1 and 2 taken from Reference 4 show the risk importances of
different surveillance tests and allowed outage times at a plant based on a PRA for the
plant. The PRA is an older one, but the results are still valid and are representative of
results from current PRAs.

In Figure 1, the vertical bars give the percentages of tests which control given sizes of
contributors to the core damage frequency (CDF). For reference, the total CDF for the
plant is of the order of 5 x 10"^ per year based on the PRA. As observed, 35% of the
tests control contributors which contribute less than 1 x 10'^ per year to the CDF. These
are unimportant contributors and contribute less than 0.002% to the CDF ((1 x 10"9/5 x

10'5)xl00). Only 14% of the tests are risk important and focus on Category 1
contributors which are the significant contributors to CDF.



HGURE 1. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY (CDF) IMPORTANCES OF
SURVEILLANCE TESTS AT A PLANT
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FIGURE 2. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY (CDF) IMPORTANCES OF
ALLOWED OUTAGE TIMES (AOTs) AT A PLANT
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Figure 2 shows the percentages of AOTs which control the downtimes of given sizes of
contributors to the CDF. A total of 29% of the AOTs control unimportant contributors
which are less than 1 x 10'9 per year, i.e. which contribute less than 0.002% to the CDF.
Only 10% of the AOTs are risk important and control Category 1 contributors which are
the significant downtime contributors.

What is inconsistent from a risk importance standpoint is that the tests and AOTs which
focus on the negligible contributors generally have the same stringency as those which
focus on the significant contributors. In fact, in some cases, the tests and AOTs are more
stringent for the negligible contributors than for the important contributors. This can not
only waste resources, but can even be detrimental from a safety standpoint. Operators at
plants often identify the most risk important equipment and activities as those having the
most stringent requirements, in this case having the smallest test intervals and AOTs.
However, this is not the case for a significant number of current regulations at this plant
and at other plants.

The two general findings, that a relatively small fraction of contributors are risk
important and that a significant fraction of requirements focus on unimportant
contributors, are exemplified in Figures 1 and 2. These two general characteristics can
serve as a basis for win-win strategies for improving regulations that can both reduce risk
and reduce plant burden.

The win-goal from a risk reduction standpoint is obtained by focusing additional
attention on the risk significant contributors and making them a higher priority. The
win-goal from a burden reduction standpoint is obtained by loosening requirements on
the risk unimportant contributors to make them consistent with their risk importance.
Since there are relatively few risk important contributors, the additional resources that
may be needed to focus on the important contributors are more than offset by the
resources saved in loosening requirements on the risk unimportant contributors.

Thus, by redirecting the focus and control from the risk unimportant contributors to the
risk important contributors, both risk and burden can be reduced. From a risk and
regulatory standpoint, the primary goal in developing RBRs is to make regulations
consistent with their risk importance, which will improve safety and focus operational
attention on the risk important contributors. By carrying out this primary goal, burden
will also be subsequently reduced as the result of this risk-based prioritization.

Conclusions and Recommendations

RBRs are effective from both a regulatory and operational standpoint since they are
based on explicit evaluations of the risk importances of the specific contributors being
regulated. RBRs focus attention and control on the risk important contributors and relax
attention and control on the risk unimportant contributors. RBRs thus optimize
requirements to have maximum consistency with risk importances.



RJBRs are risk effective and reduce risk because they focus on the important risk
contributors as determined, not from some rather fuzzy considerations, but from explicit
risk models which incorporate all the available, pertinent risk knowledge. The
availability of up-to-date PRAs provides a solid, technical basis for RBRs. In redirecting
attention away from the risk unimportant contributors, RBRs also significantly reduce
plant burden. This burden reduction is not in conflict with regulatory interest since it
naturally follows from, and is consistent with, the regulatory focus of making
requirements consistent with risk importances.

Specific approaches have been developed under the NRC risk analysis program for
determining RBRs for specific applications. The first step in these applications is to
determine the risk importances of the contributors from the PRA or equivalent risk
model. Basically, one of two types of risk importances enter into most applications, risk
reduction importances and risk increase importances (or risk achievement importances).
References 1-10 describe how to calculate these importances and how to apply them. In
addition to individual component importances, the importances of relevant systems,
functions, and component combinations need also to be computed. These importances
should be calculated for each PRA, as the first step not only for RBRs, but for any risk
management program.

Once risk importances are determined, specific programs can be developed to determine
and to implement RBRs. One of the most effective approaches is to first focus on the
least important risk contributors and the most important risk contributors, i.e. to focus on
the high and low tails of the risk contributors. Requirements can then be defined to shift
controls from the lowest contributors to the highest contributors.

Because of the large differences in the lowest and highest risk contributions, relatively
small additional controls on the highest contributors can produce risk reductions which
more than offset the negligible risk increases which result from redirecting attention
away from the lowest contributors. As importantly, the requirements will then be
consistent with the risk importances. Making the requirements consistent with the risk
importance will thus result in effective risk reductions as well as effective burden
reductions. Furthermore, the highest and lowest contributors are also those for which
confidence is generally the greatest, which provides assurance in the regulatory review.
Benchmark implementation programs can then be carried out as the forerunner to full
implementation programs.

10
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ABSTRACT

Operating nuclear power generation facilities face
increased pressure from state utility commissions to
improve the cost effectiveness of operations and
maintenance programs. Some costs are not allowed for
inclusion in the current rate base and represent an
operating loss to the utility. State regulators seem more
willing to use operating and maintenance cost comparisons
of competing technologies, such as existing fossil and
regeneration facilities. In contrast to these pressures are
the requirements applied by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to improve the "quality" of operations. The
NRC, as a regulator, sometimes uses conflicting
parameters to judge the effectiveness of operations, and
often issues regulations that significantly impact operating
costs.

As Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) are completed
and submitted to the NRC for review, numerous additional
opportunities exist for application of PRA methodology and
plant specific results to address the risk impact of recent
regulations.

Quadrex Corporation is currently performing research for
4 e Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to investigate
* e application of risk analysis to improve the cost
effectiveness of operations and maintenance programs for
°nclear plants. The project is being performed with the
cooperation of two participating utilities. The focus of the
investigation is the use of the plant specific risk analysis to
improve the cost effectiveness of efforts associated with
"tility response to NRC Generic Letter 89-10; a program
**t can significantly increase the requirements for motor-
operated valve testing and surveillance programs.

BACKGROUND

The current research project is an outgrowth of a recent
effort performed by Quadrex for EPRI. Utility assistance
was solicited to identify and prioritize regulations,
commitments, and issues that are significant contributors to
plant operations and maintenance costs. Utility
representatives also identified several issues as potential
candidates for cost improvement through the application of
risk and reliability analyses. The survey identified five (5)
candidate topics favored for future initiatives:

Motor operated valve testing
Equipment qualification
Design basis documentation
Safety system functional inspections
Service water system issues

After discussions with several potential pilot utilities, the
requirement for MOV testing programs was selected for
subsequent detailed investigation.

INVESTIGATION PREMISE

The premise of this investigation is that the analysis
methodology, and analysis input data and assumptions used
for the IPE can be used as a contributing basis for
formulating cost effective responses to regulatory
requirements. As stated in the Executive Summary of
Generic Letter No. 88-20, "...the IPE Program will
enhance cost effective approaches to reduce plant-specific
vulnerabilities that may exist. The staff (NRC) concludes
that the benefits of the IPE program will accrue with
time...." The investigation, described in this paper, seeks
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to follow the intent of this sutement and explore the use of
PRA to improve the effective use of resources.

POTENTIAL USE OF PRA

The Electric Power Research Institute has been actively
investigating the benefits that can be achieved by the
application and use of Probabilistic Risk Assessments. An
EPRI report, Application of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment1, discusses a number of examples of the
application of PRA. As opposed to a "one-time-use" of the
PRA to respond to NRC Generic Letter 88-20, several
utilities have utilized PRA to identify "...more cost
effective design and procedure alternatives." This report
discusses the economic benefits accrued by several
applications of PRA. It concludes that PRA is a promising
and powerful analytical support tool for resolution of
economic, as well as safety issues.

Another report issued by the NRC, NUREG-13951,
provides a description of the impact of the proliferation of
NRC requirements. The report describes the current
situation as one in which NRC guidance "may make the
plants safer in some theoretical context, but makes .. . .
nuclear power plants uncompetitive from a cost
standpoint."

SELECTION OF MOV ISSUE

Discussions with several utility organizations revealed
that they are struggling under the pressure associated with
understanding, evaluating, planning, implementing, and
verifying the series of requirements contained in Genenc
Letter 89-10. The letter recommends that several activities
be completed for all motor operated valves in safety-related
piping systems, as well as all position changeable valves.
These activities include:

review and documentation of the design basis for
the operation of each MOV;

establish the MOV switch settings in accordance
with design requirements;

adjust switch settings as necessary and test the
valve at the design basis differential pressure
and/or flow;

document procedures, test method, etc.; and

repeat tests whenever MOV is replaced, modified,
or overhauled, to an extent that invalidates
previous test results.

Implementing a responsive MOV testing program has
made a significant impact on plant maintenance activities.
It was ranked high or important by 85 96 of the participants
in the Quadrex survey of utility representatives. Activities
associated with required MOV test programs include
procedure development, test conduct, design basis
research/review, actuator refurbishment, and test data
analysis and management. Costs associated with MOV
testing were estimated to be in the range of $350,000
upwards to $2,750,000 annually (in the near-term). This
represents - . 5 % to —3.7% of estimated annual O&M
budget for these plants.

The scope of MOV test programs varies considerably
between operating units. Examples of a few MOV test
programs (i.e., in terms of number of MOVs included in
program) is provided in Table 1.

Table 1
GL 89-10 MOV Test Programs

Examples of Program Scope

Plant Code

BWR-P01
BWR-P07
BWR-P11
BWR-P17
PWR-P08
PWR-P10
PWR-P18

Units

2
2
1
2
2
2
2

MOVs foer unit)

89
209
292
125
100
61

131

The scope of these programs leads to the conservative
estimate that MOV test and surveillance regulations may
add hundreds of millions of dollars to U.S. plant operations
and maintenance costs. Additional costs will be
encountered over the life of each plant as the regulations
and associated documentation, analyses, and procedures are
maintained for each valve.

MOV REGULATIONS

The precursor to the focused regulatory actions relating
to MOVs was the discovery that failures could affect the
safe operation of nuclear power plants. Several NRC
bulletins and information notices have been issued
concerning valve failures, and testing and surveillance
requirements. The following documents provide a brie!
history of regulations concerning MOV operability:

- November 15, 1985 - IEB 85-03' required licensees
to establish a program to ensure that MOV switcb
settings are correctly set and maintained.
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- April 27, 1988 - Supplement 1 to IEB 85-O34

expands the scope of valves to be included, and
emphasizes the concern relative to the mispositioning
of valves.

- june 28, 1989 - Generic Letter S9-3P5 supercedes
IEB 85-03 and expands the scope ol ihe program to
include all safety related valves, valves important to
safety, and position changeable valves in safety
related systems.

- June 13, 1990 - Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 89-
10' clarifies the NRC's position on issues raised
during public meetings.

- August 3, 1990 - Supplement 2 to Generic Letter 89-
107 allows utilities additional time to have their
MOV program in place for NRC review due to the
late issuance of Supplement 1.

- October 25, 1990 - Supplement 3 to Generic Letter
89-10* discusses NRC concerns resulting from INEL
test results and the results of a review of BWR valve
test results.

- February 12, 1992 - Supplement 4 to Generic Letter
89-10* states that the NRC staff no longer considers
the recommendations for inadvertent operation from
the control room to be within the scope of GL 89-10
for BWR plants. A PRA, performed by Brookhaven
National Laboratory, concluded that little increase in
risk is associated with the mispositioning of MOVs
from the control room of a typical BWR plant.

A summary of these MOV failure modes, provided in
attachment A of Generic Letter 89-10, with which the NRC
are most concerned are presented below:

- Incorrect torque switch bypass settings
- Incorrect torque switch settings
- Unbalance torque switch
- Spring pack gap or incorrect spring pack preload
- Incorrect stem packing tightness
- Excessive inertia
- Loose or tight stem-nut lockout
- Incorrect limit switch settings
- Stem wear
- Bent or broken stem
- Worn or broken gears
- Grease problems (hardening, migration into spring

pack, lack of grease, excessive grease, non-specified
grease)

- Motor insulation or rotor degradation
- Incorrect wire size or degraded wiring
* Disk/seat binding (includes thermal binding)

- Water in internal parts or deterioration therefrom
- Motor undersized (for degraded voltage conditions

or other conditions)
- Incorrect valve position indication
- Misadjustment or failure of handwheel declutch

mechanism
- Relay problems (incorrect relays, dirt in relays,

deteriorated relays, miswired relays)
- Incorrect thermal overload switch settings
- Worn or broken bearings
- Broken or cracked limit switch and torque switch

components
- Missing or modified torque switch limiter plate
- Improperly sized actuators
- Hydraulic lockup
- Incorrect metallic materials for gears, keys, bolts,

shafts, etc.
- Degraded voltage (within design basis)
- Defective motor control logic
- Excessive seating or backseating force application
- Incorrectly reassembly or adjustment after

maintenance and/or testing
- Unauthorized modifications or adjustments
- Torque switch or limit switch binding.

Numerous PRAs have demonstrated the relative
importance of MOVs in mitigating severe accidents.
However, neither industry nor plant specific data bases,
used in deriving the failure rates of these components, have
adequately reflected failures of the kind addressed in
Generic Letter 89-10. For instance, successful
repositioning of valves under similar conditions were
regarded as precursors to potentially more severe events
(e.g., ISLOCA), or few actual challenges of MOVs to
perform under high differential pressure exist in the dau
base to render statistically important information. The
identification of intra-system, common cause failure of
MOVs has, therefore, not been rigorously investigated in
past PRAs. Therefore, it is an additional failure mode that
should be included in such analyses to determine its
potential impact on risk. '

PROJECT PHASES

The project to investigate the application of PRA to
developing recommendations for MOV test program scope
is being performed in four phases. Initial efforts
concentrated on developing an understanding of the MOV
test program and its relationship to the IPE effort. When
this groundwork was completed, a sensitivity analysis was
performed using the PRA model to detennine the relative
risk importance of~the MOVs. The results are being
considered in a licensing action review phase; and finally,
the project and procedures will be documented and
published.
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A description of the project phases is provided below:

Phase I: Startup

- Identify interested utility.
- Perform on-site visits to review the following:

• utility commitments for MOV test and IPE,
• utility response to Generic Letter, and
• PRA/IPE status, format, and supporting

documentation.
- Perform detailed review of regulation, background,

implementation, and industry response.

Phase II: Risk Importance Technical Evaluation

- Compare PRA with MOV program scope.
- Develop technical approach; review and

concurrence by utility technical representatives.
- Perform sensitivity studies to select candidate

MOVs for testing.
- Review and validate results.

Phase III: Licensing Submittal

- Review results with utility licensing representatives.
- Participate in preparing licensing submittal, as

required.
- Resolve comments.

Phase IV: Documentation

- Develop a project report detailing each task of the
project and lessons learned.

- Develop a guidance document outlining the
methodology/approach a utility could use to modify
the requirement. The document will include:

information regarding lessons learned,
potential problem area identification,
a regulation review document checklist,
analysis methodologies, and
licensing format/structure.

PLANT SPECIFIC GROUNDWORK

A detailed review of the utility MOV test program,
developed in response to GL 89-10, was performed. This
review provided an opportunity to develop a reference
listing of valves. Characteristics of the valves such as
type, size, tag number, and safety classification were
determined and documented. Test status and priorities
selected for valve testing were also reviewed.

Next, the risk analysis model was reviewed to identify
terms associated with MOVs installed in the plant and
included in the utility's 89-10 program. This review
provided a map of the analysis that is used for performing
the valve sensitivity study. It also provided an opportunity
to resolve questions that arise concerning applicability of

the PRA to the intended use (i .e. , valves, especially safety
related valves, that were not modelled in the PRA were
researched and dispositioned separately).

USE OF RISK IMPORTANCE

One of the most useful applications of PRA is to identify
the risk significance of design and operational features that
can affect risk. Risk importance, as it is commonly used
in PRA terminology, is the quantitative measure of impact
that each term contained in the PRA has on the results of
the analysis (i.e., generally representing risk). The
definition and concept of risk importance is thoroughly
discussed in NUREG/CR-4377.10 Of the important
algorithms developed for determining importance of
failures modeled in a PRA, the Fussell-Vesely importance
measure was selected for this effort.

The Fussell-Vesely importance is often used in selecting
equipment for surveillance to ensure that the performance
of the component agrees with the calculated failure rate
used in the risk model. This importance measure is being
used in a similar manner for this project. The purpose of
the MOV testing is to determine if a manufacturing, or
maintenance induced failure (cause) exists that will prevent
MOV operation during design conditions. We are
therefore seeking to improve our understanding of a
MOV's operational characteristics, as accounted for in the
calculated failure rate of the valve, in the context of the
accident scenarios postulated in the PRA. The Fussell-
Vesely importance ranking is useful in evaluating
sensitivity results and in selecting important MOVs for the
rigorous testing mandated in Generic Letter 89-10.

The Fussell-Vesely importance factor is calculated using
the following equation:

where, /

P.

Importance of failure term
Original probability of risk
Probability of risk assuming
guaranteed success of term

Other importance measures may be equally applicable for
the purpose of selecting risk significant MOVs that warrant
additional testing per the requirements of Generic Letter
89-10.

For this application, no single importance measure offers
any particular advantages in determining the relative
importance of similar components included in a PRA. For
instance, the choice of Risk Achievement Worth may be an
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appropriate measure of importance even though it
introduces an additional subjective consideration in
determining component importance that may not be
relevant to this application (i.e., there is no competition for
the allocation of resources among various components that
have varying measures of unavailability; most utilities have
allocated significant funds to test MOVs, and generally, the
demand failure rate of MOVs is the same in a PRA).
Therefore, to a large degree, the selection of the
importance measure is based on preference of the analyst.

SENSITIVITY STUDY PROCEDURE

The purpose of performing the sensitivity analysis using
the PRA model is to identify MOVs associated with the six
failure modes that are the most important candidates for
testing under the Generic Letter. For our purposes, the
Fussell-Vesely algorithm is an appropriate indicator of
importance.

The procedure proposed uses the plant specific Level II
PRA to determine the relative importance of MOVs
included in the model. Since the PRA includes
consideration of hardware failures without regard to their
licensing category, it can be inferred that all MOVs that
exist in the PRA model play a role in preventing or
mitigating severe accidents. The scope of these accidents
encompass all design basis accidents of concern to Generic
Letter 89-10. Additionally, the PRA considers numerous
failure modes that may affect the operability of these - alves
in performing their intended function in mitigating certain
accident scenarios. The failure modes postulated to affect
MOV operability include:

a common cause failure of valves within a system,
to open or close upon demand;

a spurious closure or opening of MOVs during the
mission time of the scenario that disables the
system in which it is installed;

an operator repositioning an MOV in response to
a scenario (i.e., recovery action);

a demand failure of MOVs;

a latent operator error that is discovered during
operation or during the actuation of a system (i.e.,
pre-initiator events, whereby, an MOV may be left
in its abnormal position post-maintenance); and

an initiating event that is caused by the
repositioning of an MOV that in some way places
its system in an unusual configuration causing a
plant transient.

This list describes potential MOV failure modes that
could potentially defeat a system from functioning properly
to mitigate a severe accident. It should be noted that this
list is not comprehensive; for instance operator error of
commission, in which at. operator in the Control Room
either inadvertently or intentionally mispositions an MOV
during the course of an accident, is not considered. This
failure mode is generally not included in a PRA.
Additionally, it appears that the NRC (in Supplement 4 to
the generic letter), has dismissed this precursor event as
not being a significant contribution to risk for BWR plants.

The following tasks are accomplished in the sensitivity
analysis:

- Review the dominant Level 2 PRA accident
sequences.

Develop new common cause failure terms that
account for the coincidental failure of MOVs in
multiple systems to respond to an accident
scenario, and propagate these terms through the
PRA. (This task identifies potential intra-system
common cause failure of MOVs caused by
inadequate design or improper maintenance.
Generally, these failure modes have not been
considered in a PRA.)

Determine the importance ranking of all basic
events that are associated with the failure of
MOVs, as they pertain to the failure modes defined
previously and the new common cause failure term
discussed above.

Identify the minimum complement of MOVs that
are recommended for additional test and
surveillance, based on calculated risk significance.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Once the final list of importance ranking of all MOV-
related failure modes is developed, a decision must be
made to determine an appropriate threshold for selecting
valves to be given high priority for test and surveillance.
This process is parametric in nature; the population of
candidate valves selected for rigorous test and surveillance,
based on probabilistic analysis, will change according to
the importance criterion selected. We are currently
recommending that a Fussell-Vesely importance ranking of
0.1% or greater be selected as the initial threshold (i.e.,
identify the pertinent MOV failure modes that contribute to
99.9 % of the most dominant accident scenarios
contributing to plant risk).
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The evaluation effort associated with this project is not 6.
yet complete. Preliminary results indicate that a significant
percentage of the MOVs currently included in some 89-10
programs (based solely on safety classification), are of low
importance. For the initial plant evaluations, MOVs that
have a Fussell-Vesdy ranking greater than . 17t> comprise
less than 30% of the MOVs initially selected for the 89-10
program. These results indicate that MOV failure
contribution to core melt frequency and off-site release 8.
frequency is dominated by a relatively small number of
valves. The evaluation team has provided results of the
investigation to the participating utility organizations. This
information will support their planning efforts for MOV
testing. 9.

CONCLUSION

Our preliminary conclusion is that the evaluation of risk
significance associated with the failure of MOVs can be an 10.
effective argument in response to the requirements of GL
89-10. The application of risk analysis provides additional
information that makes it possible to develop a cost
effective program for improving the reliability of MOVs. 11.
Specifically, the inclusion of "important" MOVs in the 89-
10 program is considered to be as effective in reducing the
risk of MOV failures as implementing a much broader
program at significantly greater cost.
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1. Introduction

The probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) of the nuclear

power plants becomes an important tool for the safety

management, if the plant personnel uses its models and

results directly in the different safety related

activities. Thus, the dynamic use of the PSA is the basis

for the risk based safety management. Such activity areas

- direct risk-affecting activities - are for example: the

maintenance planning, the surveillance test scheduling,

the safety upgrading works and even the training of the

plant personnel.

The risk based safety management is an optimized safety

management from the point of view of the minimum risk and

minimum burden. The risk is usually understood as the

core damage risk, and it can be determined by the level

I. PSA, as the core damage frequency (CDF) or probability

(CDP) multiplied by the consequences of the core damage.

The consequences can be physical, physiological and also

economical. The safety management of the nuclear power

plant in many cases can affect only the core damage

frequency and the duration of the events changing the

CDF, so the goal is to minimize the value of the CDF

and/or the CDP.

The risk based safety management requires dynamic PSA,

and it can be facilitated with the use of risk based

safety indicators. The good risk based indicators allow a

shorter response time and a faster feedback in the safety

management system for any change in the risk, the

duration of the change can be shorter, so the use of the

risk based indicators can reduce itself the CDP, and

improve the safety.

One of the activities of the plant personnel, that has a

significant risk impact, is the configuration control in

the maintenance planning and conducting. If the

configuration control is risk based, that leads to a



minimum CDP during the maintenance activities, however,

the personnel performs all the required works.

The risk impact, or the importance of the components is a

good risk based indicator to be used together with other

indicators for the configuration control optimization.

One can call the different indicators used in the

configuration management process as the configuration

management indicators.

The purpose of this document is to show the role of the

risk based indicators- namely the core damage frequency

(CDFI), the core damage probability indicators (CDPI) and

the importance of the equipment together- in the risk

based configuration control.

2. Risk based configuration control

With the application of a good configuration control

method the personnel is able to maintain the risk level

within an acceptable range during all the operational

regimes of the nuclear power plant. The risk based

configuration control in the nuclear power plant means

the control of the plant risk related to the different

plant configurations. It is a complex of risk related

measures, such as surveillance testing, preventive

maintenance,...etc., that helps to avoid the high risk

situations.

The necessity and the priority of these activities are

determined by the value of the actual risk and the risk

impact of the equipment involved.

The use of the plant specific PSA for the optimization of

the configuration control makes it risk based, and helps

to identify the measures needed to reduce the risk to the

acceptable level in any cases.



3. Risk based indicators as configuration management

indicators

The risk based indicators are dynamic plant specific

PSAs, that involves also the day-to-day changes in the

plant configuration. Several risk related activities can

be monitored using risk based indicators, and the

measures to be taken can be easily identified if

necessary.

Here we give the definitions of those risk based

indicators, that are used in the configuration

management, and we'll call together them as configuration

management indicators.

1. Importance indicators

There are several definitions of the importance, and

these definitions are used for the indication of the

different effects of a given event. Here we use the risk

reduction (RRW) and the risk achievement worth (RAW), as

importance indicators.

Risk reduction worth of a basic event shows, that how

many times the actual risk is higher, than for that

case, when the basic event surely does not happen.

Risk achievement worth of a basic event is the ratio of

the risk, when the given basic event surely happens, to

the actual risk.

In both cases the risk for the safety management can be

expressed as the CDF, or the CDP. It is obvious, because

the consequences cannot be affected by the safety

management measures, it is a problem of the accident

management.

One can extend the importance definitions not only for

the basic events, but for more complex operational

actions, such as compensatory measures prescribed for



the given situation in the Technical Specifications, or

multiple unavailabilities of components being under

maintenance.

2. Cere damage risk indicators: CDFI and CDPI

The core damage indicators monitor the quantitative

characteristics of the core damage risk.

The CDFI, as core damage frequency indicator is dynamic

CDF, characterizing the actual plant status. "It involves

the best knowledge of the plant personnel on the actual

situation at the plant, as the plant configuration,

equipment behavior.etc.

The CDPI, as core damage probability indicator is simply

the core damage probability calculated using CDFI. It

measures the CDP changes due to the long term, or short

term changes, depending on the time interval it is

calculated for.

Any of these indicators can be expressed in various ways,

depending on the purpose of using them. One application

requires the absolute value, other the relative

change,...etc.

4. How to use the configuration management indicators for

the configuration control

The risk based indicators can be used on different ways,

as retrospective indicators to evaluate the effect of a

past situation, or as predictive indicators to predict

the change due to a given feature. The configuration

control deals mainly with the future, -immediate, or

farer-, so it requires the predictive way of using these

indicators.

The configuration management means the control of the

high risk contributors. The risk contribution of the



components is dynamic, and can be monitored by the

dynamic evaluation of their risk importance, or -with

other words- by the calculation of the importance

indicators. The importance evaluation shews the main

contributors, and also those components, that are much

less important. The use of dynamic importance assessment

assures, that the attention is always focused on the

important contributors, and the efforts are redirected

form the unimportant areas to the risk significants.

The risk importance of the components is sensitive mainly

to the actual plant configuration, so the configuration

control has to be based on the control of the component

importances.

RRW is calculated, when a compensatory measure is

required to lower the CDF. Usually it is an extraordinary

functional test of a component or a set of components to

assure their operability. It can also be a transfer of a

standby component to an on-line monitored component

switching it on, that usually lowers the calculated

unavailability.

The measure to be taken is defined by the RRW of the

candidate measures. Of course, the solution with the

highest RRW has to be selected.

In those cases, that are not covered by the Technical

Specification, compensatory measures are not prescribed,

and the actual CDF becomes too high, they should be

excluded from the normal operational regimes by the

configuration control. However, if it is not possible,

the high CDF has to be compensated by additional

measures. In such a case it is necessary to rank the

basic events on their actual RRW to determine the most

effective measure lowering the actual CDF. That measure

very likely will affect the basic events with the highest

RRW.

Another area controlled by the configuration management



is the maintenance scheduling. The RAW of the

unavailabilities due to maintenance, and RRW of the

compensatory measures together are good indicators for

that application.

Usually a set of components is taken out of service for

maintenance, so the effect of the multiple

unavailabilities has to be controlled by the

configuration management.

When planning the maintenance works, RAW shows, how the

CDF or the CDP changes due to the components taken out of

service. If necessary, as it is described above,

compensatory measures can be determined calculating their

RRW.

For a predefined set of components, -say a maintenance

work package-, the priority and the combination of the

different multiple unavailabilities with the compensatory

measures can make a large number of possibilities, so the

selection of the optimum solution is a long iteration

process. The risk based optimum is the solution giving

the least CDP increase for the whole package, so the

definition of the RAW of the work package has to be based

on the CDP calculation. However, when the CDF is also

limited, the CDF based RAW definition is also to be used

during the optimization.

For the calculation of the importances of a complex

measure, the use of the CDFI and CDPI seems to be

helpful. The relative CDFI and CDPI represent the RRW or

RAW of the given measure, depending on the change,

whether it is positive or negative. The basis for the

comparison is the risk before and after the changes.

The planning of the maintenance duration is usually based

on the average durations of the past maintenances, and/or

on the Technical Specification requirements, such as

allowed outage times (AOT), and is independent from the

actual performance of the maintenance personnel. However,



during the maintenance planning the human errors have to

be taken into account , and if necessary, they have to be

eliminated by the experience feedback to increase the

quality and the effectivity of the maintenance

performance. That decreases the time required for the

successful maintenance. It is the task of the maintenance

management. The actual effect of the human performance is

evaluated by the same importance evaluations. The

duration of the works are to be determined taking into

account the probability of the successful maintenance

versus time, and the required quality.

All these evaluations require good computer hardware and

software support.

5. PSA requirements and data requirements for the risk

based configuration management

The risk based safety management requires a PSA of the

nuclear power plant being transformed to a dynamic

everyday tool. Dynamic means, that the PSA can handle the

dynamic behavior of the plant. An everyday tool can be

used whenever it is needed, and it has results within a

short enough time. The PSA as an everyday tool, of

course, also means the best knowledge on the

instantaneous plant status and the equipment data.

Altogether the dynamic PSA, included the actual data,

could be called as risk monitor, or risk based safety

indicators.

Current PSAs usually don't allow the dynamic evaluations,

even not all of them are computerized. The initial

purpose of making these studies is different. However,

there are some so called "living PSA" applications, that

are closer to the one needed for the everyday use, but

are not flexible enough for the monitoring of the dynamic

behavior.



Another problem is, that the current practice of the data

collection at the plant provides information for only the

statistical evaluation feeding the PSA updates. (Of

course, if the data collection system is multi-purposed,

than it provides also other kind of data for other

purposes.) This information is registered usually later,

than it would be desired. The knowledge on the actual

plant status is not present in the PSAs, so it can only

show long time averages.

Therefore, there are two main areas to be solved for the

risk based safety management: how to transfer the PSA to

an everyday tool and the data support for the day-to-day

evaluation. This section deals with these two areas

especially for the configuration management from a

methodological point of view. Some of the problems of the

risk based indicators are technical questions, such as

how to fasten the process of the calculation, or how to

feed back quickly the results to the operations. Of

course, the technical problems are another issue to

discuss.

1. The PSA requirements for the risk based configuration

control

The ideal solution is, when a complex risk based

indicator system is build up, and is used for any safety

related decision-making problem. For any application the

fast recalculation of the PSA results is necessary. That

can be made by using faster computers, faster codes,

and/or by the simplification of the PSA models,

considering the sensitivity of the models, or the

uncertainties to the simplifications. However, for a

given application not everything has to be recalculated.

That means, that the most important development has to

be focused on the requirements of the given application.

As it was mentioned before, the configuration control

needs the dynamic calculation of the importances. In
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most PSAs the risk importance distribution of the basic

events is highly nonuniform, and the major part of the

risk is covered by the minority of the components. If a

careful selection based on a detailed preliminary

importance assessment is performed, it is not necessary

to monitor always all the components, but only the

selected ones, and it facilitates significantly the

evaluations. However, it is not completely evident for

the configurations differing very much from the usual

configuration. Fortunately, these configurations are

very rare.

The CDFI and CDPI calculations are based on the regular

recalculation of the CDF. For the configuration

management these indicators are used on a predictive

way. That means, the CDF has to be calculated at least

as many times as many times the configuration is changed

during the analyzed process. If this process is long

enough (one-two weeks), and the time dependence of the

component unavailabilities becomes significant, than the

CDF has to be calculated taking into account this

effect.

2. Data requirements for the CDFI, CDPI, and importance

calculations.

The quality of the configuration management highly

depends on the quality of the input data, how old, how

accurate they are, or how complete the knowledge of the

personnel is concerning the plant configuration. The

more complete and actual the used information is, the

less the uncertainty of the evaluation is, so the good

quality of the input information is essential for the

good result.

The configuration management requires two kinds of input

data:

1. The component reliability data, preferably plant

specific and updated, such as failure rates, average

11



repair times, test intervals, ... etc. depending on the

model used.

2. Actual component unavailabilities, actual information

on the plant configuration, cr plant status data, such as

components being down, daily plans for tests,

maintenances. These are the operational data. It includes

also the last actuation, test or repair, the past life

history of the individual components.

There are two purposes of using the plant status data in

the configuration management:

1. Long term data collection and statistical evaluation,

production of the plant specific PSA data, and data for

the PSA updating. For this purpose the plant status has

to be kept in a computerized data base for the easy

future use. Usually it is the task of the component

reliability data collection systems.

2. Immediate use of the information available. Actual

unavailability evaluation, and model changes for the

actual or planned CDF and importance calculation.

6. An example of using Core Damage Risk Indicators and

the risk importance for the configuration management

Fig. 1. illustrates a possible solution for the desired

information flow.

-The primary information are on one hand the

maintenance and test schedules, on the other hand the

random disturbances, such as random component

failures, or human errors.

-This information is needed to define the actual plant

configuration, say by the Plant Status Information

System (P.S.I.S).

-The actual plant status is a direct input to the Risk

12
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Based Indicator System (R.B.I.S)

for the immediate use.

giving information

-The actual plant configuration is also an input to the

Component Reliability Tata Collection System

(C.R.D.C.S.) for the long term statistical data.

-The C.R.D.C.S. information is then used for the Plant

Specific PSA (P.S.PSA) updating.

-Using the models and results of the P.S.PSA, the

R.B.I.S. gives the input for the configuration

management (through CDFI, CDPI and the importances).

-The configuration management is an important

contributor to the plant maintenance and test

scheduling activity. This is the feedback effect in

the whole system.

Thus, on that way a self-regulating control system is

provided.

•Jlvlaint & Test Scheduling |

A L
I Random effects |

1 1.
P S . I S.

r i| C.R.D.B |
1 1

| P.S.PSA |
1 1

1

R.B.I.S.

CDFI CDPI I M P others

Configuration management

fig. 1. Risk based configuration management information

flow. See explanation in the text.
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7 . Summary

The risk based configuration management in the nuclear

power plants is a tool to help the personnel to avoid the

high risk situations due to the improper combination of

the plant equipment being out of service. It controls the

operability or unavailability of those components and

component combinations, that have high contribution to

the plant risk.

This activity requires the best knowledge on the plant

status in terms of core damage frequency, risk

importances, ... etc. The use of several risk based

indicators seems to be helpful for that purpose.

The monitoring of the risk based indicators needs a

dynamic approach to the probabilistic safety assessment.

That means, the PSA of the nuclear power plant has to be

dynamically reevaluated. This reevaluation takes into

account the actual, or planned configuration and the

actual component data.

This document deals with those requirements, that make

the personnel be able to use the PSA and the risk based

indicators for an effective configuration control.
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T l : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the D.C. Cook Nuclear
Power Plant.

AU: Lloyd, R.C.; Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland,
WA (United States)); Isom, J.A. (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
(United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5832. PNL—7782.
IM: Oct 1992. 32 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93003049; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. D.C. Cook was selected
as one of a series of plants for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized
listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This
listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans
addressing AFW risk-important components at the D.C. Cook plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; cook-1 reactor; cook-2 reactor; failure mode analysis;
failures; feedwater; inspection; reactor cooling systems; reactor safety; risk
assessment; . (cad); cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; hydrogen compounds;
oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor components; reactors;
safety; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water
cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: cook-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; cook-1 reactor: reactor cooling systems; cook-2
reactor: auxiliary systems; cook-2 reactor: reactor cooling systems.
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T l : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Comanche Peak Nuclear
Power Plant.

AU: Lloyd, R.C.; Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland,
WA (United States)).

- CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5831. PNL—7783.
IM: Oct 1992. 32 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93003050; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
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CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water
Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))

A3; In a study sponsored by ths US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific
Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
e.-per ence information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Comanche Peak was
selected as one of a series of plants for study. The product of this effort is a
prioritized listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other
PWRS. This listing is intended for use by the NRC inspectors in preparation of
inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at the Comanche Peak
plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; comanche peak-1 reactor; comanche peak-2 reactor; failure
mode analysis; failures; inspection; reactor cooling systems; risk assessment; .
(cad); cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; power reactors; pwr type
reactors; reactor components; reactors; system failure analysis; systems analysis;
thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: comanche peak-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; comanche peak-1 reactor: reactor cooling
systems; comanche peak-2 reactor: auxiliary systems; comanche peak-2 reactor:
reactor cooling systems.
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T i : Risk-based technical specifications: Development and application of an approach to
the generation of a plant specific real-time risk model. Main report. Volume 1.

AU: Puglia, B.; Gallagher, 0.; Amico, P.; Atefi, B. (Science Applications International
Corp., Reston, VA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Operational
Events Assessment; Science Applications International Corp., Reston, VA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5925-Vol.i. SAIC—92/6668-R1-Vol.1.
IM: Oct 1992. 78 p. Availability: IMS. OSTI as TI93002315; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E2200 (Reactor Components and Accessories)
AB: This report describes a process developed to convert an existing PRA into model

amenable to real time risk-based technical specification calculations. In earlier
studies culminating in (NUREG/CR-5742), several risk-based approaches to technical
specification were evaluated. A real-time approach using a plant specific PRA
capable of modeling plant configurations as they change was identified as the most
comprehensive approach to control plant risk. A master fault tree logic model
representative of-all of the core damage sequences was developed. Portions of the
system fault trees were modularized and supercomponents comprised of component
failures with similar effects were developed to reduce the size of the model and
quantification times. Modifications to the master fault tree logic were made to
properly model the effect of maintenance and recovery actions. Fault trees
representing several actuation systems not modeled in detail in the existing PRA
were added to the master fault tree logic. This process was applied to the Surry
NUREG-1150 Level 1 PRA. The accuracy of the master logic model was confirmed. The
model was then used to evaluate the core damage frequency associated with several
plant configurations using the IRRAS code. For all cases analyzed the computational
time was less than three minutes.

CT: (iad); failure mode analysis; failures; fault tree analysis; loss of coolant;
maintenance; nuclear power plants; reactor components; reactor safety; risk
assessment; specifications; surry-1 reactor; surry-2 reactor; surry-3 reactor;
surry-4 reactor; . (cad); accidents; enriched uranium reactors; nuclear facilities;
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power plants; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor accidents; reactors;
safety; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal power plants; thermal
reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: nuclear power plants: risk assessment; risk assessment: specifications.
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T I : Risk-based technical specifications: Development and application of an approach to
the generation of a plant specific real-time risk model. Appendices, Volume 2.

AU: Puglia, B.; Gallagher, D.; Amico, P.; Atefi, B. (Science Applications International
Corp., Reston, VA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Operational
Events Assessment; Science Applications International Corp., Reston, VA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5925-VOI.2. SAIC—92/6668-R1 -Vol.2.
IK: Oct 1992. 675 p. Availability. INIS. OSTI as TI93002316; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
CNr US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types)) F5000
AB: This report describes a process developed to convert an existing PRA into a model

amenable to real time, risk-based technical specification calculations. In earlier
studies (culminating in NUREG/CR-5742), several risk-based approaches to technical
specification were evaluated. A real-time approach using a plant specific PRA
capable of modeling plant configurations as they change was identified as the most
comprehensive approach to control plant risk. A master fault tree logic model
representative of-all of the core damage sequences was developed. Portions of the
system fault trees were modularized and supercomponents comprised of component
failures with similar effects were developed to reduce the size of the model and,
quantification times. Modifications to the master fault tree logic were made to
properly model the effect of maintenance and recovery actions. Fault trees
representing several actuation systems not modeled in detail in the existing PRA
were added to the master fault tree logic. This process was applied to the Surry
NUREG-1150 Level 1 PRA. The master logic mode was confirmed. The model was then used
to evaluate frequency associated with several plant configurations using the IRRAS
code. For all cases analyzed computational time was less than three minutes. This
document Volume 2, contains appendices A, B, and C. These provide, respectively:
Surry Technical Specifications Model Database, Surry Technical Specifications Model,
and a list of supercomponents used in the Surry Technical Specifications Model.

CT: (iad); computer codes; data base management; failure mode analysis; failures; fault
tree analysis; reactor components; real time systems; risk assessment;
specifications; surry-1 reactor; surry-2 reactor; surrv-3 reactor; surry-4 reactor;
. (cad); enriched uranium reactors; management; power reactors; pwr type reactors;
reactors; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water cooled
reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: surry-1 reactor: risk assessment; surry-2 reactor: risk assessment; surry-3 reactor.
risk assessment; surry-4 reactor: risk assessment.
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T I : High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system risk-based inspection guide: Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station.

AU: Shier, W.; Gunther, W. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States)).
co: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation

Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5924. BNL-NUREG—52339.
IM: Oct 1992. 50 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93002198; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
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NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CNJ US (United States) R (Report)
act E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: A review of the operating experience for the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)

system at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station is described in this report. The
information for this review was obtained from Pilgrim Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
that were generated between 1980 and 1989. These LERs have been categorized into 23
failure modes that have been prioritized based on probabilistic risk assessment
considerations. In addition, the results of the Pilgrim operating experience review
have been compared with the results of of a similar,.industry wide operating
experience review, this comparison provides an indication of areas in the Pilgrim
HPCI system that should be given increased attention in the prioritization of
inspection resources.

CT: (iad); failure mode analysis; failures; high pressure coolant injectio; inspection;
pilgrim-1 reactor; reactor cooling systems; reactor operation; reactor safety; risk
assessment; . (cad); cooling systems; eccs; engineered safety systems; enriched
uranium reactors; operation; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor components;
reactor protection systems; reactors; safety; system failure analysis; systems
analysis; thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: pilgrim-1 reactor: high pressure coolant injectio.
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T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Prairie Island Units
1 and 2 nuclear power plants.

AU: Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5839. PNL—7605.
IM: Oct 1992. 31 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93001866; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based guidance for the a feedwater (AFW) system at pressurized
water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). This
methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating experience information.
Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently developed for the NRC
for various plants was used to identify generic component failure modes.This
information was then combined with plant-specific and industry-wide component
information and failure data to identify failure modes and failure mechanisms for
the AFW system at the selected plants. Prairie Island was selected as the seventh
plant for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing of AFW failures
which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is intended for use
by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing AFW
risk-important components at the Prairie Island plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; inspection;
prairie island-1 reactor; prairie island-2 reactor; reactor safety; risk assessment;
. (cad); enriched uranium reactors; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power
reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety; system failure analysis; systems
analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: prairie island-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; prairie island-1 reactor: inspection;
prairie island-2 reactor: auxiliary systems; prairie island-2 reactor: inspection.
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T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Catawba Nuclear Power
Plant.

AU: Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United Stales). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5827. PNL—7726.
IM: Sep 1992. 29 p. Availability: IMS. OSTI as TI93001563; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving plant
specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system at
pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating experience
information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently developed
for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component failure modes.
This information was then combined with plant-specific and industry-wide component
information and failure data to identify failure modes and failure mechanisms for
the AFW system at the selected plants. Catawba was selected as one of a series of
plants for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing of AFW
failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is
intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing
AFW risk-important components at the Catawba plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; catawba-1 reactor; catawba-2 reactor; failures; feedwater
inspection; pwr type reactors; reactor safety; risk assessment; . (cad); enriched
uranium reactors; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; reactors;
safety; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: auxiliary systems: risk assessment; pwr type reactors: auxiliary systems.
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T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Virgil C. Summer
Nuclear Power Plant.

AU: Lloyd, R.C.; Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.; Bumgardner, J.D. (Pacific
Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5838. PNL—7924.
IM: Sep 1992. 31 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93001867; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types)) F2200
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the emergency/auxiliary feedwater
(EFW/AFW) system at press water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses costing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
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developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify genetic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Virgil C. Summer plant
was selected as one m a series of plants for study. The product of this effort is a
priority listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRS.
This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection
plans addressing AFW risk-important components at Virgil C. Summer plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; inspection;
pumps; reactor components; risk assessment; summer-1 reactor; valves; . (cad);
control equipment; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen
compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; system
failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

MQ: summer-1 reactor: auxiliary systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI24:027237 9 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the North Anna nuclear
power plants.

AU: Nickolaus, J.R.; Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Richland, WA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5837. PNL--7923.
IM: Oct 1992. 29 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93001864; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. North Anna was
selected as a plant for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing
of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is
intended for use by the NRC inspectors in preparation of inspection plans addressing
AFW risk important components at the North Anna plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; inspection;
north anna-1 reactor; north anna-2 reactor; north anna-3 reactor; north anna-4
reactor; pumps; reactor cooling systems; risk assessment; valves; . (cad); control
equipment; cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators;
hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor
components; reactors; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors;
water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: north anna-1 reactor: reactor cooling systems; north anna-2 reactor: reactor cooling
systems; north anna-3 reactor: reactor cooling systems; north anna-4 reactor:
reactor cooling systems.
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T I : Emergency feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Arkansas Nuclear One
Unit 2 Power Plant.

AU: Pugh, R.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation

Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5828. PNL--7727.
IM: Sep 1992. 27 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI93001865; NTIS; IMS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types)) F2200
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses-existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Arkansas Nuclear One
Unit 2 was selected as one of a series of plants for study. The product of this
effort is a prioritized listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and
at other PWRS. This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation
of inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at the Arkansas Nuclear
One Unit 2 plant.

CT: (iad); arkansas-2 reactor; auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures;
feedwater; inspection; pumps; reactor components; risk assessment; valves; . (cad);
control equipment; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen
compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; system
failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

MQ: arkansas-2 reactor: auxiliary systems.
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T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Maine Yankee Nuclear
Power Plant.

AU: Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.; Moffitt, N.E.; Bumgardner, J.D. (Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Richland, WA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5826. PNL—7654.
IM: Oct 1992. 29 p. Availability. INIS. OSTI as TI93002809; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. The information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and

Initrnttional Atomic Energy Agency INIS Online Service*
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failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Maine Yankee was
selected as one of a series of plants for study, ne product of this effort is a
prioritized listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other
PWRs. This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of
inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at the Maine Yankee plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; inspection; maine yankee
reactor; reactor components; reactor safety; risk assessment; . (cad); enriched
uranium reactors; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety; system
failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water
moderated reactors;

MQ: maine yankee reactor: auxiliary systems; maine yankee reactor: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI24:027113 12 OF 48

T I : Risk-based performance indicators.
AU: Azarm, M.A. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States)); Vesely, W.E.

(Science Applications International Corp., Columbus, OH (United States)).
LA: English
MS: Proceedings of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission nineteenth water reactor safety

information meeting. Volume 1, Plenary session; Pressure vessel and piping
integrity; Metallurgy and NDE; Aging and components; Probabilistic risk assessment
topics. Weiss, A.J. (comp.) (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States)).
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States).

RP: NUREG/CP—0119-VoM. CONF-911079—Vol.1.
IM: Apr 1992. 523 p. p. 473-480. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92013798; NTIS; INIS;

GPO.
CF: (19. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) water reactor safety information meeting.

Bethesda, MO (United States). 28-30 Oct 1991. )
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc.. Types)) E3200
AB: This research was sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to develop

methods for monitoring an aspect of safety performance of licensed nuclear power
plants; i.e., unavailability of safety systems. Various options were evaluated for
constructing system unavailability indicators using basic reliability principles and
consistent with the content of data collected. The capabilities of each indicator
option, in terms of detection probabilities and false alarm rates within a fixed
response period for various types of anomalies, were evaluated through detailed
simulation studies. Brookhaven National Laboratory performed two studies to evaluate
the capability of NPRDS (Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System) as a data source for
construction of system unavailability indicators. Specific indicators were developed
consistent with the limited scope of NPROS data. In order to generate system
unavailability indicators in an efficient manner, the processes for NPROS data
acquisition, indicator construction, and analyses were automated using personal
computer software. Limited pilot applications and verification were also performed.

CT: (iad); alarm systems; auxiliary water systems; availability; bnl; bwr type reactors;
data base management; diagnostic techniques; documentation; efficiency; engineered
safety systems; failures; feedwater; performance; public health; pwr type reactors;
reactor safety; reliability; research programs; risk assessment; source terms; us
nrc; verification; . (cad); auxiliary systems; enriched uranium reactors; hydrogen
compounds; management; medicine; national organizations; oxygen compounds; power
reactors; preventive medicine; reactors; safety; thermal reactors; us aec; us doe;
us erda; us organizations; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: engineered safety systems; bwr type reactors: risk assessment;
engineered safety systems: availability; pwr type reactors: engineered safety
systems; pwr type reactors: risk assessment.

Inttrnttional Atomic Enargy Agency INIS Onlln* Sarvicii
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DOCUMENT NUMBER « INI24:023494 13 OF 48

T I : Regulatory improvement: Which way?.
AU: Edwards, D.W. (Yankee Atomic Electric Co., Bolton, MA (United States)).
LA: English
RP: CONF-920606—.
JR: Transactions of the American Nuclear Society. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSAO. (1992).

v. 65. p. 319-320.
CF: (American Nuclear Society annual meeting. Boston, MA (United States). 7-12 Jun 1992.

)
CN: US (United States) J (Journal Article)
L i : K (Conferences)
cc: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., Types)) E3200
AB: The nuclear industry has arrived at an important juncture with regard to future

improvements in plant safety. Risk-based performance criteria at a systems level
could be used now as the performance objectives of performance-based regulations. To
make progress toward coherent regulatory improvement using a risk-based system,
several major elements are needed, including (1) a real commitment by both licensees
and the regulator to change the process; (2) acceptance by licensees that some
systems and equipment traditionally thought to be unimportant to safety are
important from a risk standpoint and, therefore, should be treated accordingly; and
(3) acceptance by the regulator that some traditional safety systems and equipment
are, in fact, not important to risk, and, therefore, regulatory requirements for
them, could be replaced with more appropriate requirements on risk-significant
equipment with the anticipated net reduction of regulatory scope. Changes in
techniques and use of risk analysis are also necessary, but difficult to accomplish.
They involve education in the uses of PRA and avoidance of dogmatic adherence to
past practice.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; cost benefit analysis; epri; management; modifications;
performance; pwr type reactors; reactor licensing; reactor maintenance; reactor
operation; reactor safety; regulations; research programs; risk assessment; us nrc;
. (cad); economic analysis; enriched uranium reactors; laws; licensing; maintenance;
national organizations; operation; power reactors; reactors; safety; thermal
reactors; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: reactor licensing; bwr type reactors: reactor safety; pwr type
reactors: reactor licensing; pwr type reactors: reactor safety.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI24:019548 14 OF 48

T I : A risk-based evaluation of action requirements for failures in systems required for
shutdown.

AU: Mankamo, T. (Avaplan Oy, Espoo (Finland)); Kim, I.; Samanta, P. (Brookhaven National
Lab., Upton, NY (United States)).

CO: Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: BNL-NUREG—47537. CONF-930116—4.
IM: /(1992/). 4 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as DE92017699; NTIS; INIS; US Govt. Printing

Office Dep.
NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CF: (Probabilistic safety assessment international topical meeting. Clearwater Beach, FL

(United States). 27-29 Jan 1993. )
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
L i : K (Conferences) E (Short Communication)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc.. Types))
AB: Short communication.

International Atomic Energy Ag«ncv INIS Online SarviCM
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CT: (iad); after-heat; after-heat removal; auxiliary systems; bwr type reactors;
engineered safety systems; failures; reactor cooling systems; reactor safety;
reactor shutdown; sensitivity analysis; . (cad); cooling systems; enriched uranium
reactors; power reactors; reactor components; reactors; removal; safety; shutdown;
thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

1Q: bwr type reactors: after-heat removal.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI24:01S939 15 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the St. Lucie Unit 1
Nuclear Power Generation Station.

AU: Pugh, R.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, OC (United States). Div. of Radiation

Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5896. PNL—8102.
IM: Aug 1992. 28 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92040586; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. ST. Lucie Unit 1 was
selected as one in a series of plants for study. The product of this effort is a
prioritized listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other
PWRs. This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of
inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at St. Lucie Unit 1 plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary water systems; failures; feedwater; human factors; inspection;
lucie-1 reactor; risk assessment; . (cad); auxiliary systems; enriched uranium
reactors; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors;
reactors; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

HQ: auxiliary water systems: inspection; auxiliary water systems: risk assessment;
lucie-1 reactor: auxiliary water systems.

OOCUMENT NUMBER • INI24:011614 16 OF 48

T I : Workshop on the use of PRA methodology for the analysis of reactor events and
operational data: Proceedings.

AU: Rasmuson, D.M. (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div.
of Safety Programs); Dingman, S. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Safety
Programs. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CP--0124. CONF-9201110--Summ.
IM: Jun 1992. 132 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92018700; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
CF: (Workshop on the use of PRA methodology for the analysis of reactor events and

operational data. Annapolis, MD (United States). 29-30 Jan 1992. )
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
L i : K (Conferences)

IMarnattonil Atomic Entrgy Agtncv IN<S Online S»rvtc»i
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CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled
(BWR, etc., Types)) E3200

AB: A workshop entitled 'The Use of PRA Methodology for the Analysis of Reactor Events
and Operational Data" was held on January 29—30, 1992 in Annapolis, Maryland. Over
50 participants from the NRC, its contractors, and others participated in the
meetings. During the first day, presentations were made by invited speakers to
discuss issues in relevant topics. On the second day, discussion groups were held to
focus on three areas: risk significance of operational events, industry risk profile
and generic concerns, and risk monitoring and risk-based performance indicators.
Important considerations identified from the workshop are the following: Improve the
Accident Sequence Precursor models and data. Improve the SCSS and NPRDS (e.g., by
adding detailed performance information on selected components, by improving
narratives on failure causes). Develop risk-based performance indicators. Use risk
insights to help focus trending and performance analyses of components, systems,
initiators, and sequences. Improve the statistical quality of trending and
performance analyses. Flag implications of special conditions (e.g., external
events, containment performance) during data studies. Trend common cause and human
performance using appropriate models to obtain a better understanding of the impact
and causes of failure. Develop a method for producing an industry risk profile.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; failures; human factors; monitoring; nuclear power plants;
performance; pwr type reactors; risk assessment; . (cad); enriched uranium reactors;
nuclear facilities; power plants; power reactors; reactors; thermal power plants;
thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: risk assessment; nuclear power plants: risk assessment; pwr type
reactors: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23:087280 17 OF 48

T i : Development of expert systems based on PSA models for the Cernavoda nuclear power
plant.

AU: Georgescu, G. (Institute for Nuclear Research, Pitesti (Romania)).
LA: English
MS: Expert systems in the nuclear industry. Report of a technical committee

meeting/workshop held in Springfields, United Kingdom, 30 September - 4 October
1991. International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

RP: IAEA-TECDOC—660.
IM: Jul 1992. 219 p. p. 143-145. ISSN 1011-4289. Availability: INIS.
CF: (Technical committee meeting/workshop on demonstration and review of expert system

prototypes. Springfields (United Kingdom). 30 Sep - 4 Oct 1991. )
CN: XA (International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)) R (Report) Related to 23:087140.
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3400 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Heavy-Water or Otherwise Moderated or

Unmoderated) F5100
AB: The paper presents the status and further development of the PSA models based

software and expert systems, for design, regulation and operation of the 5 units
N.P.P., CANDU type under construction in Cernavoda. One of the most important aims
of the PSA activity for NPP Cernavoda is to develop a "living PSA" tool which will
be used for on-line risk-based plant management and also for design and regulations.
This computerized system will be developed taking into account the necessities of
the activities connected and the world experience in this field, (author). 5 refs.

CT: (iad); cernavoda-1 reactor; design; expert systems; on-line control systems; p
codes; reactor operation; real time systems; risk assessment; . (cad); candu type
reactors; computer codes; control systems; heavy water cooled reactors; heavy water
moderated reactors; natural uranium reactors; on-line systems; operation; phwr type
reactors; power reactors; pressure tube reactors; reactors; thermal reactors;

MQ: cernavoda-1 reactor: expert systems; cemavoda-1 reactor: on-line control systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI23:076595 18 OF 48
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T I : Generic service water system risk-based inspection guide.
AU: Stewart, M.A.; Smith, C.L (EG and G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, ID (United States)).
co. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation

Protection and Emergency Preparedness; EG and G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, ID (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5865. EGG--2674.
IM: May 1992. 13 p. Availability: IMS. OSTI as TI92016154; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC07-76ID01570.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
cc: F2200 (Nuclear Installations) E3100 E3200
AB: The risk-based inspection guide is intended to supplement US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) Temporary Instruction 2515/115, "Service Water System Operational
Performance Inspection (SWSOPI)." The purpose of this guide is to assist NRC
inspection team leaders and team members to prioritize inspection items and refine
inspection plans so their inspections will address those elements that dominate the
risk associated with the service water system. This generic document presents risk
insights obtained from probabilistic risk assessments and historical operating
experience. Because it is intended to assist inspections at all commercial US power
reactors (which have wide variations in service water system designs), some items
may not be applicable to every plant. Where possible, the risk significance of the
potential inspection items has been related to particular characteristics of plant
design or environmental conditions so that inspectors can determine which items may
be applicable to a specific plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; bwr type reactors; failures; floods; inspection; loss of
flow; maintenance; pipes; pumps; pwr type reactors; reactor cooling systems; reactor
safety; reliability; risk assessment; valves; . (cad); accidents; control equipment;
cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; power
reactors; reactor accidents; reactor components; reactors; safety; thermal reactors;
water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: auxiliary systems: inspection; bwr type reactors: auxiliary systems; pwr type
reactors: auxiliary systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI23:063958 19 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Kewaunee nuclear
power plant.

AU: Lloyd, R.C.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.; Pugh, R.; Moffitt, N.E. (Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Richland, WA (United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5821. PNL—7724.
IM: Apr 1992. 27 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92012540; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information wash then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Kewaunee was selected
as one of a series of plans for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized
listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This

Inurnitioml Atomic Energy Ag.ncy INIS Onlin*
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listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans
addressing AFW risk-important components at the Kewaunee plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; inspection;
kewaunee reactor; reactor components; risk assessment; . (cad); enriched uranium
reactors; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors;
reactors; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water
cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: kewaunee reactor, auxiliary systems, kewaunee reactor: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI23:063957 20 OF 48

T i : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Turkey Point nuclear
power plant.

AU: Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5633. PNL--7454.
IM: Apr 1992. 30 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI920130H; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Turkey Point was
selected as one of a series of plants or study. The product of this effort is a
prioritized listing of AFW failure which have occurred at the plant and at other
PWRs. This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of
inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at the Turkey Point plant.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failures; feedwater; human factors; inspection; reactor
components; reactor cooling systems; reactor safety; risk assessment; turkey point-3
reactor; turkey point-4 reactor; . (cad); cooling systems; enriched uranium
reactors; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors;
reactors; safety; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: turkey point-3 reactor: auxiliary systems; turkey point-3 reactor: inspection;
turkey point-4 reactor: auxiliary systems; turkey point- 4 reactor: inspection.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23:059578 21 OF 48

T i : Estimates of rupture probabilities for nuclear power plant components. Expert
judgment elicitation.

AU: Vo, T.V.; Heasler, P.G.; Doctor, S.R.; Simonen, F.A.; Gore, B.F. (Pacific Northwest
Lab., Richland, WA (United States)).

LA: English
JR: Nucl. Technol. ISSN 0029-5450. CODEN: NUTYB. (Dec 1991). v. 96(3) p. 259-271.
CN: US (United States) J (Journal Article)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types)) F5000
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AB: This paper reports that as part of the nondestructive evaluation reliability program
sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) developed a risk-based method for establishing inspection
priorities for systems and components at nuclear power plants. In this method, the
results of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) are used to estimate the safety
consequences of component failures. The method also requires estimates of the
probabilities of structural failures. Since sufficient operating experience data and
detailed fracture mechanics analyses are not available, an expert judgment
elicitation is conducted to estimate component rupture probabilities. (An expert
judgment process is generally adapted from the NRC severe accident risk program).

CT: (iad); battelle pacific northwest lab; data; fracture mechanics; nondestructive
analysis; pwr type reactors; reactor components; reactor safety; reliability; risk
assessment; ruptures; surry-2 reactor; us nrc; . (cad); chemical analysis; enriched
uranium reactors; failures; information; mechanics; national organizations; power
reactors; reactors; safety; thermal reactors; us doe; us erda; us organizations;
water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: reactor components: ruptures; reactor safety: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI23:059490 22 OF 48

T i : Risk-based performance indicators.
AU: Azarm, M.A. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States)); Vesely, W.E.

(Science Applications International Corp., Columbus, OH (United States)).
LA: English
MS: Transactions of the nineteenth water reactor safety information meeting. Weiss, A.J.

(comp.). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research.

RP: NUREG/CP—0118. CONF-911079—.
IM: Oct 1991. 220 p. p. 16.7-16.8. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92001870; NTIS; INIS;

GPO.
CF: (19. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) water reactor safety information meeting.

Bethesda, MD (United States). 28-30 Oct 1991. )
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc.. Types)) E3200
AB: This research was sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to develop

methods for monitoring an aspect of safety performance of licensed nuclear power
plants; i.e., unavailability of safety systems. Various options were evaluated for
constructing system unavailability indicators using basic reliability principles and
consistent with the content of data collected. The capabilities of each indicator
option, in terms of detection probabilities and false alarm rates within a fixed
response period for various types of anomalies, were evaluated through detailed
simulation studies. Brookhaven National Laboratory performed two studies to evaluate
the capability of NPRDS (Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System) as a data source for
construction of system unavailability indicators. Specific Indicators were developed
consistent with the limited scope of NPRDS data. In order to generate system
unavailability indicators in an efficient manner, the processes for NPRDS data
acquisition, indicator construction, and analyses were automated using PC software.
Limited pilot applications and verification were also performed.

CT: (iad); availability; bnl; bwr type reactors; data base management; diagnostic
techniques; documentation; efficiency; failures; performance; pwr type reactors;
reactor safety; reliability; research programs; risk assessment; us nrc;
verification; . (cad); enriched uranium reactors; managemant; national
organizations; power reactors; reactors; safety; thermal reactors; us aec; us doe;
us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: risk assessment; pwr type reactors: risk assessment.
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DOCUMENT NUMBER > INI23:O36688 23 OF 48

T I : Application of the concept of risk to the development of technical specifications.
AU: Lobel, R. (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States)).
LA: English
RP: CONF-910603—.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSA. (1991). v. 63 p. 398.
CF: (Annual meeting of the American Nuclear Society (ANS). Orlando, FL (United States).

2-6 Jun 1991. )
CN: US (United States) J (Journal Article)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc.. Types)) E3200
AB: On February 6, 1987, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued the interim

Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors
to provide the basic guidance on the development of the new standard technical
specifications (STS). This policy statement contains three criteria for determining
what items should be included in the STS. The policy statement also states the
Commission finds that risk evaluations are an appropriate tool for defining
requirements that should be retained in the Technical Specifications. Thus, in
addition to calling for the use of deterministic criteria in the STS, the commission
wrote the policy statement with the recognition that the concept of risk would
provide insight into those requirements that are to remain in the STS. The NRC staff
performed a study that used risk concepts to evaluate the feasibility of reducing
the number of surveillance requirements in the STS. With the cooperation of several
nuclear utilities, the Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
recently completed a study for the NRC staff on the use of real-time risk
calculations as an alternative to written technical specifications for the
determination of surveillance frequencies and allowed outage times (the length of
time that an LCO is not met). The NRC is continuing to monitor the work of US
utilities as well as work done in foreign countries in the area of risk-based
technical specifications.

CT: (iad); after-heat removal; bwr type reactors; eccs; electric utilities; monitoring;
primary coolant circuits; pumps; pwr type reactors; reactor core disruption; reactor
instrumentation; reactor operation; reactor protection systems; reactor safety; risk
assessment; specifications; us nrc; . (cad); accidents; cooling systems; electric
power industry; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; industry; national
organizations; operation; power reactors; public utilities; reactor accidents;
reactor components; reactor cooling systems; reactors; removal; safety; thermal
reactors; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

HQ: bwr type reactors: reactor operation; bwr type reactors: reactor safety; pwr type
reactors: reactor operation; pwr type reactors: reactor safety; reactor operation:
specifications.

DOCUMENT NUMBER « INI23:036667 24 OF 48

T I : Estimates of component rupture probabilities for pressure boundary systems in LWRs.
AU: Vo, T.V.; Simonen, F.A.; Doctor, S.R. (Battelle - Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland,

WA (United States)).
LA: English
RP: CONF-910603--.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSA. (1991). v. 63 p. 281-283.
CF: (Annual meeting of the American Nuclear Society (ANS). Orlando, FL (United States).

2-6 Jun 1991. )
CN: US (United States) J (Journal Article)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., Types)) E3200
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AB: The goals of a multiyear program entitled Nondestructive Evaluation Reliability for
Inservice Inspection of Light Water Reactors, which is being conducted at Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, are to
determine the reliability of current in-service inspections of pressure boundary
systems and components and to develop recommendations that can ensure a suitably
high inspection reliability. The long-term objective is to develop recommendations
for improved inspection plans that address inspection samples, frequencies, and
methods. In meeting the program objectives, PNL has developed risk-based methods as
a guide for establishing inspection priorities. In PNL's pilot application of
risk-based methods, the limitations of historical failure rate data became evident,
and it was not possible to exercise probabilistic fracture mechanics models.
Therefore, expert judgment was selected for estimating failure probabilities. The
goal was to obtain numerical estimates for probabilities of catastrophic failures
(i.e., ruptures) in pressure boundary systems and components of pressurized water
reactors. The representative plant selected for the study was the Surry nuclear
power station unit 1 (Surry-1). This paper summarizes the process and the results of
the expert judgment elicitation for selected systems at Surry-1.

CT: (iad); battelle pacific northwest lab; bwr type reactors; failures; fracture
mechanics; historical aspects; in-service inspection; loss of coolant; management;
nondestructive testing; primary coolant circuits; probabilistic estimation; pwr type
reactors; reactor components; reactor safety; reliability; ruptures; surry-1
reactor; training; us nrc; . (cad); accidents; cooling systems; education; enriched
uranium reactors; inspection; materials testing; mechanics; national organizations;
power reactors; reactor accidents; reactor cooling systems; reactors; safety;
testing; thermal reactors; us doe; us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

HQ: bwr type reactors: primary coolant circuits; bwr type reactors: reactor safety;
primary coolant circuits: in-service inspection; primary coolant circuits:
reliability; pwr type reactors: primary coolant circuits; pwr type reactors: reactor
safety.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23:O17331 25 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Ginna Nuclear Power
Plant.

AU: Pugh, R.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.; Moffitt, N.E. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA
(United States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5764. PNL--7594.
IM: Sep 1991. 30 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI92000675; NTIS; IMS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R "(Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Ginna was selected as
the eighth plant for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing of
AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is
intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing
AFW risk-important components at the Ginna plant. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.
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CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; ginna-1
reactor; inspection; maintenance; pumps; reactor accidents; reactor safety; risk
assessment; turbines; valves; . (cad); accidents; control equipment; enriched
uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen compounds; machinery; oxygen
compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety; system failure
analysis; systems analysis: thermal reactors; turbomachinery; water; water cooled
reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: auxiliary systems: risk assessment; ginna-1 reactor: auxiliary systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23:012001 26 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Callaway Nuclear
Power Plant.

AU: Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5763. PNL—7725.
IK: Aug 1991. 26 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91017816; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Callaway was selected
as the eleventh plant for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing
of AFW failures which have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is
intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing
AFW risk-important components at the Callaway plant. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; callaway-1 reactor; callaway-2 reactor; failure mode
analysis; failures; feedwater; inspection; pumps; reactor components; reactor
cooling systems; risk assessment; valves; . (cad); control equipment; cooling
systems; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen compounds;
oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; system failure
analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water
moderated reactors;

MQ: callaway-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; callaway-1 reactor: reactor cooling systems;
callaway-2 reactor: auxiliary systems; callaway-2 reactor: reactor cooling systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23-.012000 27 OF 48

T I : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Salem Nuclear Power
Plant.

AU: Pugh, R.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation
Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
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RP: NUREG/CR--5761. PNL—7518.
.CM: Aug 1991. 26 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91017812; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., Types))
4B: In a study by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific Northwest

Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving plant-specific
risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system at
pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating experience
information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently developed
for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component failure modes.
This information was then combined with plant-specific and industry-wide component
information and failure data to identify failure modes and failure mechanisms for
the AFW system at the selected plants. Salem was selected as the fifth plant for
study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing of AFW failures which
have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is intended for use by
NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important
components at the Salem plant. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failures; feedwater; human factors; inspection; loss of
coolant; outages; pumps; reactor components; reactor operation; risk assessment;
salem-1 reactor; salem-2 reactor; valves; . (cad); accidents; control equipment;
enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen compounds;
operation; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor accidents;
reactors; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: salem-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; salem-1 reactor: inspection; salem-1 reactor:
risk assessment; salem-2 reactor: auxiliary systems; salem-2 reactor: inspection;
salem-2 reactor: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI23:008582 28 OF 48

T I : Study of operational risk-based configuration control.
AU: Vesely, W.E. (Science Applications International Corp., Dublin, OH (United States));

Samanta, P.tC; Kim, I.S. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States)).
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Systems

Research; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United States). Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5641. BNL-NUREG—52261.
IM: Aug 1991. 152 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91017295; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E2400 (Reactor Control Systems) E3100 E3200
AB: This report studies aspects of a risk-based configuration control system to detect

and control plant configurations from a risk perspective. Configuration control, as
the term is used here, is the management of component configurations to achieve
specific objectives. One important objective is to control risk and safety. Another
is to operate efficiently and make effective use of available resources. PSA-based
evaluations are performed to study configuration to core-melt frequency and
core-melt probability for two plants. Some equipment configurations can cause large
core-melt frequency and there are a number of such configurations that are not
currently controlled by technical specifications. However, the expected frequency of
occurrence of the impacting configurations is small and the core-melt probability
contributions are also generally small. The insights from this evaluation are used
to develop the framework for an effective risk-based configuration control system.
The focal points of such a system and the requirements for tools development for
implementing the system are defined. The requirements of risk models needed for the
system, and the uses of plant-specific data are also discussed. 18 refs., 25 figs.,
10 tabs.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; configuration control; evaluation; management; meltdown;
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nuclear power plants; performance testing; probabilistic estimation; pwr type
reactors; reactor components; reactor control systems; reactor cores; reactor
maintenance; reactor shutdown; recommendations; specifications; . (cad); accidents;
control systems; enriched uranium reactors; maintenance; nuclear facilities; power
plants; power reactors; reactor accidents; reactors; shutdown; testing; thermal
power pints; therm?l rear*f rr; water cooled reactors; wa+"r moderated rrsctors;

HQ: bwr type reactors: configuration control; meltdown: probabilistic estimation;
nuclear power plants: configuration control; nuclear power plants: specifications;
pwr type reactors: configuration control.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI23:002160 29 OF 48

T i : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Byron and Braidwood
nuclear power plants.

AU: Moffitt, N.E.; Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)).
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States). Div. of Radiation

Protection and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United
States). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (United States).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—4427. PNL--7492.
IM: Jul 1991. 31 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91015576; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (United States) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc.. Types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance information recently
developed for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component
failure modes. This information was then combined with plant-specific and
industry-wide component information and failure data to identify failure modes and
failure mechanisms for the AFW system at the selected plants. Byron and Braidwood
were selected for the fourth study in this program. The produce of this effort is a
prioritized listing of AFW failures which have occurred at the plants and at other
PWRs. This listing is intended for use by NRC inspectors in the preparation of
inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important components at the Byron/Braidwood
plants. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.

CT: (iad); auxiliary water systems; braidwood-1 reactor; braidwood-2 reactor; byron-1
reactor; byron-2 reactor; failure mode analysis; failures; feedwater; human factors;
inspection; pumps; reactor components; reactor cooling systems; reactor safety; risk
assessment; specifications; valves; . (cad); auxiliary systems; control equipment;
cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen
compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety;
system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled
reactors; water moderated reactors;

HQ: braidwood-1 reactor: auxiliary water systems; braidwood-2 reactor: auxiliary water
systems; byron-1 reactor: auxiliary water systems; byron-2 reactor: auxiliary water
systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:091344 30 OF 48

T I : Risk-based inspection guide for Crystal River Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant.
AU: Smith, B.W.; Dukelow, J.S.; Vo, T.V.; Harris, M.S.; Gore, B.F.; Hunt, ST. (Pacific

Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)).
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Radiation Protection

and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA). Nuclear
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Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA).
LA; English
RP: NUREG/CR--5467. PNL—7108.
IM: Jun 1991. 67 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91014266; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
cci E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., types))
AB: The Level 1 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) has

been analyzed to identify plant systems and components important to minimizing
public risk, as measured by system contributions to plant core damage frequency, and
to identify the primary failure modes for these components. The report presents a
series of tables, organized by system and prioritized by risk importance, which
identify components associated with 98% of the inspectable risk due to plant
operation. The systems addressed, in descending order to risk importance are: Low
Pressure Injection, AC Power, Service Water, Demineralized Water, High Pressure
Injection, DC Power, Emergency Feedwater, Reactor Coolant Pressure Control, and
Power Conversion. This ranking is based on the Fussell-Vesely measure of risk
importance, i.e., the fraction of the total core damage frequency which involves
failures of the system of interest. 3 refs., 9 figs., 13 tabs.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; crystal river-3 reactor; failures; high pressure coolant
injectio; loss of coolant; low pressure coolant injection; outages; power systems;
reactor components; reactor cooling systems; reactor safety; risk assessment; steam
generators; systems analysis; . (cad); accidents; boilers; cooling systems; eccs;
enriched uranium reactors; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactor accidents;
reactor protection systems; reactors; safety; thermal reactors; vapor generators;
water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: crystal river-3 reactor: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER > INI22:O91229 31 OF 48

T I : Risk-based configuration control system: Analysis and approaches.
AU: Samanta, P.K.; Kim, I.S.; Lofgren, E.V. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA));

Vesely, W.E. (Science Applications International Corp., Columbus, OH (USA)).
LA: English
MS: Seventeenth water reactor safety information meeting. Proceedings: Volume 1,

Luncheon and dinner talks; Equipment qualification of valves; Generic safety issues
resolution; Human/system interface and personnel research; Organization and
reliability research. Weiss, A.J. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA)).
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA).

RP: NUREG/CP—0105-Vol.L CONF-8910222--Vol.1.
IM: Mar 1990. 489 p. p. 449-468. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI90008830.
CF: (17. water reactor safety information meeting. Rockville, MD (USA). 23-25 Oct 1989.

)
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200
AB: This paper presents an analysis of risks associated with component outage

configurations during power operation of a nuclear power plant and discusses
approaches and strategies for developing a risk- based configuration control system.
A configuration, as used here, is a set of component states. The objective of
risk-based configuration control is to detect and control plant configurations using
a risk-perspective. The configuration contributions to core- melt frequency and
core-melt probability are studied for two plants. Large core-melt frequency can be
caused by configurations and there are a number of such configurations that are not
currently controlled by technical specifications. However, the expected frequency of
occurrence of the impacting configurations is small and the actual core-melt
probability contributions are also generally small. Effective strategies and
criteria for controlling configuration risks are presented. Such control strategies
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take into consideration the risks associated with configurations, the nature and
characteristics of the configuration risks, and also the practical considerations
such as adequate repair times and/or options to transfer to low risk configurations.
Alternative types of criteria are discussed that are not overly restrictive to
result in unnecessary plant shutdown, but rather motivates effective test and
maintenance practices that control risk-significant configurations to allow
continued operation with an adequate margin to meet challenges to safety.

CT: (iad); availability; bwr type reactors; probability; pwr type reactors; reactor
components; reactor core disruption; reactor maintenance; reactor operation; reactor
safety; reactor shutdown; repair; risk assessment; specifications; . (cad);
accidents; enriched uranium reactors; maintenance; operation; power reactors;
reactor accidents; reactors; safety; shutdown; thermal reactors; water cooled
reactors; water moderated reactors;

HQ: bwr type reactors: reactor components; bwr type reactors: risk assessment; pwr type
reactors: reactor components; pwr type reactors: risk assessment; reactor
components: availability.

OOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:085567 32 OF 48

T I : Generic risk insights for General Electric boiling water reactors.
AU: Travis, R.; Taylor, J. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA)); Chung, J.

(Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA). Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC (USA).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5692. BNL-NUREG—52282.
IM: May 1991. 78 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91013869; NTIS; INIS; GPO.
NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types))
AB: A methodology has been developed to extract generic risk-based information from

probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) of General Electric boiling water rectors and
applying the insights gained to plants that have not been subjected to a PRA. The
available risk assessments (six plants) were examined to identify the most probable,
i.e., dominant accident sequences at each plants. The goal was to include all
sequences which represented at least 80% of core damage frequency. If the same plant
specific dominant accident sequence appeared within this boundary in at least two
plant PRAs, the sequence was considered to be a representative sequence. Eight
sequences met this definition. From these sequences, the most important component
failures and human error that contributed to each sequence have been prioritized.
Guidance is provided to prioritize the representative sequences and modify selected
basic events that have been shown to be sensitive to the plant specific design or
operating variations of the contributing PRAs. This risk- based guidance can be used
for utility and NRC activities including operator training, maintenance, design
review, and inspections. 13 refs., 6 tabs.

CT: (iad); after-heat removal; atws; bwr type reactors; containment; depressurization;
education; electric utilities; failure mode analysis; failures; heat transfer; high
pressure coolant injectio; human factors; hydraulics; inspection; loss of coolant;
maintenance; outages; reactor accidents; reactor components; reactor cores; reactor
operators; reactor safety; risk assessment; specifications; us nrc; . (cad);
accidents; design basis accidents; eccs; energy transfer; enriched uranium reactors;
national organizations; personnel; power reactors; public utilities; reactor
protection systems; reactors; removal; safety; system failure analysis; systems
analysis; thermal reactors; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: reactor accidents; bwr type reactors: risk assessment.
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DOCUMENT NUMBER « IHI22:O63852 33 OF 48

T I : Risk-based priorities for inspection of nuclear pressure boundary components at
selected LWRs.

l i l : Vo, T.V.; Simonen, F.A.; Gore, B.F.; Doctor, S.R.; Smith, B.W.
CO: Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA). Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC (USA).
LA: English
RP: PNL-SA—17320. CONF-900617--23.
IM: Mar 1990. 16 p. Availability: INIS. OSTI as DE91010755; NTIS; INIS; US Govt.

Printing Office Dep.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CF: (1990 pressure vessels and piping conference. Nashville, TN (USA). 17-21 Jun 1990. )
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
L i : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200
AB: Data from existing probabilistic risk assessments for eight representative nuclear

power plants were used to identify and prioritize the most relevant systems to plant
safety. The objective was to assess current in-service inspection requirements for
pressure boundary systems and components, and to develop recommendations for
improvements. This study demonstrates the feasibility of using risk-based methods to
develop plant-specific inspection plans. Results for the eight representative plants
also indicate generic trends that suggest improvements in current inspection plans
now based on priorities set in accordance with code definitions of Class 1, 2, and 3
systems. 2 refs., 4 figs., 5 tabs.

CT: (iad); auxiliary water systems; battelle pacific northwest lab; bwr type reactors;
failures; in-service inspection; nondestructive testing; primary coolant circuits;
probability; pwr type reactors; reactor core disruption; reactor safety;
reliability; risk assessment; safety engineering; seals; . (cad); accidents;
auxiliary systems; cooling systems; enriched uranium reactors; inspection; materials
testing; national organizations; power reactors; reactor accidents; reactor
components; reactor cooling systems; reactors; safety; testing; thermal reactors; us
doe; us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: risk assessment; bwr type reactors: safety engineering; pwr type
reactors: risk assessment; pwr type reactors: safety engineering; safety
engineering: in-service inspection.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:063809 34 OF 48

T I : Application of NUREG-1150 methods and results to accident management.
AU: Dingman, S.E.; Sype, T.T.; Camp, A.L (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM

(USA)).
LA: English
MS: Transactions of the eighteenth water reactor safety information meeting. Weiss, A.J.

(comp.). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research. Contract AC04-76DP00789.

RP: NUREG/CP—0113.
IM: Oct 1990. 211 p. p. 16.7-16.8. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91000893; GPO.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200
AB: The risk from five nuclear power plants was examined during the NUREG-1150 program.

When the analyses of the plants were complete, an effort was undertaken to examine
the implications of NUREG-1150 for accident management initiatives. The framework
provided by the NUREG-1150 analysis presented a means within which current accident
management strategies could be evaluated and future accident management strategies
could be developed and assessed. Five separate but interrelated phases of risk
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management were considered: (1) prevention of accident initiators, (2) prevention of
core damage, (3) implementation of an effective emergency response, (4) prevention
of vessel breach and mitigation of radionuclide releases from the reactor coolant
system, and (5) retention of fission products in the containment and other
surrounding buildings. A risk- based methodology was developed to identify and
evaluate risk management options fo r each of these five phases. The methodology was
de-ncnstratec: Tnroi'gn quantitative examples for the first two phases of risk
management listed aoove. In addition, the reduction in risk for several currently
implemented risk management strategies at operating plants was quantified.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; containment systems; depressurization; emergency plans;
failure mode analysis; human factors; implementation; information needs; management;
mitigation; pressure vessels; probability; pwr type reactors; reactor accidents;
reactor operators; reactor safety; regulations; research programs; risk assessment;
sandia laboratories; us nrc; . (cad); accidents; containers; containment; enriched
uranium reactors; laws; national organizations; personnel; power reactors; reactors;
safety; sandia national laboratories; system failure analysis; systems analysis;
thermal reactors; us aec; us doe; us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: risk assessment; pwr type reactors: risk assessment; reactor
accidents: management.

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI22:063784 35 OF 48

T I : Age-dependent risk-based methodology and its application to prioritization of
nuclear power plant components and to maintenance for managing aging using PRAs.

AU: Levy, I.S. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)); Vesely, W.E. (Science
Applications International Corp., Dublin, OH (USA)).

LA: English
MS: Transactions of the eighteenth water reactor safety information meeting. Weiss, A.J.

(comp.). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research.

RP: NUREG/CP—0113.
IM: Oct 1990. 211 p. p. 7.9-7.10. Availability: INIS. OSTI as TI91000893; GPO.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200
AB: This paper is based on a study to demonstrate several important ways that the

age-dependent risk-based methodology developed by the Nuclear Plant Aging Research
(NPAR) Program may be applied to resolving important issues related to the aging of
nuclear power plant systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The study was
sponsored by the NPAR Program of the Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Initiated on
the basis of a Users Need Request, the age-dependent risk-based methodology has been
under development by the NPAR Program for several years. In this methodology, the
time-dependent change in a component's risk contribution is the product of two
factors: (1) the risk importance of the component (e.g., the change in its risk
contribution when it is assumed to be totally unavailable to perform its intended
safety function) and (2) the change in its unavailability with time. This change in
the component's unavailability with time is a function of the component's aging rate
and plant inspection and maintenance practices. The methodology permits evaluations
of the age-dependent risk contributions from both single- and multiple-components.
Principal results and conclusions generated by the methodology demonstrations are
discussed.

CT: (iad); aging; battelle pacific northwest lab; bwr type reactors; management; pwr
type reactors; reactor components; reactor maintenance; reactor safety; reliability;
research programs; risk assessment; time dependence; us nrc; . (cad); enriched
uranium reactors; maintenance; national organizations; power reactors; reactors;
safety; thermal reactors; us doe; us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: reactor components; bwr type reactors: risk assessment; pwr type
reactors: reactor components; pwr type reactors: risk assessment; reactor
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components: aging; reactor maintenance: management.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:032053 36 OF 48

T i : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the Diablo Canyon Unit 1
Nuclear Power Plant.

AU: Gore, B.F.; Vo, T.V.; Harrison, D.G.
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Radiation Protection

and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA).
LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5616. PNL—7351.
IM: Aug 1990. 24 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A03/MF A01 - GPO as TI91000762; OSTI;

INIS.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., types))
AB: This document presents a compilation of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system failure

information which has been screened for risk significance in terms of failure
frequency and degradation of system performance. It is a risk-prioritized listing of
failure events and their causes that are significant enough to warrant consideration
in inspection planning at Diablo Canyon. This information is presented to provide
inspectors with increased resources for inspection planning at Diablo Canyon. The
risk importance of various component failure modes was identified by analysis of the
results of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for many pressurized water reactors
(PWRs). However, the component failure categories identified in PRAs are rather
broad, because the failure data used in the PRAs is an aggregate of many individual
failures having a variety of root causes. In order to help inspectors to focus on
specific aspects of component operation, maintenance and design which might cause
these failures, an extensive review of component failure information was performed
to identify and rank the root causes of these component failures. Both Diablo Canyon
and industry- wide failure information was analyzed. Failure causes were sorted on
the basis of frequency of occurrence and seriousness of consequence, and categorized
as common cause failures, human errors, design problems, or component failures. This
information permits an inspector to concentrate on components important to the
prevention of core damage. Other components which perform essential functions, but
which are not included because of high reliability or redundancy, must also be
addressed to ensure that degradation does not increase their failure probabilities,
and hence their risk importances. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; diablo canyon-1 reactor; failures; feedwater; human
factors; inspection; pumps; reactor components; reactor safety; risk assessment;
valves; . (cad); control equipment; enriched uranium reactors; equipment; flow
regulators; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; power reactors; pwr type reactors;
reactors; safety; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: diablo canyon-1 reactor: auxiliary systems; diablo canyon-1 reactor: feedwater.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:02341S 37 OF 48

T I : Generic risk insights for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering pressurized water
reactors.

AU: Travis, R.; Taylor, J.; Fresco, A. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA));
Chung, J. (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Radiation Protection
and Emergency Preparedness; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5637. BNL-NUREG—52260.
IM: Nov 1990. 87 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A05/MF A01 - GPO as TI91004176; OSTI;

INIS.
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NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., types))
AB: A methodology has been developed to extract generic risk-based information from

probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) of Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
(CE) pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and apply the insights gained to Westinghouse
and Ce plants have not been subjected to a PRA. The available PRAs (five
Westinghouse plants and one CE plant) were examined to identify the most probable,
i.e., dominant accident sequences at each plant. The goal was to include all
sequences which represented at least 80% of core damage frequency. If the same plant
specific dominant accident sequence appeared within this boundary in at least two
plant PRAs, the sequence was considered to be a representative sequence. Eleven
sequences met this definition. From these sequences, the most important component
failures and human errors that contributed to each sequence have been prioritized.
Guidance is provided to prioritize the representative sequences and modify selected
basic events that have been shown to be sensitive to the plant specific design or
operating variations of the contributing PRAs. This risk- based guidance can be used
for utility and NRC activities including operator training maintenance, design
review, and inspections.

CT: (iad); failure mode analysis; failures; human factors; loss of coolant; maintenance;
probabilistic estimation; pwr type reactors; reactor components; risk assessment; .
(cad); accidents; enriched uranium reactors; power reactors; reactor accidents;
reactors; system failure analysis; systems analysis; thermal reactors; water cooled
reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: pwr type reactors: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:019066 38 OF 48

T I : Safety system function trends.
AU: Johnson, C.
LA: English
MS: Sixteenth water reactor safety information meeting. Volume 1: Plenary session,

Decontamination and decommissioning. License renewal, Human factors, generic issues,
Risk analysis/PRA applications. Innovative concepts for increased safety of advanced
power reactors. Weiss, A.J. (comp.). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
(USA). Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research ; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY
(USA).

RP: NUREG/CP—0097-Vol.i. CONF-8810155—Vol.1.
IM: Mar 1989. 561 p. p. 203-208. Availability: IMS. Available from NTIS, PC A24/MF A01

- I as DE89012565.
CF: (16. water reactor safety information meeting. Gaithersburg, MD (USA). 24-27 Oct

1988. )
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: C5240 (Environmental safety of nuclear installations) E3100 E3200
AB: This paper describes research to develop risk-based indicators of plant safety

performance. One measure of the safety-performance of operating nuclear power plants
is the unavailability of important safety systems. Brookhaven National Laboratory
and Science Applications International Corporation are evaluating ways to aggregate
train-level or component-level data to provide such an indicator. This type of
indicator would respond to changes in plant safety margins faster than the currently
used indicator of safety system unavailability (i.e., safety system failures
reported in licensee event reports). Trends in the proposed indicator would be one
indication of trends in plant safety performance and maintenance effectiveness. This
paper summarizes the basis for such an indicator, identifies technical issues to be
resolved, and illustrates the potential usefulness of such indicators by means of
computer simulations and case studies.

CT: (iad); availability; bnl; bwr type reactors; computerized simulation; performance;
pwr type reactors; reactor accidents; reactor components; reactor core disruption;
reactor maintenance; reactor operators; reactor safety; reliability; research
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programs; risk assessment; safety engineering; transients; us nrc; . (cad);
accidents; enriched uranium reactors; maintenance; national organizations;
personnel; power reactors; reactors; safety; simulation; thermal reactors; us a ec-
us doe; us erda; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: reactor safety; pwr type reactors: reactor safety; safety
engineering: reliability.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI22:016751 39 OF 48

T i : Auxiliary feedwater system risk-based inspection guide for the J.M. Farley Nuclear
Power Plant.

AU: Vo, T.V.; Pugh, R.; Gore, B.F.; Harrison, D.G. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA
(USA)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Radiation Protection
and Emergency Preparedness; Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA .̂

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5617. PNL--7349.
IM: Oct 1990. 26 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A03/MF A01 - GPO as TI91002368; OSTI;

INIS.
NO: Contract AC06-76RL01830.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
cc: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., types))
AB: In a study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Pacific

Northwest Laboratory has developed and applied a methodology for deriving
plant-specific risk-based inspection guidance for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system at pressurized water reactors that have not undergone probabilistic risk
assessment(PRA). This methodology uses existing PRA results and plant operating
experience information. Existing PRA-based inspection guidance recently developed
for the NRC for various plants was used to identify generic component failure modes.
This information was then combined with plant-specific and industry-wide component
information and failure data to identify failure modes and failure mechanisms for
the AFW system at the selected plants. J. M. Farley was selected as the second plant
for study. The product of this effort is a prioritized listing of AFW failures which
have occurred at the plant and at other PWRs. This listing is intended for use by
NRC inspectors in the preparation of inspection plans addressing AFW risk-important
at the J. M. Farley plant. 23 refs., 1 fig., 1 tab.

CT: (iad); auxiliary systems; failure mode analysis; failures; farley-1 reactor;
farley-2 reactor; feedwater; human factors; inspection; pumps; reactor components;
reactor safety; risk assessment; valves; . (cad); control equipment; enriched
uranium reactors; equipment; flow regulators; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds;
power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety; system failure analysis;
systems analysis; thermal reactors; water; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: farley-1 reactor, auxiliary systems; farley-1 reactor: risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI21:036808 40 OF 48

T i : A risk-based review of Instrument Air systems at nuclear power plants.
AU: DeMoss, G.; Lofgren, E.; Rothleder, B. (Science ApplicationsJnternational Corp.,

McLean/VA (USA)); Villeran, M.; Ruger, C. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY
(USA)).

CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Systems Research;
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA); Science Applications International Corp.,
McLean, VA (USA).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5472. BNL-NUREG—52220.
IM: Jan 1990. 160 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A08/MF A01 - GPO as TI90006779; OSTI;

INIS.
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NO: Contract AC02-76CH00016.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200 F5000
AB: The broad objective of this analysis was to provide risk-based information to help

focus regulatory actions related to Instrument Air (IA) systems at operating nuclear
power plants. We first created an extensive data base of summarized and
characterized IA- related events that gave a qualitative indication of the nature
and severity of these events. Additionally, this data base was used to calculate the
frequencies of certain events, which were used in the risk analysis. The risk
analysis consisted of reviewing published PRAs and NRC Accident Sequence Precursor
reports for lA-initiated accident sequences, IA interactions with frontline systems,
and IA- related risk significant events. Sensitivity calculations were performed
when possible. Generically, IA was found to contribute less to total risk than many
safety systems; however, specific design weaknesses in safety systems, non-safety
systems, and the IA system were found to be significant in risk. 22 refs., 13 figs.,
24 tabs.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; contamination; data base management; data processing;
documentation; emergency plans; fabrication; failure mode analysis; human factors;
implementation; leaks; nuclear power plants; pwr type reactors; reactor accidents;
reactor instrumentation; reactor operation; reactor safety; recommendations;
reliability; risk assessment; scram; . (cad); accidents; enriched uranium reactors;
management; nuclear facilities; operation; power plants; power reactors; reactor
shutdown; reactors; safety; shutdown; system failure analysis; systems analysis;
thermal power plants; thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: reactor instrumentation; pwr type reactors: reactor
instrumentation.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI20:052325 41 OF 48

T I : An application of risk-based methods to facilitate changes in problem technical
specifications.

AU: Polanski, X.; Bizzak, D.; Gaertner, J. (Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, IL (USA);
Delian Corp., San Jose, CA (USA); Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA
(USA)).

LA: English
RP: CONF-870837--.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSA. (1987). v. 54(1) p. 131.
CF: (13. American Nuclear Society international meeting on nuclear power plant

operation. Chicago, IL (USA). 30 Aug - 3 Sep 1987. )
CN: US (USA) J (Journal Article)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: C5240 (Environmental safety of nuclear installations) E3100 E2400
AB: There has been general agreement throughout the nuclear industry and within the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) that the existing technical specifications for
nuclear power plant operation can be significantly improved. Both the industry and
the NRC have developed programs for investigating means of achieving technical
specification improvement. These ongoing programs are intended to examine a variety
of methods for determining what items should be included in technical specifications
as well as a means of justifying the technical bases for limiting conditions for
operation, surveillance testing intervals, and allowed outage times. The objective
of this Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) project, jointly funded by the
Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) and performed by Delian Corporation and CECo, was
to develop and implement a comprehensive process for technical specification
improvement through the use of probabilistic methods. This was done by specifically
considering technical specification problems that exist at the LaSalle station a
two-unit boiling water reactor (BWR)- 5.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; licensing; nuclear industry; nuclear power plants;
personnel; probabilistic estimation; radiation doses; reactor safety; research
programs; risk assessment; specifications; technology impacts; technology transfer;
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us nrc; . (cad); enriched uranium reactors; industry; national organizations;
nuclear facilities; power plants; power reactors; reactors; safety; thermal power
plants; thermal reactors; us organizations; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: nuclear industry: research programs; personnel: radiation doses; reactor safety:
probabilistic estimation.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI2O:O3O21S 42 OF 48

T I : Prioritization of TIRGALEX /(Technical Integration Review Group for Aging and Life
Extension/): Recommended components for further aging research.

AU: Levy, I.S.; Wreathall, J.; DeMoss, G.; Wolford, A.; Collins, E.P.; Jarrell, D.B.
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Engineering; Pacific

Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA); Science Applications International Corp.,
Columbus, OH (USA).

LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR--5248. PNL—6701.
IM: Nov 1988. 206 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A10/MF A01 - US Govt. Printing Office,

as TI89002949.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200 C5240
AB: The "Plan for Integration of Aging and Life Extension," developed by Technical

Integration Review Group for Aging and Life Extension (TIRGALEX) in May 1987,
identified the safety-related nuclear power plant structures and components (S/C)
that should be prioritized for further evaluation by the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging
Research Program (NPAR). This report documents the results of an expert panel
workshop established to perform the S/C prioritization activity. Prioritization was
primarily based upon criteria derived from a specially-developed risk-based
methodology. This methodology incorporates the effect upon plant risk of both
component aging and the effectiveness of current industry aging management practices
in mitigating that aging. An additional set of criteria used to categorize the S/C
is the importance of aging research on S/Cs to the resolution of generic safety
issues (GSI) and/or to identified NRC/NRR user needs. The resultant S/C
categorization was to provide additional information to decision makers, but was not
used to calculate final S/C ranks. 15 refs., 5 figs., 16 tabs.

CT: (iad); aging; bwr type reactors; lifetime; nuclear power plants; pwr type reactors;
reactor components; reactor safety; recommendations; research programs; risk
assessment; . (cad); enriched uranium reactors; nuclear facilities; power plants;
power reactors; reactors; safety; thermal power plants; thermal reactors; water
cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

HQ: bwr type reactors: reactor components; pwr type reactors: reactor components;
reactor components: aging.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - INI20:012679 43 OF 46

T I : Evaluation of Generic Issue 125.11.7, reevaluate provision to automatically isolate
feedwater from steam generator during a line break.

AU: Bruske, S.J.; Welland, H.J.; Cathey, N.G.; Valenti, L.N.; Bonney, R.F.
CO: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Reactor and Plant

Systems; EG and G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls (USA).
LA: English
RP: NUREG/CR—5178. EGG—2544.
IM: Jul 1988. 53 p. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A04/MF A01 - US Govt. Printing Office.

as TI88014920.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: E3200 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Non- Boiling Water

Cooled (PWR, etc., types))
AB: This report presents the evaluation of the potential safety concerns identified in
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Generic Issue 125.11.7, related to the automatic auxiliary feedwater (AFW) isolation
from a steam generator during a main steam or feed line break. For this review,
existing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) were evaluated to identify specific
event tree sequences where the AFW system had failed. These sequences were used to
calculate the contribution of AFW isolation system to the accident sequence
frequency. By using this methodology, the change in risk (based on a change in core
damage frequency) could be calculated for a plant with an automatic AFW isolation
system compared with the same plant with trie automatic AFW isolation system removed.
The review evaluated one Westinghouse plant, one Combustion Engineering plant, and
two Babcock and Wilcox design versions of a plant. Sections 3 and 4 of this report
describe the methodology used to evaluate the various designs and provides the
technical findings. Section 5 presents the cost benefit analysis performed to
evaluate the various alternatives that were considered to resolve this issue. 19
refs., 4 figs., 8 tabs.

CT: (iad); auxiliary water systems; cost benefit analysis; failure mode analysis;
feedwater; loss of coolant; pumps; pwr type reactors; reactor safety; risk
assessment; steam generators; valves; . (cad); accidents; auxiliary systems;
boilers; control equipment; economic analysis; enriched uranium reactors; equipment;
flow regulators; hydrogen compounds; oxygen compounds; polar solvents; power
reactors; reactor accidents; reactors; safety; solvents; system failure analysis;
systems analysis; thermal reactors; vapor generators; water; water cooled reactors;
water moderated reactors;

MQ: pwr type reactors: steam generators; steam generators: loss of coolant.

DOCUMENT NUMBER > INI2O:OO2728 44 OF 46

T I : Risk-based evaluation tool for safety-related maintenance involving scaffolding.
AU: Stevens, C; Azizi, M.; Massman, M.
LA: English
RP: CONF-880422—.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSA. (1988). v. 56 p. 60-62.
CF: (Topical meeting on engineering for nuclear plant operation and maintenance. Myrtle

Beach, SC (USA). 17-20 Apr 1988. )
CN: US (USA) J (Journal Article)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: C5240 (Environmental safety of nuclear installations)
AB: The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has expressed a general concern that

transient materials in and around safety systems at nuclear power plants represent a
seismic safety hazard to the plant, in particular, the uncontrolled use of
scaffolding during maintenance activities. Currently, most plants perform a seismic
safety analysis for all uses of scaffolding near safety-related equipment to
determine appropriate tie-down locations, scaffolding reinforcements, etc. This is
both time-consuming and, for the most part, unnecessary. A workable engineering
solution based on risk analysis techniques has been developed and is being used at
the Palo Verde nuclear generating station (PVNGS).

CT: (iad); palo verde-1 reactor; palo verde-2 reactor; palo verde-3 reactor; palo
verde-4 reactor; palo verde-5 reactor; reactor maintenance; reactor safety; risk
assessment; safety engineering; seismic effects; specifications; . (cad); enriched
uranium reactors; maintenance; power reactors; pwr type reactors; reactors; safety;
thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

MQ: palo verde-1 reactor: reactor maintenance; palo verde-1 reactor: reactor safety;
palo verde-2 reactor: reactor maintenance; palo verde-2 reactor: reactor safety;
palo verde-3 reactor: reactor maintenance; palo verde-3 reactor: reactor safety;
palo verde-4 reactor: reactor maintenance; palo verde-4 reactor: reactor safety;
palo verde-5 reactor: reactor maintenance; palo verde-5 reactor: reactor safety.

DOCUMENT NUMBER « IN119:064248 45 OF 48

T I : Using PRA /(probabilistic risk assessment/) to define areas of possible exemption
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from regulatory requirements.
AU: Kolaczkowski, A.; LaChance, J.; Ferrell, W.; Shapiro, B.; McFarlane, S.
CO: Science Applications International Corp., Albuquerque, NM (USA).
LA: English
RP: SAND--87-7139.
IM: Sep 1987. 198 p. Availability: IMS. Available from NTIS, PC A09/ MF A01; 1 as

DE88004812.
NO: Portions of this document are illegible in microfiche products. Original copy

available until stock is exhausted.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: F2200 (Nuclear Installations) C5240
AB: This document summarizes work being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

and Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) for the Risk-Based
Licensing Program sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE). The objective of this
work is to define and demonstrate an approach for identifying potential areas for
exemption from current regulatory requirements to assist in the improvement of the
regulatory process for future design reactors. A methodology using probabilistic
risk assessment (PRA) and a demonstration of the methodology using an existing PRA
are presented in this report.

CT: (iad); nuclear power plants; probabilistic estimation; reactor components; reactor
licensing; risk assessment; . (cad); licensing; nuclear facilities; power plants;
thermal power plants;

MQ: reactor licensing; risk assessment: probabilistic estimation.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - IN119:002067 46 OF 48

T I : Risk-based performance indicators.
AU: Azarm, M.A.; Boccio, J.L.; Vesely, W.E.; Lofgren, E.
LA: English
MS: Proceedings of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission fourteenth water reactor safety

information meeting. Volume 1. Plenary session, severe accident sequence analysis,
risk analysis/PRA applications, reference plant risk analysis - NUREG-1150,
innovative concepts for increased safety of advanced power reactors. Weiss, A.J.
(comp.). Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research; Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA).

RP: NUREG/CP—0082-Vol.L
IM: Feb 1987. p. 155-162. Availability: INIS. NTIS, PC A22/MF A01 - US Govt. Printing

Office, as TI87005722.
CF: (14. water reactor safety information meeting. Gaithersburg, MD (USA). 27-31 Oct

1986. )
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
L i : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types)) E3200
AB: The purpose of risk-based indicators is to monitor plant safety. Safety is measured

by monitoring the potential for core melt (core- melt frequency) and the public
risk. Targets for these measures can be set consistent with NRC safety goals. In
this process, the performance of safety systems, support systems, major components,
and initiating events can be monitored using measures such as unavailability,
failure or occurrence frequency. The changes in performance measures and their
trends are determined from the time behavior of monitored measures by
differentiation between stochastical and actual variations. Therefore, degradation,
as well as improvement in the plant safety performance, can be determined. The
development of risk-based performance indicators will also provide the means to
trace a change in the safety measures to specific problem areas which are amenable
to root cause analysis and inspection audits. In addition, systematic methods will
be developed to identify specific improvement policies using the plant information
system for the identified problem areas. The final product of the performance
indicator project will be a methodology, and an integrated and validated set of
software packages which, if properly interfaced with the logic model software of a
plant, can monitor the plant performance as plant information is provided as input.
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CT: (iad); availability; bwr type reactors; failures; inspection; meltdown; performance;
probability; pwr type reactors; reactor components; reactor core disruption; reactor
safety; reliability; risk assessment; safety engineering; us nrc; . (cad);
accidents; enriched uranium reactors; national organizations; power reactors;
reactor accidents; reactors; safety; thermal reactors; us organizations; water
cooled reactors; water moderated reactors;

KQz bwr type reactors: reactor safety; bwr type reactors: safety engineering; pwr type
reactors: reactor safety; pwr type reactors: safety engineering; safety engineering:
reliability.

DOCUMENT NUMBER * IN118:086473 47 OF 48

T I : Risk-based Regulatory Evaluation Program methodology.
AU: DuCharme, A.R.; Sanders, G.A.; Carlson, D.D.; Asselin, S.V.
CO: Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA); Energy, Inc., Idaho Falls, ID (USA).
LA: English
RP: SAND--86-2106.
IM: Jan 1987. 53 p. Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS, PC A04/ MF A01; 1 as

DE87004778.
NO: Portions of this document are illegible in microfiche products. Original copy

available until stock is exhausted.
CN: US (USA) R (Report)
CC: F2200 (Nuclear Installations) C5240 E3100 E3200
AB: The objectives of this DOE-supported Regulatory Evaluation Progrwam are to analyze

and evaluate the safety importance and economic significance of existing regulatory
guidance in order to assist in the improvement of the regulatory process for current
generation and future design reactors. A risk-based cost-benefit methodology was
developed to evaluate the safety benefit and cost of specific regulations or
Standard Review Plan sections. Risk-based methods can be used in lieu of or in
combination with deterministic methods in developing regulatory requirements and
reaching regulatory decisions.

CT: (iad); bwr type reactors; cost benefit analysis; economics; evaluation; heavy water
moderated reactors; htgr type reactors; licensing; liquid metal cooled reactors; pwr
type reactors; regulations; risk assessment; . (cad); economic analysis; enriched
uranium reactors; gas cooled reactors; graphite moderated reactors; law; power
reactors; reactors; thermal reactors; water cooled reactors; water moderated
reactors;

MQ: bwr type reactors: risk assessment; heavy water moderated reactors: risk assessment;
htgr type reactors: risk assessment; liquid metal cooled reactors: risk assessment;
pwr type reactors: risk assessment; regulations: cost benefit analysis; regulations:
risk assessment.

DOCUMENT NUMBER - IN117:073694 48 OF 48

T I : Risk-based analysis of allowed outage times in nuclear power plants.
AU: Samanta, P.K.; Wong, S.M.; Boccio, J.L; Vesely, W.E. (Brookhaven National Lab.,

Upton, NY).
LA: English
RP: CONF-851115—.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X. CODEN: TANSA. (Nov 1985). v. 50 p. 359-361.
CF: (American Nuclear Society winter meeting. San Francisco, CA (USA). 10-15 Nov 1985. )
CN: US (USA) J (Journal Article)
L I : K (Conferences)
CC: E3100 (Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moderated, Boiling Water Cooled

(BWR, etc., types))
AB: One aspect of technical specifications (TS) in nuclear power plants is the allowed

outage time (AOT) of the components in the safety systems. The AOT for a component
is the period of time during the plant operation in which the component can be
inoperable, i.e., if a component is found failed, it should be repaired within the
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AOT defined in the TS of the plant; otherwise the plant must be taken to a shutdown
state. US Nuclear Regulatory Commission approval for the AOT extension is required
for continued operation. Current AOTs defined in the TS were primarily based on
engineering judgments, which included judgment on the safety importance of the
component and a qualitative consideration of repair time. Risk- and
reliability-based methodologies can be utilized to establish AOTs to control and
minimize risks due to an AOT. However, the introduction of risk-based insights into
the AOT determination process requires the resolution of a number of issues that
impact the evaluation. The Procedures for Evaluating Technical Specifications
program plan has identified the issues in an evaluation of the Limerick nuclear
plant. In this paper, issues that impact AOT evaluations are addressed, and the
insights gained toward their resolution are presented.

CT: (iad); failures; high pressure coolant injectio; limerick-1 reactor; limerick-2
reactor; meltdown; probabilistic estimation; reactor core disruption; reactor
safety; reactor shutdown; reliability; risk assessment; specifications; us nrc; .
(cad); accidents; bwr type reactors; eccs; enriched uranium reactors; national
organizations; power reactors; reactor accidents; reactor protection systems;
reactors; safety; shutdown; thermal reactors; us organizations; water cooled
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Working Group I - Questionnaire

1. Does the regulatory body

(a) require a PSA to be carried out?

(b) strongly recommend a PSA to be carried out?

(c) encourage a PSA to be carried out?

(d) not want a PSA?

(e) other - please specify

The responses should comment on the reasons for doing the PSA (e.g. periodic review, licensing)
and say if this affects the level and/or scope of the PSA).

2. Who does the PSA?

(a) licensee

(b) licensees consultant/contractor - if positive the response should indicate the role of the
licensee in the PSA.

(c) the regulator

3. What regulatory action would be taken if a PSA indicated excessive risks?

4. Does the regulatory body give guidelines or requirements on how a PSA is carried out?

(a) regulators own PSA guide

(b) use of IAEA guide

(c) use of NUREG 2300

(d) other - please specify

The response should indicate how strongly the regulator insists on a particular method.

5. How does the regulator judge the results of a PSA?

(a) against numerical criteria/targets such as CDF or large release

(b) system reliabilities (comment also on whether the system reliability target/limit is derived
from higher level criteria)

(c) other - please specify

If numerical targets are used the response should say whether compliance is mandatory.



6. Are any reviews carried out on the PSA before the regulatory assessment

(a) by an independent body?
(b) separate part of licensees organization?
(c) other - please specify

If such reviews are carried out the response should indicate whether or not they are required or
encouraged by the regulator or done on the licensees own initiative. Examples of reviews which have been
carried out should be given, where appropriate.

7. How do the limitations of PSA influence the way in which regulators view the results of a PSA?

8. What level of PSAs are performed (0, 1, 2 or 3)? The response should say if the level of PSA varies
according to purpose.

9. Does the regulator impose any pre-conditions with respect to the following:

(a) CCF limits

(b) timescale for operator action

(c) operator actions claimed only when written procedures exist

(d) only safety classified equipment can be claimed

(e) need for FMEA

(f) choice of data - plant specific or generic, also ageing effects

(g) mission time

(h) human intervention models

10. Does the regulator require or request (please distinguish)

(a) sensitivity studies?
(b) uncertainty analyses?
(c) if not required, are sensitivity and/or uncertainty analyses normally done anyway?

11. Does the regulator require or request (please distinguish) the PSA to be performed on a best-estimate
or conservative basis. The response should also comment on what is actually done to try and make
the results best-estimate or conservative.

12. How important is completeness (for example in terms of the list of initiating faults) considered to
be?

13. What proportion of NPPs have had a PSA done, and is it intended that they should eventually be
done for each plant?
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Working Group 2 - Questionnaire

What use do the regulators actually make of a PSA?

(a) seeking improvements to the design or operation

(b) planned inspections - here the response should distinguish between an inspection which
arises from a feature of the PSA and the active use of a PSA to
plan an inspection programme

(c) comparison with frequency targets/limits - the response should comment on
whether the targets are regulatory goals
or indicative/informal measures

(d) evaluation of incidents

(e) emergency planning or emergency procedures

(f) identification of research needs

(g) other - please specify

The responses should distinguish between things done now and those things which the regulator is
considering doing in the future or thinks is a good idea. Examples of actual applications should be included.

2. Is operational experience fed in to the PSA, if so how is it done?

3. What does "living PSA" mean to operators and/or regulators?

(a) is the LPSA actually used by the regulator or the operator?

(b) How is LPSA used?

(c) Is "on-line" use envisaged?

Again the responses should distinguish between current activities and possible future activities, and
should include examples of actual applications where appropriate.

4. Does the regulatory body assess the licensees PSA

(a) for adequacy as a model for the plant?

(b) to see whether appropriate conclusions' have been drawn from the PSA?

[* for example that CDF is acceptable, identification of risk reduction measures or key plant items]



5. Are PSA results used in some form of cost benefit analysis (CBA)

(a) by the regulator?

(b) by the licensee? - here the response should distinguish between licensees own
internal usa::e and usaee in submissions to the resulator

If positive the response should say how the results are converted to monetary values and comment
on the criteria for judging the conclusions of a CBA.

6. For existing plant, is the expected lifetime of the plant taken into account when making decisions
on back-fits etc. on the basis of PSA results. If so, how is this done? (For example is any
systematic methodology used?)

7. How do the limitations of PSA influence the way in which regulators use the results of a PSA?

8. To what extent does the scope of the PSA influence the uses identified in Ql?

9. How are the results of uncertainty and sensitivity analyses actually used and what significance is
attached to the results of such analyses?
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Comments on the Working Material on Risk-Based
Regulation (IAEA-J4-CS-54/92)

Kiyoto AIZAWA

1. Probabilistic approach should be treated as a necessary
supplement to deterministic approach in the regulation process and
these two approaches should not be treated as mutually exclusive.

2. The most important insights provided by a PSA are engineering
ones and decisions should not be made solely on the basis of
quantitative PSA results. Decisions should also be made reflecting
all-round perspectives taking into account a number of factors (e.g.
cost) which are not considered in a PSA.

3. On the other hand, insights for decision-making on implementation
of corrective maintenance or regulatory enforcement actions should
not rely solely on the basis of relative sense, but on the basis of
absolute sense. For example, attention should be paid whether
overall frequencies of beyond design base plant conditions are
larger than 10-* per reactor-year or these are less than 10"6 per
reactor-year.

4. In order to apply risk-based regulation(RBR) effectively, basic policy
on the treatment of the "base case conditions" should be clearly
described in this document.

5. In case of application of RBR to NPPs, basic policy on the treatment
of the cut-off criteria, e.g., treatment of extremely low occurrence
probability and very high consequence events which inevitably
involve very large uncertainty, should be clearly described in this
document.

6. It should be noteworthy that instead of core melt frequency, more
proper parameter which indicates importance of safety functions for
preventive measures against beyond design base plant conditions,
should be developed as a reference parameter for RBR by the IAEA.
This parameter is expected to be familiar one to operators at the site
as well as to regulators.

7. The content of the chapters of III through V in this documentsAEA-
J4-CS-54/92) corresponds to risk-based "management for safe
operation" instead of risk-based "regulation". Therefore, it is
necessary to add description regarding proper procedures and
examples applied in the regulation process.



8. In this document, it is stated that the use of RBR would receive
public support. However, as far as the RBR is based on evaluation
of core melt frequencies which can never become zero, the public
may be dreadfully anxious about safety of the plant.
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Introduction

One of the tools which are nowadays being more and more used in managing nuclear
power plant operation are safety and performance indicators. In addition to a variety
of indicators being used by individual plants, WANO developed a set of indicators which
is being used by NPPs worldwide. Specific, exclusively safety centered indicators are
used by several regulatory bodies. Although those indicators are carefully selected,
different constrain, like availability of data and processing issues make them sometimes
highly empirical and subjective, and not fully representative of all aspects of NPP safety.

One of the possible ways to manage operational NPP safety in more comprehensive way
is to employ indicators with broad coverage of safety relevant issues. This is actually the
basis for development of risk-based indicators, which should employ complex models to
process the data which are collected at a plant. The concept of risk-based indicators is
based on Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA), although it employs additional methods to
modify standard, static PSA into a model useful for defining risk indicators. By doing
this, risk indicators are able to generate more objective picture of plant safety.

The purpose of this document is to delineate the basic philosophy for risk-based
indicators, discuss possible approaches and create general framework on such indicators
might be implemented. This report is meant to initiate the discussion on a number of
open issues related to the development and use of risk-based indicators.

The first part of this report highlights the important aspects of risk-based indicators in
terms of key concepts and properties. The second part of the report gives illustrations
of risk-based indicators. The third part of the report gives details on certain risk-based
indicator considerations. The appendix to the report provides detail discussion on core
damage risk indicators.



Basic Concepts of Risk-Based Indicators

Risk-based indicators arc indicators which utilize a risk model, such as a Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA) to evaluate the risk implications of collected, component level
data.

A powerful feature of risk-based indicators is that seemingly unimportant or seemingly
inconsistent component level data can be integrated using the PRA or risk model to
obtain meaningful and significant risk conclusions.

Another powerful feature of risk-based indicators is that they show not only average risk,
but dynamic risk behaviors, which include instantaneous and daily variations in risk and
time trends in risk.

In the day-to-day operations of a plant, the plant risk level can vary by orders of
magnitude from the average value and from the calculated PRA value.

PRAs do not calculate dynamic risks and dynamic risk variations, but only calculate the
long run, average risk value. The uncertainties calculated in the PRA also do not account
for dynamic risk variations.

Only risk-based indicators will show these dynamic risk behaviors including the day-to-
day variations in risk.

The dynamic and daily risk variations which occur in a plant are due to components
being down (component configurations), non-random failure behaviors (e.g., end of life
failures), clusterings of failures, clusterings of times of test and maintenance, time trends,
impacts of maintenance, and impacts of management

It is important, even critical, for the plant to control the dynamic risk variations since
accidents are most likely to occur when the daily risk level or local risk level is high, i.e.,
when the dynamic risk value is high.

Updating the PRA using standard PRA techniques (e.g. using Bayesian updating), or
using "living PRA" techniques, will not show these dynamic variations in risk.

Only risk-based indicators will show these dynamic risk variations and will show when
the daily risk is increasing so it can be corrected before an accident occurs.

Types of Risks Which can be Monitored and Which can be Evaluated by Risk-
Based Indicators

Risk-based indicators can monitor and evaluate the following risks:

1. Instantaneous risk levels due to given components being down or due to given
events occurring;



2. Local risk levels, such as daily, weekly or monthly risk levels, which account
for local trends and durations of component downtimes;

3. Long term risk levels, such as yearly or past history risk levels, to determine
average risk levels and to compare with PRAs;

4. Predicted future risk levels, to not only extrapolate current indicated risk
trends but also to predict future risk problems which may not yet be observed
(for example from projecting performances or root causes to other susceptible
components not yet experiencing these performances or causes).

The Differences Between Risk-Based Indicators and Performance Indicators

By its definition and construction, a risk-based indicator utilizes a detailed plant model of
risk, generally a PRA, to accurately integrate data at a component level to give the
overall risk implications.

A performance indicator docs not utilize a model but gives only a directly measurable
indicator: the user or decision maker must subjectively combine different performance
indicators if overall plant performance is desired.

By utilizing data at the component level, a risk-based indicator is able to identify
deteriorations of safety and safety significant trends generally much faster than
performance indicators. This faster response is due to the fact that component level data
for many components, which is generated relatively quickly, is utilized by a risk-based
indicator.

Because a risk-based indicator utilizes a PRA or equivalent risk model, the detailed
contributors to risk performance arc enumerated and arc prioritized in terms of their
importance to the risk performance. Performance indicators cannot identify and
prioritize the different contributors, which is needed to institute controls and
optimizations of plant operations.

Risk-Based Indicators as Operational Feedback Indicators

Risk-based indicators are important, in fact are required, to provide feedback to plant
operations to improve and optimize plant operations in their risk control.

Risk-based indicators can reduce risk by identifying significant risk impacts and the
contributors which can be controlled.

Risk-based indicators can reduce burden by identifying insignificant risk contributors
where requirements and resources can be reduced.
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Risk-based indicators are required to monitor instantaneous risk levels, daily risk levels
(more generally, near term risk levels), the risk effects of component time trends, the risk
effects of non-random failure behaviors, the risk effects of components being down, and
the risk effects of occurring events - all of which are not adequately covered by
performance indicators, PRAs, or living PRAs.

Plant operations are dynamic and hence risk is dynamic: hence, dynamic, risk-based
indicators are required to monitor and provide feedback on this dynamic behavior.

The Ability of Risk-Based Indicators to Identify Program Effects, Maintenance
Effects, and Management Effects

Risk-based indicators not only measure long term risk levels, but also instantaneous risk
levels and daily risk levels (more generally, near term, or local, risk levels).

Risk-based indicators can also measure the instantaneous, near term, and long term
performance of intermediate contributors to the risk, such as system and function
unavailabilities.

There generally has been poor success in using standard PRAs to identify and correlate
the effects of programs, maintenance, and management on risk (e.g., on the core damage
frequency).

Because risk-based indicators measure dynamic risk and not only static risk as PRAs do,
risk-based indicators have a much greater capability to identify and correlate the risk
effects of plant programs, maintenance, and management

This capability to measure the risk effects of plant operations and management allows the
operations of the plant and its management to be optimized in terms of their risk control
and the resources expended.

The Cost Benefits of Using Risk-Based Indicators

Risk-based indicators can provide significant cost benefits by identifying the important
and unimportant contributors to not only the average risk, but to the daily risk.

Resources and requirements can be focused on the risk important contributors.

If contributors are identified as not being risk important, then requirements and activities
can be relaxed on these contributors resulting in resource savings, which can be
significant

Risk-based indicators are important tools for monitoring the risk contributions to be able
to effectively and efficiently respond to risk trends and risk impacts.



Risk-based indicators also can provide important assurance tools for monitoring risk
contributors to assure contributions remain low when requirements are relaxed as part of
risk-based regulations.

Basic Steps Involved in Transforming a PRA for Risk-Based Indicators

To transform a PRA or risk model for risk-based indicator applications, the constant
input data used in the PRA is replaced by appropriate dynamic indicators.

Depending upon the specific applications and risk based indicators constructed, constant
component failure rates, initiating event frequencies, human error rates and component
and system unavailabilities are replaced by appropriate indicators.

The indicators which are utilized can account for the different states of the component,
time trends in the failure behavior, dependencies among component performances, and
can account for the stochastic behavior of the components and basic events.

The resulting risk results which are calculated, such as the core damage frequency and
system unavailabilities, are now also dynamic variables instead of static values and show
the dynamic and stochastic variation in the risk performance as a function on time.

The PRA, now as a risk-based indicator, can be evaluated at different times, such as
daily, to show the dynamic risk variations and trends.

Additional Steps to Further Enhance a PRA for Risk-Based Indicators

The candidate contributors can first be identified which are in the PRA and which could
be potentially monitored.

The candidate contributors can then be prioritized for their risk contribution.

For efficient risk-based indicator applications, only the top contributors may be
monitored, such as the top 99% contributors.

The relatively unimportant contributors may be kept at their constant PRA value. These
other contributors may be occasionally checked to assure no significant changes have
occurred.

To make the PRA more responsive as an indicator, contributions can also be removed
which mask the performance of the contributors being monitored.

For example, dominant minimal cutsets consisting only of human errors may be removed
if human errors arc not being monitored. Recovery actions may also be removed for
monitoring purposes.
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Monitoring lower levels of the PRA, e.g. function unavailabilities, may also provide
more responsive indicators.

When contributors are removed or adjusted, or lower levels monitored, then the total risk
level should also be evaluated in any indicator applications.

Data Requirements for Risk-Based Indicators

In general, the data required for risk-based indicators consists of times at which
component failures are detected, times at which components are brought down for
maintenance and testing, and the duration of time a component is down.

Times of initiating events and times of other events such as human errors are required if
these additional contributors are also to be monitored.

This failure and downtime data is similar to that used in a PRA except that now times of
occurrences of events and failures are utilized, and not only the numbers and frequencies.

Times of component degradation can also be collected to obtain projected times of
failure for faster indicator response times and to obtain optimal maintenance intervals.

For specialized evaluations, if basic operational and management variables are to be
evaluated for their correlations to different risks and different contributors, then these
additional variables need to be collected.

In addition to these collected data requirements, a PRA model or equivalent risk model is
required along with the basic data used for the PRA or risk model.

The Difference Between Risk-Based Indicators and Time-Dependent PRA Codes

Time-dependent PRA codes, such as FRANTIC, calculate the time-dependent core
damage frequency and time-dependent unavailability due to times of test and repair and
due to assumed long term, time-dependent failure rates.

These time-dependent codes do not calculate instantaneous and daily risks (and near term
risks) but calculate the projected, long term time-dependent risk.

These time dependent codes do not generally include the effects of components known to
be down, events having occurred, clusterings of test and maintenance times (test times
are assumed to be strictly periodic), non-random failure behaviors, end of life failures,
daily variations in component failure rates and all the other dynamic behaviors which can
be incorporated into risk-based indicators.



Risk-Based Indicators by Application

The list below gives specific types of risk-based indicators depending upon the specific
application. The PRA or risk model can be transformed to be any one or all of these
indicators. These specific forms of indicators are described on subsequent pages. All
these indicators can be constructed using currently available technology. The types of
risk-based indicators by applications are:

• risk level indicators (risk meters);

• precursor indicators;

• configuration management indicators;

• maintenance effectiveness indicators;

• test effectiveness indicators;

• indicators for risk-based regulations;

• aging and end of life indicators;

• dynamic PRA indicators;

• common cause and dependency indicators.

Risk-Based Indicator Evaluations

Listed below are the evaluations which can be carried out by indicators. Again, the PRA
or risk model can be transformed to carry out any of these indicator evaluations. The
indicators for specific applications listed previously generally do all of these evaluations
directed at a specific application. The different indicator evaluations are:

• indicator evaluations to determine the risk impact of an occurring event;

• indicator evaluations to determine the risk impact of components being down;

• indicator evaluations to identify time trends in performance and their risk
implications;

• indicator evaluations to evaluate the risk levels before and after a program,
action or requirement has been instituted;

• indicator evaluations to predict future implications from current and past
performances;



• indicator evaluations to identify systematic deviations in performance and
their risk implications;

• indicator evaluations to track specific risk contributors in order to optimize
operations and requirements associated with these contributors;

• indicator evaluations to relate operation and management attributes to risk
performance;

• indicator evaluations to determine the instantaneous, near term, and long term
risk level taking into account all the dynamic occurrences.

Descriptions of Risk-Based Indicators by Application

The following is a description of individual types of risk-based indicators by the
application carried out The PRA or risk model can be transformed to give any one or
more of these indicators.

Risk Level Indicators (risk meters)

Risk level indicators, or risk meters, are risk-based indicators which monitor the
risk level of the plants.

Risk meters can monitor the instantaneous risk level and the risk level over any
time period including the long term risk.

Uncertainties in the sampling process and in the PRA are taken into account in
determining the confidence limits or probability limits on the true risk level.

Risk readings can be displayed at any level from the core damage frequency (or
public health risk if appropriate) to system unavailabilities to detailed
contributors.

Significant time trends and significant changes in the risk levels can be identified.

Risk meters, and in general any risk-based indicator, can be programmed to only
show significant deviations and changes and not to show insignificant or
irrelevant information (consistent with management by exception practices).

Precursor Indicators

Precursor indicators are indicators of the risk significance of occurring events
which are termed precursor events.

Most present precursor evaluations use limited, if not incorrect, types of risk-
based indicators.
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Risk-based indicators can be constructed to give unbiased estimates of the
instantaneous risk impacts of a given precursor event.

Risk-based indicators can also be constructed to give unbiased estimates of the
core dunage frequency or e'-'ier risk measure from the times of occurrence and
durations of the precursor.

Probability intervals and confidence bounds can be determined for the true risk
level (as they can for any risk-based indicator).

Risk-based indicators can also be constructed to predict future risk levels from
evaluations of trends and root causes associated with the precursors.

Configuration Management Indicators

Configuration management indicators determine the risk impacts from
components which are down or which are proposed to be brought down.

Configuration management indicators also accurately determine the accumulated
risk from the times the components are down and from the overlapping
downtimes.

Configuration management indicators can also incorporate the recent and past
history of the plant in determining more accurately the risk impact from the down
components.

Configuration management indicators can determine the instantaneous risk
impacts, the short term risk impacts, and long term risk impacts of the
components being down.

Configuration management indicators can also tract the total accumulated
downtime risk from past occurrences for cumulative risk control.

Configuration management indicators can determine the acceptable duration of
time the components can be down with no significant risk impact resulting.

Configuration management indicators can also identify actions to reduce the risk
impacts of the downed components and can identify acceptable or optimal
restoration strategies.

Maintenance Effectiveness Indicators

The objective of maintenance is to maintain, i.e., to keep performance at least
stable.



Therefore from a performance standpoint, maintenance is ineffective if any
increasing time trends occur in any component or system failure rate, which
indicates deteriorating, non-maintained performance.

Consequently, to construct one indicator of maintenance ineffectiveness, times of
failure can be analyzed for time trends, and identified trends can be input to a risk
model to determine the risk implications of the ineffective maintenance.

Maintenance is also ineffective if the risk level is high and maintenance downtime
is a major contributor to the high risk level. An indicator can be constructed to
show the maintenance downtime contribution to the instantaneous, near term, and
long term risk.

Maintenance-related failures, repeat failures, and human errors can also be
monitored as additional indicators of maintenance ineffectiveness.

A potentially poor way of measuring maintenance effectiveness or ineffectiveness
is to compare the monitored risk level or unavailability level to the PRA value.

Differences can arise between the monitored risk-level and the PRA value, not
because of maintenance effects, but because the PRA uses generic data or average
data which does not reflect the plant specific performance.

One valid measure of the benefits and effectiveness of maintenance can be
determined by correlating maintenance program variables (e.g., maintenance
intervals) with near term and long term reliability levels and risk levels in the
risk-based indicators.

Because the risk-based indicators are dynamic indicators, lags between
maintenance actions and reliability and risk befits can be accounted for, which
PRAs cannot directly do.

Maintenance effectiveness and benefits can also be evaluated by collecting times
of component degradations and modeling the effects of maintenance in correcting
degradations before failures occur.

Maintenance intervals can be optimized to both minimize resources and to
effectively "control risk and to produce effective component performance.

These maintenance indicators can be incorporated into risk-based indicators to
identify the effects of maintenance not only on component performance but on
system availability and on plant risk.



Test Effectiveness Indicators

Test effectiveness indicators monitor the effectiveness of a surveillance test in
controlling the risk contributions associated with the test

The current and past history of the component is utilized in determining the test
contribution to the instantaneous risk, near term risk, and long term risk.

Test intervals can also be determined to optimize the test control of the risk
contributions.

In this optimal control, test intervals are extended for risk unimportant
components and are tightened, where necessary, for risk important components.

The specific test contributions are incorporated into the risk-based indicator
evaluations of the instantaneous risk levels, the near term risk levels, and the long
term risk levels.

Indicators for Risk-Based Regulations

Risk-based regulations are regulations and technical specifications which are
based on the risk contributions of the equipment or actions being regulated.

Risk-based regulations include performance-based regulations whose objective is
to control the risk level associated with specific contributor.

Risk-based indicators are an important and inherent part of risk-based regulations
to monitor the risk and to provide feedback to assure contributors are being
controlled.

When requirements are loosened because of their risk unimportance, risk-based
indicators are important in monitoring the contributors to assure their risk
contribution remains insignificant.

Specific indicators for risk-based regulations include risk level indicators (risk
meters), maintenance effectiveness indicators, test effectiveness indicators,
configuration management indicators, aging indicators, and other specialized
indicators.

A pi np and End of Life Indicators

Aging indicators identify time dependent trends in the failure times and
degradation times of components.

End of life indicators identify clustering behaviors and non-random behaviors in
the failure times and degradation times of components.
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To identify these trends, clustering behaviors, and non-random behaviors,
specialized indicators are constructed to analyze populations of components to
identify systematic trends and behaviors across components.

Th~ identified systematic behaviors are input to a PRA or risk model to determine
the present risk implications and projected future risk implications.

As part of the risk evaluations, the time periods in which the systematic behaviors
need to be corrected are also identified to identify when action is required before
significant risk impacts occur.

Dynamic PRA Indicators

A dynamic PRA incorporates indicators into a standard PRA to be able to
evaluate instantaneous risk, near term risk, and long term risk, as well as to.
predict future risk.

Risk-based indicators are incorporated into the PRA and replace the average
component failure rates and component unavailabilities in the standard PRA.

Component failure rates, human error rates, initiating event frequencies, and
unavailabilities are also treated as stochastically-varying variables instead of as
fixed parameters.

Kalman filtering techniques (using transformed variables) and other standard,
dynamic system approaches are used to monitor and track the stochastic, dynamic
risk levels.

Risk-based monitoring indicators, time trend indicators, test and maintenance
indicators, common cause indicators, and configuration management indicators
are specific PRA indicators which transform the PRA to a dynamic risk
evaluation.

Common Cause and Dependency Indicators

Common cause indicators and dependency indicators identify dependencies
among times of failure and times of events.

Common cause indicators and dependency indicators are other specialized
indicators which examine populations of components to identify systematic
behaviors across the components in the populations.

Multivariate distribution techniques, clustering techniques, and other statistical
dependency techniques are used for the modeling and evaluation.
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The times of failures and items of occurrences can also be correlated to
environmental variables and other programmatic variables to identify
susceptibilities to common cause failures and to dependencies.

The common cause failures and dependencies, and their susceptibilities, are fitted
to distributions and then arc input to the PRA to determine the risk implications.

Calculation and Software Requirements for Risk-Based Indicators

Present PRA codes cannot effectively carry out the evaluations which are required for
risk-based indicators.

Currently some PRA codes have been modified or are being modified to recalculate the
risk (e.g., the core damage frequency) with given components down. However, even
these modifications are not sufficient for meaningful risk-based indicator.

Listed below are summaries of some of the key calculation requirements for indicators
for given applications. These calculation requirement can then be subsequently
transformed into specific formulas and algorithms. When several indicators are
incorporated into a PRA or risk model then one calculation algorithm or software module
may be used for several applications.

Risk Level Indicators (risk meters)

Calculation of instantaneous, and time-period-averaged risk levels when stepwise
unavailabilities or stepwise failure rates are given.

Calculation of time-dependent risk levels when time trends in unavailabilities or
failure rates are given.

Calculation of uncertainties associated with the instantaneous, time-period-
averaged, or time-dependent risk levels.

Evaluation of the correlations between the instantaneous and time-period-
averaged risk levels with given operation and management attributes.

Precursor Indicators

Calculation of instantaneous and time-pcriod-averaged risk levels when times are
given for events occurring and for components detected to be down along with
their downtime duration.

Prediction of future risk levels from past histories of precursor events, causes
which have been identified for the precursors, and corrective measures which
have been taken.
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Configuration Management Indicators

Calculation of the instantaneous risk level for a given configuration (a set of
components given to be down).

Calculation of the time-period-averag&d risk contribution from the given
configuration and its given duration.

Calculation of the time-period-averaged risk for different downtime durations to
determine acceptable downtime durations.

Determination of the risk importances for individual components in the
configuration or in the same minimal cutsets to determine restoration strategies or
risk impact reduction strategies.

Accumulation of the downtime risk contribution.

Maintenance Effectiveness Indicators

Calculation of time-dependent risk levels when time trends in unavailabilities or
failure rates are given.

Calculation of maintenance downtime contributions to instantaneous and time-
period-averaged risk levels as well as to long term risk.

Calculation of risk levels when correlations are given between maintenance and
component reliability (or component failure rate).

Calculation of risk levels when component degraded states are incorporated into
the PRA model.

Test Effectiveness Indicators

Calculation of the test contribution to the instantaneous, time-period-averaged,
and long term risk level.

Calculation of the risk level as a function of test interval.

Indicators for Risk-Based Regulations

Integration of the individual risk-based indicator calculations for the risk-based
regulation program.
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Aging and End of Life Indicators

Calculation of time-dependent risk levels when time trends in unavailabilities or
failure rates are given along with replacement schedules.

Calculation of risk levels when lifetimes are given for components along with the
associated standard deviations.

Evaluations of lifetime distribution parameters from a set of given failure times
for a population of components.

Dynamic PRA Indicators

Integration of the individual risk-based indicator calculations into a dynamic PRA
program.

Common Cause and Dependency Indicators

Calculation of risk levels for given, dependent, time-of-failure distributions for
populations of dependent components.

Evaluation of the multivariate, dependent, time-of-failure distribution from a set
of failure times for a population of components.

Evaluation of the correlations of the time-of-failure dependencies with given
operation and management attributes.

14



ILLUSTRATIONS OF RISK-BASED INDICATORS
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Illustrations of Risk-Based Indicators

On the following pages figures are given which illustrate various types of risk-based
indicators which have been constructed and which have been applied. The following is a
description of each figure:

Figure 1. Failure Rate Indicator Versus Time

This is an illustration of a component failure rate indicator versus time
showing aging effects causing the failure rate to significantly increase.
This indictor was constructed from times of component failure (shown by
the symbol "x" on the x-axis). This indicator, along with other component
failure rate indicators also showing aging can be input into a PRA to
transform it to a risk-based indicator to show the core damage frequency
effects of the aging.

Figure 2. Auxiliary Feedwater System Unavailability Indicator

This is an illustration of a system unavailability indicator versus time
(versus quarter where each quarter is three months). The years are also
shown (1983,1984, etc.). The indicator was constructed from the times at
which given components were down and the duration of the downtimes.
The PRA system model was used to integrate the component data. The
dotted lines indicate the time period in which the plant was shut down;
the data points immediately before shutdown and immediately after
shutdown are simply connected by the dotted lines. The indicator shows
the dynamic behavior of the system unavailability versus time. The
upward and downward arrows identify statistically significant time trends
in the system unavailability (at 95% confidence). The indicator can be
input to the PRA to show the overall risk impact The plant was shut
down in 1986 partly because of the system unavailability problems
identified by the indicator (the increasing time trend). The indicator
identifies the problem was corrected (the decreasing time trend), including
some corrections made during operation in 1987-1988.

Figure 3.. Unavailability Indicator of a Given Diesel

This figure shows an unavailability indicator that was constructed for a
given diesel in a plant. The indicator was constructed from times of
failure, times of maintenance, and the duration of downtime for each
failure and maintenance. The indicator shows the dynamic behavior of
the diesel unavailability which varies by almost a factor of 100 over the
time period. The indicator was constructed using standard stochastic
indicator techniques. This indicator was then input to the PRA to.
determine the core melt frequency indicator shown in the next figure.

16



Figure 4. Core Melt Frequency Indicator Due to Diesel 3

This figure shows the core melt frequency, risk-based indicator which
results from inputting the diesel unavailability indicator shown in the
previous figure (Figure 3). The figure shows a large variation in the core
melt frequency indicating the dynamic behavior in core melt frequency
which can occur during plant operation due to the diesel dynamic
variations. Extra control can be placed on the diesel maintenance and
downtimes to control the risk variations.

Figure 5. Unavailability Indicator of Diesel 3 Explicitly Showing Downtime
Duration

This figure is similar to Figure 3 except that the indicator is a step
indicator explicitly showing the duration of time during which a given
behavior persists.

Figure 6. Core Melt Frequency Step Indicator From Diesel 3

This figure is similar to Figure 4 with the step diesel unavailability
indicator of Figure 5 input to the PRA to show the duration of time in
which a given core melt frequency level persists.

Figure 7. Instantaneous Core Melt Frequency Indicator Showing Maintenance
Scheduling Impacts

This figure shows the instantaneous core melt frequency levels resulting
from a maintenance schedule that was considered for implementation at a
plant The indicator was constructed by placing components in a down
state in the PRA that were to be taken down for maintenance at a given
time. The components were allowed to be down for one week by the
plant's technical specifications. The maintenance schedule should not be
utilized because of the large, instantaneous core melt frequency impacts
that result from the original schedule. (Li is interesting to note that the
original schedule complied with the plant's technical specifications).

Figure 8. Core Damage Frequency Indicator Versus Time Showing Ineffective
Risk Control

This figure shows a core damage frequency indicator that was constructed
from the times at which components were down and their durations of
downtimes. The indicator indicates ineffective risk control in the plant.

17
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Figure 9. Core Damage Frequency Indicator Versus Time Showing Systematic
(End of Life) Problems

This figure shows a core damage frequency indicator which identifies the
large risk impacts of components failing non-randomly due to their being
at the end of their life. Clustering of failures was identified by ihe
analysis that was performed as part of the indicator. Subsequent
investigations determined the components were failing at some given age
with little randomness (small, relative standard deviation) due to the
component being at the end of its life. The core damage frequency
indicator indicated large risk impacts due to this clustering of failures.
Similar components not yet experiencing these problems can be replaced
to avoid further risk effects.

Figure 10. Core Damage Frequency Indicator Versus Time Showing Effective
Risk Control

This figure shows a core damage frequency indicator indicating effective
risk control in a plant. The variations in core damage frequency are being
kept under control by effective plant operation practices, including risk-
based configuration management practices and component replacement
programs.
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HGURE 1. FAILURE RATE INDICATOR VS. TIME
RHR HEAT EXCHANGER FROM PUMP A AND C SHUTOFF VALVE
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FIGURE 2. AUX-FEED SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY INDICATOR
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FIGURE 3. UNAVAILABILITY INDICATOR OF A GIVEN DIESEL
(DIESEL 3)
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FIGURE 4. CORE-MELT FREQUENCY INDICATOR DUE TO DIESEL 3
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FIGURE 5. STEP UNAVAILABILITY INDICATOR OF DIESEL 3
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FIGURE 6. CORE-MELT FREQUENCY STEP INDICATOR
EXPLICITLY SHOWING DOWNTIME FROM DIESEL 3
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FIGURE 7. INSTANTANEOUS CORE MELT FREQUENCY INDICATOR
SHOWING MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING IMPACTS
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FIGURE 8, CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY VERSUS TIME
SHOWING INEFFECTIVE RISK CONTROL
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FIGURE'9. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY VERSUS TIME
SHOWING SYSTEMATIC (END OF LIFE) PROBLEMS
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FIGURE 10. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INDICATOR VERSUS TIME
SHOWING EFFECTIVE RISK CONTROL
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The purpose of using risk based indicators

The ideal use of risk based indicators results in optimum from the risk point of
view operations with the least burden.

If accident prevention is focussed on then risk is usually understood as the core
damage frequency. The core damage frequency is defined by the level I PSA.
Transforming the level I PSA to a dynamic PSA utilizing dynamic data gives a good
opportunity to develop a useful risk based indicator system.

The plant disturbances together with the plant response capabilities at a given
time point determines the core damage risk. The plant success of the plant response
highly depends on the availability of the safety related systems and components,
(see fig. ). Usually the information related to the system and component unavailabilities
are collected on the component level. This is the raw data. This information is then
classified, and the cause of the given component unavailability is determined. As it is
seen on the figure, the activity of the maintenance and operational personnel and the
management affects the component behaviour. This effect goes upward, and together
with the disturbances affects the core damage risk. Of course, the human performance
affect directly the risk during the process following the disturbance.

The useful risk based indicators initiate the recovery, upgrading actions and
improvements, within a short response time. They provide a feedback toward the
management and personnel, and also initiate hardware and administrative changes. Thus
the loop is closed, and it provides a "self-regulated" process in the safety management.
The figure shows this self-regulated process. The arrows mean the direction of the effect,
the lines mean the cause-consequence relationship.

The different types of the component unavailability depend on several factors
related to the human performance and the maintenance effectiveness. These factors are
affected by the management, as it is the management's task to work out strategies of
dealing with the personnel, and to set up the method of maintenance planning,
conducting and controlling.

The plant disturbances, such as initiating events also are affected by these factors,
as a failure due to ineffective maintenance can induce, or the operator itself can initiate
a transient.

The different indicators have to show back the target of the improvement or
change. There are two major areas, that can be controlled by this feedback: The physical
causes affecting the different component unavailabilities (e.g.,if a common cause failure
is identified, it is eliminated by the personnel). The other area is the organizational,
strategical or administrative control (e.g.,the possibility of the common cause failure has
to be excluded by maintenance procedures, by the preparedness of the personnel). Once
a problem is identified with the aid of the risk based indicators, both areas have to be
affected by the feedback. These two major areas are shown on the figure shadowed.
Feedback has to be provided from all of the levels of the calculational process. That



means different risk based indicators are calculated on different levels. Even indicators
based on raw data can be meaningful indicators, (ex. the failure rate of the diesel
generators brings useful information to be used for feedback.)

These risk-based indicators are to be used for both the safety management at the
utility and for the risk-based regulation. The indicators for regulation purposes have also
their feedback through the requirements of the regulatory body, inspections, or technical
specifications.

The targets of that feedback are the same as of those at the utility. The feedback
provides the assurance of the proper way of performing the improvements, recoveries,
or it initiates them. Thus the same scheme can be applied to show the effects of the risk
based indicators used for regulation purposes.

Risk-based regulation is thus transformed into dynamic regulation in the same way
as the safety management process is transformed into a dynamic process. However, the
indicators for risk-based regulation are not necessarily the same as those used by the
utility, but they must be based on the same data. Thus that data is to be provided for
the regulatory body.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the elecrrici-y generation industry the nuclear power plants are considered by
the public as the most dangerous, so they have to pay much attention on the safety of
the public, it is their responsibility. One part of this attention might be the periodic
evaluation of the operational and nuclear safety of the nuclear facilities. This kind of
analytical work requires big efforts from the operational personnel of the plants. On the
other hand there is an extensive work underway to facilitate this effort. This is the quick
and clear indication of the plant performance and the level of safety.

The monitoring of the plant safety was always the interest of the plant
management, and an important task for the plant personnel.

The probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) of the nuclear power plants is a very
useful tool for the measurement of the risk level, and the everyday use of its results in
the nuclear power plant operations can help to improve the safety.

The purpose of this document is to show a method for the fast recalculation of
the PSA. To avoid the information loose, it is necessary to simplify the PSA models, or
at least reorganize them. The method, introduced in this document, require that
preparation, so we try to show, how to do that.

This document is an introduction. This is the starting point of the work related
to the development of the risk indicators. In the future, with the application of this
method, we are going to show an everyday use of the PSA results to produce the
indicators of the core damage risk. There are two different indicators of the plant safety
performance, related to the core damage risk. The first is the core damage frequency
indicator (CDFI), and the second is the core damage probability indicator (CDPI). Of
course, we cannot describe all of the possible ways to use these indicators, rather we will
try to introduce the requirements to establish such an indicator system and the
calculation process.

2. THE METHOD

The method described in this section enables the user to recalculate the core
damage frequency (CDF) for the given time point and configuration. Based on the CDF
time points, it makes also possible to calculate the core damage probability (CDP) for
a given period of time.

This method requires the use of the PSA results in terms of minimal cut sets
(MCS) and some preparatory actions, such as modularization, simplification, construction
of the time functions of the basic event probabilities,...etc.



2.1 Time dependency of the CDF

At this point one can ask, why we should use time dependent analysis instead of
time averaged, which is much easier and faster. The answer is the following: As the
uncertainty analyses usually don't deal with the methodological uncertainties, rather with
the data uncertainties, it is very difficult to estimate the methodological uncertainty. One
way to eliminate an important part of the methodological uncertainty can be the time
dependent analysis. When we calculate CDF using the averaged in time basic event
probabilities, we forget, that two nonlinear mathematical operators, such as averaging
and the fault tree quantification, are not interchangeable. Of course, the effect of the
interchanging is not so obvious, but in some cases it can reach even a factor of four. (Try
to make a comparison between the staggered and sequential test strategies for a
three-train system.) If we are analyzing the effect of a small change in the configuration,
we cannot allow such an uncertainty. And also the changes in the component
importances by the time can be remarkable. This is explained by the different time
dependency of different components.

There are two contributors to the time dependency of the CDF. First one is the
system configuration, that varies by the time, as the system components are not always
operable, they are some times under repair, or preventive maintenance, in other cases
they are in standby mode,...etc.

The other contributor is the time dependency of the component unavailabilities,
as not all of them are continuously monitored. For the safety system components, that
are mainly periodically tested standby components, this dependency can be very
significant.

All these facts effect on the system unavailabilities and, on the CDF, as they are
important contributors of the CDF.

That means, that although this contributors make the analysis more complicated,
they have to be considered in our everyday calculations.

2.2 Preparation of the PSA results for the easy calculations

The fast recalculation of the fault trees and event sequences requires meaningful
preparation of the data and the models. This work includes the following: construction
of the basic event probability functions, fault tree modularization and minimal cutset
reduction.

2.2.1 Construction of the basic event probability functions

First the components have to be classified correctly by their types and
unavailability modes. Then the functions, that are used in the calculaTions, have
to be defined. When we calculate the basic event probabilities, we can use the
equations known from the reliability theory.

The components differ from each other from the point of view of their failure
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modes. Even the different failure modes of the same component are modelled
differently, and are considered as different basic events. In fact, it is necessary, if
we want to exclude those event combinations, that are administratively forbidden.
(Ex. Many Tech. Spec, don't allow two emergency diesel generators to be under
maintenance simultaneously, so in such a case the minimal cut set, containing two
emergency diesel unavailabilities due to maintenance, should be excluded. It can
be done only in that case, if the unavailability due to maintenance is modelled
separately form the other failure modes of the diesel, and considered as an
individual basic event.)

There are many component types regarding their operational function. Here we
select those component types, that are common in the nuclear power plant
technology. The components described here are as follows:

continuously monitored, reparable, on-line component;

not repairable, on-line component;

not monitored on-line component (In fact, some of the functions of the
on-line components are monitored somehow by parameters, just the time
of the failure detection will be different. The analyst hardly can find a
typical safety related component of this category in the nuclear power
plants.);

standby, periodically tested component;

standby, not tested component;

any combinations of the above.

There are two ways of the component unavailability calculation. The first one is
an "analogue" type, i. e. the usual statistical calculation, based on the experience
collected during the lifetime of the plant, giving smooth, continuous time curves.
The second one is based on our knowledge on the everyday situation, on the
system configuration. It gives either one, or zero unavailability, if we know exactly,
what happens whit the given component. Of course, it is very difficult, and in
many cases is impossible to say, whether the component is unavailable or
available. In these cases we have to estimate the status of the component. For the
CDFI and CDPI calculations we'll need both methods.

1. Continuously monitored, repairable on-line components

These components are mainly the components, that are normally in
operation, and are under repair only in case of their failure. The feedwater
water pump could be a typical example for this component type. This
component is available during its operation, and is unavailable during its
maintenance. If it is in operation, then the failure probability calculation
considers only the failure during the mission time. The mission time is



calculated as the accident duration. (It is known, that it is available, as it
is in operation, but we can only estimate the success during its mission
time.)

A. The estimated unavailability of these component can be modelled
as follows:

it is unavailable due to maintenance, or it fails during the
mission time.

B. The actual unavailability can be modelled as:

if it is in operation, than it can fail during the mission time;

if it is under repair, or maintenance, than it is unavailable.

Data needed for the calculations:

Case A.: failure rate (depends on the failure mode ex.:fails to run), repair
time, mission time.

Case B.: failure rate (ex.: fails to run), mission time, operating history

2. Not repairable on-line components

A. Estimated unavailability:

the component failed since the last maintenance, or
inspection, or it fails during the mission time (accident
duration).

B. Actual unavailability:

if it is monitored, and it is in operation, than it can fail
during the mission time. If it failed before, than it is
unavailable;

if it is not monitored, than its unavailability can only be
estimated, as above.

Data needed for the calculations:

Case A.: failure rate, time duration since the last maintenance, or
inspection, mission time.

Case B.: failure rate, mission time.
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3. Periodically tested standby components

These components are mainly the components of the safety systems, such
as ECCS, Auxfeed system,...etc.They are in standby mode during the
normal operation, and are actuated by an event challenging their function,
or by a test. The period, and the date of the tests are usually predefined
by a schedule on yearly, quarterly basis. In many cases the component
being tested is unavailable for a given time interval so called test duration.
It is also unavailable due to corrective maintenance for the repair time in
case of unsuccessful test with a definable probability.

For these components the unavailability function is calculated differently
for the three time interval: standby, test and repair. Also the failure within
the mission time has to be considered, usually as a constant. It is usual to
divide the failures into two groups: time related and demand related. In
such a case it is important to consider, that only the time related failures
are filtered out with the test. An example for the unavailability calculation
of a standby periodically tested component:

A. Estimated unavailability:

if it is in standby mode, than it could fail since the last test,
or it can fail due to demand related failure, or it can fail
during the mission time;

if it is under test, and it is unavailable due to the test, than
it is unavailable. If not, the same as above;

after the test for the repair time it is under repair with the
probability of the unsuccessful test.

B. Actual unavailability:

if it is in standby mode, than it could fail since the last test,
or it can fail due to demand related failure, or it can fail
during the mission time;

if it is under test, and it is unavailable due to the test, than
it is unavailable. If not, the same as above;

if it is under repair, due to unsuccessful test, then it is
unavailable.

Data needed for the calculations:

Case A. and B.: standby failure rate, failure rate (during its function), time
since the last test, mission time, repair time.



4, Standby not tested components

Those components belong to this group, that cannot be tested even not
inspected between two major maintenance, and are in standby mode.

A. and B. Estimated unavailability:

it is unavailable due to failure since the last inspection, or
maintenance, or it can fail during the mission time.

Data needed for the calculations:

Case A. and B.: standby failure rate, failure rate (during its function),
mission time, time duration since the last inspection, or maintenance.

5. For the components that are modelled as some combination of the above, the
same formulas are used depending on the actual operating mode of the
component.

2.2.2. Fault tree modularization

The fault tree modularization is a well-known process for those analysts, who met
problems, when they wanted to solve a complicated fault tree with a PC based
software. In the PSA world the independent modules are often called as
"supercomponents". Indeed, the modularization helps to reduce the size of the
fault tree, and also to understand better the fault tree structure. This process
requires reconsidering the fault tree construction, and grouping the basic events
on such a way, that the module was independent from the other part of the fault
tree. This independence means, that the basic events involved in a module do not
appear in other places, or they are not present in a minimal cut set several times.
Some of the programs make the modularization automatically finding the
independent modules, like FTAP.

For the fast updating of the results it is even necessary to group the basic events
into independent modules as much, as possible. Such an independent module can
be a fault tree of a subsystem, that does not have any interconnections with other
subsystems.

The modularization is a multi-level process, i. e. a module can contain other
modules.

It is important, that the modules are evaluated separately, and they are handled
on the higher level as basic events. It has the advantage of making Boolean
reduction only in the module in case of a component out of service, and it makes
the recalculation much faster, and the result remains realistic.



2.2.3. Minimal cut set reduction

The quantification of the results described in this document is based on the
minimal cut set actualization. That means, the calculation is performed for each
time point on the minimal cut set level. To make this calculation faster, the
minimal cut sets can be reduced in number and in order. The following steps are
to be performed in each time point:

1. If there is a change in the system configuration, then Boolean reduction
is to be performed in the relevant modules. Usually this changes are not
significant, just component unavailabilities, and do not change the system
logic, so Boolean reduction is enough. If there is a significant change
touching the fault tree logic, then the revaluation of the fault tree is
needed;

2. If there is a change in the system configuration, or there is a change in the
constant probabilities (such as a new component is built in, with different
failure probability), minimal cut set reduction is needed. The minimal cut
set containing several basic events with constant probabilities, can be
represented as one basic event for the further time period till the next
change in the system configuration (order reduction). The minimal cut sets
containing only constant in time probabilities can be also represented as
one constant probability till the next change (number reduction);

3. Minimal cut set quantification

Depending on the depth of the model the frequency of the changes of the
actual system configuration can vary, and the time consumption of the
calculation can be different. The analyst should find the right compromise
for the depth of the model.

An example for the minimal cut set reduction:

Let A, B, C, D to be basic events with constant probabilities, and E(t),
F(t), G(t), H(t) to be basic events with time dependent probabilities.

The next minimal cut sets:

A*B
+ A*C*D
+A*B*D*E(t)
+C*F(t)*G(t)*H(t)

can be reduced as

X
+ Y*E(t)
+ C*F(t)*G(t)*H(t),
where X=A*B+A*C*D, and Y=A*B*D



For this simple case the number of operators were reduced by five
multiplications and an addition. For more complicated cases this reduction
can be more significant.

That process can be easily algorithmized indicating the time dependent
members in the input data base.

.2.3. Calculation of the core damage risk

If the system unavailabilities are calculated, knowing the event trees, the event
sequences are to be quantified. The quantification process is usually performed by the
program used for the analysis. For the fast recalculation, it is necessary to make some
simplification and preparatory actions. This section deals with this preparation.

2.5.7. Calculation of the core damage frequency

An event sequence resulting a core damage is usually a process beginning with the
initiating event accompanied with some system unavailability combination. The
system unavailability combination is an AND connection of the unavailabilities

. of the systems involved into the given sequence. This AND connection can be
solved with the fault tree analyzer program. An example for a sequence:

IE, AND System 1, AND (NOT System2), AND System3.

The frequency of a minimal cut set resulting core damage can be calculated as
follows:

fmcs = fie*unavl*unav2*...

where fie is the frequency of the given initiating event, unavl, unav2,...etc.are the
unavailabilities in the minimal cut set.

The CDF due to an event sequence is the sum of all minimal cut set frequencies
involved into the given sequence.

The CDF due to an initiating event is the sum of all event sequence frequencies
resulting core damage.

The overall CDF is the sum of CDF all initiating events.

2.3.2. Calculation of the core damage probability

The CDP can be estimated as the integral of the CDF for a given period of time.



3. THE CORE DAMAGE RISK INDICATORS

All the above mentioned estimations with the knowledge on the operational
schedules and history enables us to calculate the core damage risk performance
indicators at any time. The definitions are given in this chapter.
Safety performance indicators are being developed to evaluate the plant safety. This
evaluation can be done based on periodic recalculation, or on everyday basis depending
on the indicator. While the first method is to show significant long therm changes and
trends, the everyday calculation is to initiate "fine tuning" of the safety, i. e. it indicates
the short therm or immediate changes. The message of this chapter is to use CDPI (Core
Damage Probability Indicator) for the periodic calculations, and CDFI (Core Damage
Frequency Indicator) for the everyday use.

3.1. The CDFI

Once the predefined for a time period operational schedule is approved by the
plant management, the risk is planned for the same time period. The schedule contains
the test and maintenance strategy, the configuration management basics. Indeed, when
the sequence of the preventive maintenance works is given, the system configuration is
planned. Any deviations from this schedule (such as corrective maintenance, or
extraordinary test of a component) will cause deviations from the planned risk. The
actual risk can be higher, or lower depending on the type of the action. However this
activities are also concerned in the planned risk by the statistical data of the components.
If the statistical data are based on the operating experience, and there is no any
significant changes by the time, then the planned CDP and the actual CDP for a longer
time period must be close together.

The plant safety depends on the risk planning and on the execution of this plan.
If the risk planning activities are risk based and optimized to minimize the risk, than the
safety performance of the plant depends only on the everyday safety related activities.
The planned risk is characterized by the CDF curve, and by the CDP for the concerned
time period. The planned CDF curve can be constructed based on the earlier described
methods. (This curve also can help to optimize the schedule.)

The CDFI has to show the deviation from the planned CDF. It can be the
absolute difference between the actual and planned CDF, or simply their ratio. It is
advisable to use more sophisticated comparisons in order to facilitate the indication of
the important from the safety point of view events. Depending on the sensitivity of the
method, the different calculations can be used for different purposes.

3.2. The CDPI

The planned CDP, as it was mentioned before, is the integral of the planned
CDF. The actual CDP is also the integral of the actual CDF for the selected time period.

The CDPI has to indicate significant changes and trends of the core damage risk.
Used together with the system unavailability indicators, the responsible for the changes



systems, and/or activities have to be showed.

Having the planned CDP and the actual CDP, the same calculations can be
performed, as with the CDF. There is also a possibility to calculate some "moving"CDFI
with various moving time intervals to show the trends due to changes of different
significance.

4. SUMMARY

The purpose of this document was to introduce a method for the time dependent
calculation of the PSA results. The method is based on the fast recalculation of the
minimal cut set frequencies, through the component unavailability functions. The fast
method requires some model simplifications and system unavailability estimations.
Examples on these simplifications and estimations are given in the document, such as
model modularization, minimal cut set reduction and frequency calculation.

The method described here is needed for the calculation of the core damage risk
indicators, namely the CDFI and CDP1.

The CDFI, together with the actual configuration, is to be used on everyday basis
for the indication of the immediate changes.

The CDPI together with the system unavailability indicators are to indicate the
long therm changes and trends.

This document dealt only with the method, and the fields of application have not
been discussed yet. Of course, the basic fields of application are very important, and are
to be defined before the development of the given indicator, the additional ways of their
using, and the needed modifications can be defined during the process of the
development. The possible applications of the CDFI and CDPI will be described later.
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